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PREFACE

THE present volume is a resume of my research work on the hyper-

bolic case in linear partial differential equations. I have had the

happiness of speaking of some parts of it to an American audience at

Columbia University (1911) and also had the honour of treating some

points at the Universities of Rome (1916) and Zurich (1917)*. I am
much indebted to Yale for having given me the opportunity to develop

the whole of it, with the recent improvements which I have been able

to make.

The origin ofthe following investigations is to be found in Riemann,

Kirchhoff and still more Volterra's fundamental Memoirs on spherical

and cylindrical waves. My endeavour has been to pursue the work of the

Italian geometer, and so to improve and extend it that it may become

applicable to all (normal) hyperbolic equations, instead of only to one

of them. On the other hand, the present work may be considered as

a continuation of my Legons sur la Propagation des Etudes et les Equa-
tions de I

'

Hydrodynamique, and, even, as replacing several pages of the

last chapter. The latter, indeed, was a first attempt, in which I only

succeeded in showing the difficulties of the problem the solution of

which I am now able to present.

Further extensions could also be given to such researches, including

equations of higher orders, systems of equations, and even some ap-

plications to non-linear equations (the study of which has been under-

taken in recent times, thanks to the theory of integral equations):

which subjects, however, I have deliberately left aside, as the primary
one constitutes a whole by itself. I shall be happy if some geometers
succeed in extending the following methods to these new cases.

After Volterra's fundamental Memoirs of the Acta Mathematica,

vol. xvni, and his further contributions, we should have to mention,

as developing and completing Volterra's point of view, the works of

Tedone, Coulon and d'Adhemarf. The latter's volume Les equations

aux derivdes partielles a caracteristiques reelles (Scientia Collection,

* I also mention a brief note read at the International Congress of Mathe-

maticians at Strasbourg (September 1920).

t Picard's researches—which we shall quote in their place
—are also essential

in several parts of the present work. Such is also the case for Le Roux.
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Paris, Gauthier-Villars) includes a careful bibliographical review, and

anotherone has been given byVolterra himself in his Lectures delivered

at Stockholm (published at Hermann's, Paris). We did not think it

necessary to give a third one, even to add the mention of later works,

and content ourselves with eventual quotations in footnotes, apologising
in advance to the authors whom we may have forgotten*.

Reasons must also be given for the change of two terms which had

been previously introduced and adopted in Science. One is "funda-

mental solution" replaced by "elementary solution"; the other consists

in replacing the word "conormal," created by the finder (d'Adhemar)

himself, by "transversal." The first has been done in order to avoid

confusion with the "fundamental solutions" introduced by Poincare

and his successors (as solutions of homogeneous integral equations);

the second for reasons of "economy of thought," as the notion in ques-
tion already occurs in the Calculus of Variations, where it is denoted

by the word "transversal."

I wish to express my heartiest thanks to two young American

geometers, Mr Walsh and Mr Murray, whom I have been so pleased

to see at Paris during the Academic year 1920—1921. They very

kindly undertook to revise the English of the greater part of my
manuscript. I fear many faults of language may have escaped detec-

tion, but that such errors are not more numerous is due to their useful

and friendly help.

* Our own Memoirs on the subject have been inserted in the Annates Scient.

Ec. Norm. Sup. (1904—1905) and the Acta Mathematica (vol. xxxi, 1908). We
want to point out that the latter contains several errors in numerical coefficients,

viz. in formula (30'), p. 349, where a denominator 2 must be cancelled (a factor 2

having similarly to be added in the preceding line), and in all formula; relating to

m even (corresponding to our Book IV), which must be corrected as in the

present volume.

J. H.

July 1921.

I am also greatly indebted to Prof. A. L. Underhill, of Minnesota,

for his kind advices in correcting faults of language during the

revision of proofs, and express to him my best thanks.

May 1923.
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Several formulae, being of general and constant use, have been

denoted by special symbols, viz. :



BOOK I

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CAUCHY'S PROBLEM





CHAPTER I

CAUCHY'S FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM. CHARACTERISTICS

We shall have to deal withjinear partial differential equations of the

hyperbolic type,and especially with Cauchy's problem concerning them.

WhaTalTnl^plirTialT^^ is, is well knownT What

the hyperbolic type is, will be explained further on. Let us recall what

Cauchy's problem is.

1. Boundary problems in general. A differential equation
—

whether ordinary or partial
—admits of an infinite number of solutions.

The older and classic point of view, concerning its integration, con-

sisted in finding the so-called "general integral," i.e. a solution of the

equation containing as many arbitrary elements (arbitrary parameters
or arbitrary functions) as are necessary to represent any solution,

save some exceptional ones.

But, in more recent research, especially as concerns partial differ-

ential equations, this point of view had to be given up, not only because

of the difficulty or impossibility of obtaining this "general integral,"

but, above all, because the question does not by any means consist

merely in its determination. The question, as set by mosi applications,

does not consist in finding any solution u of the differential equation,

but in choosing, amongst all those possible solutions, a particular one

defined byproperly given accessory conditions*. The partial differential

equation ("indefinite equation" of some authors) has to be satisfied

throughout the w-dimensional domain R (if we denote by m the

number of independent variables) in which u shall exist
;
in other

words, to be an identity, inasmuch as u is defined, and simultaneously
the accessory conditions ("definite equations") have to be satisfied in

points of the boundary of R. Examples of this will occur throughout
these lectures.

If we have the general integral, there remains the question of

* This even gives, as we conceive nowadays, the true manner of obtaining the

general integral, as, by varying the accessory data in every possible way, we can,

as a rule, get to any solution of our equation.

1—2

/
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choosing the arbitrary elements in its expression so as to satisfy

accessory conditions. In the case of ordinary differential equations,

the arbitrary elements being numerical parameters, we have to de-

termine them by an equal number of numerical equations, so that, at

least theoretically, the question may be considered as solved, being

reduced to ordinary algebra; but for partial differential equations,

the arbitrary elements consist of functions, and the problem of their

determination may be the chief difficulty in the question. For in-

stance, we know the general integral of Laplace's equation V
2 w = 0;

but, nevertheless, this does not enable us to solve, without further

and rather complicated calculations, the main problems depending on

that equation, such as that of electric distribution.

The true questions which actually lie before us are, therefore, the

"boundary problems," each of which consists in determining an un-

known function u so as to satisfy:

(1) an "indefinite" partial differential equation;

(2) some "definite" boundary conditions.

Such a problem will be "correctly set" if those accessory conditions

are such as to determine one and only one solution of the indefinite

equation.

The simplest of boundary problems is Cauchy's problem.

2. Statement of Cauchy's problem. It represents, for partial

differential equations, the exact analogue of the well-known funda-

mental problem in ordinary differential equations.

The theory of the latter was founded by Cauchy on the following

theorem : Given an ordinary differential equation, say of the second

order,

m ("£•&-•
or, solving with respect to -j\ ,

a solution of this equation is (under proper hypotheses) determined

if, for op = 0, we know the numerical values y , y
'

of y and £ for, if
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dv
the equation were of order k, the numerical values of y, -#

,
. . .

,

Now let us start from a partial differential equation of the second

order, such as (for two independent variables)

(2) <f> (u, x, y, p, qy r, s,t)
=

or, if the number of independent variables is m,

(II) (f> (u, xt , p^ n, sik)
= 0,

where u is the unknown function; xlf x2 , ..., xm the independent

variables and pi(i=l, 2, ..., m) stands for the first derivative ^~ ,

d2u d2u
Ti for the second derivative =—

, Sit for the second derivative
dxf

' l

dxidxk
'

We especially deal with the linear case: that is, the left-hand side

is linear with respect to u, pi, r<, «#, the coefficients being any-

given functions of xlf x2 , ..., xm . Now if we are asked to find a

solution of that equation such that, for xm = 0, u and the first de-

rivative ~— be given functions of xlf x2 , ..., xm , viz.
oxm

~U (Xi, X2 ,
• . . ,

Xm—i, 0) = Wo \X1} X2 , ... ,
Xm^i),

o \®i> ^2> • • •
> ^m— 1» *-V

= ^h v^n ^2, ...
,
Xm—i),

0Xm

this will be called Cauchy's problem with respect to xm = ;
u and ux

will be Cauchy's data and xm = the hypersurface
*—here a hyper-

plane
—which ''bears" the data.

3. Of course, there is no reason to consider exclusively plane

hypersurfaces. Let us imagine that the m-dimensional space be sub-

* In the m-dimensional space (# x ,
x2 , ..., xm), we shall, for brevity's sake, call

a hypersurface (or even a surface) the (m - l)-fold variety defined by one equation

between the aSs
;
we call an edge the (m — 2)-fold variety defined by two equations.

A line will, as usual, mean the locus of a point depending on one parameter ;
it

will be a straight line if the ^s are linear functions of the parameter.
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mitted to a point transformation

x
l
= Gj (Xj ,

. . .
,
Xm),

(T)
w.2
= G.2 (X1 , ...., Xm),

\%m = Gm {X1 , ..., Xm)

(u not being altered by the transformation). The hyperplane xm =
will become, in that new X-space, a certain arbitrary surface 8

(S) Gm (X„ . . .
,
Xm)

= 0.

Our differential equation being replaced by an analogous one

(Ho) 4> (M,
Zlf X2 ,

. . .
,
Xm ,

Piy &, Sik)
= 0,

Cauchy's problem for that equation, with respect to the surface S,

will consist in finding a solution of (II a), satisfying, at every point of

this surface, two conditions such as

du _ jTu — u
,

-j-zj.

— U 1 .

N is a direction given arbitrarily at each point of S, but not tangent
to it; u and CT, (a quantity suitably deduced from u and the primitive

Wj) are given numerical values at each point of #, these again being
called Cauchy's data for the present case.

4. Physical examples. We immediately remind the reader that

Cauchy's problem occurs in several physical applications. For instance,

let us consider a cylindrical pipe, indefinite in both senses, full of a

homogeneous gas which may be subjected to small disturbances. Let

us admit Bernoulli's hypothesis of parallelism of sections, so that we

have to deal with the motions of a one-dimensional medium; the

displacement u of any molecule being always longitudinal and a

function of the initial abscissa a; and the time t, u must satisfy the

equation (where w is a constant)

(ei) ^^
==G,

^^•

The motion will be determined entirely if, at the instant t — 0, we

know the initial positions (i.e. the initial disturbances from the positions

of equilibrium) and the initial velocities of all the molecules; this
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knowledge will be analytically expressed by the conditions

(Ci) u (x, 0) = u (x),
-j-

(x, 0) = u
x (x).

Similarly for the motion of electricity in a homogeneous conducting

cable, indefinite in both senses, the distribution of intensities and

potentials all over the cable at the initial instant being given : the

only difference will be that the problem is not governed by equation

(ej) but by the so-called "telegraphist's equation."

Ifwe now come to a three-dimensional medium, that is, to ordinary

space, let us consider a homogeneous gas filling that space indefinitely

in every direction, and without any gap.

Small motions of such a gas will be governed by the equation of

sound or of spherical waives

d*u d2u d2u
_

1 ^Hi _

u being a properly chosen unknown function (the so-called
"
velocity

potential ") of x, y, z, t, and a> again a constant (the velocity of sound

in the gas). Knowing initial disturbances and initial speeds at the

instant t = will be equivalent to knowing the conditions (Cauchy's

conditions)

(C3) u (x, y, z, 0) = u (x, y, z), ^ (as, y, z, 0) = u
x (x, y, z),

u and ux being given functions of x, y, z.

4 a. We have been speaking of one-dimensional and three-dimen-

sional mediums
;

of course we may also conceive two-dimensional

ones. Let us, for instance, imagine that the state of an aerial mass

happens at every instant to be the same all along each vertical line,

so that pressures, densities, velocities (the latter being horizontal)

are all independent of the vertical coordinate z. Such a motion will

be governed by the equation of cylindrical waves

d'
2u d2u 1 d2u _^ dx
7* +

df
"
»9 d¥

~
'

which is deduced from (e3) by supposing that u is independent of z.
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This case being evidently a sub-case of the preceding one, we again
can complete the determination of u by Cauchy's conditions

(C2) u (x, y, 0) = u (x, y),
—

(x, y, 0) = u, (x, y).

Of course, we can also conceive the same problem as corresponding
to the preceding one for beings living in a space with only two

dimensions. But it will be very important for us to remember that

this two-dimensional problem may be considered as a mere special

case of the three-dimensional one.

We note that, in each case, the number of independent variables

is greater by one than the number of dimensions of the medium, the

time t constituting a supplementary variable or, as we may say, playing
the part of a new coordinate*. It is known that physicists in recent

times have fully adopted this point of view, the combination of a

point in space and value of t being called by them an " event
"

or
" universe point," the ensemble of all points of space combined with

all values of t, a "
universe."

5. Geometric configurations. Graphically, taking again a one-

dimensional medium, we shall represent the combination of a value

of x and a value of t (that is, a given point of the medium considered

at a given instant) by a point in an xt plane.

Similarly, we may study the motion of a two-dimensional medium

by introducing coordinates x, y, and i in a space analogous to our

ordinary one, the medium at the instant t = being represented by a

certain plane in that space, while other instants (especially later

ones) would be represented by displacing that plane normally to

itself. Everything takes place as if, at the same time in which our

two-dimensional motion occurs, the horizontal plane in which it takes

place possessed a vertical velocity equal to 1.

6. The case of motion in ordinary space will present a little more

difficulty as, adding t, we have, to introduce four-dimensional space.

We do it, as it seems to me, as clearly as possible by imitating exactly

the method of ordinary descriptive geometry. We simultaneously

draw two systems of axes x, y, z and x, y, t (fig. 1) : each four-dimen-

* This conception was beautifully illustrated a good many years ago by the

novelist Wells in his " Time Machine."
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xyz

I

\t \xyt

Fig. 1.

sional point, or " universe point," (x, y, z, t) shall be represented by
two simultaneous points (x, y, z) and

(x, y, t).
The plane of xy shall play the

part of the "
ground plane," the only

difference from ordinary descriptive geo-

metry being that, for clearness' sake, this

ground plane will often be drawn twice,

as in fig. la*.

i

7. Cauchy-Kowalewsky's theorem.

Now, concerning Cauchy's problem, the

following three questions evidently arise :

1. Has Cauchy's problem a solution ?

2. Has it only one solution ? (in other words, is that problem cor-

rectly set ?); and lastly

3. How is that solution to be calcu-

lated ?

Though the first two questions will

be considered here as merely intro-

ductory f, we shall begin by seeing how

we must answer them.

It is well known that Cauchy himself,

then Sophie Kowalewsky and, at the

same time, Darboux* considered the case

in which (2) or (II) can be solved with

respect to r (or rm),
viz.

? (2') r=f(u,x,y,p,q,s,t)

or (IT) rm =f(u, xlt ...),

which is the case in (2) or (II) if

(3) ?**0or|**0;
Fig. la. w

dr
r

drm
^

xyz

xyt

* We shall also quite frequently limit ourselves to drawing one "
projection,"

viz. the (x, y, t) diagram, or even more simply (whatever m may be) the section of

the m-dimensional diagram by a two-dimensional space.

t For some further details, we refer to ourColumhiaLectures(1911),NewYork,
Columbia University Press (1915), Lecture I.

% Cauchy, C. R. Acad. Sc. vol. xiv, p. 1020
;
vol. xv, pp. 44, 85, 131 (1842) ;
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upon that hypothesis, they proved (or are most frequently said to

have proved) that Cauchy s problem, with respect to x = (or xm = 0),

always admits of one and only one solution.

8. Analytic functions. The proof of this theorem has been

simplified by Goursat* in such a way that we can give it in a few

lines : before which, however, we have to recall what the conception
of an analytic function is.

The function f(x) of the (real) variable x is said to be analytic or,

more exactly f, analytic and regular or also holomorphic in the interval

(a, b) if, x being any number in that interval,/ can be represented,

for x sufficiently near to x
, by a Taylor series in powers of (x

— xe),

the convergence radius of which is therefore not zero.

If so, f can be defined, and will admit of derivatives of every

order, not only for the just mentioned real values of x, but also for

imaginary ones, provided their representative points are near enough
to the segment (a, b) of the real axis.

But Cauchy's theory of functions shows us that this second

property
—viz. existence in the imaginary domain with continuity

and differentiability
—

conversely implies Taylor's expansion, thus

giving a second definition, fully equivalent to the first one, for an

analytic function.

The interval of convergence of the Taylor series for f may
be limited by singularities of/ in (a, b); but is usually without

any apparent relation to them and much smaller than would be

Sophie Kowalewsky, TJiesis, Gottingen (1874) ;
Journal fiir Math. t. lxxx (1875),

pp. 1—32 ; Darboux, C. R. Acad. Sc. vol. lxxx (1875), pp. 101—104 and p. 317. S.

Kowalewsky seems not to have known the work of Cauchy (which was also un-

known to Darboux and was pointed out by Genocchi in the same vol. lxxx). She

even attributes to Weierstrass, Journalfiir Math. t. Li (1856), p. 43, the first formu-

lation of the theorem concerning ordinary differential equations, which seems to

be puzzling, as she quotes Briot and Bouquet (Journ. Ec. Polytechnique, vol. xxi),

and these begin by referring to Cauchy (though without giving a precise quotation).

The theorem was again proved in other later works, such as Meray and Riquier's.
* Bulletin de la Socie'te' Mathe'matique de France, vol. xxvi (1898), p. 129

;
Cours

d'Analyse mathe'matique, vol. u, p. 360; see Hedrick and Dunkel's translation

(Ginn and Co.), vol. n, part n, pp. 53 ff.

t Analysts frequently do not cease to call a function an analytic one even if its

domain of existence contains points of discontinuity (poles, essential points, etc— ).
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obtained by their consideration (being connected with imaginary

singularities).

All this may be extended at once to the case of several variables,

an analytic function of x, y, z being characterized by one of the two

(equivalent) definitions :

(A) fix, y, z) is analytic in the volume ty if, (x , y ,
z ) being any

point in ty, f can be represented by a convergent Taylor series in

powers of (x
— x ), (y

—
y ), (z

— z ) for every position of (x, y, z) within

a certain sphere with centre (x , y , z );

(B) f{x, y, z) is analytic in the volume ty if it can be defined, so

as to be continuous and differentiable, not only for the (real) points

of &
V, but for any point x = x + x"i, y = y' + y"i, z = z + z"i such that

(x', y', z') lies in fy and
|

x"
\, \y"\, \

z"
|

are sufficiently small.

Analytic functions are the ones usually given by our mathematical

procedure; but they are really very special ones amongst functions

in general*. This is readily seen by the simple (and important) fact

that the continuation of an analytic function is determined. If f(x) is

analytic in (a, b), the knowledge of its values in any—however small

—sub-interval (a', b') of (a, b) enables us to calculate it all over (a, b).

For non-analytic functions, continuation has, generally, no mean-

ing. Such a function being only given in (0, \), its values in (i, 1)

can be chosen in cc ways, no reason existing, as a rule, to prefer any
one of these continuations to any other one.

9. Regular functions. We shall have, in the future, to deal with

several kinds of functions which will not be assumed to be analytic ;

they will frequently be restricted by some hypothesis of regularity.

A function of one or several variables will be called regular if it

is continuous and admits of continuous derivatives up to a certain

order p. This order will vary according to the nature of the question.

Strictly speaking, it should be precisely indicated in each case : I

must own, however, that I shall most often omit to do this, such

precision not seeming to me to be worth the somewhat tedious pre-

cautions which it would require. It will be sufficient for us to realize that

such an order exists, which fact is generally obvious in each question.

* For further details, we refer to our work La serie de Taylor et son prolonge-

ment analytique, Paris, Gauthier-Villars.
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A regular function admits of Taylor's expansion, limited to terms

of a certain order, and, as its derivatives also admit of corresponding

expansions, all operations based on such an expansion, and in general

all operations of Differential Calculus which are valid for analytic

functions, hold good also for "regular" ones, provided no higher
derivatives are concerned than those of order p. For instance, such

a punctual transformation as (T) (§ 3) will not alter regularity if the

functions G are themselves regular (with the condition, of course,

that the Jacobian does not vanish).

As to calling a function
"
analytic and regular," this is synonymous

with saying that it is holomorphic.

10. The proof of Cauchy-Kowalewsky's theorem. For the

fundamental theorem concerning ordinary differential equations, we

remind the reader that two kinds of proof have been given by Cauchy
and his successors.

I. One of them is what Cauchy calls
"
Calcul des Limites*," and

modern writers
" method of dominant functions." Taking the given

differential equation in the form (1') (§ 2), it essentially assumes

that its right-hand side is holomorphic in x, y, y in the neighbour-

hood of (# = 0, y = y , y =
2/o')- Using the fact that any convergent

Maclaurin expansion in powers of x, y, z admits of a " dominant
"

expansion of any of the forms

iT%' H)H)K)' ¥WW)
K, p, px being, in each case, properly chosen positive constants, the

proof establishes (upon the aforesaid hypothesis) that there exists a

(unique) convergent Maclaurin expansion in powers of x satisfying

the given equation and initial conditions.

II. In the second kind of methods (successive approximations),

the differential equation is no longer assumed to be an analytic one.

Only very simple properties (continuity and "
Lipschitz's condition ")

are assumed concerning its right-hand side. Nevertheless, the same

result—viz. existence and uniqueness of the solution—is obtained as

* See Goursat's Cours d'Analyse, translated by Hedrick and Dunkel, vol. n,

part II, cbap. II, pp. 45 ff.
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in the former method, except that, of course, the solution itself is no

longer analytic.

The proof of the theorem concerning partial differential equations

corresponds to the first of the above-mentioned classes of methods.

We shall present it under Goursat's form*.

Reducing the number of independent variables to two, in order to

simplify the notation, we start from the equation

(2') r =f(u, x, y, p, q, s, t)

and the corresponding Cauchy problem, consisting in the determina-

tion of u by that equation and the definite conditions

(5) u (0, y) m u (y), ^(0,y)= Ul (y).

Let us try to satisfy all these conditions by choosing for u a power
series in x

(4) u = u +u1 x-\- ... + A%h +

Each uh = (r-£ J
will be a function of y, which we must find.

u and Mj are given. To find u^, u3 ,
... , we notice that each deriva-

tive a k ,
for x = 0, will be a derivative of uh ,

whatever k may be.

Therefore, making, in (2'), x = 0, the right-hand side will contain,

besides y itself, only the functions u
,
ux and their derivatives p = uly

q = u ', s = w1

/

,
t=u ", so that the left-hand side (r)x = = u2 can be

considered as known.

Furthermore, differentiating (2') once with respect to x and then

making x = 0, we obtain ( *-
J

= us in terms of u
,
ul ,

u2 and their

derivatives; and, in the same way, successive differentiations with

respect to x will give us the values of u4 ,
u5) ..., each uh being a

polynomial in u
,
u1} u2 , ..., uh_x and their derivatives, and also in /

and its derivatives.

We can also consider each uh as expanded in powers of (y
—
y )

(where yQ is some fixed value of y) so as to replace (4) by

(4a) u=S=tX
Ĵ fl

xk(y-y f:

* See Gcmrsat-Hedrick, loc. cit. pp. 61 ff.
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then each numerical coefficient uhlc will, on account of the preceding

operations, be expressed in terms of the preceding ones (that is, uhk
with smaller h and not greater k) and of the coefficients in the Taylor

expansion* of/, by a polynomial P.

We see that conditions (2') and (5) determine every coefficient of

(4) or (4 a). Therefore, we can already assert that our Gauchy problem
cannot admit of more than one solution represented by a convergent

series; that is, of one solution holomorphic in x.

We have now to show that a solution actually exists. Assuming

f to be holomorphic in the variables which it contains and making
the same hypothesis for the functions uQ and ux in the neighbourhood
of some fixed value y = y ,we shall show that the series (4) is conver-

gent for
|

a?
| sufficiently small

f",
and that such is the case even for the

double series (4a), provided |

x
|

and
| y
—
y |

lie below properly chosen

positive limits.

The first step will consist, as for ordinary differential equations,

in noting that each successive operation for the determination of our

Uh only implies differentiations, multiplications and additions (without

any use of the sign
—

) : in other words, that the polynomial denoted

above by P has only positive terms. Therefore, we shall have a

dominant of the series (4 a) if we replace each of the expansions of

/, u , Ui by a dominant one. The whole question is reduced to finding

such dominant expansions that the corresponding problem is certain

to have a solution.

For that purpose, we may at first assume that the given functions

m
, Ui are zero, and even that zero is also the value of u2 deduced

from the equation ; for, in the general case (u , u^, u2 ±Q), we could,

instead of u, introduce a new unknown u' by the transformation

u = u — u — uxx — u^x
2
,

the new problem in u' satisfying the above requirement. Under such

* We mean an expansion in powers of x, (y-y )» [w-Mo(yo)]> [^-Mi(yo)]>

fe-«o'(yo)]» [«-«i'(yo)], [«-<'(yo)]-

t That the series (4 a), when convergent, certainly defines a solution of the

problem, can be shown as in the case of ordinary differential equations (and as we

shall show in Book n for similar purposes).
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conditions (and y being taken = 0) a dominant of/ will be

£ K
(i _

® + y + u +p + 9\ f-i _ t+J\

(as the initial values of x, y, u, p, q, s, t are all zero, and the corre-

sponding value of/ is also zero), and we can replace u
, ux by any

Maclaurin expansions with positive coefficients, as any such expansions
are obviously dominant of zero. Our proof will therefore be given if

we show that the equation

_?*•_ K K
dx2 / x + y + u + p + q\ ( s + P

\ P f \ Pi

admits of a solution represented by a Maclaurin expansion with all

coefficients positive or zero, or if we do so for any other equation where

the quantity in the right-hand side would be replaced by a dominant

one. Now, Goursat introduces such a dominant by writing
- instead

of #, denoting by a a positive number smaller than 1, the choice of

which we shall examine presently.

For this new equation

d2u K
dx2 / x/

a+w+u+p +q
|

:

)(-*

-K,

\ p ' \ pi

we seek to find a solution only depending on the variable

ar = x + ay.

The function u of a will have to satisfy the ordinary differential

equation

„ d2u K r_

da2 /a /-. x ,\
I - + u + (l+a)u \ ,

\ l _
g

J (i _ (« + * ) uy

or

d2u a + a2
fd

2u\ 2 K
l--(a + a2

)

Pi

Pi

-K.
da2

p, \d<r
2J cr ., . du

+ u + (l + a)

1- a da
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If we now take a such that 1 (a+ a2
) > 0. not only will this

differential equation admit (on account of Cauchy's first theorem) of

a holomorphic solution vanishing with a, but the expansion of the

solution will have all its coefficients positive*. Q.E.D.

Nothing essential need be changed in the above when several

independent variables x, y, z, ... exist, the double series S merely

becoming a multiple one, the quantity a being x + a (y + z + . . .) and

some numerical coefficients appearing in our dominant functions.

11. The expansion (4 a) thus obtained depends on the choice of

y and is only valid if we assume not only that \x\<R, but also that

it is confined within a proper interval / around y . On the contrary,
• the expansion (4) is independent of y . More precisely, if we give to

y two different values such that the two corresponding intervals /

overlap each other, every function Uh will be the same for both cases

in the common part, this being a consequence of the fact that the

holomorphic solution of our Cauchy problem is unique.

Therefore, if our hypotheses concerning f, u
,
ux are satisfied

throughout any segment, however large, of the y-axis, our preceding

calculations will give the expansion (4) in the vicinity of that whole

segment. The numbers K, p and p x having, as we know, the first a

maximum and the two others minima all over the aforesaid segment,

the corresponding limit of convergence R for
j

x
|

can also, if necessary,

be considered as constant.

As has already been stated, the above determination of R (even

if we take it as different for different values of y ) generally leads,

for the domain of convergence of the series (4) and, a fortiori, for the

domain of existence of the solution u, to limits which are so small

as to be useless in practice.

12. Characteristics. The conclusions are quite different in the

exceptional case, where the sign ± in (3) (p. 9) is replaced by =. In

* A quantity Y denned by aY—b¥2=X, with a>0, b >0, has, in powers of

X, a Maclaurin expansion with all coefficients positive, as appears, e.g. by direct

resolution of the quadratic equation.
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this case, the solution of Gauchy's problem does not generally exist and,

if it exists, is not unique.

In this instance, some new features appear when the number of

variables is greater than two. Let us take it as 3, and also change our

notation (as we shall do from now on), by representing our equation,

which we now assume to be linear, in the form*

(E) 2 A*Jnr + 2Bip-+ Gu=f,
i, k OXiOXjc i OXi

A ik , Bi,G and /being given functions of the xs. For the exceptional

case, we must assumef Amm (= A 33)
= 0, so that our equation is

reduced to

(6) 2A
d>U

I *A
d* u

|
Au

dHl
n
dxldx3

23
dx2dx3

u
dxl

2

_
,

d2u . d*u * „ du „ .

+2A
»l)i&.

+A"W+
iZ1

B
<SZl

+G«-f-

with Cauchy's conditions u = uQ (x1} x2), ~— = ux (x1} x2) for x3
= 0.

ox3

Here we see that the left-hand side contains no double differen-

tiation with respect to xs ,
so that (for x3

= 0) the equation does not

involve the coefficient u2 of x3
2
,
but only u and ^ ; thus, it no longer

determines any unknown, but gives us a condition of possibility for

our Cauchy problem, viz.

If u and ut are not chosen so as to satisfy this equation, the problem
has no solution.

If, for instance, u is given in the first place, we ought to take for

ux a solution of (7). We notice that this gives for u
t
a linear partial

* The notation is the usual one for quadratic forms, with A ik=A ki ,
so that

each term of the second order with different suffixes is reckoned twice.

t Amm=0 may be an identity in #x ,
x2 ,

...
,
xm or, more generally, an identity

in a?i, ..., xm -i f°r #m=0- For simplicity's sake, we only deal with the first case,

the conclusions being the same, as may be readily seen, in the second one.

H. 2
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differential equation of the first order, the integration of which would

lead, as we know, to the drawing, on our plane x3
= 0, of the system

of lines (I) defined by the differential equation*

Let us now suppose that condition (7) is fulfilled : we have as yet
no condition to determine u2 . But such a condition arises from the

following equation (which, in the general case, previously dealt with,

was used to find u3) obtained by differentiating once with respect to

x3 and then making x3
=

: this obviously gives

(7') 2aJ^+2aJ^ + B3u2 +H1
= 0,

. TT n dA 13 dui -dAndwi dB3 dH , , , ,

where H1
= 2 -=— ^-+2 -—^

5
—

\- ^— ux + =— - does not depend on u2 .

ox3 oxx ox3 ox2 oxs ox3

We see therefore that u2 is not entirely arbitrary, but that it can,

nevertheless, be chosen in an infinity of ways : we can take for it any
solution of the linear partial differential equation (7'). This equation

has the same characteristics as (7), viz. the lines (I).

The fact that, u and ux being given, u2 may be chosen in more

than one way can be expressed by saying that two solutions of our

equation (corresponding to the same u and u x ,
but to different u2 s)

may be tangent to each other\ in every point of x3
=

(or, generally,

Further differentiations with respect to x3 would, in the same way,

give us for u3 ,
uA ,

... successive linear partial differential equations of

the first order, the characteristics of which would still be the same

lines (l).

We shall have to return later to these lines, the geometric meaning
of which will then appear. For the present, the preceding calculation

* The corresponding lines (I) for m > 3 would be denned by (m -
2) differential

equations between x1 ,
x2 , ..., $m -i-

t Two functions u, v (of one or several variables) are said to be tangent at a

determinate point (i.e. for a certain system of values of the variables) if they and

all their first derivatives assume numerical values which are equal each to each

at the point in question. The contact is of order p if similar equalities hold not

only between first derivatives, but between all derivatives up to the order p.
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gives us a first presumption that if our Cauchy problem is not im-

possible (that is, if condition (7) is fulfilled) it becomes indeterminate,

as each of the successive w^'s can be chosen with a certain measure of

arbitrariness. This, however, is only a presumption, as we do not

know, as yet, whether the choice of these uh's can be directed so as to

make the series (4) convergent: the proof of which fact we shall have

a further opportunity to give, and this will show, at the same time,

the degree of indetermination of u.

If we take this proof for granted, we see that, briefly speaking,

Cauchy's problem behaves like the resolution of a system of n ordinary

equations of the first degree in n unknowns, the determinant of which

is zero.

We have dealt with a linear equation, the only interesting case

for what follows; the non-linear case leads to essentially similar results

with some differences at the beginning of the operation, and is even

readily reduced to the first case by differentiating the given

equation.

13. The above exceptional case is a most important one for our

farther work and for any study of partial differential equations. How
is it to be defined if we set Cauchy's problem not with respect to

#m =0, but to any other surface such as S (§ 3)? To see this, we

only have to transform condition (3) by application of the punctual
transformation (T): an elementary operation. We thus recognize*
that (with the notation of § 3) the exceptional case is defined by the

condition

2 a<f>
fdGm\*

| g
94> dGm dGm m Q

i dR{ \dXiJ i,kdSik dX{ dXjc m

Let us again suppose that we are in the linear case, our partial

differential equation having the form

(E) ZAik
~ + 2l Bip± + Cu=f

itk dxidxk i dxi
J

(Aik, Bi} G and / being given functions of xly x2) ..., xm). The con-

* The condition can be found directly, and even the calculation in the pre-

ceding § 12 performed without the use of punctual transformations: see our

Legons sur la propagation des ondes (Paris, Hermann, 1903), ch. VII, §§ 278 to 288.

2—2
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dition for the variety G{x1 ,..., ocm)
= to correspond to the exceptional

case will be

in other words, it is to be obtained by the following

Rule. We consider exclusively the terms of the second order in the

given equation, and, in these terms, we replace each second derivative

of u by the corresponding square or product offirst derivatives of G.

If condition (A) is fulfilled (that is, if the above quantity is zero

at every point* of the surface S), S is said to be a characteristic f of

the equation (E). The quadratic form

A (yj, 7a ,
...

, 7m)
= 2 A ikjiyk

i,k

is called the characteristic form.
The fundamental property of characteristics is, on account of the

preceding considerations, expressed by the fact that they are the only
surfaces along which two solutions of the equation can touch each

other : this contact can be of any order (as, in the operations in the

preceding section, we can assume u
, u1} ..., u^ to be the same for

two different solutions, the values of uh changing).

This property is entirely similar to the definition of characteristics

for a partial differential equation of the first order, and this is the

reason why the same denomination is given to both, although the

former are surfaces and the latter lines (whatever be the number of

variables).

Equation (A) is a partial differential equation of the first order,

which S must satisfy. Geometrically, as is well known, it can be

interpreted by saying that, at each of its points, S must have its

* The case in which condition (A) would be satisfied in some points of S and

not in the others, though occurring in some problems already treated, would

present new difficulties which have not as yet been attacked, as they have not

proved interesting in applications.

t The theory of characteristics, for two independent variables, has been known

since Monge and Ampere (see Darboux's The'orie des surfaces, vol. n and Goursat's

Lecons sur Vintegration des equations aux derivees partielles du second ordre). Its

extension to m> 2 was first given by Backlund {Math. Annalen, vol. xin, 1878),

but was not generally known before being found by Beudon (Bidl. Soc. Math. Fr.

vol. xxv, 1897).
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tangent plane tangent to a certain corresponding quadratic cone,

whose tangential equation is A (y1 , <y2 , ..., ym)
= 0. This cone is called

the characteristic cone.

(If the Ai^s are not constants, each system of values of cclf x2 ,
. . .

,
xm

will give a different characteristic cone. We shall generally consider

a characteristic cone as having the corresponding point of the Tri-

dimensional space as it's vertex.)

Characteristics have an important physical meaning ; they are, in

fact, what the physicist means by waves. That the above definition of

them (and, more precisely, the part they play as surfaces of contact

between two solutions) is strictly equivalent to Hugoniot's conception

of waves, may be easily perceived (for proof, however, we shall refer

to our Legons sur la propagation des ondes). In fact, the identity of

both conceptions not only will appear in each case that we shall have

to deal with, but will be an a posteriori consequence of our final

formulae.

14. The result of Cauchy and Sophie Kowalewsky's analysis would

therefore be that Cauchy's problem has one (and only one) solution

every time the surface which bears the data is not characteristic, nor

tangent anywhere to a characteristic *.

* We shall leave the case of systems of partial differential equations aside and

only say a word about it here for completeness' sake. The fundamental theorem

allows a well-known generalization to such systems when the number of equations

is equal to the number p of unknowns and they can be solved for the derivatives

of the highest order with respect to one variable x : for instance, as concerns

the three equations of the second order F\ (r, r", /', ...)
=

0, F2 {r, r\ r", ...)
=

0,

F3 (r, i\ r", ...)
= with the three unknowns u, -a', u" I where we have emphasized

the three second derivatives t=^-^^ »*'=^ 2 »
7
"'=

a~2 )
if they can be solved for

r, r
1

,
r". The exceptional case will occur when such a resolution (at least a regular

one) is impossible, i.e. when the Jacobian ^ }
'

J
'

„,
— vanishes. Then x=0 will

' r D (r, r
, r )

be said to be a characteristic. We easily deduce from this, by punctual transform-

ation (§ 3) or by a direct calculation, the condition that a surface (2=0 be a

characteristic : which will give (see our Legons sur la propagation des ondes,

ch. vn, § 321), in the case of the above system, a partial differential equation

of the first order and sixth degree (2pth degree, if there were p equations of the

second order in p unknowns).

It has sometimes been believed that the exceptional case could always be
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avoided by a proper punctual transformation. This, however, is an error : in other

terms, it may happen that the above defined equation of characteristics is an

identity. Various examples of this have been formed
; but one is offered by a most

classic and usual problem, viz. the problem of applicable surfaces : three partial

differential equations of the first order in x, y, z as functions of u, v which cannot

be solved with respect to
^-, ~, *-, whatever be the choice of the independent

variables u, v.

How Cauchy's statement (still remaining in the analytic hypothesis) must
be modified in the most general case—without changing the variables—has, as is

known, been made clear by the works of Meray and Eiquier, even when the

number of equations is not equal to the number of unknowns.

But the effect of a punctual transformation can itself be determined, and,

therefore, a new equation for characteristics established, even when the ordinary
condition for these fails by being an identity, as was pointed out, in one case, by
the author (Bull. Soc. Math. Fr. vol. xxxiv, 1906) and generally performed, thanks

to the works of Le Roux (Bidl. Soc. Math. Fr. vol. xxxvi, p. 129, 1908), Gunther
and Maurice Janet (C. R. Ac. Sc. 1913).



CHAPTEK II

DISCUSSION OF CAUCHY'S RESULT

15. The reader will probably wonder at our systematically em-

ploying a conditional form and seeming to consider as doubtful one of

the most classic and well-known demonstrations of analysis. The fact is

that things are not so simple as would be suggested by the above argu-
ments. Indeed, the circumstances which we shall meet with will appear
as quite paradoxical from the purely mathematical point of view and
could only be foreseen by physical hints. No question offers a more

striking illustration of the ideas which Poincare developed at the

first International Mathematical Congress at Zurich, 1897 (see also

La Valeur de la Science, pp. 137—155), viz. that it is physical appli-
cations which show us the important problems we have to set, and

that again Physics foreshadows the solutions.

The reasonings of Cauchy, S. Kowalewsky and Darboux, the equi-
valent of which has been given above, are perfectly rigorous ;

never-

theless, their conclusion must not be considered as an entirely general
one. The reason for this lies in the hypothesis, made above, that

Cauchy's data, as well as the coefficients of the equations, are expressed

by analytic functions
;
and the theorem is very often likely to be false

when this hypothesis is not satisfied.

We say "often" and not "always," for it may also happen that the

statement of Cauchy-Kowalewsky given above should prove to be

accurate for a quite general choice of data
;
and indeed, one of the

most curious facts in this theory is that apparently very slightly

different equations behave in quite opposite ways in this matter.

If, in the first place, we take such a Cauchy problem as was

spoken of in § 4 [Cauchy's problem with respect to t = 0, for equations

(ej), (e2), (e3)], our above conclusions are valid, as we shall see as these

lectures proceed, without any need of the hypothesis of analyticity.

But the conclusions will be altogether different if, for instance, we
deal with Laplace's classic equation ofpotentials

doc
2

dy- dz2
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This will be immediately realized by comparison with another

classic boundary problem; I mean Dirichlet's problem. This consists,

as we know, in determining a solution of Laplace's equation within a

given volume °V, the value of u being given at every point of the

boundary surface 8 of that volume. It is a known fact that this

problem is correctly set : i.e. it has one (and only one) solution.

This fact immediately appears as contradictory to Cauchy-Kowa-

lewsky's theorem : for, if the knowledge of numerical values of u at

the points of S (together with the partial differential equation) is by
itself sufficient to determine the unknown function within °V, we

evidently have no right to impose upon u any additional condition,

and we cannot therefore, besides values of u, choose arbitrarily those

of
-j-

. Indeed there is, between those two sets of values, an infinity

of relations which must be satisfied in order that a corresponding
harmonic function should exist. Any point a exterior to ty provides
such a relation, since, denoting by r the distance from a to an arbitrary

point M of 8, we must have the well-known identity :

d~ 1 du^
/a\ i ( ~r _ 1 _ \ = o

J J s \ dn r dn)

How is it that, on the contrary, Cauchy-Kowalewsky's conclusions

would lead to the arbitrary choice at every point of S, not only of u,

but also of one of its first derivatives, such as the normal derivative

du

dn
'

A double explanation can be given for this apparent contradiction.

First, the conditions are not alike in both cases. We have previously

proved the possibility of Cauchy's problem with respect to a plane,

then with respect to any surface which can be deduced from a plane

by punctual transformation. This is the case for any (regular) portion
of a surface, provided it is sufficiently small, but not for whole closed

surfaces. The whole surface of a sphere, for instance, cannot, with

perfect continuity, be transformed into the surface of a plane : it has

a different shape in the sense of Analysis situs.

This, however, is no decisive objection, as we can see from the

remark of § 11: if we solve our Cauchy problem in the neighbourhood
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of each portion of S, these different elements of a solution will continue

each other and one solution will be constituted, which will be valid

all over $ and its neighbourhood.

But, in the second place, our theorem only proves the existence

of the solution of Cauchy's problem in the neighbourhood of the

initial surface S. In Dirich let's problem, the solution has to exist in

the whole extent of <JV. This is the first required explanation : for this

reason, and only for this, the relations (8) are necessary. If they are

dtt
not satisfied by an analytic set of values of u and -j- ,

these values

will correspond to a certain harmonic function u in the neighbourhood
of S

;
but u will necessarily admit of some singularities, or even cease

to be defined at some place within °V.

Even this first answer to our question is not complete and does

not give the only reason why Cauchy's problem is not always possible.

Taking now the geometric terms of the problem exactly in the same

way as Cauchy, we can see that, if we drop the hypothesis of analytic

data, no solution will exist even in the immediate neighbourhood of

S, or of a portion cr, however small, of S.

This may be considered as a consequence of a well-known property
of harmonic functions (i.e. solutions of V 2u = 0), viz. that they are

analytic in every region inside the domain where they exist and are

continuous together with their first derivatives, and they can only lose

that character of analyticity on the boundary of this domain : a form

of this property being* that if two harmonic functions, each defined

on one side of a surface, have, at each point of the latter, the same

value and the same normal derivative, they are the analytic exten-

sion of each other, both together constituting a single harmonic (and
therefore analytic) function throughout the region lying on both sides

of the surface.

This shows, indeed, that (cr being, for instance, assumed to be

analytic) it is, at least, impossible that Cauchy's problem with non-

analytic data should have a solution on both sides of cr; for such two

solutions u' and u" would, on account of the above theorem, constitute

together a single analytic function in a whole domain to which a would

* This was pointed out by Duhem (see Hydrodynamique, Elasticity Acoustique,

Paris, Hermann (1891), vol. I, p. 169).
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be interior: which is obviously contradictory to the assumption that

u (common value of u' and u") or ux (common normal derivative) is

non-analytic over a.

Of course, it is almost evident that, in general, neither u' nor u" will

exist: for there is no reason why one should exist rather than the

other, if the data are taken at random.

15 a. That no solution can exist even on one side of a can be

shown rigorously when a is a portion of the plane x = 0, by making
the further assumption that u (or «j) is zero : for, if e.g. u' should exist

for x ^ 0, we could define u" for x $ by

(9) u(-x,y,z) = -u(x,y,z),

xi and u" then having, on x = 0, the same values (viz. 0) and the same

normal derivative. The case is now the same as above: therefore, the

solution can never exist if u
x (y, z) is not analytic.

(Similarly, if ux be zero, with any value of u
,
an eventual solution

u for x ^ could be extended to x ^ by u (— x, y, z)
= u (x, y, z), and

this would lead to the same impossibility as above if u should not be

analytic.)

If u (y, z) had been taken different from zero, it would obviously,

by itself, have determined* u but for an analytic function of x, y, z,

and therefore wx (y, z) but for an analytic function of y, z.

16. The equation of heat

d-u du _
dx2

dy
'

though we shall not have to deal with it in what follows, is interesting

to consider from the same point of view, as has been done by Holm-

gren-j*. Let us again take Cauchy's problem with respect to x= 0, the

* One of these possible choices for u is —-
multiplied by the potential of a

double layer of density u on our plane, the corresponding ux being the normal

dei'ivative of this potential. The combination of this with the statement in the

text gives the most general form acceptable for u
t corresponding to a given form

of u .

t ArkivfOr Matematik, Astronomi och Fysik (1904), p. 324, note
;
see also ibid.

vol. II (1905—1906).
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first function u (y) being again taken as 0. Just as above, assuming
our solution to be defined only on one side of x = 0, say for x > 0, we

extend it to x ^ by formula (9): by means of which u and
jj-

remain

continuous for x — 0.

Now, a solution of the equation of heat, which is continuous and

has continuous derivatives of the first order, is not necessarily analytic

in both variables, as was the case with the equation of potentials; but

it can be proved* that it is analytic with respect to x. As, on the

other hand (compare preceding § 15 a), it is an odd function on account

of a = 0, it can be expanded in a convergent series of the form

(10) u= ^x +^ + ...+
(^fiy]

x^ + ....

nit
The first coefficient ux is equal to our derivative 5- , for x = 0. But

the differential equation gives

_ (
d2v+1u\ _&_(du\ _dpu

}
U2p+1

~W,=o"V \dx)x=0
-
~df

We therefore see, first, that ux admits of derivatives of every order;

then that we have a limitation of their order of magnitude: for, on

account of the convergence of the series (10), we have (M, p being
two fixed positive numbers)

I dp
(11) -\u \< MVP +W
The analyticity of u would require inequalities such as

(12)
Mp\

P'

so that the system of conditions (11) is less restrictive than the con-

ditions/or analyticity.

17. We see that our present considerations on the subject of partial
differential equations lead to results worth noting, in the theory of

functions of a real variable. Such functions have been classified in a

well-known way, according to their degree of regularity: the efforts

*
Serge Bernstein (Thesis, Paris, 1904) proved this for the most general

analytic parabolic equation. Very simple proofs were then given by Gevrey
(C. R. Ac. Sc. vol. clii and Thesis, Paris).
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of contemporary geometers have succeeded in pointing out many
interesting and important intermediates between the conception of an

arbitrary function and that of a continuous function; more restrictive

than the latter is the notion of functions with a limited variation, and

again of functions differentiable once, twice, ...,p times. Then would

come functions differentiable to any order.

Now, functions satisfying the inequalities (11) show us the use-

fulness of a distinction which had not been made hitherto: they are

intermediate between functions differentiable to any order and analytic

functions. Goursat and Gevrey (loc. cit.)* have called them,functions of
class 2. Similarly, functions of class a—that is, functions <f> (y) differ-

entiable to any order and such that

(11')
dyv

M(ap)

—would appearf if we should consider from the same point of view

the equations
dmu cnu

d^
=
cr

{m>n)

171

treated by Henrik Block^: a would then be equal to — .

That there actually exist functions which satisfy the system of

conditions (11') without being analytic
—or more generally, which

satisfy that system for a certain value of a, but not for smaller values

—can be easily shown by the example of the trigonometrical series'

00

(13) 2 c„ cos ny,

where the cn's will be, let us say, real and positive numbers. Such a

* See note, p. 27.

f It is worth noting that the class defined amongst analytic functions by the

inequalities (11') with a smaller than 1 is already considered in Analysis: it is in

fact the class of entire functions of a finite genus.

This word "class" has already been used by Baire in his works on discon-

tinuous functions, with a quite different meaning, but, as Gevrey observes, for

this very reason no confusion is possible.

% Henrik Block, Arkiv for Matematik, Astronomi och Fysik, vol. vil (1911).
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series will admit of derivatives of any order, if the series

(14) 2cn nP

is convergent for every value of p. Let us especially take c„ = e~n<l
,

a being a fixed positive number: this satisfies the aforesaid condition;

but the series (14), viz.

(14') $nPe~na
,

which for p even represents the value of the pth derivative for y =

(also being the maximum value of this derivative) is, as we know, of

the same order of magnitude as the integral

r<x>

(14") nPe-na dn = aT[(p + l)a],
jo

which shows that the corresponding series (13) belongs to class a, and

not—at least in any interval containing y = —to any lower class.

If, in (13), we had only given to n the values n = bv
,
where b is

a fixed integer and i> = 1, 2, ..., oo
,
this would not have essentially

changed the order of (14'), the integral (14") being replaced by
V

rbP"e-ba dv = r^T T(pa),
Jo log6

r

but, for this new series

2 e~ba cos (b"y),
v= \

we could assert that it can be of no class lower than a, not only around

y = 0, but even in any interval whatever: for such a series only changes
llir

in its first terms by changing y into y + -n- (whatever be the integers

k and I) and the numbers
-jj-

can approximate as closely as is desired

to any given real quantity.

Gevrey (loc. cit.)* has shown that functions of class a> 1 remain

so through the same general operations as analytic ones, such as

multiplication, substitution of one or several functions in another one,

integration of differential equations, etc. But such functions differ from

analytic ones and also from the well-known generalizations given to

* See also his Memoir in vol. xxxv, s^rie 3, of the Ann. Scient. Ec. Norm. Supre
.
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them by Borel* in lacking one of their classic properties: the exten-

sion ofa function of class a from one part of its domain to a neighbouring
one is not determined. Such a function, being given in (0, 1), may be

extended to (1, 2), for instance, in an infinite number of ways, without

losing its property of belonging to class a.

This is easy to see, at least for a = 2, by introduction of the function

_i
e x

. This function, holomorphic in every interval (a, b) with a > 0, b > 0,

is no longer so in (0, 6), but belongs (at most) to class 2, as can be

seen by the following direct calculation f. To calculate
<f>

{p)
(a) (with

a>0) we take the integral
~— \,—^-xz^:dz

along a circumference with centre a in the
l

complex plane. For <f>(x)
= e x

,
we can take

this circumference tangent to the imaginary
axis (fig. 2), and the absolute value of <f>(x) on

it will then be constant and —e 2a so that

T v
I pi dxA

i -^
Fig. 2.

aP

The maximum of this last quantity corresponds to a = ^- ,
and

*W(a) |

< e^(2p)Ppi = (sensibly) ±±(2p)l.

2p

As every derivative of <f>(x) is zero (on the positive side) for x = 0,

this shows that a function which is zero for every negative x can be
_i

extended to x > by e x and be of class 2.

From this example, a more general one can be deduced by taking
the integral

ty(x)=\ e *-*x(z)dz (x>0),
Jo

where % is an arbitrary
—

say continuous—function. Any derivative

of
yfr

is to be taken by differentiating under / (no term corresponding

* See Comptes rendus Ac. Sc. vol. cliv
; Acta Math. t. xxiv.

1 -I
t The very slightly different function -p« *, which is suggested by the

theory of heat, can also be introduced for the same object.
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to the variability of the upper limit, as the integrand is there zero)

so that
i|r

also belongs to a class at most equal to 2
;
and it is obvious

that it may be extended in ao ways beyond any value «= a of the

variable, as this extension depends on the arbitrary function x-

In a recent Memoir*, Serge Bernstein extends this conclusion to

functions of any class a> 1, such a condition being still compatible

with oo analytic prolongations of the same given function.

The questionf arises whether functions F(p) may exist, increasing

more rapidly than R~p
p\, and, nevertheless, such that the limitation

j <f>
{p)

(x) j

< F(p) for the values of the successive derivatives ofa function

<f> implies the fact that
<f>

cannot be extended in more than one way.

S. Bernstein is led to a negative answer by such an example as the

functions of a class higher than 1; but shows that such a negative

answem would no longer hold if the inequality F(p)>R~ppl were

satisfied irregularly
—that is, if there were oo values of p giving

that inequality and oo giving the opposite one.

18. Returning to Cauchy's problem in general, we see that we

must avoid confusion between arbitrary functions and analytic ones,

and that our preceding conclusions must be examined with regard to

this. This applies not only to the data, but also to the unknown

function; and, therefore, even our first result, viz. that the solution of

our problem, if it exists, is unique (the case ofa characteristic excepted),

must be looked into again: the proof having only been given that

the problem admits of not more than one holomorphic solution.

On this point, however, our previous result subsists: Holmgren!
has proved, at least for linear equations with analytic coefficients, that

* Math. Ann. vol. lxxv, pp. 440 IF.

t This was written in April, 1921. Since then, this question has been solved

by the beautiful researches of Denjoy and Carleman (see C.R. Ac. Sc. Paris, 1. 173,

174, 1921—1922) : the extension is always unique when F (p) is such that the

series 2—== is divergent. (Added while correcting the proofs.)

% Ofversigt af Kongl. Vetenskaps Akad. Fork. (9 Jan. 1901), pp. 91—105. See

also our Lecons sur la propagation des ondes, note I. The proof rests on

Weierstrass' well-known theorem on approximation of continuous functions by

polynomials. It would be interesting to extend it to equations with non-analytic

coefficients, and (as an immediate consequence of the former) to the non-linear

case : which extension would perhaps be made possible by Dunham Jackson, Serge

Bernstein and de la Vallee Poussin's recent improvements on Weierstrass' theorem.
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(still excluding the exceptional case) the solution of our problem,
whether analytic or not, is unique*.

As we have just seen, things are much more complicated with

regard tp the second part of the result, viz. the existence of a

solution
;

at a first glance, no general analytic rule seems to be

assignable. Analogy with ordinary differential equations, which evi-

dently inspired Cauchy, finally proves to have misledf us; and also

the examples of the equation of sound and the equation of potentials
show how little the closest and apparently most obvious analytical

analogies between partial differential equations can be trusted.

But it is remarkable, on the other hand, that a sure guide is found

in physical interpretation : an analytical problem always being correctly

set, in our use of the phrase, when it is the translation of some me-
chanical or physical question; and we have seen this to be the case

for Cauchy's problem in the instances quoted in the first place.

On the contrary, none of the physical problems connected with

* When stating such results, it is important, as Bocher most rightly pointed

out while lecturing at the University of Paris in 1913—1914, to state accu-

rately what is meant by a solution. In such questions as these, u is required to

admit of first and second derivatives satisfying the partial differential equation

in the vicinity of x= Q, but not necessarily on x=0 itself. On the contrary, the

conditions that u and — should assume given values at points of #=0, imply that

these quantities exist and are continuous around and at these points. More

exactly, the continuity of u and its different first partial derivatives will be

required : this is necessary for the validity of Holmgren's proof, which (replacing

the equation by a system of equations of the first order) introduces all these first

derivatives as auxiliary unknowns, as classically explained in Sophie Kowalewsky's

original proof of the fundamental theorem (see e.g. Goursat-Hedrick's Differential

Equations, pp. 285—6), and applies (as we also shall do in the following Books) the

usual integral transformation of Ostrogradsky or Green, for which continuity of

the functions introduced is wanted.

t This analogy would have been legitimate if the second kind of methods

mentioned in § 10 (successive approximations) could have been extended to the

case of partial differential equations. This would contradict our above state-

ments, and is consequently impossible, at least in the general case (attempts have

been made in that direction by some authors, but, of course, have proved un-

successful). On the contrary, methods of that kind have been applied to proper

cases, account being taken of the nature of the equation and other features of the

problem (especially characteristics), by Picard and his successors.
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V 2u = is formulated analytically in Cauchy's way *. All of them lead

to statements such as Dirichlet's, i.e. with only one numerical datum

at every point of the boundary. Such is also the case with the equation

of heat. All this agrees with the fact that Cauchy's data, if not analytic,

do not determine any solution of any one of these two equations.

This remarkable agreement between the two points of view

appears to me as an evidence that the attitude which we adopted

above—that is, making a rule not to assume analyticity of data—
agrees better with the true and inner nature of things than Cauchy's

and his successors' previous conception.

I have often maintained, against different geometers, the import-

ance of this distinction. Some of them indeed argued that you may

always consider any functions as analytic, as, in the contrary case, they

could be approximated with any required precision by analytic ones.

But, in my opinion, this objection would not apply, the question not

being whether such an approximation would alter the data very little,

but whether it would alter the solution very little. It is easy to see

that, in the case we are dealing with, the two are not at all equivalent.

Let us take the classic equation of two-dimensional potentials

o2u dhi _ n
dx2

By
2

with the following data of Cauchy'sf

f tt(0, y) = 0,

ja#
(0; ^ = Wl^ = An sin^'

n being a very large number, but A n a function of n assumed to be

very small as n grows very large I for instance A n = —J. These data

* One might be tempted to assimilate the above results concerning V 2 u= to

those which we previously found in the case when the variety which bears the data

is a characteristic. This however would be unjustified, as in the latter case the

problem, when not impossible, becomes indeterminate, which can never happen
for V 2 «=0, on account of Holmgren's theorem. Cauchy's problem for V 2 u=0, in

the general case, is to be compared with an algebraic problem implying more con-

ditions than unknowns.

t I gave this example for the first time at a meeting of the Swiss Mathematical

Society at Zurich (1917).
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differ from zero as little as can be wished. Nevertheless, such a

Cauchy problem has for its solution

Au= n
sin (ny) Sh (nx),

which, if An = -
,

—
, e~s

'n
,
is very large for any determinate value of

x different from zero on account of the mode of growth of enx and

consequently Sh(m»).
In this case, the presence of the factor sin ny produces a "fluting"

of the surface, and we see that this fluting, however imperceptible in

the immediate neighbourhood of the y-axis, becomes enormous at any

given distance of it however small, provided the fluting be taken

sufficiently thin by taking n sufficiently great.

19. Continuity with respect to given functions. Let us com-

pare this case with the solution of Cauchy's problem for equation (e^

(the equation of vibrating strings).

The general integral of the latter being

(16) u (x, t)
=

(j> (x + cot) + yfr (x
—

cot),

Cauchy's data

u (x, 0) = u (x), -,-(x,0) = Ui (x)

easily give us, as we know,

1

wo(f) +
-jwi(£)<#

,(16') ^(f) = 2

the constant of integration being here immaterial provided it be the

same in both formulae: which, substituted in (16), affords the solution

of the problem. Now, let us assume that, along a certain interval of

amplitude A, the functions u0> u^ be modified, but everywhere very

slightly: that is, be replaced by u + Bu
,
u x + Bult the quantities

|

Bu
1, |

8wj
| being, for every value of x, less than a small constant e.

Then, by (16'), the corresponding alteration for
<f>, -*\r

will everywhere

be less than ~
(
1 H—

)
and, for u, less than e

(
1 H—

J
,
i.e. arbitrarily

small with e.
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We shall say that the values of u depend continuously on those of

tt,, Wj: a phrase suggested by an obvious analogy with ordinary con-

tinuity.

On the contrary, the example of the preceding section shows us that

the solution of Cauchy's problem for the equation of potentials does not

depend continuously on the data.

20. Various orders ofneighbourhood and continuity. The above

definition requires, however, to be made more precise by considerations

now classic in the Calculus of Variations* and its recent generalization,

the Functional Calculus.

The inequalities j

8u \<e, \8u1 \<e are, for certain problems,

sufficient in order that u + 8u
, Wj + Sr^ be considered as very near

neighbours to u
,
ux ; but, for other applications, such is not the case.

For instance, y = g{x) = - sin (nx), for large n represents a curve

every point of which is very near to a corresponding point of the

ic-axis. Nevertheless, it cannot be approximately replaced by y =

if, e.g., length is concerned: its length, between x = and x = tt, does

notf approach ir for n = go .

This is due to the fact that, in this instance, g (x) tends (uniformly

with respect to x) towards zero with -
, but ,g' (x)

= cos nx does not.

Such a function is said to have with zero a neighbourhood of order zero.

o (00}

The function = -sinnx has, with zero, a neighbourhood of

9(x) and 9 (*) are very small, butorder 1 for very large n, i.e.

^ = — sin nx would not be so.
n

Generally speaking, g (x) and h (x) are said to have, in the interval

(a, b), a neighbourhood of order p if the p + 1 differences
| g (x)

— h (x) \

I g (x)
— h' (x) I

,
. . .

, -r~ — j-^ are very small, say smaller than the

number e, all over (a, b), the neighbourhood being the closer the smaller

e is.

* It was given by Zermelo {Untersuchungen zur Variationsrechnung : Diss.,

Berlin, Mayer and Miiller, 1894).

t It remains constant if n assumes integral values.

3—2
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If the functions considered and their derivatives up to the order p
are continuous—which will always be the case for the applications

—
it can also be said that two functions g, h have with each other a

neighbourhood of orders if a correspondence between x and x" can be

established such that
j

x" — x
\

< e and the same be true for each of

the differences

(8) \g{x>)-h(x")\, \g\x')-h'{x")l ..., |^>-^2|.
This condition is equivalent to the preceding one (e being simply

replaced by another quantity which becomes infinitesimal with the

first one) on account of the fact that
j

x" — x ! < e implies

i W , ,, „v. \d*h(x') dih(x")
\h(x)-h(x)\< V , _^---^ <V

(for every q between 1 a,ndp), rj being infinitesimal at the same time as e.

Geometrically speaking, two plane curves shall be said to have

with each other a vicinity of order p if a punctual correspondence can

be found between them such that the distance between corresponding

points be very small as well as the differences (8) (this implying
—

e.g.,

for q
— 1—that the angle of corresponding tangents must be very

small). When this occurs, it follows from the above remarks that the

choice of the correspondence is widely arbitrary and immaterial :

especially, if there is no tangent parallel to x = 0, we can take as

corresponding points those with the same abscissa and, at any rate,

points such that the uniting segment cuts both curves at a finite angle.

All this is obviously similar to the classic theory of contact
; and,

indeed, the latter is a sub-case of our present considerations: it may be

expressed by saying that two curves have a contact of order p at a

common point A if their arcs around A have a vicinity of order p,

arbitrarily close when the arcs are sufficiently small. The same, of

course, applies to functions having a contact of order p for a determinate

value of the variable.

The extension of all this to functions of several variables is obvious

and we need not even formulate it. For instance, when two surfaces

have a contact of order p at a point A, their portions around A have

a neighbourhood of order p, which can be taken as close as required if

the portions are taken sufficiently small.
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If G(xlf x2 , ..., xm)
= is the equation of one surface, it being

assumed that G has continuous derivatives up to the order p and that

the first derivatives nowhere vanish simultaneously, the equation of a

second surface which has with it a neighbourhood of order p will be

Q + 80 = 0, 8G being very small as well as its derivatives of the first

p orders.

20 a. The conception of various orders of neighbourhood provides

the definition of various orders of continuity. A quantity u being
assumed to depend on the values of g (x) in (a, b), this dependence
will be continuous of order p if u is very slightly altered each time

g (x) is replaced by another function h (x) having with it (in (a, b)) a

(sufficiently close) neighbourhood of order p. Thus, the solution of

Cauchy's problem for the equation of vibrating strings, as presented

above, is continuous of order zero in u
,
ux . The length of an arc of

curve (= jVl + y'
2

dx) is not continuous of order zero, but it is con-

tinuous of order 1.

It is to be noted that neighbourhood of order p means more than

neighbourhood of order zero, and therefore continuity of order p means

less than continuity of order zero.

n^ it o^il

The solution of Cauchys problem for 5-^ + —- = (§18) is not

continuous in u
,
ux of any order whatever. For An sin ny has with

zero, if A n = — ,
a neighbourhood of order p—1, i.e. arbitrarily great ;

and even, for An = e~"^n,
the neighbourhood is of infinite order: that

is, every derivative of that quantity approaches zero when - does;

notwithstanding which, the corresponding value ofu does not approach

zero.

The solution of the problem cannot be expressed by formula?

analogous to (16), (16'), as we have just seen that such expressions

imply continuity of order zero.

We shall, in the following Chapters, meet with other formulae

more or less similar to (16'), except that their right-hand sides may
contain (under / or not) derivatives of u

,
ux up to a certain order.

No formula of this kind, either, can by any means represent the
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solution of Cauchy's problem for the equation of potentials, as this

would imply continuity of order p.

21. Another paradoxical consequence furthermore appears if we
consider things from the concrete point of view.

Strictly, mathematically speaking,we have seen (this is Holmgren's

theorem) that one set of Cauchy's data v
,
wx corresponds (at most) to

one solution u of
^-^ + 5-5

= 0, so that, if these quantities u0y ut were

"known," u would be determined without any possible ambiguity.

But, in any concrete application, "known," of course, signifies

"known with a certain approximation," all kinds of errors being

possible, provided their magnitude remains smaller than a certain

quantity ; and, on the other hand, we have seen that the mere re-

placing of the value zero for 1^ by the (however small) value (15)

changes the solution not by very small but by very great quantities.

Everything takes place, physically speaking, as if the knowledge of

Cauchy's data would not determine the unknown function.

This shows how very differently things behave in this case and

in those which correspond to physical questions. If a physical

phenomenon were to be dependent on such an analytical problem as

Cauchy's for V 2
tt = 0, it would appear to us as being governed by

pure chance (which, since Poincare, has been known to consist pre-

cisely in such a discontinuity in determinism) and not obeying any
law whatever.

After having been led by physical interpretation to the need of

the above distinctions, we must now try to formulate them analytically.

This is subordinate to the classification of linear partial differential

equations of the second order into different types.

22. The three types of linear partial differential equations.

These types are distinguished by the algebraic nature of the charac-

teristic form A(yj, 72, ..., yTO).

If this form contains m distinct squares, all of the same sign (in

other words, if it is a definite form), the equation is said to belong to

the elliptic type : the characteristics are imaginary.

If it contains less than m distinct squares (semi-definite form, if

the squares are of the same sign, as is the case in all known applica-

tions), the equation belongs to the parabolic type.
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If the characteristic form contains m distinct squares, not of the

same sign (indefinite form), so that there are real characteristics, we

have the hyperbolic type.

Moreover, there is a distinction to be made, in this last type,

when the number m is greater than 3, as the signs could be variously

distributed among the m squares. The only case which occurs in

physical applications is the one in which all squares but one have the

same sign : we call it the normal hyperbolic type. Every one of the above

quoted equations (e^, (e2), (e3) belongs to the normal hyperbolic type.

Geometrically speaking, as was remarked by Coulon*, the normal

hyperbolic type is distinguished among all others by the following

characters. Let the characteristic form (by a proper linear trans-

formation) be resolved into squares, so that

A (?!, 72 , ...
, 7W)

= Amym2 -
Atfi

- Atf? - ...
- Am-tfrt^i*

A = being the tangential equation of the characteristic cone, the

corresponding punctual equation will be of a quite similar form

(17) H(X1,Z2,...,Zw)
=^2

-f
2

-...-f^=0.
Such a cone consists of two sheets, and divides the m-dimensional

space into three regions', the inside of the cone (i.e. H > 0) consisting

of two separate parts (Xm > and Xm < 0) between which no real

passage is possible otherwise than by the outside of the cone or

through the vertex itself, as Xm = is incompatible with H > 0.

On the contrary, such a cone as

Y 2 T 2 Y 2 Y ^
/ihA _L _i_ _L _i_ _ a-m—\

__ -A-m _ a
N' / A A A A

(the left-hand side containing at least two positive and two negative

squares) consists of one sheet and divides the m-dimensional space

into two regions only. For m = 4, this can be interpreted in ordinary

space by considering the X'a as homogeneous coordinates, and

Xm = X4
= as the plane of infinity: such an equation as (17) will

then represent a hyperboloid of two sheets, and equation (17') a

hyperboloid of one sheet.

The normal hyperbolic type is the only one known inwhich Cauchy's

problem can be correctly set. Moreover, non-normal hyperbolic types
*

Thesis, Paris (1902), p. 30.
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(which are connected with no physical application) do not lead to any

problem of any kind which is known to comply with that condition*.

As to elliptic equations, they never lead to correctly set Cauchy

problems. For (see Book in) the solutions of such an equation (if its

coefficients are assumed to be analytic) possess, like those of V 2w = 0,

the properties of analyticity mentioned and used in § 15, within their

domain of existence; and, therefore, the arguments in that section

can be applied.

The data (borne by an analytic surface S) not being analytic, if

Cauchy's problem has a solution, this can only exist on one side of

the initial surface 8 (beyond which the function thus defined cannot

be extended).

23. But even for normal hyperbolic equations, physical applica-

tions do not always lead to Cauchy problems. The latter only occur

when dealing with motions in completely indefinite media. Things
would change if any limitation of these were considered, as would be

the case in the classic problem of vibrating strings : this is analytically

expressed by the integration of equation (ea ) with the conditions

du
(18) u (x, 0) = M„ (#)»

gr
(ff, 0) = u x (x)

and

(18') u (0, t)
= 0, u (I, t)

= 0,

I being the length of the string, and x = one

of its extremities. The motion has to be calcu-

lated for t^0, O^x^l: i.e., graphically speak-

ing, in the part R of the act plane which is

shaded on the diagram of fig. 3. Conditions (18)

are to be fulfilled for O^x^l; conditions (18')

for t > 0.

Now, it is apparent that the former are of Cauchy's type, but not

* Hamel (Diss., Gottingen, 1901), who was led to the non-normal equation

k * —
jc-jr by geometric considerations in the Calculus of Variations, has deter-

mined an unknown u by that equation and boundary conditions, but has to assume

the latter to be analytic (not in all the variables, however) ;
Coulon (Thesis), dealing

with Cauchy's problem, also considers the case of non-normal equations ; but it

then appears from his very calculations that an infinity of conditions of possibility

is necessary.
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so the latter, so that we have here to deal not with Cauchy's problem,
but with what I have called a mixed problem.

Indeed the two sets of conditions obviously play quite different

parts, from the mechanical point of view, and are often and rightly

called by different names. We hitherto, according to the geometric
formulation of the question, have used the term "boundary con-

ditions" indiscriminately; but if we now think of the mechanical

meaning of the questions, we shall be led to give to conditions (18)

the name "initial conditions," the name "boundary conditions" being

kept only for conditions (18') which correspond to the extremities of

our string.

Now, initial conditions are always found to be expressed in Cauchy's

form, but the opposite takes place for boundary conditions properly

so called; these indeed rather resemble those we met with in the

case of Dirichlet's problem, so that mixed problems appear every
time boundaries are concerned.

24. Let us take another example by considering again a homo-

geneous conducting cable, but assuming it now to be indefinite only in

one direction—say in the positive x direction. In the other direction, it

will have to be considered as ending at a point where it will communi-

cate, through a metallic contact, with a source maintained at every
moment at a given (constant or variable) potential. Again we give the

initial state of the cable (potential and intensities for t
—

0) : then u,

the potential, will have to satisfy the telegraphist's equation, together

with the conditions (if we assume that the position of the contact is

taken as the origin of the x's)

.(19) u (x, 0) = u (x), ^- (x, 0) = «! (x),

(19') «(0,0 = u (0,

which again corresponds to what we call a mixed problem.
The two kinds of data are borne respectively by the #-axis (which,

on our diagram (fig. 3), represents the cable for t — 0) and the £-axis

(representing the origin of coordinates successively considered at every

positive value of time).

It is understood, of course, that (19) and (19') must not be con-

tradictory for x = t = 0, so that

(20) Wo (0) = u (0), Ul (0) = u/ (0).
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24a. In this second case, the diagram could be varied in an

infinite number of ways. We can, indeed, imagine that our metallic

contact, instead of being fixed at « = 0, be a sliding one (fig. 3 a)
and move along the cable according
to a certain given law of motion '~~2r

>\
x = £ (t), so that now two functions ^
of t^O are given, one f (t) express-

O * = £(*)
x

ing, at every positive instant, the Fig. 3 a.

position of the sliding contact on the

cable, the other one u(£) giving at the same moment the value

of the potential at this contact. The problem of determining the

electric state for t > 0, when it is given for t — 0, will consist in

finding a solution u (x, t) of the telegraphist's equation satisfying the

conditions

u (x, 0)
= w (x))

du
I

(for *££(*))
(x, 0) = w, (x)

dt

and u[£(t),t]
= u(t).

The line bearing the data would then be represented in the xt plane,

as shown on fig. 3 b. Such a problem is a possible and determinate

one (as is physically evident and is also seen by

analytical means*). Consequently, it would not

be allowable to give arbitrarily Cauchy's data for

such a line.

25. We have an instance of analogous cir-

cumstances for problems with three independent
variables, in the study of the transverse vibrations t=o

of a plane membrane, fastened at all points of its Fig. 36.

outline a. The "indefinite" partial differential

equation will be the equation (e2) of cylindrical waves (§ 4 a). The
initial conditions will be

(21) u {x, y, 0) = u (x, y), ^ (x, y, 0) = b, (x, y),

* See Picard, in Darboux's Lecons sur la theorie des surfaces, vol. iv (note i),

and our Memoir in Bull. Soc. Math. Fr. vol. xxxi (1903).
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u (initial normal displacement) and a, (initial normal velocity) being

given functions of x, y in the area S covered by the membrane. The

boundary conditions are

(21') u =

at every point of a and for every value of t, which we shall however

exclusively consider as positive, the motion having only to be deter-

mined after the initial instant t = 0. In our graphic representation

(§ 5), u has to be calculated within a half cylinder having the S

portion of the xy plane for its base, the lateral surface 8X corresponding

to the various positive values of t We again have to deal with a

mixed problem, (21') being of Dirichlet's type.

The motion of any limited two-dimensional or three-dimensional

medium will give occasion for similar remarks.

26. We must point out that the same still applies, whatever be

the nature of the limitations. If, for instance, we take, with Duhem *,

the case of a pulsating solid sphere immersed in air, the latter filling

the whole space outside the sphere, the small motions of the gas will

depend, not on Cauchy's problem, but on a mixed one, non-Cauchy-
like dataf corresponding to every point of the surface of the solid

sphere.

27. In all the above examples, the geometric shape of the varieties

which bear the data evidently presents a notable difference from the

cases which depended on Cauchy's problem.
It is obvious that the simultaneous intervention of the two kinds

of data is here connected with the angles or edges of our varieties

bearing the data. But, for m > 2, we can say more. In the equation
of cylindrical waves (or of vibrating membranes) the characteristic

cone (referred to axes passing through its vertex) has the equation

x- + f - coH" = 0.

*
Hydrodynamique, Elasticite, Acoustique, vol. I, chap, xn, pp. 235—237.

t They are not exactly of Dirichlet's kind, but of the so-called "Neumann's"

or "hydrodynamical" kind, but they are similar to Dirichlet's data inasmuch as

one quantity, and not two—the value of -=- alone—is given at every point of the

spherical surface.
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The plane which bears Cauchy's data is t = const. : such a plane
cuts only one sheet of the characteristic cone, and cuts it along an ellipsoid

(in this case, a sphere).

We shall say that a plane is duly inclined with respect to our

equation (the latter being assumed to be a normal hyperbolic one) if

it cuts only one sheet of the characteristic cone, the edge* of inter-

section being closed
; or, which comes to the same, if a parallel plane

drawn through the vertex of the cone has no other common point

with it than the vertex itself.

The lateral cylindrical surface >S^, in our configuration for the

problem of the vibrating membrane, is nowhere duly inclined: each

of its tangent planes cuts a characteristic cone along a hyperbola.

This is quite a general fact : as Volterra has remarked f, on a surface

S which consists of several parts (whether separated from each other

by edges or not), some of which are duly inclined and some are not,

the correct data on the latter are Dirichlet-like ones.

We never meet with a correctly set Cauchy problem with respect

to varieties (even presenting no edges) which are not duly inclined.

For instance, we could not take arbitrary Cauchy's data for equation

(e2) or (e3) with respect to x = OJ. To see this, let us choose the data

in question independent of t: then u itself also ought ||
to be inde-

pendent of t and therefore to satisfy V2 u = 0, which we have seen to

be generally impossible if u and
jr- ,

for x = 0, are arbitrarily chosen.

What conditions ought to be imposed on u and wx
= =-

,
in order that

the problem should have a solution, is again a subject which might

prove interesting from the point of view of the theory of functions :

we shall speak of it briefly again in Book IV.

* See note, p. 5.

+ Intern. Congress, Rome (1908), vol. n, p. 90.

I For the present, no system of data is known borne by x=0 and suited to

determine correctly a solution of (e2) or (e3).

||
See below, § 29.
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CHAPTER I

CLASSIC CASES AND RESULTS

28. Let us now come to our proper subject, that is, the solution

of Cauchy's problem, which we shall, as a rule, assume to be correctly

set.

This solution is very simple and was found long ago for some par-

ticular cases, the simplest of which is the case of equation (e^ with

data relative to t = (small motions of an indefinite aerial pipe or

vibrations of a string considered as of indefinite length in both

directions) referred to in § 19.

Well known is also Poisson's solution of Cauchy's problem relating

to the equation of sound*. This can be expressed in the following

synthetic way : /

Let (x , y ,
z , t ) be any /given universe-point, at which we want

to calculate the value of our function u defined by conditions (C3) (§ 4).

Let us denote, in a general way, by Mr (<f>)
the average value of any

function
<f> (x, y, z) on the surface of the sphere of radius r described

in ordinary space with (w , y , z ) for its centre. We shall have

( 1 ) u{xQ,y ,z„U) =^ [t M„t<t (w )] + tQM„h (%).

28 a. The proof of that formula consists in verifying directly that

the right-hand side fulfils every required condition; on account of

Holmgren's theorem, it is the only one which will fulfil them all.

Such a verification is given in the just quoted works and other

classic books. We shall simply refer to those for what concerns the

initial condition (C3).
As to the verification of the partial differential

equation itself, it is generally done by means of a transformation of

surface integrals into triple ones, introducing the values of u or u x and

*
Poisson, Memoire sur Vintegration de quelques equations aux differences par-

tielles et particulierement de Vequation generale du mouvement des fluides elastiques

(read at the Ac. Sc. in Paris, the 19th of July, 1919). See also Rayleigh's Theory

of Sound, vol. n, p. 88
;

Poincare's Lecons sur la Theorie Mathematique de la

Lumiere, chap, m (pp. 76—98) ; etc.
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their derivatives not only on the surface of the aforesaid sphere but in

its whole volume. Eventually, it will be convenient for us to avoid

the consideration of that volume, which can be done, for instance, in

the following way.
We have to show that, u being any differentiate function of x, y, z,

equation (e3) is satisfied by

u(xo, y<>, Zo, to)
= t M

iatfi (
ui)

=
jT" II Ul^°+^ s*n ^ cos ^' y°+a)to sin 6 sin

<f>,
zQ+ wtQ cos 6) sin 6dO d<f>

= tj

(wherefrom the same conclusion will follow at once for the derivative

of the right-hand side with respect to t , therefore also for the first term

of(l)).

In the first place, derivatives with respect to x
, y ,

z are im-

mediately obtained by differentiation under // in /, so that

a>*V*u = ^~fh
2
Ui sin ddOd^.

rftT 7\T

The second derivative with respect to tQ , viz. t ~— + 2 =-
,
will also

ot 2 dt

be determined by differentiation under //, viz.

w =
Sr 11 r*°7e +

2m
dn)

sm 0ded+-
(lit fl'ty/f

-j-

1

and
-t-j being (exterior) normal first and second derivatives. But

OjTh CL1X

we have the identity*

d?v^ 2 d^ _ .

dv? (ot dn l 2 u

A2 being
" Beltrami's differential parameter

"
on the sphere

1

co
2
1

2

3 . ,, du, 1 32 w,
; Sin 6 -7T77 +

sin Odd dd sin2

dcf>

2

_

'

Also, on account of the classical integral identity+ for A2 and the

assumed regularity of uu the integral of the last term in the right-

hand side over the surface of our sphere is zero : which reduces the

d2u
value of ;r— to the above value of &>

2V 2w . Q. E. D.
ot

2

* See our Lecons sur la propagation des ondes, chap. I, § 34, p. 50.

+ See Darboux;

s Lecons sur la theorie des surfaces, vol. in, § 674, form. (18),

and our Lecons sur la propagation des ondes, § 35.
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29. The method of descent. We shall see that many curious

difficulties already arise when, instead of the equation of spherical

waves, we attack equation (e2) (equation of cylindrical waves). But

nevertheless, for the present, we can immediately deduce the solu-

tion of the problem corresponding to (e2) from the similar solution

for (e8).

Indeed we have previously seen that the former is only a special

case of the latter. In order to solve it, we only need, in formula (1),

to suppose that the functions u and u
z are independent of z.

We thus have a first example of what I shall call a " method of

descent." Creating a phrase for an idea which is merely childish and

has been used since the very first steps of the theory* is, I must con-

fess, rather ambitious
;
but we shall come across it rather frequently,

so that it will be convenient to have a word to denote it. It consists

in noticing that he who can do more can do less : if we can integrate

equations with m variables, we can do the same for equations with

(m— 1) variables. Here, in order to solve equation (e.2) we have only
to note that every solution of it is a solution of (e3) independent of z,

and conversely.

Thus, our Cauchy problem for the equation of cylindrical waves

(A)

/ d'
2u d2u 1 d*u _ _

t

du ,
A for* =

is equivalent to the same problem for the equation of spherical waves

(B)

?ki?
+

dy*
+

dz2 a2 dt
2
~

'

u = u (x,y)\

du . At

*
Parseval, in Lacroix's Traite des differences et des series, 1st edition, p. 515

;

Poisson's above quoted Memoir, art. 8. See Duhem's Hydrodynamique, Elasticite,

Acoustique, vol. n, chap. vm.

jr.
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which is the one which we have already considered (equations (e3),

(C3)), except that the right-hand sides of the initial conditions do not

contain z. The perfect equivalence of the two problems can be

analytically proved with complete rigour. That any solution of (A)

satisfies (B) is evident by itself. Conversely, a solution of (B) must

be independent of z\ for if it were not—say u =
cf> (x, y, z, t)

—then

u = <f> (x, y, z + h, t), meaning by h any arbitrary constant, would be a

second solution of the same problem
—which would contradict Holm-

gren's theorem. Our solution of (B) must therefore be a solution

of (A).

30. This being understood, we only have to suppose in formula

(1) that the functions u and u x depend on x and y exclusively. In

order to see what becomes of them in this case, we have simply to

remember that an average value on a sphere
—or what comes to the

same, here, on a hemisphere, the limiting plane of which is parallel to

x, y—is expressed by a double integral

w>-&ll***-
the integral being extended over the surface of the hemisphere. Taking
x and y for independent variables, we see that, <f> being independent
of z, the symbol M is to be expressed by

(2) *,[<*,)]-£*<** Mtt-ft,,.^^
(the integral being extended over the circle (x

— x )
2 + (y

—
yoy ^ r2

)

and our formula (1) becomes

i r sj ~i

(1') u (x , y ,
t )
=
g— jt

fi„t (u ) + HotW .

31. The intervention of waves. Let us note that these formulas

(1) and (1') agree with what we know about the propagation of

sound or light waves*. In any one of them, we recognize that, in

order to calculate the value of u in (x0> y ,
z ) at the instant t

,
it is

* A priori reasons for that, resulting from Hugoniot's conceptions, will be seen

in Duhem's Hydrodynamique, Elasticite, Acoustique, vol. I,
or our Lecons sur la

propagation des ondes, especially chap, iv, § 165 and chap, vn, § 290.
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not necessary to know the values of our functions u and Uj, (Cauchy's
data for t = 0) in the whole of space, but only in the inside and on the

surface of a sphere having O(x , y ,
z ) for its centre arid (ot for its

radius. The disturbances produced at the origin of t at points
distant from by more than cot are unable to act on before that

instant t .

In order to see the identity of this notion of waves with that of

characteristics, we use our graphic representation. For convenience's

sake, let us consider the equation (e2), so that we may have directly

a complete diagram in three

dimensions. Construct our

t = plane and our uni-

verse-point (x , y ,
t

). Any
disturbance produced at a

point (x, y) and a certain

instant t could act on that

universe-point only if

(x-x y+(y-y y^(t-t y.

If we take the equality

sign, this represents the sur-

face of a right circular cone

with (x , y ,
t ) for its apex

and a parallel to the i-axis

for its axis; or, more exactly

(since t must at present be

essentially assumed to be

less than t ), the lower sheet

of this cone. As to the in-

equality, it means that the point (x, y, t) has to be inside the conic

sheet thus represented. The circle over which integral (1') is to be

extended is the trace of such a cone on the xy initial plane.

The surface of such a cone satisfies the condition

Fig. 4.

(3)
\dx)

+
{dy) (oAdt)

°'

which defines the characteristics of our equation of cylindrical waves,

according to the rule given in § 13.

4—2
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Nothing essential need be changed as yet (except the introduction

of four-dimensional space) if we are to deal with the equation of

spherical waves. Our cone would have to be replaced by the "hyper-
cone"

(x
- asoy + (y

-
y f + (z- z f = or ^ a>

2
(t
- Q2

,

the trace of which on the hyperplane t = tx < t is the sphere with centre

(x , y ,
z ) and radius u> (t

—
t^). That hypercone* satisfies the partial

differential equation of the first order

defining the characteristics of equation (e3).

More generally, if we express analytically the known physical rule

that the normal velocity of propagation of the waves is equal to a>, we
find (G (x, y, z,t)

= being the wave front) condition (4).

This connection between the solutions of our problem and the waves

is a general one, as will appear more evidently in the following Books.

32. Retrograde waves. We note that here, aswe most frequently
shall have to do in what follows, we consider waves in a manner slightly

different from the usual one, viz. in the retrograde way, ascending the

course of time. Instead of starting from a universe-point {x, y', z', t')

or (x', y', t') and considering what successive points are reached at

instants after t' by waves issuing at t' from 0' (x', y', z") or (x , y), we

give ourselves the later universe-point (x , y ,
z

, t ) or (x , y , tQ) and

inquire how the earlier one must be chosen in order that they be "just
within wave," that is, that the wave issuing from this earlier universe-

point reaches precisely (x , y ,
z ) or (x , y ) at the instant t : the locus

of such earlier universe-points being an anti-wave quite analogous
to an ordinary wave but for the fact that its propagation takes place

with the decreasing values of t, i.e. by reversing the course of time.

The necessary and sufficient condition for the (ordinary) wave from

(x
r

, y', z', t') just to pass through (x , y ,
z

,
t ) is that the anti-wave

from the latter should just pass through the former: a fact which we
shall recognize analytically to be quite a general one.

Such circumstances, in evident analogy with the principle of

* In our "
descriptive geometry

"
configuration, it would have to be repre-

sented as in the accompanying diagram (an ordinary cone in the (x, y, t) space

and, in (x, y, z), a sphere which is the base of the hypercone).
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"inverse return of luminous rays," will be met with throughout the

course of these lectures. We can even go a little further by considering

the case in which our two universe-points (x' } y', t') and (x , y ,
t ) in

the three-dimensional universe, for instance, are "well within wave"

with respect to each other; that is, in

which the wave from 0' starting at

the instant t' reaches before the

instant t . This means, geometrically,
that (x , y ,

t ) lies inside the "direct

sheet" of the characteristic cone

with vertex (x, y', t'), that is, inside

the sheet turned towards positive t.

It is interesting to note that, as is

now obvious, a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for this is that, con-

versely, (x'} y'', t') lies inside the

"retrograde" or "inverse" sheet of

the characteristic cone having (x , y ,
t ) for its vertex. This fact

will again appear a most general one: we shall recognize that the

aforesaid fact is expressed by an inequality the left-hand side of which

is symmetrical with respect to both points contained in it.

Fig. 5.

33. The question ofHuygens' Principle. But, however simple be

the preceding formulae and statements, they have, nevertheless, opened
somewhat important and lengthy scientific discussions, of which we

have now to speak and which refer to what is called Huygens Principle.

As a matter of fact, it happened, as is often the case, that the

question under discussion was badly set. Huygens' principle can be taken

in several different senses, and these were not sufficiently distinguished.

It is known that, in his famous fundamental Memoir on light, the

great Dutch scholar had to study the action of a luminous disturbance,

produced initially (t
= 0) at a given point 0, on another point a.

Instead of following strictly his presentation, we shall, for our dis-

cussion's sake, put it in the form of a syllogism.

(A) (major premise). "The action of phenomena produced at the

instant £ = on the state of matter at the later time t = tQ takes

place by the mediation ofevery intermediate instant t=t', i.e. (assuming
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< t' < t
),

in order to find out what takes place for t — 1
,
we can

deduce from the state at t = the state at t = t' and, from the latter,

the required state at t = t ."

(B) (minor premise).
"
If, at the instant t = —or more exactly

throughout a short interval — e ^ t^.
—we produce a luminous dis-

turbance localized in the immediate neighbourhood of 0, the effect of

it will be, for t = t', localized in the immediate neighbourhood of the

surface of the sphere with centre and radius at': that is, will be

localized in a very thin spherical shell with centre including the

aforesaid sphere."

(C) (conclusion). "In order to calculate the effect of our initial

luminous phenomenon produced at at t = 0, we may replace it by a

proper system of disturbances taking place at t = t' and distributed

over the surface of the sphere with centre and radius cot'."

Now it happens that, by "Huygens' Principle," different authors

have meant indiscriminately any one of the above three propositions :

whereas we shall, in what follows, see that our opinion concerning
each of them must be quite a different one.

Proposition (A) is what philosophers (if I do not misuse their

language) call one of the "laws of thought": that is, an unavoidable

law of our reason, which we could by no means conceive as not existing

and without which we could not think. If to-day we discover Assyrian

inscriptions, we cannot dream of supposing that, at any instant between

the time when they were made and the time of their discovery, those

inscriptions could have ceased to exist and all trace of them have

disappeared. (A) must therefore be considered as a truism, which

does not mean that it cannot interest us; for the geometer does not

dislike truisms. The above proposition, in particular, corresponds to the

fact that the integration of partial differential equations defines certain

groups of functional operations; and this, for instance, leads to quite

remarkable identities concerninghypergeometricand Bessel's functions.

Proposition (C), of which we shall first speak, though not so im-

mediately evident, will prove to be a general property of the equations
we now come to.

But such is not at all the case for proposition (B). We shall per-
ceive further on that it is quite a special property of certain special

equations: indeed we do not know as yet whether our equation of
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spherical waves and others practically equivalent to it are not the only

ones to possess it.

We shall eventually speak of (A) and (B) as "Huygens' major

premise" and "Huygens' minor premise," thus distinguishing them

immediately from proposition (C).

34. The aforesaid proposition (C) has been the object and result

of the fundamental works of two authors: KirchhofF dealt with it for

spherical waves in his classic Memoir Zur Theorie des Lichtstrahlen* ,

and in his Lectures on Optics ;
then Volterra proved it for cylindrical

ones, especially in the Acta Mathematica, vol. xviii, and has more

recently returned to the subject in his Stockholm Lectures f.

The manner in which these two authors set the question is the

following, which, for the convenience of graphic representation,we shall

explain for the case of equation (e2 ). Let us suppose that, initially, our

xy plane is completely at rest and that, later, some impulses are com-

municated to it inside a certain closed curve a. These will afterwards

be propagated to the outside of a and, before that, will influence the

points of a itself. We note the values of u and one of its derivatives,—
for instance the normal derivative -j- ,

—thus produced at the various

points of a- at all successive instants, remembering that, in our mode

of representation, those successive states of a will be represented by the

successive cross-sections of a right cylinder S having <r for its base, so

that we shall consider this cylinder as bearing the aforesaid values of

(Lit

a and -r- . Conditions remain entirely similar for the spherical waves,

except for the introduction of four-dimensional space, the curve <r

being replaced by a surface (and, therefore, the cylinder by a hyper-

cylinder).

Now Kirchhoff, for the latter problem, and Volterra, for the former,

obtain the expression of u at any positive instant, and at any point

outside <r, in terms of the aforesaid values of u and -*- along our cylinder

*
Sitzungsber. der K. Ak. derWiss. (1882), pp. 641 ff.; see also Beltrami, Rendic.

Istituto Lombardo, 2nd series, vol. xvn ;
Duhem's Hydrodynamique, Elasticite,

Acoustique, vol. I, pp. 145—161, etc.

t Lecons sur Vintegration des e'qtiations differentielles aux derivees partielles,

Upsal, 1906, and Hermann, 1912, Paris.
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or hypercylinder (in common language, along the curve or surface <r

considered at successive instants): and these expressions are given by
definite integrals taken over 8, which can be physically interpreted,

in any one of the aforesaid cases, by saying that the motion of

the medium outside o- may be considered as resulting from properly
chosen impulses issuing at various instants from different points of a,

i.e. proposition (C)*.

Analytically speaking, this problem of Kirchhoff and Volterra

is no other than Cauchy's problem for the portion of universe (that

is of xyzt, or ar^-space) lying outside 8 and above t = (that is,

the points of which must satisfy t ^ 0), the variety which bears the

data being constituted by the upper portion of S (that is, the portion

of S which corresponds to t ^ 0), and a portion of plane or hyperplane
t = (the portion outside a) on which latter the data are zero.

In itself, this Cauchy problem does not belong to the class which

properly interests us, for it is not what we call "correctly set": its

possibility, as appears from the works of the aforesaid authors them-

selves, is subject to an infinite number of necessary conditions.

Indeed, for a boundary with such a shape, the correctly set problem
7)ii

would be what we called a "mixed" one, consisting in giving u and ^
( for instance u = ~- =

J
for £ = and u alone ( or -j- alone

J
on the

aforesaid part of the variety S.

But besides their physical interest in proving form (C) of Huygens'
principle, and though, strictly speaking, Volterra's formula? could be

deduced from Kirchhoff's by
"
descent," the methods of Kirchhoff and

Volterra are directly applicable to the general case of Cauchy's problem
for the corresponding two equations, and by themselves give the

complete solution of it for any form of the variety bearing the data.

Moreover the solution is obtained by a regular analytic method

(instead of the synthetic way which we pointed out as leading to

Poisson's formula), so that we may attempt to generalize such methods

for other types of equations.

* From the point of view of this physical interpretation, Kirchhoff's integrals

needed some transformation, which was made hy B. Brunhes, Travaux et Memoires

des Faculte's de Lille, vol. iv, 16th Memoir (1895).
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35. Riemann's method. Kirchhoff's and Volterra's results were

not, as a matter of fact, the first of that kind thus obtained. Long before

the publication of Kirchhoff's Memoir and the time of Volterra's

researches, a first general solution of Cauchy's problem for an extensive

class of hyperbolic equations had been given: it is Riemann's cele-

brated method, contained in that great geometer's paper On the

Propagation ofAerial Waves offinite Amplitude*. Though first given

by Riemann for quite special equations, the method covers, in reality,

any hyperbolic linear partial differential equation in two variables.

But Riemann's work remained for a while unnoticed; it was only

after the publication of Kirchhoff's paper that attention was called

to it by du Bois Reymondf, and it was finally brought to the

knowledge of every mathematician, in its most general form, by the

classic Legons sur la theorie des surfaces\ of Darboux.

Since that time, Riemann's method may be considered as univer-

sally known, and we should not need to expound it; but its principles

are so closely connected with our subject that we shall necessarily

come across the main steps of it in the following Chapters.

* Gott. Abhandl. vol. vm (1860). 8th Memoir of the 2nd German edition by
Weber and Dedekind.

t Leipzig, 1864, and Tubingen, 1883. See Darboux's Legons, vol. n, no 358.

(Cf. next footnote.)

% Vol. II, book iv, nos. 357—359, pp. 71—81 of the 2nd edition. See also

Dini, Rendic. Accad. Lined, vol. v (1896) and vol. vi (1897).



CHAPTEE II

THE FUNDAMENTAL FORMULA

36. To generalize Kirchhoff's, Riemann's and especially Volterra's

method to any (normal) hyperbolic linear equation with any number

m of independent variables, is the object of the present lectures.

Let us see how the three quoted authors proceed.

They may all be considered as starting from the same formula.

Indeed we can say that there is only one formula (which we shall call

the "fundamental formula") in the whole theory of linear partial

differential equations, no matter to which type they belong. We shall

begin by writing it down.

This formula is well known in the potential theory: it is the

classic formula

jjj
(t,V»« - uVv) dxdydz - -

fj(v^ - u
^) dS.

It is well known that this has its origin in the identity

ox oy oz

,-> du dv ^ du dv r, du dvr = V= Wr-, Q = V= Mr-, M = V^- — Mr-.
ox ox oy oy oz oz

The starting-point of Riemann's method, for instance, is a quite

similar one, viz. the identity

which gives, by integration,

(Fi) // [v& (u) -u£ (v)] dxdy =J(Pdy - Qdx),

the simple integral in the right-hand side being taken in the direct

sense on the boundary of the area of integration on the left-hand side,

and the functions u and v being arbitrary but for the condition of

being regular.
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In these two formulae, J? (u) means, symbolically, any given linear

polynomial in u and its derivatives with respect to x, y, and xy,

& (u) = 5-5- + A ^- + B 5- + Cu
;

oxoy ox oy

P and Q are, for instance*,

-r. 1 / du dv\ . ~ 1 / du dv\ , „p =
2(^~

M
a^

+jlw''' Q = 2l"fe-
!t

te)
+BOT'

while <^(v) denotes the following determinate polynomial*, the "ad-

joint polynomial
"
of &,

The relation between two adjoint polynomials is a reciprocal one :

that is, if we should operate on £ (v) as we just did on& (u), in order

to obtain its adjoint polynomial, we should find this equal to & (u).

This, of course, is verified immediately, but is also a consequence of the

fact that the adjoint may be considered as defined by identity (F^f,
which does not change when we exchange & with S if we at the

same time change the signs of P and Q.

37. Now, we can write such an identity for any linear differential

polynomial with any number m of independent variables,

&(u) = Z A ik r~--~ + 2Bi^- + Cu.
i>k dxidxk i oxi

If we multiply this by v, easy integrations by parts will show us

that we can again (with the help of A ik
= Am) write the identity

(5) ,#(«)_ 1l/(,). 5
_
+5

_ + ... +5_,

where we may choose, for &2 , ..., @m ,

(5') # = % vA ik£- 2 uA ik p-
- uv (%

d

4
ik -

Bi) ,

k dxk i dxk \/t oxk J

* See following footnote.

t It is easy to see that changes could be made in P and Q without altering

the right-hand side of (Fj) but, £C being given, there is only one polynomial $
which can give our identity (Fx), as results from the fundamental Lemma of the

Calculus of Variations : see Darboux, Lecons sur la theorie des surfaces, vol. II,

book iv, chap, v, p. 114 of the 2nd edition; Goursat, Cours d'Analyse, vol. ir,

§ 404, 2nd edition.
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and <$ (v) stands for the following polynomial f

which is called the "
adjoint

"
of &.

The relation between & and £ is a reciprocal one, as it was in the

former case (and for the same reasons).

38. From (5), we must go on to an integral formula similar to

(Fj). This requires some geometrical notations and definitions con-

cerning ra-dimensional space. If, in such a space, we have any

hypersurface S defined by giving x1} x2 , ..., xm as functions of m — 1

parameters (curvilinear coordinates) \1} ..., X^-i, the cosines of the

normal to S at any point will be, by definition, proportional to the

quantities
J-* (a?2 > Mm)A = ±

D,= +

D(\lt A'tn— i)

D \Xi , xs , ... xm)

nix,, iY

t\
,

J-* (Xlt ... Xj^i, Xj + i, ... X.m)

~
D(\i, \n-i)

in which the right-hand sides are functional determinants and their

signs are chosen in such a way that they are proportional to the corre-

sponding minors of the determinant

9a?i dx2 dxm

3a?! 3a?2 dxm
dX« 3A.o 3\o

dx-L dxn

d\, dK
dxm

with respect to the elements of the last row (which convention still

leaves one sign arbitrary). In order to have the exact analogue of the

t See preceding footnote (p. 59).
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direction cosines in ordinary space, we should have to choose these

"cosines" such that the sum of their squares be 1, i.e.

±A
7ra
= cos (n, cc^)

=

7r2
= cos(w, #2)

=

VA2+A2 +... + A»2 '

±A
VA2 +A2 +...+A»2

'

irm = cos (n, xm)
= — ~ m ——~- •

VA2 +A2 +...+A»2

The " element of surface
" dS around the same point of S will be

by definition

dS = VA2 +A2 + • • • + Dm d^dXo . . . (fa™-!,

so that

(6) 7rxdS = Did^dX^ ... d\m _ 1> 7r2dS = D2dX1 ...dXm- 1 ,

..., 7Tmdb = Dmd\i ... dXm—i',

in which formulae one sign ought to remain arbitrary, this correspond-

ing to the two possible directions on the normal. But nevertheless

we have cancelled the + as we shall be able to produce any wanted

inversion of sign by inverting the order of the curvilinear coordinates.

39. We have defined our cosines and our element of surface in

order to keep the analogy with the corresponding notions of ordinary

geometry. The fact is that we shall have to reckon with the left-

hand sides of formulas (6) as a whole, so that multiplying all the

cosines by any common factor will be immaterial if, at the same time,

we divide dS by the same factor. Especially, another form of the

quantities (6) will frequently be of use to us : it corresponds to the

case in which S is given by its equation G(xl} a?8> ..., xm )
= 0. Then

the cosines of the normal are proportional to the quantities
—

, the

proportionality factor being the normal derivative -3- . We shall

denote by dS the quantity

and our quantities (6) will be equal (except for sign) to
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This superficial element dSG is such that dS^ . dG represents the

(cylindrical) element of volume between the element dS of the surface

G = and a corresponding element of the neighbouring surface G = dG
(where dG is an infinitesimal constant) : so that we can speak of that

element dSG as the "
quotient

" —-—
^—.
—- of the space element

over dG.

40. By means of these definitions and phrases, the well-known

identity ("Green's formula") between multiple integrals will be

written, for ra-dimensional space,

(g> ess (£+;...+©«
= - SS Ol^l + ^2^2 + ... + Trm0>m) dS

(dT standing for the space element dxxdx2 ... dxm).

Sacrificing accuracy to clearness, in this formula and future ones,

I represent by the triple summation SSS what I ought to denote

by m integral signs, viz. an m-fold integral extended over a certain

portion of our space ; by a double $S> an (m— l)-fold integral extended

over a hypersurface in that space ; by S> if necessary, an (ra
—

2)- fold

integral relative to an edge : in other words, the notation will be the

same as if we had m = 3. An integral relative to an edge will be

distinguished from an integral along a line by the fact that the

latter will be written with an ordinary J sign.

In formula (g), the SSS is extended over a certain (limited)

portion T of m-dimensional space, the integral on the right-hand side

over the limiting surface S of T. n denotes the inner sense of the

normal to 8 (the signs in formulae (6) being chosen accordingly). As has

been seen above, we can replace cos (n, #a),
cos (n, x«), . . .

,
cos (n, xm) by

^— , ^— ,
. . .

,
=— respectively, if we replace dS by dSo (with the hypo-

thesis that G is increasing towards the inside of T).

Let us apply this to the identity (5) : with the expressions (5') of

the ^'s, the factor of dS under SS on the right-hand side of (g) will

become

V 2 AikTTi 5 ttS AikTTi^-- + Luv
i,k vxk i,k OXk

_, 1 du dA „ 1 dv dA
, T=n s ^-5 «i-,rr + Luv,

Z OXk OTTk I OXk OTTk



dxl
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L denoting

In the case of two variables (§ 36),

/ du dv r \ 7

(
v -5 u -j- + Luv ds

\ dv dv J

will similarly be the value of the integrand in (Fj), § 36, that is, of

\pdy-Qdx
=
\\(vf-u

d
Ady

dy dyj

— ~ ( v
^-
— u

^-
) dx + uv (Ady — Bdx),

v being such that -5- =—=-
,

-
7
- = -~-

\
such a direction v will be

dv ds dv ds

symmetrical with the tangent to the line of integration with respect to

parallels to the axes (which is in agreement with our general con-

struction of the transversal, as the characteristic conoid reduces to

the straight lines x = const.
; y = const.).

41. This formula is, as we said, the basis of any research con-

cerning linear partial differential equations of the second order and

especially of the above quoted investigations*, u habitually denotes

the unknown function of the problem ;
v is an auxiliary arbitrary

function, precisely in the choice of which the whole skill of the

operator lies. It will be most generally chosen so as to satisfy

the "adjoint equationf"

(3) ef'O) = 0.

In the ordinary theory of potential, v is simply the elementary

potential

1_ 1

r
~
V(* - xoy + (y- y y + (z

- z y

if m —
3,
—or log

- if m = 2,
—or also one of the quantities (Greens

functions) deduced from the elementary potential by addition of

* Kirchhoff does not form directly the quadruple integral corresponding to

the left-hand side of (5) in the spherical wave problem ;
but the succession of a

triple and a simple integration which he performs is equivalent to it.

t The adjoint equation will always be—except when contrary indication is

specified
—taken as homogeneous, even if, in the primitive equation, the right-

hand side is given 4=0.
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certain terms which remain regular for r = 0. This elementary poten-

tial,
—whose introduction commends itself by the most evident

analytical and even physical reasons,—owes the part it plays in the

theory (as is immediately seen by inspection of the formulas) essentially

to the nature of its singularity for r = 0, for which it becomes infinite.

Let us remark immediately that this singularity occurs not only at a

single real point (x=x ,y
= y ,z = zQ), but also along a whole imaginary

surface, viz., the isotropic cone having this point (x , y ,
z ) for its

vertex, which (in accordance with a general theorem which we shall

soon restate) coincides with the corresponding characteristic cone

as defined above.

42. Riemann's Method. If we now come to Riemann's method

for the integration of the hyperbolic equation in two variables

it seems, at first, that the quantity introduced by Riemann in the

fundamental formula is of a quite different character from the ele-

mentary potential. Though the method is explained in Darboux's

Legons* and several other treatises
*f-,

we sum it up briefly.

The question is to determine the value of u at a given point
a (x , y ). Cauchy's data being borne by an arc of a plane curve S,

which we shall assume to intersect any characteristic (i.e. parallel to

the x- or to the y-axis) at one point only, Riemann applies the funda-

mental formula

(Fi) // [v& («) -nS («)] dxdy = jPdy-Qdx
within a triangular domain T (fig. 6 or 6a) enclosed between an arc

a/3 of S and the segments aa, a/3 of the two characteristics drawn

through a (which cut S at a and /3), aa being parallel to the #-axis.

u means the unknown function of the problem.

Now, for v, we take, with Riemann, a quantity^,
—which is a

function of x, y, but depends also on the position of a, so that it has

* Vol. ii, book iv, chap, iv, pp. 71—81 of the 2nd edition.

t See the author's Lecons sur la propagation des ondes, chap, iv, pp. 163—166,

and Goursat's Cours dy

Analyse, vol. in, chap, xxvi, pp. 146—152 of the 2nd edition.

| As to the existence of that quantity, see Darboux, loc. cit. §§ 364, 365,

pp. 96—106 and our Book v.

H. 5
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to be written ty (x, y; x
, y )
—

satisfying (in x, y for x
, y constant)

the adjoint equation* $ (v)= and defined, moreover, by the supple-

mentary conditions that

f
x
Ady

<v

>i>

,{0YX — x
,

Bdx
e-> y«

,fory = y ,

(which especially give °V = 1 for x = x
, y = y ).

It is immediately seen

that the two integrals JPdy — Qdx along the two rectilinear segments
aa, a/3, viz. (if, on S, y is a decreasing function f of x)

2\ die

2(«£-.£'2 V oy dy t

(where xlf y are the coordinates of a and xQ , y2 the coordinates of /3)

respectively reduce to \ (vfl)\
— \ua and \ (t$})p

— \ua ,
so that, 3 {

6
V)

vanishing and & (u) being equal to /, we find

- Q («i ,Vo)
dx=-

J X J Xn

P(x ,y)dy =

ox J
dx,

dy,

la
- I (M. + h (M®)t +f (Pdy - Qdx) -

jjfdxdy.

Fig. 6. Fig. 6 a.

This, as required, gives the value of u in terms of quantities which

are assumed to be known, viz. Cauchy's data on S : especially v is the

transversal direction, located as said at the end of § 40.

* See footnote to § 41.

t When y is, on S, a decreasing function of x (fig. 6), the two segments aa, afi are

both in the positive directions (fig. 6) or both in the negative directions of the axes

and a/3 is the direct sense on the outline of T, as necessary in writing (F^ ; if, on the

contrary, x and y increase simultaneously on S, the sense is the retrograde one

and signs in
(
F

x ) have to be reversed. A unique formula covering all cases could

be given by the use of Moray's notation for multiple integrals.
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If the line is an ascending one (i.e. y an increasing function of x)

the sign of the double integral is to be reversed*.

The function v of Riemann is, as we see, like the elementary

potential, a function of the coordinates of two points. The property
of symmetry is also generalized to the present subject by the following

interchange property f: the quantity W does not change by the simul-

taneous interchange of x, y with x0) y and of the polynomial <& with

its adjoint £ (this giving a symmetry in (x, y) and (x , y ) if & is

identical with its adjoint, as is the case for V2
u).

But it immediately appears that the quantity ^ thus introduced

into the operations has a priori no singularity at a : in fact, it is a

perfectly regular, holomorphic function of the variables on which it

depends, when the coefficients of the equation themselves are such. For
d2u

instance, for the equation ^—^- + \u = (X constant) (see below,

§ 69 and Book IV) ^ is equal to J [\
fX (x

— x ) {y
—
y )],

in which J
is Bessel's well-known integral transcendental function

J,

Nevertheless, we shall soon see that Riemann's function is derived

most directly from the quantity which corresponds to the elementary

potential.

43. The case is again different with the expressions introduced

by Kirchhoff and Volterra. The former uses

(8) ^Fir-cot),

where again r = V(a?
— xoy + (y

—
y f + (z

— z )
2 and F is an arbitrary-

function of one variable. Such a quantity is singular for r = 0, i.e.,

x = x
, y = y ,

z = z : that is, in the common language of ordinary

space, at one point, but in our present conception of the "
universe,"

along a whole line, as t is liable to take any arbitrary value.

Similarly the quantity used by Volterra (at least for the problem
with which we are occupied at present) is

(8') , y-l,g<lrM±^pg5
* See preceding footnote (p. 66).

t Darboux, loc. cit. no. 359, p. 81 ; Goursat, loo. cit.

% The discontinuity arises nevertheless from the fact that integration is

extended over the domain limited by the two characteristics issuing from (% , y ) :

which comes to the same as making v equal to outside that domain and, there-

fore, discontinuous along its limiting lines.

5-2
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which has two kinds of singularities in the real domain : (1) the

surface (t
— £ )

2 — r2 = 0, that is, the characteristic cone with vertex

(xo> yo> £o)> this being entirely analogous to the case of the elementary

potential ; (2) the line r = (that is, % = x
, y = y > t arbitrary).

In consequence of the presence of this linear singularity, both

Kirchhoff's and Volterra's methods do not give directly the value of

the unknown u at the point chosen, but only the integral of u along
a certain segment of the line * r = : from which the value of u

itself is then easily deduced (by differentiation, for instance, as in

Volterra's Memoir).
The same applies to the extension given by Tedonef to the

equation
&u

e^u
ohi dh^

OOC-y 00C2 uU/fft 1 Cflc m

which behaves quite similarly to the preceding ones (ez ) and (e3) or

to (e2) according as m is even or odd. Tedone again does not get

directly to the value of u itself, but to an integral such as

(t
-

t)
m~3 u (t)dt,

U

which he has to differentiate (m — 2) times with respect to t .

/'J t

44. This indirect character of the method would be only a se-

condary disadvantage, but it implies a much more serious one, which

is that the origin
—at least the analytical one—of the expressions (8)

and (8') does not appear. Kirchhoff's function is suggested by physi-

cal considerations; but Volterra's has to be formed a priori; and this

was precisely one of the greatest difficulties overcome by the great

Italian geometer.
This difficulty will occur in a much higher degree if we try to

generalize the aforesaid methods in order to apply them when other

equations than (e2) or (e3) are concerned. Here we shall have no

* Of course, in our three-dimensional space (for (e2)) or four-dimensional space

(for (e3)), the point r=0 describes a straight line, on account of the variability of t.

When applying the fundamental formulav this whole line, and not merely one

point of it, has to be abstracted from the field of integration by a cylinder (or

hypercylinder) having it for its axis. The simple integral mentioned in the text

arises from the SS extended over the surface of that cyliuder, by letting its radius

approach zero.

+ Annali di Matematica, 3rd series, vol. I (1898), p. 1.
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guide, at least no sure one, in the construction of expressions corre-

sponding to (8) and (8').

This was precisely the case with the two geometers, Coulon

and d'Adhemar, who undertook the extension of the method to such

equations as dhi d2u dhi 1 d2u _
fa*

+
dtf

+
dz~> ~rfdP + =

'

32u d2u 1 92
w. „

(equations of damped spherical or cylindrical waves) or to equations
with variable coefficients. The formulae obtained by them were not at

all the equivalent of Kirchhoff's or Volterra's; in order to obtain the

required value of u, they had to be followed, not by simple differ-

entiations, but by the resolution of more or less complicated integral

equations, requiring quite a new calculus of successive approxima-
tions. The reason of this is evidently that the auxiliary quantities
introduced by them were not the ones truly analogous to (8) and

(8'). (How it is that these analogues exist, but are not to be discovered

without the proper clue, will appear from our further considerations.)

45. The reason why these methods of Kirchhoff and Volterra

do not prove suitable for generalization will appear even better if we

inquire in what measure the aforesaid singular line r = is connected

with the equation itself. That this connection is a rather loose one,

would evidently have been seen by these two authors if, at the time

their works were composed, science had possessed our present ideas

on Relativity. We now know that speaking of a fixed point of space
considered at successive instants has no definite meaning (or, if pre-

ferred, has an infinity of meanings), that there exist (as was known
even before) an infinity of linear transformations on x,y,z, t (or x, y, t)

—
forming "Lorenz's group"

—which leave our partial differential equa-
tion invariant, and that such transformations leave the characteristic

cone unchanged, but may change the straight line r = into any other

straight line drawn through the vertex of the characteristic cone and

inside it. We then know that this line r = has no essential and par-

ticular part to play in our operations.

In what follows, we shall find that every result of the theory can

be and has to be deduced from the consideration of the elementary
solution only.



CHAPTER III

THE ELEMENTARY SOLUTION

1. General Remarks

46. Of course, we have now to define what the elementary solu-

tion is, and to construct it. The first extension of the elementary

potential to other equations than Laplace's is due to Picard*. He

considers the equation with two independent variables

C being a given function of x and y, and proves that (x , y ) being any

given point, which we can call the pole, and r = *J{x
— xf+{y — y)

2
,

this admits of a solution of the form

(9) W\ogl+w,

°U and w being properly chosen functions of x, y (and also x
, y )

which are regular in the neighbourhood of x = x0i y = y - Of course,

w is, to a certain extent, arbitrary, as any regular solution of the

given equation can be added to it.

This result was extended a little later by Hilbert and Hedrickf,

and by the author}, independently, to the more general equation

nm ^u
4-— 4- A — 4- 7?— + C' —

^ ' dx2

dy
2 dx dy

The method used in this case, however, implies that the coef-

ficients A,B,C, functions of x, y, be analytic, which was not necessary

in Picard's proof.

*
Comptes Rendus Ac. Sc. April 6, 1891, and June 5, 1900. An equivalent result

has been obtained by Sommerfeld, Eneycl. der Math. Wiss. n a, 7 c, 1900.

t Hilbert, Lectures at Gottingen, 1901 (unpublished); Hedrick, Uber den

Analytischen Character der Losungen von Differentialgleickungen (Diss., Gottingen,

1901).

% Second International Congress of Mathematicians, Paris, 1900; Notice

scientifique, Paris, Hermann, 1901.
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But this method enables us to answer a question which pre-

viously arose, viz. the relation between Riemann's function and the

elementary solution.

It is clear, in fact, that, if we remain in the analytic case, there

is no essential distinction between (10) and Laplace's hyperbolic

equation

(A, B, C again being functions of x and y), which form obviously

arises from the former one by the changing of x + iy, x
—

iy into x, y.

As this changes r2 = (x
— xQ)

2 + (y
—
y )

2 into (x
— x ) (y

—
y ),

we have

to find for (e) a solution of the form

<U log [O - x )(y
- y )] + w.

It is sufficient that by substituting the first term in (e), the

result will be made a regular function, say

&\?l/Aog{x-x ){y-y^}=.yM,

for, if so, we shall only have to take, for w, any regular solution of

the equation of

Now, we have

& imog [(x
- xQ) (y

-
y )]}

=& {<%) log [(*
- x ) (y

- y )]

x - x \ dy J y-y \dx J

This will be a regular function of x, y near each of the lines x = x
,

2/
=

2/o
if * :

(1) The logarithmic term vanishes, so that ,Jll itself is a solu-

tion of (e);

(2) The numerators of the two fractions vanish at the same

time as the denominators, so that

^— + A ctt=Q (for x = x
),

dy

d

^+B'M=0 (for2/
= y ).

* It is evident that these conditions are not only sufficient, but necessary : see

our Lemons sur la propagation des ondes, ch. vn, § 344.
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But these conditions (together with ^»1, for x = x0) y = y ) are

precisely those which determine the function of Riemann (except

that we have written <& instead* of its adjoint polynomial £).

Thus we see that Riemann s function coincides with the coefficient

of the logarithmic term in the elementary solution of the equation so

that, though regular, it is in a direct connection with the logarithmic

quantity (9), a particular case of general relations which our further

analysis will give us.

47. Extensions of the elementary solution tom>2 were success-

ively given in a fundamental memoir of Fredholm'sf for equations

of any order analogous to (e2 ) and by Holmgren}. But even in the

latter's works, the extension is not complete, as the coefficients of the

terms of the second order are assumed to be constants, which can

be obtained by a point transformation if m = 2, but generally cannot
||

if m > 2.

We shall construct the elementary solution for the most general

(analytic and non-parabolic) linear equation of the second order.

48. The characteristic conoid. In the case of the elementary

potential, it already appears that our elementary solution must be

singular not only at one point
—the pole

—but along a certain surface

(real or imaginary).

What that surface must be, appears from an important theorem

of Le Roux and DelassusIT, viz. any singular surface of a solution of
a linear differential equation** (the coefficients being regular) must

* Such a permutation is equivalent to that of x, y with x
, y ,

on account

of the interchange property (see above, § 44).

t Acta Matkematica, vol. xxm. See also Le Roux, C.R. Ac. Sc, vol. cxxxvn,

p. 1230. Zeilon, Nov. Act. Soc. Sc. Upsaliensis, series 4, vol. v.

J Arkiv for Matematik, Astronomi och Fysik, vol. I.

||
The possibility of such a reduction depends, as we shall see, on the possi-

bility of the conformal representation of a certain linear element on the euclidian

ds2
,
so that the conditions for it are given by Cotton's researches {Thesis, Paris,

1899, ch. II, nos. 15—17).
IF Le Roux, Thesis, Paris, 1895, Part n

; Delassus, Ann. Scient. Ec. Norm.

Sup™, 3rd series, vol. xm (1896), p. 35.

** An assumption is made on the nature of the singularity, viz. that the

principal part of the solution u is UF(G), U being regular and F such that
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be characteristic. Such a singular surface must therefore satisfy the

differential equation of the first order

,A v A fdQ dG dO_ \_

of § 13. Among the solutions of this equation, one which was especially

considered by Darboux * will play the chief part in our present con-

siderations: it is the one which has a given point

a(au a2 ,
... am)

as a conic point (its tangent cone being the characteristic cone above

Refined), which we shall call the characteristic conoid. It coincides

with the characteristic cone itself when the coefficients of the equation

(or at least the coefficients of the terms of the second order) are con-

stants; in the general case, it is a kind of cone with curved genera-

trices, the construction of which, well known since Darboux's Memoir,
will be given below, and even in a somewhat more precise form,

as we shall write down its equation.

2. Solutions with an Algebroid Singularity

49. In the first place, let us examine the case of a surface without

a singular point (the result of which examination can also be applied
to the characteristic conoid outside the neighbourhood of the vertex).

We shall prove not only Le Roux and Delassus' theorem under the

conditions which concern us, but also its converse, which is important
for us, by constructing, for our equation, a solution of the form

(11) h=UGp + w,

where G = is the equation of such a given regular surface, p a

given constant index, U and w regular functions. Of course, as in

§ 46, we have only to contrive that the result of the substitution

of the first term in the left-hand side of our equation be regular.

W (f1
\ W (c\

„, /jy . and „.,-,, are infinite for G= 0, a condition which is satisfied for all* ("") * (O)

practical cases, especially for F(G) = GP and F(G) = logG (the only ones which

we shall use). Le Roux (Journ. de Math, series 5, vol. iv, 1898, p. 402) gives
another proof, not wanting the above assumption.

* Memoire sur les solutions singulieres des equations aux de'rive'es partielles du

premier ordre, § 2, p. 34 {Memoires des Savants e'trangers, vol. xxvn, 1880).
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We start from the equation (E), which we take as homogeneous

(i.e. /=0), viz.

<E> ^«-5^& +?*.gt*- ft

Let us replace u by U .F ((?). Writing tti for ,-,we have
ox%

a2^

9aji9#k

= j***™* (-.g+-»g+ ^a£) *" ((?)

We have to multiply the first line (for every i) by Bi, the second

(for every i, k) by A ik ,
and add* to CUF. In this combination we

see that:

(1) the coefficient of F" (0) is A(tt 1 , ... 7rm);

7)TT

(2) in the coefficient of F' (G), the terms in ~— aref

r- . 2, £d{j.7rj.,
d#i ft

.... a^aA
that is ^— «— .

d#i d7Tj-

Therefore, we have

UF"{G)K(irlt 7T 2 , ... 9TW ) + *"«?)( 2
~ ^+MU)

+ F(Q)&(U)~0,
Avhere M stands for

(12) M=&{G)-CG.

Especially, for F(G)=GP
,
we get

(13) p(p-l)GP-^U.A(7r1 ,... 7rm)+pGP-^ î

d

^ + Mu)
+ G?&(U).

* In such an addition, the suffixes i and k may be permuted, as A ac
= Ajci .

t See preceding footnote.
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If the cases of p = and p = 1 are excluded, this cannot vanish

identically or even be a regular function (the first term evidently

being of a greater order of magnitude than the following ones), if the

coefficient A (7^, ... 7rm) is not zero : that is, if G = is not a charac-

«—,... 5
—

)

= must be either an identity

or a consequence of G = 0, so that we have in every case

Ax being regular even for G — 0. Thus Delassus' theorem is proved.
We now assume that this condition is satisfied, so that Gp~2

disappears
from (13). Let us express the condition that the terms in Gp~x also

vanish : we have to write that, on the surface G = 0,

(14> Sg^ + [>/+(?-!) A,] cr=o.

This is a linear partial differential equation of the first order in U,

the integration of which would lead to the introduction of the lines

defined by the ordinary differential equations

Cvt/zj ( 'i/'.i
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equations of the first order* shows that besides (L^), these lines also

satisfy

/T x
, airi dtr ^ d>7rm

(L2)

ds=-j^
=
-j^=...=-j^

2 dx1 2 dx2 2 dxm

so that they can be determined a priori (that is, without knowing the

equation G = 0) by the integration of the system of ordinary differential

equations (Lj) and (L2).

Bicharacteristics have already appeared in our former operations.

They are indeed the lines which, in § 12, Book I, we consider as defined

on xx
= by the differential equation (I) in order to determine our

successive ult u 2 ,
... : x3

= being tangent to the characteristic cone at

each of its points, the generatrix of contact has its direction cosines

proportional to A S1 ,
A 32 .

50. The same lines and the fact that they are preserved in any

punctual transformation (which is obvious from their analytical or

geometric signification) will in the first place be used by us to simplify

our equation. Our given characteristic surface being assumed to be a

regular one, we can change the variables so as to give its equation the

form xm = 0, and this, moreover, in such a way that every xm = const, is

a characteristic : this will be expressed by Amm being identically zero.

We shall assume, further on, that the edgef of intersection of

xm = and xm_ x
= is nowhere tangent to a bicharacteristic direction

;

by virtue of which we can take our new variables so that the bi-

characteristics situated on xm= const, shall be xx
= const., x2

= const., . . .
,

xm_2
= const. This will be expressed by

Aim = 0. (i^m-1)
We shall divide byj -Am,m-i> and we can also make Bm vanish by

changing u into MgPA-i. Replacing the letters xm and xm_x by x

and y respectively, we see that we can write our equation

(15)
££-*<•>-*

* See Goursat-Hedrick, loc. cit. § 87. t See note *, p. 5.

X ^m,m-i must be different from zero, or else y x
= y2

=
• • • = ym - 1

= would make
all the derivatives ofA (yi, ...ym) vanish, which is excluded, as we are not in the

parabolic case.
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where the new differential polynomial Si (u) contains no differentiation

with respect to x.

51. p = 0. Beudoris result. The cases of p = and p = 1 were

excluded above. They correspond to no singularity of u, and bring

us back to the considerations of our first Book*. But as we are taking

the case of a characteristic surface, they will, for that very reason,

interest us as leading to the answer of the question which was set in

§12; i.e. the nature of the indetermination of Cauchy's problem in

that case.

This question is solved by the following result :

In the present case of x = characteristic^, we can determine a solu-

tion of our differential equation by knowing its value u(x, ..., x, 0, y)

u(xlt ... a?m_3 , 0, y) = u (x1) ... #m_2) y);

U{Xi, ... Xm_%, X, \j)
= 11 \Xi ,

... Xm„2 j x)

on each of the surfaces x = 0, y = 0\, which values can be chosen

arbitrarily, but for the condition that they imply no contradiction along

the edge of intersection, i.e.

(16) i*e («,, . .. xm^, 0) = u (xu . . . xm_2 , 0), say = u (xly . . . xm_2 ).

This theorem contains, as a particular case, the proof of existence

of Kiemann's function (§ 42). It was first given, for that purpose,

by Darboux|| for m —
2, so that x = 0, y = were two lines, the data

being analytic, and both lines being assumed as characteristics. It

was extended by Goursatj| to non-linear equations, assuming only
that the initial tangents at their points of intersection have charac-

teristic directions.

* The case of p integral and > 1 may be considered as included in our present
as well as in our former considerations b : p=2, for instance (with Ul

=
0), so that

u= Ux2 would correspond to a Cauchy problem with ^=1^= 0, for which we

already know that no solution different from zero can be obtained if #=0 is not

a characteristic.

t It is even sufficient to assume that a--TO=0 is tangent to a characteristic at

every point in common with xm_ l=0.

I The hypothesis that the edge of intersection is nowhere tangent to a bi-

characteristic is again implied.

|| Darboux, Lemons sur la theorie des surfaces, vol. n, pp. 91—94. Goursat, Lecons

sur Vintegration des equations aux derivees partielles du second ordre (see below,
2nd footnote, p. 78).
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Beudon (loc. cit.)* generalized Darboux-Goursat's result to m >2,

and, after Goursat, used it to prove the indetermination of Cauchy's

problem for a characteristic.

But, as Picard-f* (admitting even non-analytic data) and then

Goursatf (for the non-linear case) have shown for the case of m = 2,

the hypothesis that y = is characteristic is not necessary. We shall

now prove Beudon's theorem with the same improvement.
We assume, at least for the present, all the data to be analytic, so

that the coefficients in &x
shall be holomorphic functions of the in-

dependent variables \, and we again substitute for u an expansion in

powers of x

(17) u = u + uxx + ... 4- uhx
h +

By equating the coefficients of similar powers of x, we obtain the

successive conditions

IK- <ri (u ),

(18)
*g-#<%)

+ .

v ,

*|£-^ («*-!)+..

the system of which is conversely equivalent to (15).

The first of them will give us -—
(the right-hand side containing

no other term of (17) than w ); the second, ^— etc., the right-hand

side of the equation for -—^
depending only on w

||, v^, ... Uh-i, and

the coefficients of &{. Hence we see:

* See note f, p. 20.

+ Picard, in Darboux, loc. cit. vol. iv, pp. 355—359 (Note I). Goursat, Equations

aux derived partielles du second ordre, vol. II, pp. 303—308.

J x generally appears explicitly among the coefficients of <&i : the terms due to

this circumstance are those which we have replaced by dots, on the right-hand

sides of equations (18) (in the first term, on the other hand, we must make x= 0).

||
That the My'a with suffixes K less than h - 1 also appear in ^, results from

the foregoing footnote.
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(1) that u remains arbitrary;

(2) that we can also choose arbitrarily the values of each of the

following w's for y = ;
after which, we shall have (uh being what uh

becomes for y = 0)

(19) vh = uA + ^ (uh^) dy.
Jo

The latter fact is equivalent to saying that we can take arbitrarily

the value of expansion (15) for y = 0, i.e. the function

(20) u (wlf x2 ,
... xm_2 , x) = SuA^

h

except its first term u (x1} x2 ,
... xm_2),

which must be equal to the

value of u for y = 0. This is nothing but another form of condition

(16). The condition for x— is no other than the condition of possibility

for Cauchy's problem written in § 12, Book I. We see that, when it

is fulfilled, the expansion (17) remains indeterminate, the arbitrary

elements in it being the successive coefficients uh in the expansion (20).

52. We shall have the right to speak of a solution u presenting
the same degree of indetermination when we shall have proved the

convergence of (17). We shall do this* under the hypothesis that all

our data are holomorphic around a given point on our edge x = y =

(which we shall choose for the origin of the coordinates) : granting

which, we shall give the required proof for the multiple Maclaurin

series which expands u in powers of x, y, xx ,
x2 ,

... a;m_2 .

In the first place, we see that each of the calculations (19) implies

only differentiations, integrations (from the lower limit 0), multi-

plications and additions, so that every coefficient in (17) will be

expressed in terms of previously calculated ones (that is, with a

smaller h and a not greater total degree in all the variables) and

* This will mean the construction of a solution satisfying our conditions for

sufficiently small r's and a small domain D of values ofxx , ..., arn,_2 , y. For the

contrary case in which D is sufficiently extensive, we simply point out, as it

concerns non-linear equations which we are leaving aside, a remarkable result of

Goursat's (Ann. Fac. Sc. Totdoitse, 2nd series, vol. viii, 1906), viz. that it may
happen that even the (seemingly indeterminate) problem of Cauchy relating to

jc=0 admits of no solution which is valid throughout D and regular; but this can

not occur in our linear case.
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coefficients in the expansions of the Aik , Bik , G which enter in S-i, by
a polynomial with only positive terms. Therefore, we only have to

show the existence of our solution by replacing the expansions 3-i>

u
,
u by properly chosen dominant ones.

We may also again assume the functions u
,
u to be identically

zero, as, in the contrary case, we should only have to introduce,

instead of u, the new unknown

u — u — u + u

and we may suppose this to have been done beforehand.

Such zero values of u and ux will be, as in Book I, § 10, dominated

by any expansions with positive coefficients.

A dominant expansion for &\ will be

(21) K M + S'Pi + SVtt
(K>0,p>0, constants)

i
x + y + Xi + • • • "*" x™-*

p

du 9su
(where pi stands for ^— ,

rik for ~—
^
— and the £' relates to all values

of i, or i and k, from 1 to m— 1), so that we have again only to show

that the equation obtained by equating ^—^- to this quantity or to

any dominant one admits of a solution represented by a Maclaurin

expansion with positive coefficients.

Again using Goursat's device*, we write a dominant of (21) by

changing, in the denominator, x into - with a< 1, so that we start

from equation
d2 u u + t'pi + l'ra

l_»
p

for which we have to find a solution in the form of a Maclaurin

* This was not necessary in Beudon's original note, because Beudon assumed

g= to be also a characteristic, i.e. -4m-i, TO _i to be also zero : so that the exten-

sion of the theorem to the case where #==0 alone is a characteristic is connected

with Goursat's introduction of the parameter a.
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expansion, with coefficients positive or zero. Let us take for u a

function of the variables

(22) X = x+ay, Y= x1 + ... + xm_2 .

For such a form of u, our equation becomes (writing G for the

numerical coefficient
-^

du . ^du n d
2u , ft . d2u „d2u

or, solving with respect to ^y-2 ,

du , ns du , .. d2u ~ d2u™ »« K u + a
dX + (m - 2) dY+a(m

-
2)dXdY+CW2

{Z6) w*-~t : i ix ^T
L--[ — +Y

p Va
where L = 1 — Ka.

Let us take a such that L > 0. Then we see that, expanding the

fraction on the right-hand side of (23) in powers of X and Y, every
coefficient in it will be positive.

Now, on account of Cauchy-Kowalewsky's theorem, equation (23)

will admit of a solution vanishing, together with ^ ,
for X = 0, the

expansion of which, as appears in § 10, has only positive coefficients.

Substituting for X and Y the values (22), the required dominant

expansion is obtained, which gives the proof of our theorem.

53. p arbitrary. We shall now establish a corresponding con-

clusion for any value of the constant p, except a negative integer*.

Taking u = UxP, we have for U the equation

(15) X
d^-y+P-dy-

= X^ {u)'

Replacing U by

(24) U= U + TJxx + ... + Uha* + ...

* Another method has been proposed by Le Roux (Thesis,.~No. 32).
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and equating the coefficients of similar powers of x, we have (dots on
the right-hand side having the same meaning as in § 51)

dy
"'

Conversely, the system of (24) (when convergent) and (18') is equi-

valent to (15').

If p is a negative integer, this system generally admits of no solu-

tion*: the impossibility of satisfying it appears in that one of the

equations (18'), e.g. for p = — 1, the second of these equations, no

longer contains Ul and becomes

which ought to admit of a solution independent of y.

The hypothesis of p a negative integer being laid aside, equa-
tions (18') make known to us the successive t^'s. In each one of

these functions, however, an additive constant remains indeterminate.

Their values can therefore be chosen arbitrarily for one determinate

value of y, e.g. y = 0.

To prove the convergence of the expansion (24) thus obtained, it

is sufficient to observe (as is done in the classic theory of the differential

equation x -~- = ax + by + . . .) that the ratio —j
—

,
which is never zero

under the hypothesis which we have adopted and whose limit is 1

when h increases without limit, is always greater in numerical value

than a fixed positive number q. We therefore shall obtain dominants

for the successive U if we dominate $x and replace at the same time,

7)TT

in the equation that gives
-~

,
the coefficient (p + h) by qh.

* See Legons sur la propagation des ondes, p. 339, § 356.
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Now, this is equivalent* to making p = in equation (15'), after

multiplying the right-hand side by
-

. It is then possible to divide

right through by oc, and we are brought back to Beudon's problem,
which we treated above. Since, in this latter problem, we can choose

arbitrarily the values of the unknown for y = 0, that is, on any surface

ivhich intersects the first without being tangent to one of its bicharacter-

istics, the same is true in the problem now set.

The conclusion aimed at is thus established only upon the hypo-
thesis that we are in the analytic case : a restriction, however, which

is no immaterial one, as we have already seen.

3. The case of the chakacteristic conoid.

The elementary solution.

54. The characteristic conoid with any point a(a1} a2 , ... am) as

its vertex has that point for a singular point, so that the preceding
calculation ceases to be valid : and in fact we shall see that p cannot,

as above, be taken arbitrarily.

To treat this new case, we must first form the equation of the

aforesaid characteristic conoid. This is, as we know, the locus of all

bicharacteristics issuing from a. Analytically speaking, we have to

take any set of quantities ply ... pm fulfilling the condition (A) and,

with the initial conditions pt =poi, xt
= at

- for s = 0, integrate the above

written differential equations

,., dxi _ 1 3A dpi _ 1 3A
* '

ds~2dpi' 'ds"~~2dxi

'

As the quantities p01 ,
... p^ (or more exactly their mutual ratios)

under condition (A) depend onm-2 parameters, the locus of the

line thus generated is a surface. We must give a precise form for the

equation of this surface : which form was suggested by Coulonf.

7)TT
*

Strictly speaking, the first equation (18'), viz. -=-2=0, would disappear for

p= 0, as its left-hand side was originally multiplied by p. Of course, we have

to preserve it in the present argument. Knowing the values of U for #=0, it

determines them for x=0, thus giving all the data required by Beudon's theorem,

t Thesis, p. 22.

6—2
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55. Introduction of geodesies. For that purpose, we shall con-

struct every line issuing from (a1} a2 ,
... am) and satisfy the differential

system (L) whether the initial values p01 ,
... pom of the variables pi

satisfy (A) or not. Such lines are in fact the geodesies of a properly
chosen linear element.

Results in the general theory of geodesies*. Let

be any quadratic form (except that its discriminant will be supposed

^0) in dxly ... dxm ,
the coefficients Hik being given functions of

x-y, ... xm . If dxlf ... dxm be considered as differentials of x1} ... xm ,

H can be taken as a linear element in an m-dimensional variety. The

integral

L = JVH (dxu . . . dxm)
= /VH^/, ... xm')dt(dx\where, in the last member, x( stands for -^ j

will thus represent the

length of an arc of. curve in that variety, and the corresponding

geodesies are the lines which make the variation of L vanish. Their

differential equations are

(25)
dt{-BxT)--dx~

=
- (^1.2,...m)

Classic dynamical principles also lead to writing these differential

equations in a different form, viz.

this governing the motion of a system the vis viva of which would be

H (#', x), and on which no forces would act.

These two forms (corresponding to two forms of the principle of

least action) are not exactly equivalent, but are so conditionally. The

first one determines the required lines but not t, the latter remaining

* See Darboux's Lepons, vol. n.

Many of the following principles, such as geodesies for an indefinite linear

element, geodesies of zero length, differential parameters, etc., will be familiar to

many readers, as they are now of constant use in the recent theory of Relativity.

We, however, shall not assume this theory to be known.
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an arbitrary parameter the choice of which is immaterial. Equations

(25) remain unchanged by the change of the independent variable t

to
(f>(t),,<f) being any function.

The second form (25') defines not only a line, but a motion on

that line, and this motion is no longer an arbitrary one in time : it

must satisfy the integral of vis viva

(26) H = const.,

so that the representative point (x1} ... xm) must move on the

curve with constant kinetic energy. But if we take account of this

latter equation, the two systems (25) and (25') are (in general)

equivalent*.

We shall start from system (25') and reduce it to Hamilton's form

by introducing the quantities

<27)
**=2i£7-

By eliminating the #/'s, H becomes a quadratic form A in the

p'a,
— viz. the adjoint form of H divided by the discriminant D of

H—and, as we know, the m equations (25') of the 2nd order are re-

placed by the 2m Hamilton equations of the 1st order

n v duct _ 1 3A

(equivalent to (27)) and

(1 \ dp% _ 1 dAW
da

~
2dxi'

These equations again admit of the integral A = const, equivalent
to (26).

*
If, in (25), we suppose the arbitrary parameter t to be chosen so that

H= const., then the denominator 2v/H in „ ,
= —j=. can come out from

™i 2VH dx-

under the sign -^-, and we find (25').

Conversely, if we intend to write (25') so that the independent variable

t may become arbitrary, we have only to note that, as a function of such a

quantity t,
s can be easily calculated by (26), viz. ds=*J"H.dt. Replacing ds by

this value and accordingly x( by ~~fw±,
we find (25). (See Darboux's Lecons, vol. n,

§ 571 of the second edition.)

All this fails for the special geodesies (bicharacteristics) such that A (
=H)= ;

then the system (25) ceases to have any meaning, (25') remaining valid.
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56. We shall use the preceding calculations in such a way that

the quadratic form A be the one which we above denoted by that

letter, viz. the characteristic form of our equation. How we must

choose H for this purpose, is well known: the relation between A
and H is a reciprocal one, so that we have to take H equal to the

adjoint form of A divided by the discriminant A of A. The two dis-

criminants D and A of A and H are reciprocal of each other. The

variables pi inA are connected with the variables x( in H by any one

of the two (equivalent) systems (27), (Lj), the variables oci being, of

course, the same in both forms.

It is useful to note that the use we make of this conception of

geodesies is slightly different from the usual one in the sense that

A (or H) may be—and will be actually, in the hyperbolic case, the

one which will concern us especially
—an indefinite form. This, of

course, will not matter for most of the analytical properties of geo-

desies; L may become imaginary, but not its square, which is pre-

cisely the quantity which we shall have to introduce*.

57. The above defined geodesies will now be treated by a method

essentially equivalent to the well-known one due to Lipschitz-f*.

As we have noticed, equations (25') do not admit of an arbitrary

change in the independent variable; but they still admit of any linear

one, in which s is replaced by as + /3, a and /3 being any constants :

indeed, such a change leaves equation (26) unaltered but for a change
of constant on the right-hand side.

The corresponding property of equations (L) is that they are not

altered whenwe change s into as amdpi into — (a being constant), with-

out altering the x's; and this even leaves every integral curve of (L)

unchanged (only changing its parametric representation).

Let us now exclusively consider the geodesies issuing from a special

given point a(o1 , a2 ,
... am) of the m-dimensional space, s being zero

* The only important difference introduced into operations by the possibility

of A being indefinite is that we cannot, as is frequently done, choose on each

geodesic the variable s so that the constant A becomes equal to 1, as the case

of A=0 happens particularly to concern us.

t Bull, des Sc. Math. 1st series, vol. iv, pp. 99—110. See Darboux's Lecons,

vol. II, Book v, § 518.
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at this point. One of them will be determined if we give the initial

values (values for s = 0) p01 ,
... pom of plf ...pm . Moreover, the same

one will be obtained, as we have just seen, if we replace s by as and

Pi ,
•' Pm by —,...— ,

the p js having of course to be also changed into

—
. This can be expressed by saying that the 2m + 1 quantities

Pii'-'Pmt Poi>'-'Pom> *

only occur in the 2m combinations

(28) Pi = spi} qi
= spoi . (i

= l,2,...m)

Thus, the integrating formulas of (L) must be of the form

J
%i— <f*i \$i> • •• Q'rmj

a i> ••• am)>

[Pi = fa (qlf ... qm ; Oi, ... am),

and we may immediately notice that those formulas do not change

by permutation of the %i with the corresponding a» and, at the same

time, of Pi with —
qt (as the differential equations (Lj), (I^) show by

changing s into — s).

Let us now consider the first series of equations (29) as denning a

punctual transformation between the od'b and the q's, the point corre-

sponding to
<?!
= . . . = qm = 0; as I

~
)
= s -5

—
>
we see that the expan-

1 dA.
sion of xt — a; has = ^— for its term of the first degree. The Jacobian

2 oqi

{S0) J -
D(qlf ...qm)

has therefore, at a, the value A, and is ^ 0, so that the q's can certainly

be expressed as functions of the x's in the neighbourhood of a.

The variables q are very simply connected with the normal vari-

ables of Lipschitz
*

: those being, by definition, the quantities:

»-(£).•
so that we have, between them and the q's, the linear substitution

with constant coefficients

iaH_
qi ~2dh'

* Loc. cit. See footnote t, preceding page.
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or, in another equivalent form,

19Ao
*"» dqt

'

A
,
H being the forms A, H considered at a, viz.

Ao(?i, ... gm)
= A(g1 , ...$»; Ox, ...am),

"o (?i> • • • £»n)
= ** (?i }

• • « ?m> a i >
• • • Am)'

If we use the special coordinates qi (or £;) the geodesic lines

issuing from a will be represented by straight lines, the coordinates

being proportional to s.

57 a. Nothing of the above requires the assumption that the co-

efficients A nc be analytic: they only need to be regular, inasmuch as

this is necessary for the application ofgeneral theorems concerning the

existence of the integrals of differential equations and their differenti-

ability with respect to initial conditions. (See Additional Note at the

end of the present Book.)

If the A ik's are holomorphic functions of the xs, then the xs will

be, in the vicinity of a, holomorphic functions of the q's, and, con-

versely, the qs will be holomorphic functions of the xs.

All our present considerations—and, consequently, those of the

following § 58—will continue to be valid as long as the solution of

the first series of equations (29) with respect to the q's is possible:

in other words, so long as the problem of joining the point x(x1 ,...xm)

to a by a geodesic line may be considered as a determinate one. The

region M in which such a validity persists may be defined by consider-

ing, for instance, a one-parameter family of surfaces, containing a inside

them and enveloping each other as the parameter increases (such as

spheres with centre a): the inside of such a surface will belong* to M
* See our Lecons sur le Calcul des Variations, final note A. A regionM is most

frequently obtained if, on every geodesic line going out from our point a, we

determine the arc issuing from a and around which the required property (i.e. the

fact that any point is to be joined to the initial one by a uniquely determined and

continuous geodesic line) does not cease to exist : which arc is limited by the point

defined by ./(formula (30))
= 0, the so-called conjugate focus of a (see Lecons sur

le Calcul des Variations, Book n, ch. in) at which the geodesic may be touched

by the envelope of a properly chosen one-parameter family of other geodesies

issuing from a; but in some cases such a definition of M may prove to be

erroneous.
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so long as each of them will cut an arc of geodesic issuing from a at

one point P only, and, moreover, the Jacobian (30) does not vanish on

the arc aP.

Instead of considering the Jacobian (30), we could take any geo-
desic from a as a function of m — 1 parameters \ ,

... \m-i defining
its initial direction, each point on one of these geodesies being thus

defined by a system of values of \lt ... Xm_i, s. The Jacobian

(30 a) J = nn
(Xl

"y
Xm\

would play the same part as the Jacobian (30).

58. Equation of the characteristic conoid. Having thus de-

fined the auxiliary quantities P and q, we form the expression

I = A \±i, . . . Jrm ', Xi, ... xm )
= A (o1} q2 , ... qm ',

a1} a2 ,
. . . am).

This is a quadratic form in the a's, with constant coefficients, and

a holomorphic function of the cc's; its expansion in powers of the

{xi
—

a,i)'s begins with terms of the second degree, viz.

(31) r = Ho(a?f -o,, ...xm -am) + ....

r is in fact the square ofthe geodesic distancefrom point(cclf x2 ,
. . . xm)

to point («!, a2 , ... am), this distance being calculated by means of the

linear element H as defined in § 56.

This enables us to evaluate the partial derivatives of T: for those

of VF are given by the classic equation in Calculus of Variations *

$ (v'r) = 2 —-T Bx{
=

(piBx,. + ...+ pm hxm ).
i dxi VH (x )

We thus see, on account of T = A (P) = s2A (p) = s2H (x), that the

partial derivative of T with respect to xt is no other thanf 2spi
= 2Pi

and that the function T is a solution of the partial differential equation

of the first order

(32) A
(!;«<)

* See Bolza, Lectures on the Calculus of Variations (Decennial publications of

the University of Chicago), formula 15 6 (p. 123) and two last formulae of p. 154;
or our Lecons sur le Calcul des Variations, book n, ch. in, p. 142.

t Therefore the tangent plane to any surface r= const, is transversal (§ 40)

to the corresponding geodesic : a general fact, besides, in the Calculus of Variations

(see our Lecons sur le Calcul des Variations, § 137).

= 4r.
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The expression Y is symmetrical with respect to the two points

(x1} x2 ,
... xm) and (a1} a2 , ... am) on which it depends.

r = is the equation of the characteristic conoid.

If the normal variables £ are taken as Cartesian coordinates, the

characteristic conoid is an ordinary quadratic cone (or rather hyper-

cone) which is real for a hyperbolic equation. As stated in Book I, when,

moreover, the equation is normal, it consists of two sheets and divides

space into three regions, two of which are interior and one exterior.

These qualitative.properties also hold in the primitive space where

the coordinates are ae1} x2 ,
...xm ,

as the punctual transformation be-

tween the x's and the £'s is a regular one. We can speak, therefore,

of the two sheets of the characteristic conoid, or, as we shall often say
more briefly, of the two half conoids with any given vertex a.

We generally write the equation in such a way that T > corre-

sponds to the interior regions, i.e. that the characteristic form consists

of one positive and w — 1 negative squares.

59. Lam€-Beltrami's differential parameters for T. The above

equation can be written in Lame's notation of differential parameters*,
viz.

the left-hand side being the differential parameter of the first order,

with respect to the linear element H; a result which, besides, may
also be considered as a mere consequence of the well-known equationf

(32') At(</n-l,
satisfied by the geodesic distance. We can get a second useful formula

by using the m relations

(33) g-t*.
together with the differential equations (Lj) (§ 55). If we multiply

7)TT
these by the corresponding derivatives— of an arbitrary function U

OXi

and add the m products thus obtained, we find

ds i Idxi dpi
'

* See Darboux, Lepons sur la theorie des surfaces, vol. in, book vn, ch. i.

t Darboux's Lecons, vol. n, book v, ch. v.
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which, in Lame's notation, (33) gives

(34) A1 (r,U) = 2s^.

Finally, this last result enables us to find the value of the para-

meter of the second order A2 r. We know indeed that the latter can

be defined, after Beltrami* by the existence of the integral identity

(35) SSS Ai (r, U) cZ®,dx2 . . . dxm
+ SSS UA2Tdx1 dx2 . . . dxm = SS • • •>

where the m-uple integrals on the left-hand side are extended over a

portion of the m-dimensional space; the (in
—

l)-uple one on the right-

hand side over its boundary, the quantity replaced by dots under SS
beingf the product of Uhy a linear combination of first derivatives of T.

We shall use this by transforming the first SSS by tne intro-

duction of the previously defined coordinates s, \, X2 ,
... Xm-i- De-

noting again by J the Jacobian of x1} x2 ,
... xm with respect to these

parameters, this first integral becomes •

7)1J
SSS 2s

jr- | J\ dKidXt ... dXWi_! ds,

which can be directly transformed into

(36) ±SS2U\J\sd\1d\2 ...d\mr-1

- SSS^U
d

^ ŝ

^ d\d\2 ... d\m.1 ds

= ± SS 2U
I

J
I

sd^dXs • • • ^m-i

• -SSS2?7.-r—-i
—- dxxdx2 . . . dxm .

J ds

The coefficient of U in the m-uple integral of this final expression

is necessarily the required value of A2J

(37) A,r-2(l-M^).
* See Darboux, loc. cit. vol. in, § 674. Strictly speaking, we ought to define

the symbol A2 a little differently, by taking as a factor, in the element of each

of the SSS in (35), not dx1dx2 ...dxm ,
but an element of volume, equal to

dxx dx2 ... dxm multiplied by \/\D\= /r— ,. In our case, this would have been an

unnecessary complication. It would lead to writing log—= instead of logJ in (37).

VA
t This quantity can be easily seen, by (36), to be ± 2JsU ;

but this is a

useless verification, as, on account of the fundamental lemma of the Calculus

of Variations, no two transformations of the form (35) for the same quantity
can exist (and be valid with U arbitrary) without coinciding term by term.
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60. It may be useful to note that equation (32) characterizes our present form

of the equation of the characteristic conoid ; that is, any function holomorphic*
around a vanishing on the conoid and satisfying (32) is no other than r itself.

For such a quantity ought to be of the form

rn

(n again holomorphic). Substituting in (32), we have

4nr=n2
A! r+ 2nrAi (n, r) + r2At n,

or (on account of (34) and noticing that the equation is satisfied for n= l)

n+s-j- +— Aiii-i =-r[>(n-i)]+—- At n=o.
ds 4n ds L v /J 4n l

This shows us that n=l all over the conoid: whence U= l + Tl
R, I being a

positive index and the new holomorphic function R not vanishing on all the

surface of the conoid. But this would imply a contradiction, as, substituting

H— \ = TlR in the above equation, we should find that, on our conoid,

.^+(»+l)*-0,
which admits of no other regular solution than zero, q.e.d.

61. Construction ofthe elementary solution. This being under-

stood, let us come to the problem which we have in view, and seek to

find, for the given equation, a solution of the form

(38) a = Ur*>,

r being the function which we have just formed, in which the pole a,

with coordinates a1} a 2 ,
... am ,

will be considered as given, and the

point x (x1} x2 ,
... xm) as variable. We shall for the present take only

the analytic case, so that the coefficients are assumed to be holomorphic

in the x's.

We again join x to a by a geodesic line, on which we have

/ t v CLXx <XX2 CwOT ,

(Ll) TdK-ilA---rdK- ds-

2 dp! 2 dp2 2 dpm

Let us write down, under these conditions, equation (13): A1}

as defined by (13 a), is identically equal to 4, from equation (32). As

for the quantity

dxidxk
l

dx{'
M = XA ik^-^ + ^Bi:

* On the other hand, non-holomorphic solutions exist in infinite number, viz.

the square of the geodesic distance (still calculated with respect to H) from

(#1? ...xm) to any surface inscribed in the conoid.
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formula (31) gives us its value at the origin; we have

r = 2Hik + ...,
dxidxk

7(V

and, in consequence (the derivatives r— being initially zero),
OX{

M=2 2A
ijk
H

i>k +...
= 2m + ....

i, k

The 7r/s in (13), i.e., the derivatives of Y, have to be replaced by

Therefore (dividing (13) by pl>
_1 after having replaced G by V),

we have

and, in consequence, for T = 0, regard being had for (34),

(39') 2s^+(^+2p-2)u=2s^+(m + 2p-2 + ...)U=0.

Since U must be a regular function of s, this equation is possible

only if we have

//Im ra-2
(40) p = g plt

Pi being a positive integer or zero; U is then, for s in the neighbour-
hood of zero, of the order of sp\ For pi

= 0, and therefore

, ~,, m — 2
(40') P =

g-r-,

U will have, at the point a, a value other than zero. We shall

take this as equal to — .
,
the reciprocal of the square root of

.the discriminant of A at the point a.

The corresponding solution u is the only one that we shall need

to consider, because the others, deduced from px > 0, may easily be

reduced to the first. For u, when once obtained, will be a function,
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not only of the %'s, but also of the a's, and it is an analytic function

of those quantities*. The quantities

du du du

da
x

'

da2

'

dam

are solutions of the given equation, and it is immediately evident that

they possess, at the point a, the singularity corresponding top1
= 1. We

should obtain in the same wayf the solution corresponding to values

of pi foHowing this, by differentiating again with respect to the a's.

But, from what we have seen before, there is a set of values of

m for which none of the above solutions exist (generally, at least), and

for which, consequently, the problem is generally impossible : these are

the even values, the number p then becoming a negative integer. We
shall, of course, meet this impossibility again in the course of the

process that will determine the solution.

62. To carry this out, we should note that equation (39') gives

us the values of U on our conoid. We have (since U is equal to

,
. at the vertex)

+ V|A a
|

(41) U^-r^e Jo*\2
*

J

Let us determine a function U that shall be equal throughout our

space (or the portion of space where T is defined) to the above ex-

pression; in other words, that fulfils, through the whole of this space,

equation (39'). U will be a holomorphic function of the x's, as is

immediately evident if the a's are taken as variables (compare

equation (45a) below). We shall obviously get

u=u +ru1}

Ux being a regular function.

* This property of u may be considered as almost evident under our present

hypothesis that A&, Bit Care holomorphic; it will follow quite strictly, at least

for m odd, from the fact that each term of the series (43) (see below) satisfies this

requirement, and that, on the other hand, this series is uniformly convergent. The

same will hold for m even, if proper precision is given to the definition of u.

t Picard's solutions with simultaneously polar and logarithmic singularity for

to=2 (Comptes rendus Ac. Sc. vol. cxxxvi, p. 1293, June, 1903) also result from the

elementary solution, such as found in § 46, by the operation in the text.
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Replacing U by that value in equation (39), we shall see that JJX

ought to satisfy the equation

(42) 2(p + 1)2«|^
d

^- + (p + l)(M+4p)U1 +r#(U1) +&(U )

= (P+1) 4s^ + (JfcT+4p)i71 + &(U ) + r&(ul)
= o.

We shall determine a function Ei by the equation

(42') 4*^+(if + 4p) ^ +^I^(E )»0,

assumed to be satisfied throughout space. This equation (though a

differential one) admits of one regular solution and one only; for it is

written (with due regard for the fact that U is a solution of (39')),

d_sU\_ I
&(TT\

ds U *(p + l)U,
K oh

and, if Ux must remain finite for s = 0, this necessarily gives

Ul
is like U

,
a holomorphic function of the ^'s and therefore of the oc's.

The rest of the working is now obvious. We shall set down

(43) u=u + ru1 + ... + rhuh + ...,

and the expansion thus written will give a solution of the problem if

the Uh's are given by the successive equations [where each left-hand

member is the coefficient of (p + h) 1*+*-* in &(UTh
)~\*

(44) 4s
d^ + [M+4! (p + h-l)]Uh+ :̂i#(Uh-1)

= 0,

whence

* We see that our method would allow us to construct the (unique) solution

of the form u—UJ^'* 1 for any given partial differential equation such as

&(xi)= Wyv' (with W holomorphic) provided p' be equal to none of the numbers

1, 2,... pi, On the contrary, when p assumes

one of the last-mentioned values, the equation admits of no solution of the form

UYP' +
\ as appears from the text (nor, as can also be seen, of any algebroid

solution whatever).
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If m is odd, and, consequently, p not an integer, all the (p + h)'s

will be equal to integers increased by \ : therefore, all the expressions

(44') will exist. They will be holomorphic functions : if we assume that

the o's (or Lipschitz's normal variables, which comes to the same thing)
have been taken as independent variables and that the quantity

jj & (Uji^) has the expansion

(45) ^S(Uh_1 )
= Q + Q1 + Q2 +... + Qk + ...,

where Q , Q1} ... are homogeneous polynomials with respect to the

variables thus chosen (their degrees being denoted by their suffixes),

we shall have

(45a) ^fQ
=-

4l(p + h)h
Qo-

4s(p+hHh+1)
Q1 --'

4>(p + h)(h + k)

a similar expression,
—in which h has to be replaced by zero and the

right-hand side of (45) by (-_- — m]
—

applying also to log U ,
on

account of (41) (and with the addition of the constant term—
1/2. log |

Aa |).

If the coefficients be merely regular (§ 9), we shall nevertheless

be able to say that the C^'s exist, with the above definition and

properties, up to a certain value of h.

63. Assuming the coefficients to be holomorphic, we have now to

prove the convergence of the power series (43).

For this object, this time, we shall find directly (and no longer by

comparison) dominant functions for the coefficients.

Let us still suppose that, for the ass, we have taken normal variables

(the g's or Lipschitz's normal variables) relating to our given pole a.

Moreover, we shall bring in a new simplification in our calculation by
a change of unknown. Having determined U as said above, we shall

instead of (E) introduce the new equation

(Ea) ^i(w)-^(0&)-O.

.
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It is clt that any solution of (Ej) is deduced from a corresponding

solution of (E) by division by U
,
and also that the elementary solu-

tions of the two equations are connected in the same way; and it is

easily verified (we do the calculation in detail further on, in Book IV)
that this applies to every term in the expansions of the two numera-

tors. Therefore, for (E 3 ),
the new value of U will be the constant

Let <t be the sum of the absolute values of these variables. Every
coefficient of the given equation (E2) will admit (if the positive con-

stants a, r be properly chosen) of the dominant

1-*
r

so that, if we have ((( being, as usual, a sign for dominated functions)

(46) v((.

we shall also have
K)"'

Under these conditions, let us show that we can write

(48) Uh ((.

1+- + -

Kh

r /

where the K's are positive numbers which we shall calculate presently.

Let us assume that (48) is satisfied for a certain value of h, and

try to prove it by changing h into h+1. We have (remembering that

UQ is a constant)

whence, for Uk+i,
'

s shds

fi

n . a'Kh .2h(2h+l) J_
u/l-t-3

"

&-T
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The factor

rjt3KII

1

gh+i

* shds

o \ rj

can be written (as cr is proportional to s on every geodesic)

<T
hdcr

rh+l

o V r

ih+3

and, as may easily be seen*, is dominated, as 2h + 3 > h + 2, by

1 1

h + 1 h+2
'

Therefore

a!Kh 2h{2h + l)

4,(h + l)(p + h+ l)

This is of the required form

Uh+1 ((
(j-\ 2A+2

rj

K,h+l

0-\2(A+l)
'

r ,

wifch Kh+l
=Kh . a

2h(2h + l)

I(h^ri)(p + h + 1)

. Kh
The ratio y

+1
approaching, for h = oo

, the finite limit a', the

series (43) will converge for
j
T

\

< —, (1
—

J
.

The existence of u is therefore completely proved.
We may add that, if we let the point a vary within any region

(strictly interior to M), the numbers r, a will have, the first a minimum,
the other a maximum, so that the convergence of (43) will be a uniform

one.

* Fo,

'^[(#
5

]'

=

(r%
[l
"" +^"]>>0%

,af'^ +2)-
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64. We may immediately notice that the above analysis applies

without any modification to the determination of the holomorphic
solution of (E) assuming given values on the characteristic conoid,

provided we already know any holomorphic function <M which assumes

these same values for T = 0. Writing

(49) <2t=%+%T+...+<Wt
rk

+...,

the equations for the successive % will be those above in which we
take p = 0, viz.

4s^ + (Jf+4&-.4)% + i^(%^)-0,

or, again integrating with the help of U
,

%—
4&.SA: /S

qk—p—l

Such a problem admits, therefore, of one (and only one) holomorphic
solution.

65. Let us now assume m to be even: for instance, m = 4, whence

p = — 1. U still assuming the value (41), equation (42) becomes an

impossibility if we have not

S(U )
=

along the whole characteristic conoid.

It is clear that this condition will not be satisfied in general. If,

for instance, all the coefficients of the equation were given with the

exception of C, it would make known to us the values of G on the

whole conoid having a for its vertex (as the expression of U is inde-

pendent of G and different from zero*).
* The conditions for this to take place (and consequently for an elementary

solution of the form (38) to exist) for every situation of a, would require a much
more difficult investigation : an investigation, however, which would be especially

interesting, as we shall see further on. We may add that an important part would

be played in this by the value (37) obtained above (§ 59) of A2 r.

7—2
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A similar conclusion will evidently follow for any other even m,

the impossibility arising from the equation (44) which corresponds to

7 m — 2 .

h = -p=—^
—

, viz.,

(50) ^(IL^-O.
Picard's previous results (see § 46) then lead us to complete ex-

pression (37) by the addition of a logarithmic term, setting down

(51) m= £n>-^logr.
If we substitute this new value of u, we find

&(urp) '«£»i+*-'4>'*
:

p- kg r. #(<&«) =o,

where the first term has already been expanded in powers of JT.

Again, the logarithmic terms only disappear if °7l itself is a solu-

tion* of (E).

Further, taking account of the expansion previously written for

S-(u), we see that the equations (44) corresponding to h<—p are not

modified. But, for h = —p, that is, to make the coefficient of z= vanish,

we have to write, instead of (44),

(52) 4s^ + (Jf-4)^-^(i7_p_1 )
= 0,

an equation which we shall immediately notice to be of the same form

as the formulae (44'), only differing from these by the omission of the

denominator (which ought to have been zero) and a change of sign.

Let %, be the function defined, throughout our region M, by the

differential equation (52).
CU must be the solution of(E) which assumes

on the conoid the same value as %Q .

We have just seen how this function 91 is to be determined.

The coefficients of its expansion (49) in powers of T depend on the

equations (49'). We again see that these are exactly the same for

the Uh's, with h=p +k.

* This proves that we do not have to look for a solution of the form

C/'F'+^falogr

with q not zero, as the solution fylv* cannot exist. Algebroid and logarithmic
infinitudes do not multiply each other in the present problem.
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In other words, we are led to processes exactly identical with the

previous ones (except for a numerical coefficient, the change of which

is introduced by the calculation of %,), U_p+k for k = 0, 1, 2, ..., being
now denoted by $4-

Now, conversely, if we calculate the Un's for h = 0, 1, 2, ...,(— p — 1)

and °il as explained above, and if we substitute in the given equation
the expression

(53) -^iog r + r^~S"VArA
,

A =

it follows from what we have said that the terms in Tp~l

, ..., p and

log r will disappear. The result of substitution, denoted by Jt, will

therefore be a holomorphic function, and all that remains to be done

is to add to expression (53) any holomorphic solution w of the

equation

&(w) =-M
(the existence of which follows from Cauchy's fundamental theorem)
to obtain a solution

u = - <u log r+ err*
(u= w r-p +~

P
i

l

uhrh
)

of the proposed equation*.
In this case, contrary to what happened for m odd, there is a great

degree of indetermination in our result, as w can be modified by the

addition of any regular solution of (E).

* We could just as well find w by writing it

w= w_p+ w_p+1r+...+ w_ p+kr
k
+...,

substituting the total value of u in the equation and equating to the coefficients

of the powers of r superior to —p - 1, which have not been considered as yet : this

gives the successive W_p + k by

4*
C?T

^^ + (if+4^-4)^_p + fe+]r^(r_ p + t_ 1)-4S

^-(if+8/l--4)%]=0
from W_p+l on, while TT_P remains arbitrary, affording the indetermination

referred to in the text.

The result will depend analytically on the coordinates of the pole if we are

careful to choose this arbitrary element (for each situation of a) according to a

determinate analytic law: for instance, if we agree to take 6r_ p =0.
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We have thus succeeded in calculating our elementary solution

(for any non-parabolic equation) upon the hypothesis that the coeffi-

cients are analytic. How the same results can be attained without the

help of this hypothesis, will be seen further on.

66. Application to the elliptic case. Still keeping to the analytic

hypothesis, all the above applies to the elliptic and hyperbolic

cases. In the future, we shall deal exclusively with the latter; but

let us note that the existence of the elementary solution is the basis

on which we can establish the theory of elliptic equations with

analytic coefficients, extending to it the main properties met with for

V2m = 0. We can enunciate at once, for our general case, the properties

obtained for two variables by Sommerfeld*, such as:

An elliptic equation with analytic coefficients has none but analytic

solutions (inside their domain of existence, boundary excluded);

If two solutions of such an equation are tangent to each otherf along
a surface, they are the analytic extension of each other,

for the proof of which we only have to replace log
- or -—-

by the

elementary solution, in the classic argument J; further, by the con-

sideration of functions analogous to Green's
||,

For an area such that the problem of determining therein a solution

of the adjoint equation by its boundary values is always possible, this

problem is determinatefor the given equation;

etc. . . .

67. The parabolic case remains outside the above analysis. The

part of the elementary solutions is played in that case by a quantity
whose value

(54) -p e

~
% or ~T- e U

sly vt

*
Encyclop&die der Math. Wissensch. iia, 7 c. t See note +, p. 18.

% These follow from the fact that the elementary solution is an analytic

function not only of the afs, but also of the a's.

|| Here, we may notice that in the elliptic case, quantities deduced from the

elementary solution by the addition of regular solutions of (E), such as Green's

functions, may be considered as indeterminate (as long as boundary conditions are

not used) as well for m odd as for m even : which will not be the case in our

further operations concerning hyperbolic equations
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is well known for the classic equation of heat ?—: = ^- or V 2u = ^- .1
oar oy ot

Its extension to the more general equation containing the same terms

of the second order with terms of the first has been obtained by

Gevrey* and ourselves. As the parabolic equation has also been

treated in a masterly way by Volterra in his Stockholm Lectures,

we shall not go into further details about it. We simply refer to

the works just quoted, and also note that it would be possible to

obtain the elementary solution for the parabolic equation
—even

for the most general one—by a limiting process which would deduce

it from an elliptic or hyperbolic one in which coefficients would vary
so that one square in the characteristic form should approach zero.

For instance, we easily obtain thus the first expression (54) as a

limiting value of Riemann's function.

Let us take the simplest case of the equation of heat

We consider it as a limiting case (for k = 0) of

/KK'\
^2u

h
°^u _^u — r\

dx2

dxdy dy

(k being a constant) which we can refer to its characteristic by intro-

ducing the new variables

y=Y, x-\
= X.

It thus takes the form (practically equivalent to what is called

"
telegraphist's equation ")

, d*u 1 du du _
dXdY+ kdl~dY~ '

for which Riemann's function—x
, y being, for simplicity's sake, taken

equal to —
isf

x r
e k k Ja

'.(»a/?).
* See Comptes Rendus Ac. So. vol. clii, 1911, and Gevrey's Thesis, Paris, 1913,

chap. v.

t See below, § 69.
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J being Bessel's integral transcendental function

£2 pi t2h

' Jr0(|)=l-
22 7l

+
24

>(2 !)
2--"+(- 1 )

,t

22A(/i!)2

+---

This gives in the former variables

2
(56) e^ k2 J

(j^y(kx-y)
Now, when k approaches zero, the argument in J becomes infinite,

a case for which Bessel's function admits of a well-known asymptotic

evaluation, viz.

«/o(W7)~-7=.
V27T7;

nd, we expai

-i- wa ac

4>yJ

If, on the other hand, we expand \/y (kx
—

y) up to terms in k2

,
we see that (56) practically reduces to

k 1 -JL
2

viz
.-(2y-kx--^-)

+

V47r \/y

e 4y

and this is precisely the fundamental quantity used in the theory of

k
equation (55) but for the presence of the factor —r= (which is removed

V47T

by a corresponding denominator when substituted in our formula of

§42).

68. General conclusions. Summing up what we found for the

non-parabolic case, we see that :

A non-parabolic (analytic) linear partial differential equation of
the second order, with m independent variables, admits of an elementary

solution, with an arbitrary point of the m dimensional space as its pole.

r = being the equation of the characteristic conoid with vertex a,

this elementary solution is of the form m2 (denoting by U a holo-

morphic function ivhich assumes, at the pole a itself, the value . )

for m odd; it is of the form m_ 2
— °ll log Y (denoting by % another

r~
holomorphic function which may be zero) for m even.

In the first case, its expression is a quite determinate one.
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69. Some familiar examples. The elementary solution of

V 2 m = 0, for m > 2 variables, is

m-2
2

2 (Wi
- a{)

2

This (the distinction between real and imaginary not as yet arising)

gives us at once the corresponding result for (e2), (e/), ... and in

general for any equation (equations Ap'?w = of Coulon) of the form

/ p 92 £ d2 \
&p>«u= 2 ~- 2 f-Ju = 0,

\h-i oxh
2

k=1 dyiJ

VIZ.

(V± [2 (xh
- ahy - 2 (yk

- W\T~*

for &p>v = and, e.g., for (e2)

u =
V*,2

(*
- * )

2 -
{x
- x y -(y- y y

'

For the slightly more general equation of damped waves*,

,_„. d2u
, ,

32w 1 32^ r, .

(d7) w + - +^-«°w +Ku=0-

the corresponding result can be easily reached by a simple generalization

of this calculation. Setting down first a>t\/— l=xm ,
a>t \/—l=am ,

so that the equation becomes

d
2u d*u d2u

Ut^i UU, m—i OJ/m
m

and p
2 = 2 (xh

- ah)\
i

* We remind the reader that any (non-parabolic) linear equation of the second

order with constant coefficients can be brought to the form in the text, because

(a) a linear transformation on the variables bx-ings it to the form

_ c2u „ cu

and (b) the coefficients a* are reduced to zero by a change of the unknown, viz.,
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we take for u a function of p, for which we have the ordinary differential

equation of Bessel

,.„, d?u
,

m — 1 du Tr
(58) -,— + j- + Ku = 0.
v '

dp
1

p dp

This equation possesses the property that, knowing a solution u of it

for a special value m = m of m, we have a solution u
x
of the equation

corresponding to m = m + 2, by

1 du
(59) w, = - t-

P»P

so that we have only to integrate it for m =
1, 2.

For m=l, we have u= . \{*JKp) which gives the solution for

m = 3, 5. . . .
,
viz. for m = 3, u = -

. ^ (Vifp) in which—as well as for
p cos]

r/

the following odd values of m—the symbol cos must be taken in order

to obtain the required elementary solution. If, according to what

we did in § 58 and most frequently shall have to do in the following

Books, we write down our results as if every sign were changed in

(57) so as to introduce [a>
2
(t
— £ )

2 —
(#
—

#o)
2 —

(y
—

2/o)
2
] in the place

of r, we thus find, for the equation of damped cylindrical waves

the elementary solution

,Am Ch ViT [^ {t
- t f - (x

- x f - (y
- y y]

(60) ?t = G> .

V± [o>
2
(*
- * )

2 -(«- ^o)
2 -

(y
-

</o)
2
]

(where a hyperbolic cosine appears on account of the aforesaid change
of sign in T).

For wz = 2, (58) has a holomorphic solution and a logarithmic one,

the latter giving our elementary solution. Both are expressed by
Bessel's function

J°(& = 1 ~ f2+ 2* .(2!)
2
~ "• + (~ ^

22A
(A!)

2+ •"

and, in particular, the logarithmic solution of (58) is

(61) J (p V^Z) log p + w [p
2 = w2

(t
- t y - (x

- x
)>]
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(w holomorphic), so that (with the same remark as to sign) the elemen-

tary solution of

d*u 13«tt _

is J,, (v-k [y (t
- t y - {x

- « )
2
]) log [y (t

- t y -(x- x,y\ + w.

Therefore, for m =
4, a solution of (58) will be derived from the pre-

ceding one, viz. (61), by the operator (59), which gives

-

2
J (p *J—K) -\ «/"„' (p V—K) log p + holomorphic function

= —
j [-£-) + -9 / [~~a~\ ^°g P + holomorphic function,

where p-
= co

2

(t- t f -{x- xQ)
2 -(y- y f - (*

- z f = T

and the integral function j is

j,(2vr\)= j(3l) =1+^+^ + ... + 21+ ... )

with /(X) =|.
This gives us the elementary solution of the equation of damped

spherical waves

/x? v 1 82 u d2u 32m 32w T̂ n
(E3)

*>W-dtf-df~^2
~

'

viz., as the factor of ^ must be initially

(61 a) = : + ^— / ( -j- r
J log r + holomorphic function,

which quantity admits of the required singularity for

a>*(t-t y-(x-x y-(y-y y-(z-z y=o.
The numerator in the first term may be simply replaced by the con-

stant to, as the corresponding alteration in the fraction consists of a

holomorphic function. But this would no longer be allowed if we

considered the formation of the elementary solution of (57) for m = 6,

8, . .., by successive applications of the operator (59) to the above

expression.
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70. The effect of descent. It will be of interest to see what

becomes of those calculations if we apply a " method of descent
"
such

as has been spoken of previously (§ 29).

In other words, simultaneously with equation S-(u) = containing
m independent variables, we consider the new equation

^(M)
=^)-|| = 0,

where z is a supplementary independent variable which is not con-

tained in any of the coefficients. For this new equation, we shall

have to consider again the characteristic conoid T = with vertex

(a1 ,a2 ...am , c), if we denote by c a determinate value of the (m + l)th

coordinate z. The new characteristic form being
A' (Pu ...Pm,R) = A (Pu ... Pm)

- &,
the equations (L) have to be completed by the addition of

7 dz dr

-4r

(r, R being supplementary variables respectively analogous to pi, ...

pm ; Pi, ... Pm ),
which give r = const., z — c = sr = R. Therefore

r' = s*[A(p1 ,... Pm)-r*]=A(P1 ,...Pm)-R*=r-(z-cy.
M', the new value ofM (formula (12)), is obviously equal to M + 2.

Then, if (c being taken = 0) we want to form the function

u, = u
(l
'+u1T+... = u '+u1'(r-z>) + ... + uh'(v-z*)

h +...

analogous to U, this will compel us to write down the successive

equations

\
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The first of these only differs from equation (39'), which is satisfied

r) TJ
'

by U , by the term in -~ : therefore, it also is satisfied by U ; and,

as we know that this equation, with the condition that U assumes the

value --,
-— at a, entirely determines it, we see that U '

is not distinct*

V|A|
from U .

•

In the same way, the second equation, defining U( (in which

^i ( Ul) = ^,(U )
= ^{U )),

is satisfied by Ul = ^±\ U, ; and, as its

regular solution around a is unique, Ul must have precisely that value *.

Each successive equation will behave similarly, and we see that

all the U"b are independent of z, and only differ from the corresponding
U's by numerical factors : we have

-2 + 2

TJ' — TJ TT'—P +l TJ = £

2
+

2

m

m 3

,
fi
„v ) jr. (p + l)(p + 2)...(p + h)

(f-«)Gr-»)-Cr-*-?)
m

7 1

2" A
"2

ft,...

these relations holding until the denominator or numerator (according
to the parity of m) becomes zero on account ofp+h=0 or p+h— | = 0;

after that they will hold, only the value of the numerical factor being

changed, viz.f

(62a)

a/, _rr/_ (mi-f)(wi -!)•••(£) i f-|---(^-mi + f) rr
*#-»+*-«/»-

(m _ 2)(m-3)...l V*-1.2...(A-«h+1)
*'

* The same conclusion easily follows if we consider the successive CA as

determined by (45 a).

f The change merely consists, as seen above, in replacing the factor by — 1

when it occurs in the numerator or denominator in (62), every other factor

remaining unchanged.
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from h = \ -p = Wj — 1 on, for m odd = 2rax
— 1

;
and

(m,- 2)0^-3) ...1 J_ 1.2...(/,-m 1 + l)
^ °> h

(m1 -f)(m1 -f)...(f).(f)-(i)
>

*...(*-«* + *)
C/ *

(with Uh = ^.a),
from h = —p —

raj
— 1 on, for m even = 2m!.

We shall, in the following Books, find this again under a simpler
and more instructive form, showing the relations which exist not only
between the coefficients Uh, Uh in the expansions of the elementary

solutions, but between these elementary solutions themselves.



ADDITIONAL NOTE

ON THE EQUATIONS OF GEODESICS

We have considered above the geodesies, which satisfy Hamilton's

equations
dxi _ 1 3A dpi _ . 1 3A

(L)
ds~2dpi' ~fo~ 2Wi

and especially thosewhich issue from a determinate point a{ax ,
a2 . . . am),

each of them being individuated by the values of m — 1 parameters

Xi, ... Xm_i, so that the coordinates xlf x2 ,
... #m are functions of these

parameters and s.

We had also to consider the derivatives of these functions not only

with respect to s, but with respect to any of the Vs. General

theorems, now classic*, show that such partial derivatives

**a > *^2 1
• • • Mm > Pi j P%> ' • • Pm

existf and, on any determinate geodesic
—in other words, for any

determinate system of values of the Vs—satisfy the linear differential

system, "variational equations" in Poincare's terminology (Darboux's
"
auxiliary system ")

= dxi_ldA dVi__\ dA d-i 9 m \
(L) &-2$pl' *~ 2 ^ (•-!. *».»>.

5 being a quadratic form in the x'b, p's (viz., the quadratic part of

the Taylor expansion of

A(W1 + X1 ,
X2 + X2 , ... Xm + Xm , Pi+pi,p2 +p2, ••'Pm+pm)

in powers oix1 ,x2,...xm ,p1 ,p2> ... pm). They are indeed the solutions

of that system which are such that the aj/s are initially 0, as we limit

ourselves to geodesies with the common origin a.

The same can be said of higher partial derivatives with respect to

the Vs. If Xi, pi denote no longer derivatives of the first order, but

derivatives of order h,-m7 x{
-^^^ , pi

=
â ^fc >~such

*
See, e.g. Goursat's Cours d'Analyse, 2nd edition, vol. in (1913), chap, xxm,

especially § 462 ;
or the author's Lecons sur le Calcul des Variations, §§ 20—22.

+ The choice of the X's is assumed to be such that the ^%'s depend regularly

on them.
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quantities satisfy a linear system (only differing from (L) in that

they are non-homogeneous)

=-, d£i _ldA y dpi_ 1 dA p
KLk) ds~2 dpi

*'
ds

~
2 dxt

+ i}

where the X's, P's depend on previously known derivatives of the x's,

p's, that is on derivatives of order less than h, and containing also the

coefficients A ik and their partial derivatives up to the (h +l)th order.

The xjs are again for s = and, therefore, at least of the first order

in s.

This not only shows that we can speak of the derivatives in

question, but also enables us—which will be eventually of use—to

obtain upper limits for their absolute values, if we know : (1) their

initial values (or at least, corresponding upper limits); (2) upper limits

for the absolute values of the Am and their derivatives up to the

order (h + 1). As to the first variational system (L), this is a con-

sequence of the known methods used for proving the fundamental

theorem in the theory of differential equations*; as to the following

systems (L), it can be proved in the same wT

ay or, more simply, results

from the known integration of a non-homogeneous linear system after

the corresponding homogeneous one is integrated.

We also deduce from the above remarks that the punctual trans-

formation (§57), which introduces the normal variables instead of the

x's, is regular (up to the same order but one as the A ik's) throughout

the whole region M where it is defined (§57 a).

We may examine the expressions of our solutions x, p from another

point of view : for they depend not only on the corresponding initial

values, but also on the functions A ik (x1} x2 , ...,xm) which represent

the coefficients of our partial differential equation (coefficients of the

terms of the second order). We may want to know their order of

continuity (Book I, § 20 a) with respect to these Aa's.

* Picard's proof for the fundamental theorem gives the following result :

"If, in the linear homogeneous system,

^=«ii#i+«t2y2+
.., + aiJsryN, (*=1, 2, ... iV)

the a
iJt

's have absolute values everywhere less than K, and the initial values

(values for s=0) of the y's are all less than M, we have, for every s, !yf |< MeNKs."
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It follows from the above that this order is 1 for the x, p themselves,

2 for their first derivatives with respect to the X's, ..., (h + 1) for the

derivatives of order h. If we have constructed a determinate geodesic

from a for a given equation S-(u) = 0, the coefficients of which (for

the second order) are Am, the equations of that line being valid

throughout the interval ^
|

s
|
^s ,

and if, given any positive number

s
'

less than sQ and any positive number rj, however small, we consider

the most general altered values A^ + A^ such that the increments

A ik and their first partial derivatives have absolute values everywhere
less than e, the quantity e can be chosen small enough so that, for every
such alteration* of the Am's : (1) a geodesic of the new kind issues

from a, with the same p i as the former one, the equations of which

are valid for 0<|s|^s '; (2) the values of the x's, p's for that new

geodesic differ from the corresponding ones for the original geodesic

only by increments smaller than rj. This follows immediately from

the general proof of the fundamental theorem
;
and the corresponding

conclusion similarly holds for the above considered derivatives of the

x's and p's.

* It must be understood, of course, that Lipschitz's condition (as assumed for

the fundamental theorem) is satisfied by the first derivatives (if the x's and p's

themselves are concerned) of the new as well as of the original Aik's.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION OF A NEW KIND OF IMPROPER INTEGRAL

1. Discussion of preceding results

71. We shall now see what use can be made of the elementary-
solution and what relation it has to the functions previously employed.

For the equation of cylindrical waves (e2) with w = 1 (which may
be assumed with a proper choice of units), the elementary solution is

(1)
1 1

V(4 - ty -(x- xoy - {y
- y f V(* -

tf - r2

As we said, Volterra did not use this quantity, but the following
one

(2) v = l0g
*°-* + VpHg,

These two expressions are simply related to each other; (2) can be

deduced from (1) by a mere integration with respect to t
,
viz.

v = f dto

Jy/'ito-tY-r*

'

geometrically speaking, by letting the vertex of the characteristic cone

vary on the line x = x
, y = yQ and integrating between proper limits*

with respect to that variation. No wonder at all that the introduc-

tion of such a quantity in our fundamental formula gives an expres-

sion of the integral ju (£ ) dt along this same line.

As Volterra remarks
-f-,

such a proceeding exactly corresponds to

what one would find, for V 2 u = 0, by integrating and immediately re-

differentiating, with respect to z
, the classic formula

^-o,y^o) =^ff\u£-l
d

£)ds-^jfj{dxdyd
2

(r = \/(x
- xoy + (y- yoy + (z- zn)%

* See below, § 73.

t Stockholm Lectures, French edition (Paris, Hermann, 1912), p. 45.
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this giving

where 6 = log [—==JZ^==, + K l\ + {*-*# 1.5
|_V(#

-
*o)

2 + (y
-

yo)
2 v (x- *o)

2 + (y
-
yof]

We have, in other terms, integrated at first and made the inverse dif-

ferentiation at the end, and the same remark would apply to Tedone's

extension (§ 43).

Of course Volterra had an imperative reason for operating thus.

If he had directly introduced the elementary solution v =
V(* -*)

2 -r2

in his fundamental formula, he would have found meaningless inte-

grals, the quantities under the signs of integration becoming infinite

in an unpermissible manner on the surface of the characteristic cone.

This immediately appears on performing such a calculation. We also

shall recognize it if we perform the (equivalent) operation which

consists in actually doing the differentiation in the above formula

(for to = 1),

(1') U (X , yo,*o)
=
2^\ Ho(ui) + 2t ^M i

m= /Y f(x,y)dxdy

The usual method for that would consist in differentiating with

respect to t under the sign //, which would affect only the denomi-

nator; and on the other hand, taking account of the fact that the

boundary is variable with t ,
which ought to give place to a supple-

mentary boundary term, a simple circumference integral. But it ap-

pears immediately that both double and simple integrals are meaning-
less: the former on account of the presence of an infinity of order 3/2

along the boundary, the latter because every element of it is infinite.

Of course, simple devices would allow us to perform the differentiation

so as to avoid such difficulties*: but they would not be of interest

* We could, for instance, refer the inside of the circle to polar coordinates r, <£

with (aq, #o) as their pole and, in the place of the first of them, introduce an

auxiliary variable X defined by r—\t . The integration with respect to X and
<f>

now taking place within fixed limits O^X^l, 0$<£$27r, differentiation with

respect to t would offer no special difficulty.
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to us, as—paradoxical as it seems—our proposed method will consist

in not avoiding them.

72. Let us first note that we could strictly imitate both Volterra's

and Tedone's procedure. For m = 3, for instance, let us consider our

equation

#(*) = % 2 Aa ~^-+ 2 Bi p- + Gu=f,

the adjoint equation

and its elementary solution

V
Vr

Let us suppose that the point (a1} a2 ,
as) describes an arbitrary

given segment of line SB (straight or curved), only such that it lies

entirely inside the characteristic conoid having any of its points for

vertex. We shall consider

(3) (*)=( v(x\a) X (t)dt,

t being the parameter which defines the position of a point (alt a2 ,
a3)

on SB and ^ (t) an arbitrarily chosen function. This will lead to (2)

when we start from (1), the line SB being a parallel to the £-axis and

X (t) being simply taken equal to 1. For other purposes (such as the

solution of Cauchy's problem for systems), Volterra has introduced

other similar expressions which can be deduced from (3) by the choice

of other forms* of the function % (t).

We shall recognize that such an expression has a logarithmic singu-

larity like that of (2). The calculation being sometimes of use, we now

say something about it. In the equation of the characteristic conoid

l \x1 ,
. . . xrn) dj ,

... am)
=

U,

let us suppose that one of the two points (x1} ... xm) and (a1} ... am)

lies near the line

SB\_ax
= a1 (t),... am = am (t)\

while the other one describes that very line.

* The solution $lt which Volterra forms in his Memoir of the Acta Mathe-

rnatica, vol. xvni, p. 169, and uses for the extension of the theory to systems (such
as occur in Elasticity), corresponds to x (0 = A)

~ *•
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If we suppose all our functions to be developable by Taylor's

formula (at least up to terms of a certain degree) around one point

a [a,
= ax (t ), . . . am° = am (£„)] ,

which corresponds to a certain value t of the parameter, and if we

recollect the form (31) (§ 58), of the first terms of the expansion of

r when the two points x and a are very near each other, we see that,

in the neighbourhood of a
, the expansion of v[x; a(t)~] according to

powers of (#;
—

af), (t
— t ) begins with terms of the second degree,

the coefficient of (t
— 1 )

2
,
viz.

NQ
=H [a/ (l ), a2

'

(t ),
. . . am

'

(£„)] ,

being different from as i^is not tangent to the characteristic cone*.

Then,by a proper application of Weierstrass's and Poincare's (or rather

Cauchy's)f "Theorem of factorization" for functions of several vari-

ables, we can write

T[x; a(t)] = N(x,t)[(t-/3y-ry], N =N + ...

* The tangent to SB being interior to the characteristic cone, iV will be positive

if we write our equation (as said previously) so that H > corresponds to the

inside of the characteristic cone.

t Bull, de Ferussac, 1831. Exercices d'Analyse, vol. n, and various other places.

See Lindelofs Lecons sur la Theorie des residvs, note of p. 27, and Osgood, Madison

colloquium, Lecture iv, § 1, where, however, a distinction is made between two forms

of the theorem which we consider as equivalent in the above text. The use of that

theorem of factorization can be avoided or, at least, restricted to its quite

elementary case concerning the first degree, i.e. to the fact that

c1 t+ c2t
2+ ...-7t

=0,

with c
x ^¥ 0, can be "

inverted," giving

-(f+o,r'+...)-o,
with the obvious consequence that the quotient of the two left-hand sides is a

power series in r, T, with a constant term c
x . To see this, we first solve the

equation ~-T[x; a(t)]=Q with respect to t, which can be done regularly (as the

coefficient of (t—t ) is 2iV ) and gives t= $, where 3 is a power series in the

{Xi
-
a^ys. Setting down t - 3= r, we find

T[x; a(t)]=
-K+N ri+ ... ;

K (which is the minimum of r when x remains fixed and a describes S£) is again
a power series in the (#i-a(°)'s, beginning with quadratic terms, and the dots
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/3 and 7 being again expansions in x {x^—af), (x2—a2 ),
. . . (xm—am°), the

former generally beginning with linear terms, the latter with quadratic
V

terms. Now, in integral (3), where, as yet,we take m= 3,whence v=-j= ,

v r

we can suppose .. 1* '
to be expanded in powers of (t

—
/3),

vN(w,f)
so that

the P's being regular functions of the #'s.

Every odd term in (t
—

/3) gives, by integration, a positive power of

*J(t
—

/3)
2 —

7. Then, in the even terms, we can introduce the variable

(t
—

/3)
2 — 7 instead of (t

—
/3)

2
. The expansion in integral powers of

that new variable being

Qo + Qi[(t-/3f-v]+Q.2 [{t-/3y--<y?+...,

it appears that every term after the first one gives quantities which

are finite and even infinitesimal in the neighbourhood of S£\ the first

term, on the other hand, has the indefinite integral

(4) tfmrkzi-***V(t-0>

t-/3 + \/(t-/3)
2 -y

an expression entirely similar to (2) from our point of view, V7 cor-

responding to the quantity */(x
— x )

2 + (y
—
y )

2 of Volterra* .

represent terms in r3
,
r4

,
etc. The square root of the sum of terms other than —K

can be extracted, giving

r[x;a(t)]=-K+JV- (T+ ...)z
=[-s/K+JT (T+ ...)][+JK+y/T (T+...)].

If we now apply to each factor the aforesaid inversion principle, the first one,

for instance, will be found to be proportional to such a series as

(/ti, v, power series in K) ;
and the product

will hime the required form, with S+ v = fi, y?K=y.
The result in the text and the way in which we use it are due to Poincare, in

his Memoir Sur les proprietes du potentiel et sur les fonctions abeliennes in Acta

Mathematica, vol. xxn, 1899, pp. 114 ff.

*
y is, but for a factor different from zero, the minimum of r when a describes

S£, the point x remaining fixed.
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73. We have only considered the indefinite integral of

v(v, a)x(t)dt.

But an essential remark for our object concerns the choice of the

limits of integration.

If we take them constant, whatever the values of these constants

be, so that the segment of integration on S£ is completely independent
of the location of the point x, the integral (3) thus obtained will cer-

tainly satisfy the given equation, for the same reason as that classically

known to apply to the theory of potential (viz., that every differentia-

tion with respect to the xs can be carried out under the integral sign,

treating iasa constant).

Darboux* was, so far as I know, the first to discover a general

reason for a noteworthy fact, special cases ofwhich had already occurred

in some anterior formulae
;

viz. that the same property of v holds

good when integrating between properly chosen variable limits. This

remark of Darboux may be considered as implicitly containing our

main further consideration. His argument is a remarkably simple
one and can be, in our terminology, expressed as follows.

Integrating, at first, along a fixed arc of S£, it may obviously hap-

pen that r is liable to change sign along that arc: that, indeed, will

be the case if at least one sheet of the characteristic conoid from x in-

tersects j*^ inside the arc in question. We suppose, for instance (fig. 7),

that only one sheet, the "direct" one, does so, the segment of inte-

gration
—which will correspond, e.g., to ^ ^ t^. t—being thus divided

by the point of intersection g> into two parts, one lying outside the

* See Zecons sur la theorie des surfaces, vol. n, p. 67. Darboux deals with

J* (u) (u
—
xf" (y

—
uf" du,

which, if taken between constant limits, is most easily found to satisfy (as a

function of a- and y) "Euler-Poisson's" partial differential equation, and assumes

the constant limits to be taken so as to include both x and y : which would corre-

spond, in our terminology, to the case in which both sheets of the characteristic

conoid having the point x for its vertex would intersect S£ inside the punitive

(fixed) segment of integration, the useful part of the integral relating to the

portion of So which is exterior to that conoid. As to the constant indexes p, p,
Darboux observes that the argument in the text applies whenever their values are

fractional numbers of the form <P
(where p and q are integers).
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Fig. 7.

conoid, the other inside: let us suppose that the latter corresponds

to greater values of t, i.e. contains the upper limit tQ . Now, if

denotes the value of t for the dividing

point co, our integral (in which V and ^
are, of course, real quantities) will consist

of two parts, one imaginary Vj and one

real v2 ,
and it is clear, therefore, that each

of them must be separately a solution of

our given equation.

This is Darboux's general conclusion.

We see that, instead of integrating from

to t
,
we can take one limit equal to 0,

which quantity, in the notation of the preceding section, has the value

These, for instance (0 being equal to t + r), are the limits between

which we have to integrate (1) in order to obtain the quantity (2) of

Volterra; t being, on the other hand, replaced by t
,
the indefinite

integral calculated in the preceding section will be also the definite

one and give the value of (3) if the latter is defined in the above way.
Of course, this expression of a solution of our differential equation is

only valid when is assumed to be smaller than t ,
i.e. when the

point x lies inside the inverse half conoid having t = t for its vertex.

This solution, as we have just proved, admits of j^
7

as a logarithmic

singularity. It is to be foreseen that, when substituted in the funda-

mental formula, it will behave exactly like (2) in Volterra's method,
the small cylinder of Volterra* having to be replaced by a tubular

surface around S£, and give a value of the integral

/ X (t)u[a(t)]dt.

74. It may be convenient, however, to introduce, in such cases, a special

system of curvilinear coordinates for our point x. One of them will be the above

quantity 6. For every given value of it, the locus of the point x will be a

characteristic half conoid (having the point a> corresponding, on S£, to t= 6 for its

vertex), on which conoid the position of that point will be completely determined

if we give :

* Acta Math. vol. xviii, p. 174.
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(1) a parameter* X defining the initial direction of one of the bicharacteristics

which generate the conoid
;

(2) a value of s, defining one point on that bicharacteristic.

The value of s would contain (see Book II) an arbitrary factor of proportion-

ality (a, in the notation of § 57) : we can choose this factor in a determinate way
for each value of X, and assume this to have been done in such a way that :

(a) s be positive on our useful (that is inverse) half conoid from a
;

{J T*-* Cm TV» Cm Vry

(b) the initial values (values at the vertex) of -p, —, —~ on each bicharac-

teristic (X) be regular functions of 6 and X
;

(c) these three quantities do not vanish simultaneously, and, for instance, the

sum of their squares be always greater than a fixed positive number, whatever 6

and X may be.

Under such assumptions, we can take 0, X and s as curvilinear coordinates ;

x\i #2> #3 will be regular (or even holomorphic) functions of 8, X, s, and the reverse

will be true whenever we are not in the neighbourhood of SB.

75. a being a point of SB corresponding to a value of t greater than 6, the

quantity r (x ; a) will be of the form

(5) r= (t-8)w(6,\,s,t),

w>0 being regular and not zero when the point x approaches a point of the

conoid other than the vertex a (the sign of the first factor having to be reversed if

the useful half-conoid from v> be the one which contains the direction of increasing

t's on So).

In the neighbourhood of the vertex, this expression holds no longer, but the

following remains still valid : denoting by t the difference

r= t-0,
we can write

Y= 2Mst+Nt\
M and JV being two regular functions, assuming, when x coincides with a, the

values

dH
J/o= 2 £&;>--, ^0=^(^,00, as),

where the a, £'s stand for

M
,
iV are not only different from zero, but positive (JY ,

as said above, on

account of our assumption concerning the sign ofH ; M ,
because of our assump-

tion (a) concerning the sign of s on our half conoid) t.

* We treat the case to= 3. But analogous calculations would hold for every
odd to.

t For x must be inside the conoid from a—therefore T positive
—when s and

r are both positive (the latter sufficiently small).
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We immediately obtain the above formula if we observe that the second term

may represent T (a>; a) and the first the difference T (x ; a)
- T (a> ; a). We even

see that we can assume JV to be independent of s and X. Such is not the case,

of course, with M; but we can assume its initial value M to be independent
of X (being a function of 6 only), by a proper choice of the factor of proportion-

ality in s (without contradicting our previous assumptions (a), (b), (c)). As, for

small values of s, we have sensibly x^fy+ s y-^ = a% + *&> this means geometri-

cally that, for such values of s, the directions of the tangents to the two coordinate

lines which respectively correspond to 6 as well as s being taken as constants and

X as well as s being taken as constants are transversal to each other, i.e. conju-

gate with respect to the characteristic conoid, so that if that small value of s is

kept constant as well as 0, X varying alone, the corresponding point will sensibly

describe a small ellipse the plane of which is transversal to S6.

With such an evaluation of r, we have

[to
— Y

-i. \?2Mst+ JVt2

Fis a holomorphic function, equal to -= for s=t= 0. As for x (t), let us suppose,vA
not only that it is regular, but that it does not change sign-

—
say x (t) > —in the

neighbourhood of a determinate point A(t=8 )
of S£, which we are going to

consider.

We try, x being taken near such a point A, to find asymptotic values for v and

the derivative -=-.
as

Beginning with the latter, we have

to- „/,, dM\ , fto-e cVT7 /
ljr dM\ , fto-e ov

X V
{
M+S

-ds-)
TC

I"J oo (2Mst+JVt
2
)% Jo -JzMst+Nt*

Let us begin with the latter quantity, the first term of which obviously gives

the principal part. Around A as centre, we can describe a small sphere such that

if the points x and a are taken in its inside, the quantities M, JV, x, V can be

replaced, with an arbitrarily small error, by the values M
,
JV

, x, (0O), ,

which they have at A itself. If we denote by tx the positive value of t corre-

sponding to an intersection of that spherical surface with S£
t
the integral from

ti to tQ
— 6 remains finite and continuous when s approaches zero. The integral

from zero to tu in which every element is positive, can be, with a very small

relative error, represented by

^ M (
Tl Tdr XL /

s/A J q (2if 5r-l-^ T2)t VA* V i2J/ s + iVi"
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As ti is chosen once for all, this gives, when s approaches zero,

3v x
(6a) ^~ W#>V

the sign ~ signifying asymptotic equality.

An analogous method would give the approximate value ofv itself ; hut we find

it immediately by integrating the above asymptotic equality, viz. :

(66) '-^ l0g8'

which we could easily see agrees with the result of § 72 ; and we should obviously

have a similar evaluation for the second term of (6).

We also could get in the same way asymptotic expressions of the other

derivatives.

As to the other singularity of v, which is the half conoid with vertex t= t
,
it

is easy to find which is the form of v when the point x approaches any determi-

nate point of it (other than the vertex) : for, as we have

where w is holomoqjhic (and not zero) even when 6 and I are nearly equal, this

gives

(to ,
. . . .

[to Wdt
v= x (0 *>(*;<*)<&= -7=2%

J 9 J fs/t—O

W= _ being again holomorphic, and such an expression is sensibly equal to

\w
2WoS/t -d,

W being the value of W at the limiting point of x. Derivatives of v with

respect to X or s would evidently be of a quite similar form.

76. The analogy of v with Volterra's quantity (2) is thus evident
;
let us see

the consequences in our problem of integration.

S being, in our three-dimensional space, a surface at every point of which

Cauchy's data are given, and which is, moreover, everywhere duly inclined (§27
with respect to characteristic conoids, let a be a determinate point at which we

want to find the value of the solution u of the given equation

(E) #(«)-/,
which corresponds to the above-mentioned data on S. From a as vertex, w(

construct a half conoid r, which we assume to enclose with S a limited volume 1

(fig. 8). From the same point to a point a of S, inside r, we also draw an arbitral-)

line ^(only subject, as previously, to be interior to any conoid having one of it.'

points for its vertex), the given point a corresponding to the value t of the para
meter. By means of v and an arbitrary regular function x (*)> we construct the

function v(#), a solution of £ (v)
= 0; and we substitute v with the unknowi

function u in the fundamental formula

(F) //J[v^(«)-«^(v)]d^1 c&8^=|J(
M^-v^-ZMvW.
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This can not be done at once in the whole domain T : we have to exclude the

singularities of v, which are SB and, strictly speaking, the conoid r. But it is

easy to see, in the first place, that the latter

has no influence. Let us indeed replace it by
a neighbouring conoid r' the vertex of which

shall be the point t= t
' on So. On r' we know

that r is of the order of (t
- 1

') ;
and so will

dY
be as well -r-, because we know that the trans-

dv

versal direction to r' is the bicharacteristic

one, so that -s- is a derivative with respect to
dv

s : therefore, letting t
'

approach £
,
not only

can we limit our domain of integration by r,

but, just as in Volterra's method (which we are

strictly imitating), no corresponding surface
Fig. 8.

term need be considered.

77. Let us now consider the singularity SB, which, at first, we have to

exclude from T. We do this by a small surface O (corresponding to Volterra's

cylinder), which we obtain by equating the curvilinear coordinate s to a very
small positive constant : on which surface we have to take the double integral on

the right-hand side of (F).

Terms containing v only as a factor can be neglected : for that quantity only
becomes infinite like log s, while the surface element is of the order of s. Let us

dv
now express -j- . The 7r's, on C, are given bydv

iridS=($£-$&)** 1T 2dS*=.

except for sign (or, what comes to the same, for a suitable permutation between

the x's). We shall obtain the correct sign in these formulae by remarking that

the direction of increasing s on each bicharacteristic is directed towards the in-

side of our domain of integration, so that we have to write the above quantities

, ., ,
cxx dx2 dx3

in such a way that ir\ *— + 7r2 -^—
+ 7r3 -=- .

xu #2 >
xz with respect to *, X, 6)

i.e. the determinant (Jacobian of

CXi
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assume (by means of a permutation between the a?s or a change of the sign of X,

if necessary) that this is so : then, denoting by 0,, 2 , 03 the partial derivatives

of any function 0, the transversal derivative of along C will be (§§ 38-40)

given by

-~ ds— 2 is it i
ds s-r- «

av t v<pi

iaA
2 00!

18A
2 302

18A
2 803

ax

cx2

8X

CJCz

8X

ox2

de

dxs

c6

d\d6

=
(sensibly) s

\
=

18A
2 80!

18A
2 802

18A
2 803

«1

£2' «:

Is' «3

d\d0

(with |/=^' )
,
on account of x^ai+sgi. For the determinant thus obtained as

the factor of d\ dd, we can use the abbreviative notation

(7)

ISA
2 80i

it

8A
We already see that the coefficients of ^—

- are holomorphic functions of 0, X, s,

which contain s as a factor. A simple way of finding the value of (7) is to multiply

it by the discriminant

~7—\Hi\ Ha Ri%\

of H, which
( remembering that the relations fa

— -
s-j-

are equivalent to 0*= -
g-j- )

gives <tH

18H
2 81/

18H
2 8ot

then by the above written Jacobian Z), which gives

80 80 80
8! 8X 80

»H(&', &',&') *

The elements replaced by * are sensibly equal to sM
', i.e., at any rate, of the

order of s, but become of the order of s2 under our assumption + that M is inde-

t When this holds, the direction X is sensibly transversal to the plane con-

structed through the directions and s.
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pendent of X. The above determinant thus contains s as a factor and (7) is sensibly

equal, when s is small, to

As to 1) (which is positive under our assumptions), it is sensibly equal to

so that

ff."%*
=
He

*aH (&',&',&')

jVc£l l2 &
CI £2' £3'

Oi 02 a3

(dots standing for terms of higher order in s).

.)?-(Jr.+..
:)5+(..'.)afj35

HdXdtf

term I say

*-? (and similarly ^— J
can be eliminated when integrating the corresponding

/ \P—Td\dd\ with respect to 6, an integration by parts giving a

simple integral (jPvdX for 6= tx ,
* )

and a double integral in v, viz. / / v ^ d\dd,

which are infinitesimal with s, as before. Finally taking account of (6a), we have

only to integrate, with respect to 6, the product of the integral

(8)
/
H (&',&,&)

D d\
I

H (<%,<*£,
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The sign depends on the direction in which the conic is described. In the present

case, as we have seen, this direction must be such that the determinant in the

denominator be positive. As the point (£x ', £/> £3') belongs to the region outside

the conoid (i.e. such that H (£/, £/> £3') < 0), the right sign is -. The factor

ViVoA in the expression (9) being removed by (8'), the integration with respect

to finally gives

lim
jj

u-~ dS= 2n x (f) u [
a W] <&,

so that our fundamental formula becomes (as S («)=/ and <^(v)=0)

(10)

2?r I x(0 M [«W]^=
/ / /

Vfdx1dx2dx3+
J J (v-^-u-j- + LuV)dS.

This is the result which exactly corresponds to Volterra's, being, of course,

subject to the same foregoing observations.

78. Greater number of variables. We have said that the theory

of (e2) and (e3) has been extended by Tedone to the analogous equations
in m independent variables. As for (e2) and (e3),

the formulae given

by Tedone (Annali di Mat, 3rd series, vol. I, 1898) for the solution

of the equation
. . 1 d2u fd-u d2u \ _

dt
2

\dxx
2

' '

doc
2

do not express immediately the value of ua ,
but an integral of the

form

(10') (°u(t)(to-t)
m
-*dt,

from which ua has to be deduced by (m — 2)-fold differentiation.

It may be foreseen, therefore, that the expressions, analogous to

Volterra's quantity (2), introduced by Tedone in his operations for m
odd, are to be deduced from the elementary solution by integrating

several times along a line such as SB (which is, in fact, parallel to the

i-axis). We shall see that such is indeed the case; but the fact is that

this will require the use of generalized integrals, such as we are going

presently to define.

But even before this, we must note a most peculiar feature of these

solutions of Tedone. If we consider Poisson's formula for spherical

waves (formula (1) of Book II), we immediately see that the given
values of the function u are to be differentiated, at least for a radial

displacement of the point (x, y, z), so that this function is required
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to admit of first derivatives for such a displacement, i.e. in any direction,

as the point (x , y ,
z ) is arbitrary, and we shall very soon see that

the existence of such derivatives is also implicitly presupposed in

formula (1'), Book II, concerning cylindrical waves. Of course, we

may consider this hypothesis as a natural one, as the non-existence of

first or even second derivatives could be said to make the differential

equation itself meaningless (though problems implying such an ap-

parent discrepancy are usually studied by analysts*).

But if we now turn to Tedone's solutions for higher values of m,

we see that they imply higher derivatives of the data, the order of

derivation being -^
— 1 for m even and -~ — -= for m odd : that is, of any

order, however great, if the number of independent variables is

sufficiently great.

What would happen if the functions u and u-^ did not admit of

derivatives up to such an order? We have to expect then that no

solution of Gauchys problem can exist.

To prove this with perfect rigour, we shall not, at first, start from

the final formulas (above alluded to) which give the solution u itself,

but from the preparatory formulae which (as explained above) give

the value of the quantity (10').

That this quantity admits of at least (w — 2) derivatives, the

(w — 2)th one being, but for a numerical factor, equal to u (t ),
is

well known, it being sufficient for the validity of this that u be finite

and continuous: so that we are certain that all the differentiations

which Tedone performs on the right-hand sides of the formulae in

question (formulas (11), (12) of his Memoir) in order to obtain the

following ones (formulas (13) to (24)) must be possible.

* Such is the case with Dirichlet's problem, which refers to a differential

equation of the' second order and which analysts nevertheless try to solve with-

out supposing the existence of even a first derivative for the data at the boundary.
Of course, the differential equation becomes meaningless on that boundary itself,

but is assumed to be satisfied at any neighbourhood of it, however close.

It must be observed that in the above we have already assumed first de-

rivatives to exist and be continuous, as such derivatives are involved in the

quantities (5') (p. 59), the continuity of which is implied by the use of Green's

formula. Discontinuities must even be considered when using Poisson's and

Kirchhoff's formulae (see Love's paper, Proceedings of the London Math. Society,

series 2, vol. I, §§ 822, 823).

9—2
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Let us simply take for S the hyperplane* t = (so that £x
= in

(10)), and only take account of the first given function u
, the second

one Wj being assumed to vanish. Let us also choose the case m evenf

(so as to avoid the difficulties which we are to meet presently).

Then, ifwe denote by r the distance r = ^(^ — t^)
2 + . . . + (#m,-i

—
«m-i)

2

between a point (xu ... #m_i) of our t = variety and the point

(ttj, ... am_i), the quantity which we have to differentiate consists

(for co = 1), in our notation^, of the product of a numerical factor by
the integral

(11) \\t*-i*y rMr dr,
Jo

where Mr stands for the average value of u along the hyperspherical

edge of radius r in the hyperplane S. The first
-^
— 2 of the aforesaid

differentiations can be carried out under / at any rate; but, the result

thus obtained being of the form

(11') l
to

rX(t ,r)Mr dr,
Jo

where X (t , r) is a homogeneous polynomial|j of degree -^-—2 inland r

such that f (t)
= tX (t, t) does not vanish (except for t = 0), the following

~- derivatives of (11) can not exist if the first = — 1 derivatives Mr do

notlT.

* Tedone himself treats any form of S.

t The corresponding conclusion for m odd results therefrom, by descent (see

Book IV).

\ See Tedone's formula (22), p. 13. Tedone calls m what we call m— 1, and cf>

what we call w
;
his number p is equal, in our notation, to

-^
— 1 (for m even).

|| X{t,\) differs from Legendre's polynomial of order — — 2 by a numerical

factor only.

IT The first derivative of (11') is immediately found to be equal to

/"*» dXMh Ht ) +
J o

Mr
.r°^-dr.

The second term of this quantity can surely be again differentiated, so that this

can not be the case for the total expression unless the same is true ofMu . .

Assuming thenMr
'

to exist, the second derivative of (11') will include the term

| (t ) M^', a term in Mh and an integral term. If we now try to differentiate a third
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2. The finite part of an infinite simple integral

79. The above considerations, at least for m = 3, fully extend

Volterra's solution to the most general (normal) hyperbolic equation.

Only we recognise the indirect character of the solution which lies in

the introduction of the arbitrary line SB, which is of course finally to

be fully eliminated.

If, for instance, we should wish to integrate the equation of damped

cylindrical waves

&u d2u dhi v _

we should have to take (as results from the expression of the elemen-

tary solution, found in Book II)

J V(*-f )
2 -r2

This is the expression which Coulon, in the above quoted Thesis,

ought to have introduced, in order to imitate strictly Volterra's

procedure. Its complexity explains to us perfectly why he was

not able to discover it, not possessing the general way of attain-

ing it. At the same time, we see that this complexity is en-

tirely due to a quadrature, the effect of which must finally dis-

appear.

Is it possible to obtain the required result without having recourse

to this finally useless mediation?

I thought it worth while to attain this, though we cannot do so

without introducing a rather paradoxical notion which I shall now

speak of.

time, this is already proved to be possible for every term except £(<<>) -^o'j so *^at

the existence of M
to

"
is necessary ; and so on for all following derivatives, so that

the conclusion in the text is proved.

As, under
J,
the degree of the coefficient of Mr decreases by one unit from each

operation to the following one, the f -%
— 1

Jth
derivative contains no such integral

term and is therefore represented by an S extended over the spherical edge r=t ,

as happens for the case of (e3). We shall come back to that fundamental difference

between even and odd values of m.
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80. We again take the differentiation we had to deal with, or,

even more simply, we take the corresponding questions for simple

integrals. Let us start from the integral

(is) f4^u.J a V6 — X

If we tried to differentiate it with respect to b, we have already-

remarked that we should have to use, in the common conception,

a suitable device (easily to be found), a direct differentiation appearing

as impossible: indeed the latter would consist in writing the absurd

expression

(13')
-

\ \

b A (x) dx +
\/b — x. x=b2Ja(b-x)%

a sum of two terms, the first of which has no meaning as containing an

infinity of order f under /and the second being evidently meaningless.

There is nevertheless an immediate means of performing directly

(i.e.,without any transformation) this differentia-

tion: it would consist in replacing the real in- •

^

tegral (13) by the half of the complex integral
'

taken along a circuit constituted by two lines

along ab, connected by a small circle around b (fig. 9): for such a

circuit, differentiation presents no difficulty*.

80a. Of course we must have somehow a means of doing this

without introducing complex quantities. Indeed we have only to note

that (replacing b by x in the upper limit), not the integral

ni\ T A (a) A
J a (b

— xy
but the algebraic sum

Ja(b — x)% \/b — x

approaches a perfectly definite limit when x approaches b. Moreover,

the same takes place for

as) rJi&v+jw
a (b —x)% V6 — X ^

* We here suppose A to be analytic : a hypothesis which is easy to get rid of

if only A is supposed to have a derivative.
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if B be any function of x, provided it is differentiate (or at least

satisfies Lipschitz's condition
|

B (x2)
— B (#j) |

< K
\

x.2
— xx |),

and such

that B (b)
= -2A (b).

Furthermore, the result obtained is independent of the choice of
this function B, under the above conditions: this being due to the

fact that the denominator is of a fractional order, while a change of

the function B (under our hypothesis) would alter it by terms con-

taining at least (b
—

x) in the first power as factor, so that the corre-

sponding terms in the fraction would necessarily vanish for x = b.

Therefore, in order to calculate the limit of (15), we do not even need

to indicate what special function B we choose. We denote that limit

by "the finite part" of the integral in (13'), and write it

ma\ I [
b A (x) ,

(16) ;.
dx,

the sign ["

~
being read "finite part of".

To conform with what precedes, this expression shall be taken to

mean the limit of the sum of integral (14) and an additive fractional

B (x)
term in (b

—
x) of the form , taking for B any function such that:

v6 — x
it can be differentiated at least once (or at least satisfies Lipschitz's

condition);

the sum in question does have a limit (the value of this limit

being independent of the choice of the additional term, provided B
fulfils the aforesaid conditions).

But the above definition supposes A itself to satisfy Lipschitz's

condition.

If A is analytic, the expression (16) can just as well be defined as

half of the corresponding integral taken along the aforesaid circuit.

81. No difficulty arises in defining the same symbol for higher
orders of infinity, provided they always are fractional. The integral

a(b-x)P
+ *

is meaningless (p being any integer), but we can define the quantity

/

A(x)
(16')

(the "finite part" of the integral in question):

Ja(b-x)P
+ *
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(1) If A is analytic, as half of the corresponding integral taken

along the above-mentioned circuit;

(2) A being supposed only to admit ofp derivatives in the vicinity

of b, as the limit for x = b, of the sum

A{x) ,
, B(x)/-.K/N f* A(X) 1

(15')
- v '

L dx +
Ja(b-x)P

+ $ (b-x)P~i'

B(x) being again any function bound by the conditions:

(a) that the limit in question must exist;

(6) that B must admit of p derivatives, at least in the vicinity of

x = b.

That both definitions agree is immediately verified by performing
the calculation (see below).

Again, the arbitrary choice of B has no influence on the value of

the limit obtained; for condition (a) determines the values of the

(jo
—

1) first derivatives of B in b, so that what remains arbitrary in

the numerator of our additive term is at least an infinitesimal of the

order of (b
— xy.

We may say briefly
—the sense of which we hope to have made

clear by the above explanations
—that we give a meaning to our

integral by removing fractional infinities at b.

We must not forget, however, that A itself is supposed to admit

of the corresponding derivatives at b.

82. Of course, we could also introduce the above conception for

the integral

/,

b A(x)dx
\(b-xy+»'

fj, being no longer necessarily equal to \, but still being necessarily

contained between and 1, limits excluded: which quantity can be

defined upon the same hypotheses as (16) or (16').

It can also, as in the above cases, be expressed by means of a com-

plex integral taken along the circuit of fig. 9, an integral which ought,
this time, to be divided by 1 — e2iw*. It can also, therefore, be con-

sidered as obtained by differentiation of

**> nm
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The integral
A (x) dx

a[(x-a)(b-x)¥
+ *

where the integrand is infinite at both limits, is the half of the cor-

responding complex integral along the circuit of fig.
9 a. For the

analogous one

A{x) dx

] a [(x-a)(b-x)]r^>

we ought to give the circuit such a form as is represented in
fig. 9 b,

in order that the integrand should come back with a final value equal

to its initial one.

• a b a b

( •) GZXZ^^)
Fig. 9 a. Fig. 9&.

It is also clear that other functions than powers of (b
—

x) could

be introduced and treated in the same way; for instance,

83. Such considerations would even hold good to a certain extent for

.

(

\ ) a (b-xy
dx

'

with p integral.

This could be reduced to a finite value by adding the terms

(17tt)
(6 -ffi-»

+ ft(«> log (*-«>•

But, for p >1, we could, by adding to B (x) terms in (b —x)p~x

,

modify the result in an arbitrary manner. This result, then, is not

determined when we merely know the integral (17), but requires that

the additive terms (17 a) be given as well.

The same does not apply to p = l. But, on the other hand, the

result obtained is not invariant when the variable is changed, as is

seen below in the case of /i fractional. Some operations of this

kind, but of course with an explicit specification of the additive terms

(17a), have nevertheless been used in Calculus: such is the case for
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Cauchy's "principal va^lue,"
and also for some forms of the second

derivatives of a Newtonian space potential (such as will be used

further on, § 115 a).

84. Actual calculation. A simple way of obtaining the quan-

tity (16) consists in finding first

(18) I f-A
\Ja(b-(b-x)% (b-a)^

then replacing A(x) by [A(x)
— A(by]+A(b), so that our expression

is resolved into

J a (b- x)*

an ordinary improper integral (as A is assumed to satisfy Lipschitz's

condition) and

2A(b)

(&-«)*'

Similarly, to calculate
\

Lfz we shall subtract from A (x)

\Ja(b-x)P
+ ±

its expansion in powers of (b
—

x) by Taylor's formula up to the term

in (b
—

#)
p_1

, by which our expression becomes an ordinary integral ;

then we must integrate (according to our meaning) such terms as

f dx .11
I ,

the value of which is r ,
so that

(16a) f M*)d* = Mb)
,

l)(b-a)P-l

_(-l)HiiH)(6) (
b
A,(x)dx

(p-l)l%(b-a)l
+
L(b-x)P

+ l'

A 1(x)=A(x)-[A(b)-A'(b)(b-x) + ... + (-iy-1

A<P-v(b)(b-x)r-
1

].

This is equivalent to using our former definition and taking, for

B(x),

B(x)
- Mb) . A'(b) (-l)P->A»-»(b)

(p-t)(b-a:)P-i (p -|)(&-«)F-*
"

(p -l)\$(b-xf
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If we take as understood that B (x) is chosen in that way, we see

that what we may call the " remainder
"
of our improper integral,

—i.e.

rb A 1 (w)
the difference between (15') and its limit—is

|
. dx. We,

therefore, shall have an upper limit of it—viz. M\b — x
|

—if we have

A (x)
one for the absolute value of ,, {„ or, which comes to the same, an

(6
—

x)p

upper limit M for the joth derivative of A (divided by p\) in the

neighbourhood of x = b.

If A is a function not only of x, but of several parameters o, /3, ...

(on which b may also depend), but M is independent of a, /?, . . . ,
the

remainder can be evaluated in terms of
|

b— x\ independently of a, /3, ... :

we may say that (16') converges uniformly.

85. Principal properties. The rules of calculation concerning such

a symbol as (16') are generally identical to rules relating to ordinary
rb re rb

integrals as concerns equalities, such as I =
I + 1 and so on. Especially

J a J a J c

a changing of the variable is allowed, provided it be regular in b; that

is, one variable has with respect to the other a derivative, finite and

different from zero, so that the order of infinitesimals around b is not

changed.
But any property implying inequality requires once more due

precautions. First, we cannot conclude anything as to the sign of the

expression
/ A(x)dx £rom ^e knowiecige of the sign of the function

J(b-x)P
+ i

A in our interval of integration, as the example of (18) immediately

shows.

Limitation of the values of our improper integrals.
—This applies

in particular to the finding of upper limits for the values of such

expressions as (16'). For this object, it is not sufficient, as it would

be for ordinary integrals, to have upper limits of the integrand and

of the interval of integration.

Calculating

[
b A{x)dx

<16'> /=
L(b-x)p^
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as explained in § 84, we immediately (on account of the well-known

expression of the remainder of Taylor's series) find that

(19) I, i^6>i + \*M\ +
d,-|)(6-a)*-» (p-%)(b-a)P-l

\A<*-»(b)\ 2 (Ap)

(p-l)!.J.(6-a)* pl

where (Ap) is an upper limit for the modulus of the pth. derivative

of A in (a, b).

Therefore, we can limit the absolute value of/ if we have:

1°. An upper and a lower limit of the interval of integration ;

2°. Upper limits of the absolute values of the function A and its

first p derivatives* (of A itself and the first (p— 1) derivatives at

b itself, of the^th throughout the interval) ; or, at least [as our interval

can be resolved into (a, b — e) and (b
—

e, b)] of the absolute value of A
throughout (a, b) (as usual), of the (p

—
1) first derivatives for x = b

and of the pth in a certain partial interval (b
—

e, b) adjacent to b, the

reciprocal of the amplitude of which also enters into the limitations, so

that, if a approached b, our improper integral would not approach

zero, but, generally, infinity.

86. Continuity. Replacing the function A by another one A,

whereby I is changed into I, and applying the above limitation to the

difference (I—I), we see that the value of our symbol (16') is continuous

of order p, but not, of course, of order zero, with respect to thefunctionA ,

* It is easy to give instances of expressions such as (16') that assume values

as great as can be desired although A remain finite. We only need to take the

following

/=
|

(*f{Nx)dx

I
Jo xP + h

'

N being a very large positive number and/a finite function for any value, how-

ever great, of x. By effecting the change of variable Nx=z, it appears immediately
that we shall get the asymptotic equality

/=JYP-ilu
''

f{z)dz

zP + h
'

If, then, Ix differs from zero, / will increase indefinitely with JV.

/,-
fJ i
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87. Differentiation. From the first conception by which we ob-

tained our new symbol, we immediately see that it admits directly of

differentiation with respect to b, which is to be performed by differen-

tiating under / and not writing any term corresponding to the upper
limit, the latter terms being included in the fractional infinite

terms which are meant to be added in order to make the integral

have a limit.

It follows from this that any {linear) differential equation which

would be satisfied by our integral (considered as a function of b) if

taken between constant limits a, c, is so as well when one limit is b itself.

This is, as we said in § 73, Darboux's fundamental remark.

3. The case of multiele integrals

88. The above notion will be extended to multiple integrals by
the usual reduction to simple ones. Let us take (in ordinary space,

for instance) such an integral as

(20) /// ,„?"•*£«***•

one part of the boundary of the domain of integration T being con-

stituted by the surface G = 0, with the essential hypothesis that this

part of the boundary contains no singular point, i.e. that at no point
of it the first partial derivatives of G simultaneously disappear. Then,
for any neighbouring point, the distance to the boundary (or rather

to the aforesaid part of it) is exactly of the same infinitesimal order

as the value of G.

Let us assume, in the first place, that ^— especially is everywhere

4= 0, and even that any parallel to the 2-axis cuts the surface in question
in not more than one point z = zx and at a finite angle, so that we can

write G =
(z
— z

x) Gx . Let us assume, moreover, for the present, that

every part of the boundary adjacent to G = consists of a cylindrical

surface parallel to the £-axis (fig. 10). Then we shall write, by defi-

nition,

(21)
jll—idxdydz-jfdxdy

=
dxdylj

Z
.J^dz
QP + i

Adz

G1
P +

h(z -zl)P+i
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(if, for instance, the segment (z1} Z) intercepted by T on any parallel

to the £-axis has zx for its lower limit and if the upper one Z corre-

sponds to no singularity of the integrand).

If f be a function of x, y and a small

parameter e, infinitesimal together with e

and developable in powers of e at least to the

pth. order, the term in e itself being always
different from zero, this means that we take

the limit of

(22) ffdxdyf
dz

after we have subtracted suitable terms,

infinite of fractional order in e (viz. of the form

3?(x, y, e) %(x,y) + €&+... + e*~y

sP-i -)

under the assumption that the convergence of
/ QP + \

dz is uniform

(§ 84) when x and y vary, in order that exchange of our limiting

process and integration with respect to x, y be allowed, which

A

will be the case if be contained between finite limits all

dz,P

over G = and in its neighbourhood. On the other hand, G is

supposed to admit of derivatives up to the pth order with respect to

x, y, z, so that such is also the case, on the surface considered, for z

as a function of x and y.

This definition, in its turn, is obviously equivalent to the following

one:

Let the neighbourhood of G = be separated from our domain T
by a surface (t) such as

(t) G = 7 (x, y, z, e)

in which y denotes a quantity having with zero a neighbourhood of

the pth. order (§ 20),
—that is, very small together with its partial

derivatives up to the^pth order, when e approaches zero. For instance, let

7 be equal to De, denoting by D a differentiable expression independent
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of e. Then, if it is first extended to the domain T
x deduced from T by

cutting out the neighbourhood T2 of our surface, our integral will

not approach a limit when e approaches zero
;
but it will do so if we

subtract a properly chosen expression of the form

B(e) _ B + Bi e + .•1±Bp-ie
P
:

1

(23 )
€P-h~ ep-h

(which, of course, completely determines the coefficients B). This

limit is equal to (21)
—for (t) can obviously be written in the form

z = zx (x, y) + £;
—and, therefore, is utterly independent of the choice

of the function D or even 7, under the above specified conditions.

89. But this new form of the definition is also independent of our

previous restrictions concerning the location of our domain T with

respect to the axes of coordinates. The calculation itself can be made

independent of them (under conditions of regularity which we shall

presently specify) by the use of a punctual transformation.

Assuming now any number m of dimensions, let us refer the neigh-
bourhood of G = to a system of curvilinear coordinates, one of which

shall be G, the others being denoted by A-i, X2, . .., \m-u such that they
admit of derivatives up to the pth. order with respect to the Cartesian

coordinates and that the Jacobian K never vanishes, the element of

volume being

dT = dxxdx2 . . . dxm = Kd^dX^ . . . rfXm_j dG

(in which Kd\d\2 ... c?Xm_! is precisely what we previously called

dT
dTG or the quotient -^ ).

If so, the lines

Xj = const., X2
= const., . . . Xm_i = const.,

which we shall denote by I and which shall now replace the parallels

to the £-axis, must cut G = at finite angles.

Let us assume, in the first place, that every part of our boundary

adjacent to G = is a locus of coordinate lines I. We must immediately
note that this hypothesis, together with those which we have already

made, implies:

(1) that the surface G = is regular (§9): more precisely that

one of its Cartesian coordinates, considered as a function of the others,

has continuous partial derivatives up to the pth order
;
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(2) that the same property belongs to every part of the boundary

adjacent to G =
;

(3) that such boundaries cut G = at an angle which never

vanishes (nor becomes equal to tt).

These conditions are necessary for the validity of the definition

we are about to give. Conversely, if they are satisfied, we can, in oo

ways, find such a system of curvilinear coordinates as is assumed above.

Then, we may take

A
SSS t nr> , i dx^dx.2 • - • dxm =

GP-
SSSr-

(^^KdX1d\2 ...d\m_1dG

= SSd\d\2 ...d\m_1 -—rrdG,

this third form of the definition being again obviously equivalent to

the second one (and therefore independent of the particular punctual
transformation used, under the above assumption)*.

We obtain the finite part of the simple integral I by taking it, not

from G = 0, but from G = y, then adding a certain complementary term

M

where M is a regular function of \, \, ... X?n_!, 7 (and, therefore, also

of the tf's). Integrating with respect to the X's, we shall obviously
have an (m — l)tuple integral along (t), viz.

(24) $§-£=-i d\1d\a ...dXm-1 ,

and the value of (21') will be obtained by adding SSS Ti
and (24),

then letting e (and therefore 7) approach zero.

For p = l, the complementary term (24) can be written so that its

independence of the choice of our punctual transformation is thrown

into evidence, viz. (on account of our previous remark concerning
Ji. & A-i Cl A-2 . . . CL\M—i)

-2SS4^drG .

V7
* It may often happen that the use of our curvilinear coordinates will only

be possible in the neighbourhood of the singular surface O. It will then be

expedient to divide T into two parts, a central one T' where the integral is to be

calculated in the ordinary fashion, and another T" including the whole neighbour-
hood of O, where we have to use the form in the text.
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90. It will be useful for what follows to notice that one of our

preceding geometric restrictions can be dropped. If, for instance, in

(20), we intend to begin by integrating with respect to z, we can do

so even if some parts H of the boundary of T, adjacent to G, are

inclined with respect to the z-axis.

To see this*, we again cut I
7

(the two parts thus separated being

again called Tx and T2) by (t), which surface cuts H along a certain

edge (in ordinary space, a line) A. If, through every point of A, we
draw a parallel to the £-axis, till it meets G, we thus generate a

cylinder 9&, the region inside which will be the region filled by the

parallels to the 2-axis which meet (t) inside T. Let ^C be the part
common to that interior region and to T; J the integral

/ =
///

A
QP + h

dxdydz

extended to
C
U, while I± will be the (ordinary) integral extended to T1 .

On account of the cylindrical

boundary of e
C, the integral J is to

be expressed as explained above, viz.

/= dxdy I

QP + \
dz,

Zi still being the ordinate of G and

the double integration being ex-

tended to the base s' of the cylinder

<$ on the xy plane. If zx + f again
denotes the corresponding ordinate of (t), and £ depends on e as above

specified, we have, by the definition of our symbol,

J 0> y) = - + \-l +v(*,y),
J z l Jzi+i ep 4

* We suppose, for convenience in treatment, that we are in the case (which
is the one that interests us) where the useful parts ofH—and even the whole

domain T—project on to the xy plane inside the area s of integration for /. The

diagrammatic figure 11 represents a section of T, 'C (the latter shaded on the

diagram), etc., by a plane parallel to the z-axis.

h. 10
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gft (x, y, e) being a function which admits of Maclaurin's expansion
in powers of e at least up to the pth. order and 77

=
77 (#, y, e) an in-

finitesimal. This gives, by integrating over s',

Jj ,
j(®> V) dxdy = J=I1

+jjr)
dxdy +

~jz\\\ t
^(x> V> €) dxdV-

But the double integral in rj is again infinitesimal when e is*; and,

in the last term, because of the assumed regularity of (t) and H, the

second factor (in which account must be taken of the simultaneous

variation of the integrand and the area of integration) admits of suc-

cessive derivativesf in e and is therefore itself a Maclaurin expansion

(at least up to the (p
—

l)th order), so that

(25) J-I^ €l +^l
where ex

means the infinitesimal quantity Jfrj dxdy and B(e) is again

regular in e.

If we now denote by 1 the integral (21) which we intend to cal-

culate, the difference I — J will, in general, be infinite (this being the

case for the simple integrals along segments of generatrices of the

cylinder 9% when their length approaches zero); but this infinity

will be a fractional one of the form (23) as both J—It (as has just

been proved) and I— Ix (by definition) are of that form. This is

equivalent to saying that

(26) I =
|
jjJ (x, y) dxdy = jjdxdy j^

-—
^
dz,

so that the calculation of the finite part of our triple integral is reduced

to two "finite parts," one of a simple, the other of a double integral.

All this obviously holds for integrals with any number of dimen-

* We admit that
tj
tends towards zero uniformly with respect to x, y, which is

dp / A \
legitimate (§ 84) when the pth derivative ^—

-
1
—-—=

j
is finite in the whole

neighbourhood of G.

t However, we must note that this assumes the existence of derivatives of B
up to the order (p-l) with respect to x, y, z, so that, as,, B contains (p

—
1)

derivatives of A and Ox (with respect to s), derivatives of the integrand up to the

order 2p - 2 are postulated.
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sions, and also when parallels to the .z-axis are replaced by lines I

such as considered above.

Such lines are not, therefore, bound to be drawn on the non-singular

part H of the boundary.
As to the condition that the angle between one of them and the

singular part G nowhere becomes infinitesimal, it remains essential,

as we shall see by examples, when using the present mode of evaluation.

91. The same applies to our first hypothesis concerning the

regularity of our surface.

If the boundary surface G = possess a singular point a (which
will precisely be the case in the application we shall meet with), we

must proceed just as for ordinary improper integrals, that is, first cut

out the neighbourhood of this singular point by a small portion of

surface 2; then pass to the limit. Only 2 must have with the singular

point a neighbourhood of the pth order, i.e., by a natural extension of

§ 20, not only must the radius vector* from the singular point to

any point of 2 be very small, but also its derivatives up to the pth
order with respect to the direction cosines of its direction, which con-

dition, however, is quite generally fulfilled (for instance if 2 is derived

from a regular fixed surface by homothecy with respect to the singular

point, or by translation, etc.). Whether the limit exists (though

general sufficient conditions for this could probably be formed without

great difficulty) shall be investigated in each case.

92. The above considerations, nevertheless, still apply when G is

the product of two factors G = G'G", in such a way that G = is com-

posed of two parts G' = 0, G" = 0, which intersect : this is what would

happen, for instance, if T were a rectangle, G denoting the product of

the four sides.

* Such radii vectores may be meant to be rectilinear ones, but as well (which
is equivalent, on account of the classic rules of Differential Calculus) may be taken

along any regular set of curves, i.e. any set of curves through a, depending on

m — 1 parameters (for instance, m— 1 direction cosines of their tangents at a) and

such that continuous derivatives of the coordinates up to the pth. order with

respect to these parameters and the arc s exist, the Jacobian never vanishing.
We shall have to operate in this way, using the geodesies (§§ 55 ff.) from a, on

which occasion we shall come back to the subject (see § 106).

10—2
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Let us suppose, for instance, that G — xy, the domain of integration

lying in the region x ^ 0, y>0. Then, to define the integral

A (x, y) dxdy
T xP+hyP+l

'

we shall begin by limiting the integration to x ^ e', y > e"—denoting

by e', e" two small positive numbers—under which conditions [as

appears if we expand A (x, y) in powers of x, y and calculate

dxdy
//;a-s + iw^ + l'

(ft r-0, 1,2, ...,-?)]

y

the integral can be made finite by subtracting complementary terms in

(27)
B B B

v '
e'P-h' e»p-h' e'P-h e"P-h'

B denoting quantities regular in e', e". The general case of G = G'G"

being reduced to the former by punctual transformation (in which

G' and G" are to be taken as new variables x and y*), the same result

will be then obtained by complementary terms of the above form (if

Tx is separated from T2 by the surfaces G' = e, G" = e"), with the

same meaning for B. As the third class of terms possesses, like the

two first, the property of never remaining finite for all infinitesimal

values of e', e" without vanishing, the preceding theory is again

applicable: i.e., there will be an infinity of ways of choosing the terms

(27) so as to obtain a finite limit, but the latter will have the same

value in every case.

Nothing similar will occur in general for other kinds of singulari-

ties of G = 0. We shall have to take the precautions alluded to in the

foregoing section, and shall find that they actually change the result.

93. We can repeat for multiple integrals all what we have said con-

cerning equalities and inequalities. Especially, changing the variables

is allowed if mutual derivatives up to the ^th order exist and if the

Jacobian vanishes at no point on the surface of singularity G = 0.

* We simplify the argument in the text by assuming that we are given not

only the two surfaces G' = 0, G"=0, but the left-hand sides G\ G" of their equa-
tions (which assumption was not wanted in the above); this condition will be

satisfied in the application which we shall have to make of the present section, so

that we need not take the separating surfaces (r) under the more general form of

§88.
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Differentiation, when the parameter influences the shape of the

singular part of the boundary 6r = 0, is to be performed without

writing any term corresponding to this effect (since such is the case

for the simple integral along each line I).

An upper limit is obtained by integrating along the I's* and

applying to each simple integral formula (19) (§ 85). For this

purpose, of course, we must again know upper limits for the integrand

and its derivatives up to the pth order, and conversely this will be

sufficient if we know upper and lower limits for the lengths of the

arcs of lines I included in T.

94. Briefly speaking, our new symbol consists in giving our integral

a value by subtraction of fractional infinities. In the calculation,

therefore, it happens that we have to cancel such fractional infinities :

if two different integrals of the above kind extended to the same

domain T are such that, when extended to T', they differ by a quantity
which we know to be necessarily of the form (23), their finite parts

must be equal and, therefore, no account is to be taken of the differ-

ence in question.

For instance, in Green's formula (g), let us assume that the inte-

grand on the left-hand side is of the form r and the P;'s of the form5
G^ + i

*

,
where the JB's are again regular functions of the xs. If the

QP 2

boundary of the domain of integration T is entirely constituted by a

surface = (on which we still make the same general assumptions),
the finite part of the corresponding multiple integral will be zero. For,

if it is first taken within the surface

(t) G = y(x1} x2 , ..., xn , e),

this integral will (on account of the identity (g) in question) be reduced

to a fractional infinity in e: which is equivalent to the above con-

clusion.

If some parts 8' only of the boundary belong to G = 0, only the

* If we operated as in § 90, we ought to know upper limits for the de-

rivatives up to the order 2p — 2
;
on the other hand it would no longer be

necessary to know lower limits for the lengths of the arcs of lines I included in T
(but only of the angles -between these lines and G= 0).
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SS relating to its remaining portions S"—or rather the finite parts

of these SS—will have to be written down: formula (g) is to be

written

lsssr =-iss^.

The same becomes obvious on using complex variables as in §§ 80, 81.

In order to simplify the geometric interpretation, let us limit ourselves

to a double integral
—

,i
— extended over a rectangle having

xP+h

one side along x = 0. Leaving y real, we shall replace x by x + ix and

consider x' as a third coordinate in a three-dimensional space. Then

I is equal to half the integral over a double sheet which should be

folded around x = and cover our rectangle twice (or if preferred, over

an infinitely flattened elliptic half cylinder having a focal line along

x = and the opposite side for its axis).

If we should deal with '-^
-^ ,

the rectangle of integra-
JJ [x(a — x)~\

p *

tion having x = and x = a for its opposite sides, we should consider

a segment of a whole elliptic cylinder having these for focal lines.

In all these cases, our relation with a curvilinear integral would

appear immediately with the help of the above transformation.

4. Some important examples

95. We shall have to consider, from the above point of view, the

integral

I
dz

Let us take it first between + Va and the fixed number ^ > V«.

For n = 0, we have

/*;

dz . Zi + ^Jz-f
— a ,

, , r>/ \= «log-* ^ = -£loga + P(a),
j-a Vs2 -a Va

where

P(a) = log(^ + v/^-o) = log^1 +
log(l

+ /

y/l-|-2
)

is a series in integral and positive powers of a.
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We deduce from this, by differentiation,

(28) i r —^ = (
-

1)n - + Ĵ L - p («).

(7n denoting the numerical coefficient*

,9Q x p _ i.f...(w-|) _ T(n + j)
V»; un

! 2 ...n ~f($)r(» + i)

= 5 (n + i, i) = -n?—f\ •

7T
v 2 2/

nB(n, |)

For 1,800, the last term on the right-hand side of (28) disappears

(as P (a) is in powers of — ,
and therefore every term but the first

contains zx in its denominator): whencef

(30) I
= = -i ^— (n an integer > 0).

.|.U(j
>
-a)

n+ * 2nCn .a»

We must equally note the value of the integral for n < 0, i.e.

(28') f dz (*
2 - of

~
* = fc^f-

-
C„*»' log a + P, (a)

(n' an integer > 0),

Cn denoting the same numerical coefficient as before. This is again

deduced from the case n' = by integration with respect to a,
—the

value of the integral being evident for a = 0,
—or more simply, by

expanding the integrandJ in powers of — .

Z

*
Especially, C =l, Cx =%.

t The value of (30) could also be found from another point of view, giving a

good example of our first definition in § 80. If we replace the real segment

(Va, oo
) by a circuit around it, the corresponding integral

—which is twice (30)
—

can be transformed, by Cauchy's theorem, into an integral along the imaginary
r_i_ao J?

axis, equal to g-«*w \
i—-=•

; the latter quantity is immediately and
' H

J — («+V)*+i

classically reduced to an Eulerian integral B.

X The term in an is the only one which contains z to the powers
— 1 and,

therefore, leads to a logarithmic result.
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96. But the formulae relating to the cases where the limits are

— Va, + Va are especially important for what follows.

The integral

(31)

is zero.

The integral

+^a dz . . . A v

7 (n an integer > 0)

(31') [

' °

{f - a)"'"
1 Va - *2 dz = (- l)"'"

1 TrGn-a
n

',

(z
2 —

a)
n '_1 v a - z'

2 dz (n' an integer ^ 0)

rs eawaZ t° ^trA, A denoting the coefficient of log a in expression (28'), i.e.

— sja

so that

(31a) f

a

(a-z*f-idz = 7rCn.a
n

'.

This form of the result, implying a relation between (28') and (31')

(which relation may also be considered as holding between (28) and

(31)), will be of special interest for us later on. It can be established

by considering (31') as a period of (28'). If we let a, starting from

a determinate positive value, come back to it by a direct circuit

around the origin in the complex plane, the point Va performs, as we

know, a half circuit, going from + Va to — Va. As, simultaneously,

z-l remaining fixed (at a finite or infinite distance according to the

case), (28') increases by liirA, our relation is proved.

Of course, the same formulas (31'), or rather (31a), can be obtained

directly, and precisely in terms of Eulerian integrals of the first kind:

for, by the change of variable z = "Jot, integral (31 a), which is also im-

mediately (setting z = Ja cos
</>)

reducible to Wallis' integral, becomes

f

+ ' a

dz(a-z*)
n'-l = a

n
'\ (l-tf-*t-ldt=*a

n
'B(n'+ $,$).

If we differentiate this with respect to a, which, as we have seen,

may be accomplished by mere differentiation under / and without

writing any terms for limits, this gives, by a sufficient number of

differentiations, the value for (31).
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Similarly, q being any positive integer, we have, for n ^ (the

left-hand side being again reducible to Eulerian integrals as well as

to Wallis'),

(32) zl- 1
(a-z*)

n -*dz
—
\/a

q~l n q-2
t 2 (l-£)

l
dt=a'

+(L^B\

Again starting from n' = 0, we shall obtain finite parts of integrals

containing (1
—

t)
n + ^ or (a

— z2
)
n + ^ in the denominator by differen-

tiating with respect to a (or by a classic integration by parts, with

respect to t, applied to the second form of the integral). We thus see :

(1) that
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97. The volume of m-dimensional hyperboloids.—Let us con-

sider the m-dimensional quadric

(Hj) x? + x? + . . . + a?mr. l
- xm2 =

1,

analogous to the hyperboloid of one sheet, and the (m-dimensional)
volume between this quadric and the "

asymptotic cone
"

\\s) &i + X% i • • • "T" Xi m—i Xm" = v.

To calculate this, we can evaluate x1} x2) ••-, ®m-i m terms of

V — V Xi -J- X2 + ... t X yri—i >

and of angular parameters <f>1}
...

<£m_2 , defining a direction from the

origin in the (m — l)-dimensional space (x1} x2 ,
... #m-i): by which

where dflm^2 (corresponding to variations of the
</>'s)

is an element of

surface of the sphere of radius 1 in the (m — l)-dimensional space.

Summing, in the first place, for all possible directions in the latter,

we express our volume by the double integral

(34) nm_2 tfr
m-*drdxm .

fl«^2 denotes the surface of the hypersphere with radius 1 in

2 IT (i)]
m_1

the (m — l)-dimensional space. It is equal to —* 2-^r—
, i.e. to

m-l

7T
2 / .1

2— 7- I the volume of the same sphere is =- nm_2 ,
and we

Im - 1 \ V
F m-l m 2 '

may observe that this allows us to speak even of fl
,
the value of

which is I dx = 2
)

.

We ought to extend (34) between one branch of the hyperbola
r2 — xm- = 1 and its asymptotes. Now, if we set down

z = constant will represent, in the r, xm plane, the radius vector from

the origin and, in our original m-dimensional space, a hypercone.

The volume enclosed between two such consecutive hypercones
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(z, z + dz) and our quadric (easily calculated by expressing the

variables xm and r in (34) in terms of z and p = Vr2 — xm2
,
and letting

p vary from zero to 1) will be

"m—2 &£

m vl - z*
m '

If we should integrate between — z and + z, with < z < 1, this

would give us the volume between the two corresponding cones and

our quadric.

Ifm is odd, there will be a finite part for such an integral, when
z approaches 1. It will be said, by definition, to be "the finite part of

the volume between the quadric and its asymptotic cone."

From the conclusions of the preceding section, we see that this

finite part is zero.

Let us take, on the other hand, the quadric

V.XJ-2/ SCi + 3/2 T ••• T I" m—l
— ^m = —

I>

which, for m = 3, is the hyperboloid of two sheets. Let us again con-

sider the volume between the sheet corresponding to xm > and the

asymptotic cone (C).

This volume will be represented by the integral

*^m—2

m
1

f
dz

which we must take between 1 and + <x> . If m is odd and equal to

2m1 + 1, the expression thus obtained has a finite part, which will be

called the "finite part" of the aforesaid volume z. The value of this

finite part will be

K }
(2<m1 + iJ2m1Cmi

-

For instance, as concerns the ordinary hyperboloid of two sheets,

we have

2tt

3

dz 2IT

'o {z*-lf 3
*

If our hyperquadric be given under the more general form

XX \Xi ,
0C2 , ... %m) = I
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(H being any quadratic form with one positive and m — 1 = 2m x

negative squares), our result is obviously to be divided by + V| D j
,

D being the discriminant of H.

The sign of the finite part obtained is, as seen from (35), variable

according to what was said in § 85 : it depends on the parity of

m — 1

98. A similar treatment would apply to the hyperquadric

(H') x* + xi+...+xp*-y*-yi-...-yq
* =

l,

which occurs in connection with the equations A?> iu = of Coulon

(see § 69). Introducing the auxiliary variables

r = \/x* + x?+~...+xp\ r' = \/y1
2 + yi + ... + yq*,

the calculation of our volume would, as above, be brought back to

the double integral

1V-! ng_! /JVp-
1 r'^drdr,

which, by r' — rz, would lead to a simple integral

p + q

If we extend this integral between z = — 1 and z = + 1, the finite

part of it will have a meaning for p + q odd. For q odd it will be zero

(see § 96).

Only in the case of q even, p odd, will the finite part of the volume
p

. <L

between the quadric (H') and its asymptotic cone 2 x2 — "2 y
2 =

i i

exist and differ from zero: its value will be B \-~ ~
1> s )

————
•

V 2 '2/ p + q

99. The numbers O have very simple relations with the coefficients

Cn introduced above : we have

i^m-i = Qm-2 • V 7TCm = I2m_2 7TCmra-1 ¥ 2-i

(and, more generally, relations between Clp-i, n9_j and Clp+q-i).
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This is immediately verified, but is hardly distinct from the argu-

ment in the preceding section: the classic determination of fim_] (as

a subcase of Dirichlet's integral) is entirely similar to the above calcu-

lation; the latter applied to the volume of the ^--dimensional sphere

with radius 1
[equal

to — £lm-i)
reduces it to f2m_2 //r

m-2
c£r(&c, the

latter double integral being therefore extended to r2 + a? < 1 and

immediately reducible to (31') as above.

100. If we divide the volume of one of our hyperboloids of

vi = 2mj + 1 dimensions by a central plane (which is assumed to cut

the surface) the latter can always be considered as a diametral plane
and therefore the two partial volumes thus separated must be equiva-

lent to each other: so that the finite part of the volume of the half

hyperboloid of one sheet is zero, and the finite part of the volume of

the half hyperboloid of two sheets is equal to half the value obtained

in § 97.

A consequence is that any such two planes, the intersection of

which lies outside the asymptotic cone (if the hyperboloid of two

sheets is concerned), include between them in the portion of space

enclosed between the surface and its asymptotic cone an infinite

volume the finite part of which is again zero.

101. Our notion of improper integral, as developed in the above, allows us

to find the relation between Tedone's expressions and the elementary solution.

It is to be foreseen (by the first example of m= 3) that the latter, in order to admit

of ordinary Calculus, must be first integrated several times—at least wij times—
with respect to £ .

Now, such successive (or rather superimposed) integrations of a function F(t)

from a common lower limit T to the upper one f can again be replaced by a single

one with the help of a factor (f
- n_1

>
so that, for the study of the generalized

equation of cylindrical waves (em _i) for m= 2m1 + 1, starting from the elementary
solution

1

we have to deduce from it the definite integral

('
Ji] T [(*o-0

2-?*T1~*'

in which, as we did in § 73, we shall take f independent of t, but the lower

limit T equal to t+ r.
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Tedone's expressions correspond* to a number of integrations much greater

than strictly necessary, viz. ?i=m-2= 2«i1
- 1 (the advantage being to obtain

rather simple expressions which only depend on the ratio (f
—

t) : r). His function t

is, but for a numerical factor, equal to a definite (improper) integral \

U+r[{to-t)*-r*Y

That applying the fundamental formula to such a quantity together with the

unknown function u, leads to the value of (10') (§ 78), whence u follows by
differentiations, is now evident a priori. We see that the (wij

—
l)th derivative

of u could have been used for the same purpose.

* In Tedone's notation, our number m is denoted by m+1 and (for odd m's)

our number mt is called p.

t (£2 j
in his notation.

f Vi ,
considered as a function of t and thex% satisfies (em _ x ), as resultsfrom our

t -t
principles ;

this and the fact of being a mere function of (Tedone's variable 6)

together with its logarithmic singularity (which is easily shown by the principles

of the theory of functions) prove its identity with Tedone's expression. A direct

calculation, giving Vi under Tedone's form, is obtained by setting down

h-t-r

and, similarly,

which gives

to-t+ r

f-t-r
f-t+r'

I /v 1 (f-r)**-*
Vi = I n a i CUT

|Jo(l-r')
2mi ~ 2

TW'-*(l-T)

= f T
'

dr 1_ I 7y i
(T'_ r)2m

l-2_ T
m 1-l^_ 1 ^2m

1 -2

J (l-r)Vr
+
(l- Tf'«.-2|J ^-i Y^r

dr'

The first term is the logarithmic one
; and, as

(jf
_ T)2m,-2

_ T t»l-l,r,_ 1^2m,-2

=
[r (r'~ 1)+t' (r'-r)] 2 (r'-r)

2 («.-*-« /"> (1 -r'f
h
~\

the remaining (improper) integral can be expanded in powers of

4/ (t-t)*-f*

(l-r')
2
~

r2

with the common factor

+
l-r' 7-2

'

the coefficients being Eulerian functions B (see § 96).



CHAPTER II

THE INTEGRATION FOR AN ODD NUMBER
OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

102. With these principles in mind, we can come to Cauchy's

problem for the equation

(E) ^{u)=^A ik^~- + ^Bi
~ +Cu=f.

From our previous considerations, it is to be foreseen that we
shall have to distinguish between the cases of m even and m odd.

We shall begin with the latter. The elementary solution is then

unique. It contains no logarithmic term, but has an irrational de-

nominator.

We shall have to assume that solution to have been constructed

not for the given equation, but for the adjoint one*

(S) J(v) = 0,

the elementary solution of which will be of the same form, viz.

V
v = v(x; a) =

-\»ii
- h

'

for m = 1mx + 1
;
in which T is still the square of the geodesic distance,

between the two points x(x1} x2 ,
... xm) and a(alt a2 , ... am), while V

is a holomorphic function of the 2ra coordinates of these two points,

taking on, when they coincide, the value .
•

.

For the present, we shall suppose that our equation belongs to

the hyperbolic type, and even to the normal one, so that the charac-

teristic form
A = ZA ikryiyk

consists of squares all of which but one have the same sign. Then,

the characteristic conoid consists of two different sheets and divides

the space into three regions, two of which are interior, viz. one inside

* The adjoint equation will always be taken homogeneous (i.e. £ (v)
= 0) even

if the proposed equation is non-homogeneous (-J^ (u)=f=fc0).
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each sheet. We assume the equation to be written in such a way that

r is positive in these interior regions (physically speaking, positive
when the two points x and a are well within wave with respect to

each other in the meaning of § 32). This is the case when the form A
has one positive and m — 1 negative squares *.

102 a. Cauchy's problem consists in finding a solution u of (E)
when we know the values of u and one of its first derivatives at every

point of a certain surface S. As the knowledge of any first derivative

(u being assumed to be known all over S) is equivalent to the

knowledge of any other one (provided the corresponding direction

is not tangent to S), we shall assume that the derivative in question
is the transversal onef (§ 41).

We intend to calculate the values of u in a certain region ffl of the

m-dimensional space ;
and it will be assumed that if, from any point

a of M as vertex, we draw the characteristic conoid, one of its sheets

will cut out a certain portion S (finite in every direction) of S and,

together with S
,
be the boundary of a portion T of our space. This

geometric condition is expressed by saying that we have to deal with

the interior problem (we thus see that no interior problem exists for

non-normal hyperbolic equations).

We also know that it is essential to say what we precisely mean

by a solution; and, here, we shall begin by understanding this in a

rather restrictive manner, viz., by admitting that u has to admit of

partial derivatives up to the order m1 ,
—or, at least, to the order

(tox
—

1) satisfying Lipschitz's condition—a restriction which would

seem a very artificial one if it were not for the remarks of § 78, but

which will now appear as justified.

This being admitted, we shall see that the above data allow us to

calculate u and, further on, that, conversely, upon one geometric

hypothesis more (viz., that S is everywhere duly inclined (§ 27)) and

some hypotheses of regularity concerning the data (which correspond
to the preceding ones on u itself), the function u thus determined

* This would lead us to change the sign in equation (e2), instead of writing it

as in § 4 a.

t If >S is not characteristic, the transversal direction will not be tangent to S.

For the contrary case, see below, § 113.
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satisfies all required conditions. (On the contrary, no exterior Cauchy

problem admits of a solution for arbitrary regular data.)

103. Accordingly, a (a1} a2 ,
... am ) being any point ofM at which

we intend to calculate the value of u, we draw one half characteristic

conoid r with vertex a, the one which cuts S along a closed edge and

which we shall call (§ 32) the inverse or retrograde sheet. Let T be

the portion ofM thus limited, i.e., which is both interior to T and on

the same side of 8 as a (fig. 12).

We shall apply the fundamental formula* in the domain T to the

unknown u and to the elementary solution v (x; a) of the adjoint

equation which is singular in a.

fV
The quantity vf= _ , is infinite on one part of the boundary,

viz. the conoid T : it is an infinite quantity of the fractional order

m
l
—

\. The m-tuple integral bearing on this quantity is subject, then,

to the consideration explained above (these becoming unnecessary

only for m1
=

1, i.e. m =
3).

But there is an exception for the neighbourhood of the point a,

where T is infinitely small of the order 2, not

\ of the order 1. We shall therefore have to

proceed as is done in the case of ordinary

multiple integrals, and abstract from the do-

main of integration all the neighbourhood of

the point a, by means of a small surface 2

(fig. 12) surrounding this point, it being
understood that the infinitely close vicinity

between 2 and the point a is of the m^h.

order (§91), such being the case, for instance,

if we take a small sphere with centre a.

Let T' stand for what remains of T after all the part which lies

inside 2 has been removed.

The fundamental formula

(F) , SSS vfdxi dx2 . . . dxm + SS
\

v J
t ~ u

~J~
+ Lm )dS=0

*
Fig. 12 is supposed to be, as previously, a diagrammatic one, obtained by

cutting the one which we have to consider (and which has m dimensions) by a two-

dimensional plane drawn through the point a.

h. 11
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will be applied in the domain T', with the convention that we take

the finite part of the left-hand side, by omitting the infinite quantities

fractional on V. We must therefore

(1) Take the finite part of the first integral in (F) (ra-tuple inte-

gral with respect to T')\

(2) Take likewise the finite part of the (m — l)-tuple integral with

respect to the given multiplicity S;

(3) Cancel the integral relating to the boundary T, this integral

being an infinite quantity of a fractional order. This same integral

vanishes in Kirchhoff's method, because it integrates exactly, and in

Volterra's because it is identically zero. The same thing happens

here, as we see, by a different mechanism, which we have explained

in § 94. The integral in question being of a fractional order, and the

complementary boundary terms implicitly understood in (1), (2), and

(4) (see below) also being such*, the very fact that the sum of the

integrals (F) vanishes implies that thesum of these four fractional

infinite quantities also cancels out separately ;

104. (4) If the shape of T were such that a is exterior to it,

as happens in fig.
12 a or 12 b, we should have to apply merely the

fundamental formula, thus interpreted ;
and this would give

(F') |
SSS VfdxY dx% . . . dxm + ss

t
u £- v

d

u

v- Lm )
dS=0

>

which corresponds to the classic formula in the theory of potential

(formula (8) in Book I,

§ 15) for the case when the

origin of the radii vectores

lies outside the surface of

integration.

But in the present case,

we must take account of the

integral relating to 2, of

which we must take (as on

S) the finite part. We have

to see what this quantity becomes when 2 approaches the point a.

* In (1), this complementary term would be extended to r or rather to a

surface coinciding finally with r ;
in (2) and (4), the limiting positions for the

domains of integration corresponding to the complementary terms would be the

edges of intersection of r with S and 2.

Fig. 12 a, 12 b.
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Through this point, let us draw geodesies (defined by the differ-

ential equations (L)), inside T, and depending on m — 1 parameters
\lf \2 , ...yXm-i, while, on each one of them, any point will be defined

by the variable s of § 55. s will have, at each point of 2, a deter-

minate value (a function of X1( X2 , ..., \n-i), which will be very small,

together with its derivatives* up to the order mz . The integral

(37) SS
(
v -T- + Luv

j
dS ss

(F* + a.)
w-2

r 2

dS

will approach zero. For the quantities

_ Jfl ,

-U \xi> xii •••> xi—\> ®i+n xm) t^ 7A 7^.7Tiao— + j-jr
— — r aA.lf a\2 > •••> «A.m_!,

J7 ^Aj, A.2 , ..., A^-^

which appear in the numerator under SS> are °f the order sm~\
whereas the denominator

m— 2 »t-2

P 2 — o«l-2 XI 2. ( T > T ' r '\x — a xx
yu?i , *2i • • • , ^m />

dxi
where x{ =~ ,

contains as a factor only sTO-2. The coefficient of

1

OT-2

xl \xx ,
a?2 ,

. . .
,
#m j

is therefore of the order of s, and the same is true of its derivatives

of the various orders with respect to \, 7^, ..., A.m_j.. Under these

conditions, the evaluations of §§ 85 and 93 show that the integral (37).

is also of the order of s.

This applies again, in the term

*%« dv 1CiSS M t dS.
dv

to the part

dV

88-5**
r 2

in which F is not differentiated.

* This results from the principles in the Additional Note to Book II. See

below, § 106.

11—2
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105. Lastly, let us take the remaining part

2

[BKHI

(37') +
ni

uV
dV

SS
r 2

±dS= +^ SS

dTdA
$uV.2^~.dS

We have (still with the notations of §§ 55-58)

and consequently

v dT dA n v 3A a _, 3A . ^, cfc»f

But, if we refer back to the expression of irfdS written as above,

we shall see that the coefficient of 4s (multiplied by dS) is in fact a

development of the determinant

ds
'

ds
' '"'

ds

Ct€j OOC2 u&m

d\' 9V
" '

'

3Xi d\x <£\2 . . . d\m-j ,

dxx dxq

the X's being taken in such an order as to make the determinant

positive, since the direction of s increasing is away from a and enter-

ing into the domain T'.

All the rows of the above determinant, except the first, contain s

as a factor*, so that the integrand (for determinate values of the X's)

remains finite when s approaches zero.

On the other hand, we have, practically, on 1,

T7_ 1
{ \

1
UV — ..__ 11 [Gii, &2, ...

, Q>m)
—

/-7— Ua ,

the word "
practically

"
being used, of course, with a slightly different

meaning from that which it usually has in such a case, and signifying

* It is true that each element contains, besides a part proportional to s, a

part containing the derivatives of that quantity with respect to the X's : but upon
the assumption in the text concerning 2, this will not change the order of magni-
tude of our determinant.
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that the neglected quantities, together with their derivatives with

respect to the Vs (up to the order mj, are very small.

dx %

Still from the same point of view, we can replace the -— 's by the

values xl which they have at the origin, and the derivatives -^ by

dx-'
s~- : thus we get the expression

(38)
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the cone with the outline of S for its base and the origin for its

vertex.

The SS °f formula (38) is therefore equal to m = 2m.i + l times

the finite part of the volume of the hyperboloid of two sheets, as is

calculated in § 97, and found equal to

2m! + 1 2m1 C„,x Vi)'

D being the discriminant of H. The integral along 2 has therefore

(on account of the equality DA =
1) the limiting value

= (§99)(-l)-.7rn2wll
_2 . Wa

and the required value of ua is given by the formula

(39) (- l)'»i7rn2Wl_2 . ua - (- 1)-. 9p=! . „,
^Wli— 1

= — ISSSar^/^u ^2. • ••> ^m

,
L_ ( dv du T \ ici+
\

SS*[
u
fo-

v
dp-

Luv
)
db

= - ISSSrvfd^ dxm + SS-So (wo j-
-

«i« -Lu v) dS.

cosines of its outer normal, we have, account being taken of our values of

V= SS — (ttjxx
A- . . . + irmxm) dS

= SSm

X\ &2 • • 32m

dxi dx-2 dx„

^m - 1 c\m _ l
C\m_ i

d\i d\% . . . d\m _ i .

If we now replace x
t by a/s, and, therefore,

~ by s ^+ cii ~- , the second

terms in this latter expression for i'=l, 2, ..., m can be cancelled as being pro-

portional to the x's which constitute the first row of the determinant, and this

gives the result in the text.
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For m = 3 (m, = 1), the coefficient of ua is

-n
1^ = -27r(=-7rn ).

106. A consequence of the above is that the first SSS in (39)

exists when extended to T, at least if we still let 2 approach a in

such a way that the vicinity be of the m2th order. We can also see

this directly. Calculating it with the system of curvilinear coordinates

\, ^2, •••> Xn-i, s> we shall get

|
SSS t vfdxx dx2 . . . dxTl

SSS J2_ D{xx ,.. xm ) (K^^ dx^^
2H l

I) \ OC Of* T \

Now, the functional determinant ^ ,]' V
*"'—

^r contains sm~ x

as a factor, and therefore the quantity under SSS thus only contains

the fractional infinity

1

m— 2

(X

x Cfj X% Clo Xm Q"m\

8~~' 8~'"" S J

Under this form or the preceding one we see that the error com-

mitted by substituting T' for T, the difference between the values

of SSS extended over T' and over T, is limited in terms of:

The partial derivatives of / up to the order m1
— l and of the

coefficients of the equation up to the order mx ;

The corresponding derivatives of V;
The partial derivatives, up to the order m1} with respect to the X's,

of the coordinates of the point where each geodesic issuing from a

intersects 2 or, which is equivalent, of the corresponding value of s :

these derivatives being themselves limited* by the corresponding
derivatives of the x's with respect to s on the geodesic, the correspond-

* The choice of the parameters X and the proportionality factor for s (see

§ 57) on each geodesic are assumed to be such as to satisfy usual conditions of

regularity (regularity of the initial values of the x's with respect to the X's).
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ing partial derivatives of the left-hand side 2 (xlt ..., xm) of the

d2
equation of 2 and by the reciprocal of -r- [as is seen by expressing the

x's and thereby 2 in terms of (\lf ..., \m-i, s)
—

say

—and differentiating the implicit equation

&CK, ...,X7„_1 ,s) = 0].

This proves to us, what will be useful in several circumstances, that

the SSS in (39) converges uniformly*: that is, in a region where the

coefficients of the equation are holomorphic (therefore, V holomorphic
in the 2m variables which it contains),/regular (derivatives continuous

up to the order m1
—

1), we do not need to know the position of a in

order to indicate a (very small) upper limit for the above-mentioned

error if we only know (very small) upper limits for the distance be-

tween 2 and the point a,
—

say e—and for the partial derivatives (up
to the order rwj) of the x's with respect to the X's. The latter limit

dZ .

will exist and be very small with e (a lower limit of
-j-

inside the

conoid being known), if the derivatives of any order k < mx of 2 with

respect to the x's remain finite, or even if their products by ek
~l re-

main, in absolute value, below a fixed limit f as would take place, for

instance, if 2 were a sphere of radius e around a.

* It must be emphasized that the meaning of this word is distinct from what

it was in § 84.

t This is equivalent to saying that the absolute values of the corresponding

derivatives on 2
t
all lie below a fixed upper limit, 2j being deduced from 2 by a

homothecy whose pole is a and ratio -
.

Such a homothecy would alter the derivatives of the #'s with respect to

Xj, ...» Xm _i, s, but not the order of magnitude of their quotients by s (which, as

to derivatives with respect to s, would even be diminished, as is easy to see).

Such an alteration would be avoided if, before submitting the diagram to

homothecy, we could transform it by introducing "normal" coordinates (Book II,

§ 57) : a punctual transformation which, as we know, would not change the

order of magnitude of our derivatives if the derivatives of the A ik are finite up to

the same order of differentiation, augmented by one (see Additional Note to

Book II).
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107. The above formula has a meaning only if the surface S is

regular and the quantities u
,
ux

—
-y- differentiate (with respect to

regular coordinates of S, or, e.g. to (m
—

1) of the Cartesian coordinates).

As a corresponding assumption for u has been made from the begin-

ning (§ 102), the above argument would not be sufficient to prove

that these conditions are necessary for the existence of u, and that our

method did not omit some solution, if the latter were not differentiable

a sufficient number of times.

But an answer to this is given by the example of § 78, concerning

the case of (eTO_i), and where the non-existence (in general) of the

solution appears by a direct calculation.

The same method (imitating Tedone's) could be used for the

general equation (E) : in other words, we could, by repeated integra-

tion along a line SB, deduce from v another solution v of the adjoint

equation admitting of a logarithmic singularity along SB, but becom-

ing zero (and not infinite) along Y ;
then obtain, by its help, the value

of such an integral as (10') and, finally, find u itself by (w — 2)-fold

differentiation. If this differentiation be possible, the result is unique,

so that :

The solution will not generally exist when our formula (39) is

meaningless ;

In the contrary case, no other solution will exist than the one

which is given by that formula.

108. When m = 3, it is clear that the above results must be equivalent to

those which can be deduced from the operations in §§ 72—77, by differentiation

of formula (10) with respect to t . It can be shown, indeed, that such is the case,

and we can even carry out the differentiation by elementary methods and obtain

the required value of ua as the limit of a sum of a double integral and a curvi-

linear one, getting an explicit expression of the latter complementary term.

The points of S being referred to the curvilinear coordinates 6 and X (in terms

of which s will, therefore, be considered as expressed), let us divide S into two

parts $i and S2 ,
the latter containing the neighbourhood of the line y of inter-

section of S and r : the boundary (r') between Si and S2 will thus correspond to

= to
—
r, denoting by r a small quantity, constant or variable with X (but, in

the latter case, such that its derivative with respect to X be also small, and of the

same order as t itself) ; finally, we shall let r and, therefore, S2 approach zero,

so that we can neglect any term which becomes infinitesimal with t'.

The integral over Sy can be differentiated by differentiation under the integral
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sign without any difficulty* ;
this being the same as replacing v by its derivative

with respect to t
, i.e. by % (to) • v

i
we evidently obtain the corresponding term to

our quantity (38), with the only difference that integration is limited to Su instead

of being carried out over the whole of S .

This precaution is even unnecessary as regards the terms which only contain

V as a factor, for, the latter quantity being proportional to ^/t
—

d, its derivative

will contain no other infinity than .

,
the integration of which is allowed all

\t — 6

over £ : or, which comes to the same, the corresponding terms extended over S2

would (if we operate in the same way as we shall presently) give derivatives

which would vanish with r'.

Therefore, there remains only to deal with the term in -=- . We have seen that

2
fe=

+-)^-
The terms which we have replaced by dots contain higher powers t of (t

-
6).

Therefore, v denoting the transversal to S, we have

dv__fx v \ l de

dv \^w '"/ \/t -8 d"

which can be written (still replacing by dots terms of higher order in t
-

6)

dv ( x v . \ 1 <^r
(40) -_*'+.

<*v \w "Jw J \/to -0 dv

aBT=w(t —
6)..., where the first factor is not zero.

dr dTWe have to express -j- or, more exactly, -=- dS. In doing this, we must observe

that two kinds of derivatives of the afs with respect to 8 and X may occur : viz.

we may consider every xasa function of three independent variables 6, X, a, or

only of the first two of them, s being a function of 6 and X defined by the equation
of S. The symbol d shall be kept for derivatives of the first kind, and those which

correspond to the second hypothesis shall be denoted by ordinary ds : they are

connected with the former by the relations

\^*-l ja ~'

3/j T j.
dxi _ dxt ds dxt

d~6~ d6
+

d~8^s

* The same holds for the*space integral, which we shall assume to be zero, as

(for m= 3) its treatment requires no special precaution.

t Our language relates to the hypothesis of analytic data : the working would

be easily, by proper devices such as integrations by parts, extended to the case in

which these data would be simply assumed to be regular.
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dxi
and similarly for -~ . This being understood, we have (a suitable order being

d\

chosen between the x's in connection with the direction of the normal)

(40')

dT
CW=2 TTi f

'^]=±

dx1 dx2 dx3

~d6 ~dd ~d~6

dx\ dx2 dx3

d\ dX dX

3A d_A 3A
dPx dP2 dP

z

d6d\.

7)A. dx •

The quantities ^-p are, as we know, respectively equal to 2s -„'
-

. This shows

us that derivatives d in the above formula can be indifferently replaced by deri-

vatives d, as follows from (41).

dT
Another expression of -=- dS would be obtained by starting from the equation

dv
?iC

G (#!, x2 ,
x3)

= of S and writing rridS= ~— dSg, which, on account of the above

values of ^r, gives Zs^-dSa. "We shall not introduce this expression in our
d/f os

further operations ;
but it supplies an easy answer to the question of sign* in

the above formula (40') : for we know that O must be written so as to be positive

in our domain of integration, i.e. on the side of S where a lies ;
then s -5- will be

evidently negative, and we see that we have to take the sign
- before the right-

hand side of (40'), the determinant being taken in absolute value.

dv ,

Taking account of that formula (40'), we find an element of integration u -y- db

which is of the form

V*o-0

Q being expanded in powers of (t -6), viz. Q^=Q»+ .... Leaving the factor d\

aside till the end of operations, the result of integration with respect to 6 from

6= t — t to B= to will be

*
Geometrically, we could observe that the trans-

versal v is directed towards the same side of S as the

corresponding normal (since A (ji^, 7r 2 ,
7t3)>0). As this

transversal direction is, on the other hand, interior

to the characteristic cone, it is clear (see the accom-

panying diagram) that it is directed towards the outside

of r.

Fig. 13.
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(the coefficient of 2 kJt being now expanded in powers of r', with the constant

term Q ).

This is what we have to differentiate with respect to t . Such a differentiation is

to be carried out as well on vV as on the coefficients of the expansion Q ; but the

only useful term—that is, the only one which does not become infinitesimal with

t—is obviously —j=. or, after division by x and taking account of the value of Q

as defined by (40) and (40'),

dxx dx2 dx3

~dl d6 ~d~8

dx\ dx2 dx3

dX d\ dX

3A dA ?A
dPx 'dP2 dP3

the determinant being still taken in absolute value and every factor other than v

receiving the value which it assumes on r itself.

dr

uV
I dxi dxi dA

w s]w vV d6 dX cPi
= - uvK,

The initial value of w is the same as that of
IB

,
and this allows us to write

the factor of — uv in another form. For, on account of the relations

_ dr., _ d.TJa /£*«

and (as r is a characteristic)

?A dA
2A(A, P„ P3)

=A^+ i>a^+P8^=0,
the quantities

dx2 3A dx3 dA dx3 dA dxx dA dx x dA dx2 cA
dX dP3 ~dX dP>> dX W~ ~dX dP3

'

~dX dP2

~
~dX dF[

are proportional to 2Pt ,
2P2 ,

2P3 , and, as

^(p^+P^+P^
do

"
v 1 ^ de

^ s
de,

the proportionality factor is precisely the value of K. Introducing (as is of use

in the theory of Abelian functions and was also done by Fredholm in his Memoir of

Acta Math. vol. xxm) three arbitrary (and really immaterial) quantities ku k2 ,
k3 ,

we see that after integration with respect to X, the result will be* (/ being

*
/Tx*^

*s ^e same thing as dxit on y, if r' is a constant; if r' is variable,

this is no longer true, but the corresponding relative error is infinitesimal

( on account of our assumption concerning -?-
j
and will not alter the final limit

in the text.
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still assumed to be 0)

(42)
f

II *, k2 h

.. )([ ( du dv^ r \^ Q / !

**** dX*

r" v
/ idPj dp

2
dp3

[ Jir') 2(^ JP1 +^2P2+^A)
where no influence of the function x or *ne choice of the line S£ remains any

longer.

109. A consequence of the presence of our symbol |

• is that,

though expressed by a definite integral containing the values of u
,

ultf under SS or SSS> the value of u is not continuous of order zero

with respect to these quantities. The continuity is of order m^ (§ 20 a)

in u
,
mx
— 1 in u andy!

u is also continuous of order mx with respect to the shape of S.

This follows from the fact that, S being cut in a point M (at a finite

angle) by any geodesic issuing from an arbitrarily given point a—
which geodesic depends on m — 1 parameters \1} X2 , ..., Xm_!—the

derivatives, to any order p, of the coordinates of the point of inter-

section with respect to the Vs are functions of the coordinates them-

selves, of the derivatives (up to the same order) along the geodesic
and of the derivatives along 8. Now, a new surface S very near to S
will be cut by the same geodesic in a point M very near* to M

; and,

* This fact is hardly different from the classic theorem on continuity of

implicit functions, and is proved by the same argument. If, through a point M
of S, we draw a geodesic such that (

-j- )
=t=0—where £=0 is the equation of S;

s, the (ordinary) length of an arc of geodesic reckoned from M, and the derivative

is taken atM itself (s
= 0)
—there will be, on each side of M, an arc of it along which

r/C
-T- will keep its sign. Let us denote by s' the length of such an arc if smaller

than e, and take s'= t in the contrary case: then, for s= ±s', the function G will

assume two values G' and - G" respectively positive and negative. If now, through

every point of M of S (or of a limited portion of it) we draw all the geodesies for

which (
-j- J

is greater than a fixed number a> 0, as these depend continuously

on the 2m parameters included in the general equation of geodesies, it follows

therefrom that the quantities G', G" corresponding to them will have a

minimum Gx .

We shall be certain that a second surface & must cut each of the above
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if the neighbourhood is of the order p, the above-mentioned derivatives

will be but slightly altered by the changing of 8 into S : this provides

the same conclusion as to our improper integral.

Similarly, any first derivative of ua will be continuous of order

Wj + 1 with respect to u
,
of order m with respect to wx and/", and of

order mx + 1 with respect to the shape of 8.

110. Consequences concerning waves and their diffusion.

Classic results immediately follow, on the other hand, from the shape
of the area of integration S in our formula (38). It is, indeed, obvious

that it illustrates the intervention of characteristics, with the physical

signification of waves, just as the formulae in the beginning of Book
II already did for the most usual special equations. We see that not

all the data on 8 enter in the value of ua ,
but only those which

relate to points of 8
,
that is, points lying inside the retrograde half

conoid from a. Conversely (cf. Book II, § 32), the values of v and

u x at a determinate point x'
(fig. 14) taken on $ have no influence on

the values of u at points which lie outside the direct half conoid from

x. Physically speaking, this means, as previously (Book II), that no

initial impulse at x can react on a distant point before the time

when the corresponding wave reaches that point.

If the initial impulse starts not only from one point but from a

certain region £f of 8, the portion of space (or rather universe) on

which the effect of such an impulse may be sensible is constituted by
the insides of all the half conoids the vertices of which are within £f:

such a region is limited by the envelope of the half conoid in question

when its vertex x describes the boundary A of 9*. This envelope

(according to known principles concerning partial differential equa-
tions of the first order) again satisfies (A) : it is again a characteristic

or, in other words, a wave *.

geodesies at a distance from S less than e if it lies in a sufficiently close neighbour-
hood (even of order 0) of S, i.e. if its equation be of the form G= 8 with

j
8

|
< Ov

The corresponding conclusion concerning the derivatives will follow from this

and the principles in the Additional Note to Book II.

* The envelope in question consists of two sheets, an exterior one (corre-

sponding to a propagation of the waves towards the outside of a) and an interior

one (waves propagating inside tf) : the former generally (see below) limits the

region mentioned in the text.
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Such circumstances also show, as was already observed for spheri-

cal or cylindrical waves*, that the solutions of our hyperbolic equation

need not be analyticf: for (if the data u and ux are not themselves

analytic) there is obviously no relation between the values of u in

the respective neighbourhoods of two points a and a" when the traces

of the characteristic conoids from them on S are exterior to each

other and, consequently, no analytic continuation from one of these

sets of values to the other. It may be added, besides, that a discon-

tinuity of the iVth derivatives of u or ux would produce a correspond-

ing discontinuity at any point a situated on the same conoid
;
and if

two different sets of values of a and ux have with each other a con-

tact of an arbitrary order N along an edge, the respectively corre-

sponding functions u will have a contact of the same order all along
the above-mentioned wave issuing from that edge.

111. The diffusion ofwaves. We have already said that distinctions

must be made concerning such propagations by waves and especially

Huygens' principle in its special meaning, what we called proposition

(B), or Huygens' minor premise.

A mere inspection of formulae (1) and (1') (Book II) shows that

spherical waves and cylindrical waves behave quite differently from

that point of view. Formula (1) gives the value of the solution by
means of a double integral

—which we ought to denote, in our system
of notation, by a single S—over the surface of a sphere

—in our lan-

guage, over the edge of intersection of the characteristic cone with

the initial plane. A point x of the latter can act on the universe-

point which is represented by the vertex of the cone, when, and only

when, it is just in wave (Book II, § 32) with it. If u and ux are

zero everywhere except within a small region around a determinate

point x' (initial impulse localized in the immediate neighbourhood of

x), the value of u representing the ulterior effect of that impulse
will be zero everywhere except in the immediate neighbourhood of the

direct half conoid from x : which, at any given point (x , y ,
z ) of

* See Duhem's Hydrodynamique, Elasticity, Acoustique, Vol. II, Book n,

p. 168.

t The contrary conclusion would be incompatible with the very existence

(which we shall prove a little further on) of the solution of Cauchy's problem, as

results from the arguments in Book I, § 15.
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ordinary three-dimensional space, corresponds to a small interval of

time, after which everything will come back to rest. This is precisely

proposition (B).

Such is by no, means the case for cylindrical waves. Volterra's

formula?, or, confining ourselves to the simplest case of the problem

relating to t = 0, formula (]/), express the solution of (e2) in terms of

u and Wj by double integrals, corresponding to the sign SS in our

notation, being extended (in the plane t = 0) all over the inside of the

trace of the characteristic conoid. They show, therefore, that, for such

a kind of wave, a point of the initial plane t = is likely to act on

the universe-point (cc , y ,
t

),
that is on the point (x , y ) at the

instant t
,
not only if just within wave, but also if well within wave

with each other. In other words, the action of an initial impulse over

our two-dimensional medium will propagate with the constant velocity

to and will begin to be perceptible at (a , y ) when the wave thus

generated just reaches that point ;
but it also continues so after that

instant. There will exist what we shall call a residual integral, cor-

responding to this effect of a distant impulse continuing after the time

when the wave is past. If we initially (t
=

0) suppose that the impulse
is localized within a certain region y of our plane, the functions u and

ux being identically zero outside that region, the quantity u(x , y , t )

will be zero if the circle to which SS m (39) is extended is entirely
outside & (this means physically that no wave issuing from the initial

impulse will have had time enough to reach that point). It will of

course be different from zero if the circumference of this circle cuts $f

(cases at which some waves issuing from the initial impulse precisely

reach our point at the time t ). It will remain different from zero—and

will be what we call a residual integral
—if the aforesaid circle includes

^entirely inside it*. This means that Huygens' minor premise
—the

proposition which we previously denoted by (B)
—will not be true in

* The domain of influence of an initial impulse
localized in the region of t= is bounded, as explained
above (see footnote

*
p. 174), by the exterior wave issu-

ing from the edge which limits a. For waves without

diffusion, such as spherical waves, this domain would

consist of the annular space between the two (viz.

exterior and interior) sheets of the characteristic issu-

ing from that edge (see accompanying diagram). Fig. 14.
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this case. After any given time t, the effect of a wave issuing from a

given point is, for our present problem, localized not only on the

circumference of a circle with centre and radius at, but also in the

whole inside of that circle.

This is also often expressed by saying that cylindrical waves—
unlike to (ordinary, not damped) spherical ones—diffuse.

If we now take any other equation with an odd number of inde-

pendent variables, it is clear from our formula (39) that we shall

always reach the same conclusion.

Huygens' minor premise (B) holds for no phenomenon governed by
a linear partial differential equation of the second order with an odd

number of independent variables*.

Any such equation with an odd number of independent variables

admits of residual integrals.

112. Moreover, a rather curious fact may be noticed concerning
the signs of such residual integrals. Let us suppose, for simplicity's

sake, that (E) is homogeneous, i.e. f= 0, so that we shall only have to

deal with the surface integrals SS- It is clear that, at least for a

sufficiently near to S, the most important part of any element of

such an integral will be given by the highest power of V in the

dv
denominator, therefore by the term u

-j- , or, more exactly, the

part

-j- ZTTi -r-m —
i, dv . _, „ ds

2 —=-(m ~ 2) uVs —
r 2 r 2

This sign is that of u, for, the 7r/s denoting the direction para-

* Duhem (ffydrodynamique, Elasticity Acoustique, Vol. n, p. 139) inquires
whether (e2) could admit of solutions such as ^ (r) F(r- at) containing the

arbitrary function F (where, on the other hand, ^ is supposed to be a deter-

minate expression in r). The negative conclusion which he reached may be con-

sidered as evident a posteriori by the result in the text : for (e3) admits of such

solutions, and their existence is sufficient (see, e.g., ibid. Vol. i, Book vn, § 2)

to prove Huygens' principle in the sense (B). The same hypothesis for (e2) would
therefore carry the same conclusion, which we now know to be false.

h. 12
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meters of the normal to S inside T, i.e. of the one which is directed

doc *

towards the side where a is, the sum 2!7^ -j- is negative.

If then we had to deal with an ordinary integral, it would have

the sign of u on S (assuming this sign to be constant). But here the

SS is modified by a complementary (m — 2)-tuple integral, which

necessarily has the opposite sign.

Now, the left-hand side must have the same sign as the values of

u on S, if we continue to assume that the point u is in the neighbour-
hood of S.

Therefore, for even values of m lf i.e. for m= 5, 9, 13, ..., it is the

(m — l)-tuple integral that gives its sign ;
but for mx odd, i.e. for m — 3,

7, ..., it is, on the contrary, the complementary term that pre-

ponderates.

But if we take the above-mentioned case of the residual integral,

the complementary term vanishes. Therefore, if u is positive, the re-

sidual integral is positive for equations with 4>p + 1 variables, but

negative for equations with 4>p + 3 variables.

Such is, in particular, the equation of cylindrical waves.

This is true, at least, so long as the point considered is near

dv
enough to S and the given values of -7- are not too large in com-

parison with those of u.

113. The case of characteristic boundaries. Some noteworthy
circumstances appear when S is constituted by portions of charac-

teristics, as already occurs in the application of Riemann's method *

for m = 2.

Our preceding formulae remain valid in that case, as d'Adh^mar

and Coulonf pointed out, provided S still possesses the geometric

property of cutting any characteristic conoid V having a point of a

certain region M for its vertex so as to be, together with T, the limit

of a portion T of space.

The transversal derivative which we systematically introduced, no

longer satisfies, however, in this case, the condition of relating to a

* See Darboux's Lemons, Vol. 11 (2nd edition), § 359, p. 79.

+ dAdhemar, C.R.Ac. Sc. Febr. 11, 1901. Coulon {Thesis, pp. 53 ff.).
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direction exterior to S : so that this derivative -j- may be considered

as taken along lines (the bicharacteristics) drawn on S itself. The

knowledge of it is no longer distinct from the knowledge of u itself at

every point of S.

As, on account of our formulae, u and -j- are the only quantities

which we need to know on S in order to determine our unknown

function, we see that a solution of (E) is determined by knowing its

values on a boundary constituted by portions of characteristics (under

the above-mentioned geometrical condition).

Though only one numerical value is thus given at each point of S,

such a problem has all the properties of Cauchy's problem*.

114. The interchange property. Let us take, for 8, a sheet of

a characteristic conoid V, with vertex a', and located in such a manner

as to limit with V a domain T
;
for u, the solution of the given homo-

geneous equation

&(u) =

analogous to v, i.e. the one which is singular in a', and which is, around

that point, of the order of

_1
OT-2 *

This quantity is no longer finite in T, but infinite along V ;
it is

again, however, of a fractional order, so that if we integrate in T, the

terms relating to the boundaries V, V will again disappear. No
alteration of this conclusion will be caused by the presence of the

intersection of V and F, owing to what has been established in § 92.

All we shall have to do, then, as before, is to isolate the points a and

a', applying to them what we said in §§ 104, 105
;
we shall obviously

get
ua-va>.

* This is the way in which characteristic surfaces constitute the transition

from duly inclined ones, for which we have to take Cauchy's problem, to

non-duly inclined ones, along which only one numerical value can be chosen

arbitrarily.

12—2
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The elementary solution does not change its value if we simultan-

eously exchange the two points on which it depends and the given

equation with its adjoint.

This is the interchange relation, entirely similar to that which

exists for Riemann's function in the hyperbolic equation with two

variables, or the symmetry of Green's function in the theory of

potential. It holds good, as we see, thanks to the precaution which

we took to divide by V| Aa
j

the solution singular in a.

From the above relation, we see that the function v, considered

as a function of the point a (assuming xXi x2 , ..., xm to be fixed), is a

solution of the given (homogeneous) equation, &= 0.

As the two sides of the above written relation are analytic func-

tions, it may be noticed that the interchange property remains valid

for the elliptic case*.

* A direct proof for this would be more difficult than in the hyperbolic case,

but, at the same time, would not present the same interest, the reason being
that the theory of the elliptic equation does not rest on the elementary solution

itself, but on Green's functions, which, although deduced from that solution by
addition of regular terms, must be separately formed for each kind of boundary
conditions.



CHAPTER III

SYNTHESIS OF THE SOLUTION OBTAINED

115. We have now to prove that the function u defined by our

above formula (39) actually satisfies all the requirements of the prob-

lem *
: by which (and by which only) we shall have proved that our

problem of Cauchy admits of a solution. This proof, of course, con-

sists of two parts : first, we shall show that the indefinite partial

differential equation is satisfied ; then, but under a geometric assump-

tion,—viz. that S is everywhere duly inclined—we shall show the

same for the definite conditions.

The verification of the partial differential equation itself, which

otherwise is not devoid of difficulty, becomes quite simple when using

our special symbol of integration. It is immediate for the homogeneous

equation, i.e. when expression (39) of (— l)
mi 7rl22mi_2wa is reduced to

its second term. For we know (§§ 87, 95) that, to differentiate this

with respect to the a's, all that is necessary is to differentiate it under

the symbol SS- Now, the quantity to be integrated only contains

the a's through the factor v, which is (by the preceding section) a

solution of the given equation.

115 a. Now let /be ^=0. All we shall have to concern ourselves

with will be the w-tuple integral

(43)
-
ISSSt^/'^i dcc2 docm .

We shall apply to it methods entirely similar to those of the

classic theory of potential.

To effect the first differentiation of this integral with respect to

one of the coordinates a, all that is necessary is to differentiate under

SS- For the integral thus obtained

c)v

(43') SSS K-fdXi. dx» dxm
O&i

has a meaning : i.e., by isolating the point a by a neighbouring surface

* This was undertaken, for the first time, by d'Adhemar {Bull. Soc. Math.

Fr. Vol. xxix (1901), pp. 190 ff., and Thesis, Paris, 1904) at least for the homo-

geneous equation. See also his work Les equations aux derivees partielles a

caracteristiques re'elles, Paris, Gauthier-Villars, 1907.
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(compare the diagrammatic fig. 12) one obtains an integral that

approaches a determinate limit when 2 approaches a. This is seen

by following the same procedure as in §§ 104, 105. But moreover, the

above integral is uniformly convergent, so that the error committed

by substituting the domain of integration T (fig. 12) for T has an

upper limit which can be assigned without the point a being given,

as long as it is known to be near enough to 2.

Therefore, according to a well-known argument, the integral (43')

is the derivative of (43), even when taken in the domain T.

To differentiate a second time, we shall again consider the surface

% which resolves the domain of integration into two parts, one T\
between S and 2, the other T", between 2 and a.

In T', we shall differentiate directly under SS J
in T", we shall write

dv _ /dv dv\ dv

dai \dai dxj dxi'

2
—

*" o
-

) gives an integral that can be differen-

tiated under SS> the proofof this being hardly different from the argu-
ment in § 106, if we first observe that the terms of lowest degree
in r only contain the combinations (arx

—
a^), (x2

— a2), ..., (xm — am):

for, on account of this, (=—I-
^
—

J
,
if expanded in powers of these

differences, again begins with quadratic terms and

d_(dv
dv\ = d

["

1
(dV

dV\

da,,\dai dxj dak \__mzl\dai dxi)v
k

_ m-2 jr /ar
ary

2 2 [dtti
+
dxj

p2

Qt

T-2
+1

the numerator Q3 beginning with cubic terms. In the coordinates s, X

of §§ 104—106, the integrand will therefore contain no power of s

-+i
in its denominator, but only H 2

,
as was to be proved : so that

a
<44) * sss^+i)^1 dx"

sssg^+sD*^ dx"
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As for the integral

183

SSSr"/^
- dx1 dx.2 dxm ,

it will be transformed by Green's* formula into

df
SSSr" v~ dxz dxm + |SS vfTTidti,

TTt being, as before, a direction-cosine of the normal to £ directed

towards the inside of T' (and therefore, towards the outside of T").

Differentiation under SS no longer presents any difficulty, and

we have

\AhAj*.

dxm +
ov

SSJ^dS + R

(R being the m-tuple integral (44) taken in T"); or, again letting 2

approach the point a

— lim \
— SSSr^^r fdx1 dxm + SS? f7ri ;r- dS

P***
2,7 dak

The result of the substitution of expression (43) in the differen-

tial polynomial & is then

lim
dv

SSifZAik-mK-dS,
i, k Vak

a limit which is entirely similarf to that of quantity (37) in § 105,

to which it is easily reduced.

116. Let us come to the boundary conditions.

Here we have to make a proper geometric assumption as to the

shape of S. We assume that its tangent plane is everywhere didy
inclined. We already know from Book I that if such were not the

* We again operate as has been said in § 94.

t The two expressions only differ by the change of ~— into «—
,
and by the

fact that the A ik's are taken, in one case, at the point (#l9 #2 >
... xm) and, in the

other, at the point {au a2 , ... am).
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case, our problem would not generally be possible. We even, for the

present, shall admit that this condition is strictly satisfied : i.e., that no

tangent plane of 8 shall have a characteristic direction. Such tangent

planes, therefore, will make a finite angle with every direction of line

which is either bicharacteristic or interior to the characteristic cone.

If so, when a approaches indefinitely any determinate point P
of S, the corresponding characteristic conoid will cut out of 8 an

infinitely small area S in the immediate neighbourhood of P, the

segments s of geodesies from a between that point and S also being
all infinitely small.

If, moreover, the surface 8 is a regular one, so that one of the

coordinates admits, with respect to the others, of finite partial deriva-

tives up to a certain order p, the derivatives of s with respect to

X1; ..., Xm_i up to that same order will also be infinitesimal.

We have to show :

(1) that u approaches the given value (m )pj

du
(2) that the derivative -=- in the direction of the transversal at P

y dv

approaches the given value (Mi)p-

The first proof is immediate. The partial SS'S m (39) do not

differ essentially from those which we consider in (4) (§§ 104, 105)

in order to find their limiting values : only here the surface of inte-

gration S remains fixed instead of moving towards a, the latter point

being assumed, on the other hand, to come infinitely near S. But as

nothing in our previous argument assumed a to be fixed, we again can

assert that one of the SS s (39) approaches (— l)
m * tt Cl^-^up and

the rest approach zero. For similar reasons, we can also say (by

§ 96) that the SSS is ^so infinitely small. Our first conclusion is

thus proved.

117. The direct proof of our second conclusion, concerning -=-
,

dv
would be more delicate. As, on account of the presence of v , one term

of the SS m the value ofu is comparable to a potential of double layer,

the classic difficulties which occur in the study of the normal derivative

of such a potential would also appear in our proof, the intervention

of our symbol | introducing a new complication.
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An indirect argument will lead us rather simply to the result : it

consists in using the fact that the conclusion wanted would certainly

be true if S were analytic as well as the other data u, -j-
and /, as, in

that case, we know by Cauchy's fundamental theorem that the prob-

lem admits of a solution, the latter being necessarily given by our

above formula.

But, on the other hand, we can consider an analytic surface 8
which would have with S, at P, a contact of a certain order q (this

requiring only that 8 be regular up to that order). Similarly, we can

consider two analytic functions u and u, of the coordinates of an

arbitrary point M of S having, with u and u± (values of these quanti-

ties for the point M corresponding to M), a contact of order q at P,

and an analytic functionf having with f a contact of the same order.

If we should replace S by S, f, u
,
ux by f, u

,
ul ,

thus changing u to

u, the convergence of -r- towards (u^p would be certain. But on the

other hand, when a approaches P, we know that our domains of inte-

gration become also confined to the immediate neighbourhood of P
and that, in such regions, the surface S and the functions f, u

,
u

x

have with 8, f, u
, ^ respectively infinitely close neighbourhoods of

order q. Therefore (by § 109) if q is great enough, the difference

-, jr approaches zero and -7- also has the limit ux (P).
av dv rr dv

118. An analogy with ordinary potentials.
—The limiting value

it (P) is obtained by the applica-

tion of our formula to the small

conoidal domain T constructed by
means of a, on whatever side we

let a approach S (fig. 15), and

this limiting value is thus the

same on both sides. But it must

Fig. 15. be noticed that, when passing from

one side to the other, the sense on the normal must be changed on

account of the rules of Book II, § 38, and so must be as well the

sense of the transversal v. If we kept the same sense on v in both
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cases, the value of the SS would at once change sign when crossing S:

a discontinuity which is obviously similar to that of ordinary surface

potentials. This analogy, which with others of the same kind (see

further on) was pointed out by Volterra (Congress of Rome, 1908,

vol. II, p. 90), is completed by the fact that on S itself, the SS takes

the value zero, which is the arithmetical mean between the two

aforesaid opposite values.

119. The case of a characteristic boundary. It is obvious that

the success of the above verifications essentially depends on our geo-

metrical hypothesis concerning S, it being necessary for them that

the intersection of the characteristic conoid with S be reduced to an

infinitely small area around P, when a indefinitely approaches the

latter point.

We must expect to meet with quite different circumstances when
that geometrical condition is no longer satisfied, which will occur as

soon as S ceases to be duly inclined.

It is remarkable—though to be foreseen by what we already know

concerning the case of analytic data*—that our verification yet suc-

ceeds in a case where the area S no longer becomes infinitesimal in

every sense : we mean the case (intermediate between duly inclined

and not duly inclined surfaces) of S being a characteristic.

As we have seen in § 113, the data are then reduced to the value

of u alone at each point, so that (nothing being changed of course, as

to the indefinite partial differential equation itself) there is only one

kind of boundary conditions to verify.

This verification, however, presents some peculiar difficulties,

owing to two circumstances.

One of them is that which we just mentioned, and was noticed

by d'Adh^mar (see Rendic. Circ. Mat. di Palermo, vol. xx. p. 143

(1909)); it was to be foreseen by remarking that our present case

is intermediate between the considerations of §§ 116, 117 and those

which we shall meet with further on. Let us suppose that we
have to deal with the equation of cylindrical waves (with a> = 1),

so that r is a circular cone having a right vertex angle, and also that

* We have obtained in § 64, Book II, the construction of the solution when
u is given along a characteristic conoid.
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S is a plane of characteristic direction, that is making with the £-axis

an angle of 45°, Then, the latter will no longer cut T along an ellipse,

but along a parabola (fig. 16), which, when a approaches S, no longer

reduces to a point but to a whole line, viz. one-half of a generatrix of

r, the volume included between S and V being (for any position of

a not on S) indefinitely extended in one direction. Secondly, as is

seen by the above example, a regular characteristic $ is not sufficient,

by itself, to constitute, with T, the complete boundary of our domain

r. In order to enclose a volume, it would be necessary either (as in

our above instance) to introduce a second surface $', such as a second

characteristic plane cutting the first (see fig. 16); or, to assume' that

S has a singular point (being itself, as in Book II, § 64, a charac-

teristic cone, or a kind of polyhedral angle with characteristic faces,

etc.). A general proof ought to take account of all those possible

singularities*.

Fig. 16.

Limiting ourselves, for simplicity's sake, to m = 3, we shall, in the

first place, suppose that our boundary consists of two intersecting

regular characteristics S and S' ; and, letting a approach any given

point P of 8, we have to prove that the quantity u given by (39)

will approach the given value (u )P . It is useful to observe that this

is equivalent to proving that the problem has a solution f (as this

solution cannot be other than (39)).

* The proof of d'Adhemar {Rendic. Giro. Mat. di Palermo, loc. cit.) concerns

the case where S is a characteristic cone.

t The importance of this lies in the fact that we have (see below) to change

variables, after which only our verification will he done. That the same verifica-

tion would succeed when using the original variables, would not be evident
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By means of a suitable punctual transformation, we can assume S

and S' to be two coordinate planes x = and y = 0, all the planes

x = const, becoming characteristics, and even in such a way that the

corresponding bicharacteristics are parallels to the y-axis and the x-

axis, the y-axis itself going through P. We also admit that the use-

ful portions of the planes S and S'—i.e., the portions which bear the

data—are the positive ones.

It is easy to ascertain that the general disposition of the diagram
will be the same as in the above special example. Let us denote by

x, y, z the coordinates of any point ; by x
, y ,

the coordinates* of a,

through which we draw a parallel to the y-axis which will be a bi-

characteristic. In the neighbourhood of any point (x , y , 0) of this

line, we can expand T in powers of x — x
, z, the coefficients being

functions of y. By remembering :

(a) That T = touches the plane x = x along the line z =
;

(b) That it is situated, with respect to this plane, on the side

of decreasing x's
;

(c) That r > corresponds to $he inside of the conoid and,

therefore, T< at points such that x = x
, z^O,

we see that the expansion must be of the form

(45) r = n(x -x)-N'z2-2N1 (x -x)z-N2 (x -xy+ ...

(where the dots stand for terms of higher order), both coefficients n

and N being positive. The first of them, but not the second, vanishes

at u itself and is, in general, practically proportional to (y
—

y).

Equating (45) to and making x = 0, we evidently obtain a kind

of parabola having P for its vertex and z = for its axis, which flattens

along the latter line when x becomes 0. Any line y = const, cuts that

curve in two points z = a ± VyS, denoting by a and /3 two expansions

without showing that expression (39) remains invariant (or invariant but for a

proper factor) for such transformations. Such a proof is avoided by the remark
in the text (the existence of a solution evidently being an invariant property),
and even the invariance of (39) could, if necessary, be deduced from our argu-
ments.

* The assumption z = does not restrict the generality, as we can take P
variable with the position of a, replacing it by another point P situated on the

same parallel to the #-axis as «, and letting P finally approach P like a. This

would require a variable translation of the axes, but this is immaterial.
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in powers of x without constant terms. The theorem of factorization

(see p. 112 and corresponding footnote, which again applies to our

present case) shows us that we can write

(46) r= [/9
-

(*
-

a)
2

] (x, y, z, x , y ),

where G is another expansion in (x
—

x), z having N for its constant

term.

This being understood, we come to the determination of the limit-

ing value of ua ,
viz. (the S's being here replaced by ordinary /'s)

(39') ua = -~ —
\\\fvdxdydz + I i( u -*— v -* Luv

]
dS

By exclusively considering the case m = 3, we get the advantage
of not meeting with any difficulty concerning the valuation of our

symbol [~~.
This is clear, in the first place, for the space-integral in

the first term, which, v being only infinite of the order \, has a mean-

ing in the classic sense, and becomes infinitely small at the same

time as the volume of integration.

dv
In the double integral, an infinity of order § occurs only in t- ,

and can be eliminated with the help of an integration by parts. For,

on S, the direction v being parallel to the y-axis, we can take dv = dy

by setting down
dS= Kdydz,

K being a proper function of y, z\ and similarly on S', we can take

dv = dx with

dS = K'dxdz.

Therefore, the double integral

except for the factor ^~

\\u-j-dS relating to 8 will be

Ku£dydz= jdz JKu ^dy
=
jdz

UKuv) -Jv—^ dy .

The limits of integration, for any given value of z, will be given

first by the edge of our dihedron (i.e., a segment Q^2 of the 2-axis)

and by the characteristic conoid. But the term corresponding to the
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latter limit has a fractional infinity and has, therefore, to be cancelled:

so that the value of the integral on S in (39'), multiplied by
—

2tt, is

(47)
-
J"**™* +//(-*£

- "f" -
KLu) vdydz,

the simple integral being taken along the 2-axis. In this way, every

infinity of order higher than £ has disappeared.

Moreover, the value of v is

V V —

vr Vr

In the first term—obviously the only one which can give anything
else than zero in (47)

—we shall replace T by the value (46), the first

factor of which can also be written

-(z- zj (z
- z2),

z =zx and z = z2 denoting the intersections of any parallel to the

2/-axis with the characteristic conoid with vertex a, so that zx and z2

are functions of y {x being zero) and the coordinates of a.

In this way, the simple integral along QX Q.2 becomes

r** Ku Vdz

J 2\ */(z-z1)(z2 -z)</G

and, when a approaches P and therefore QiQ2 becomes infinitesimal,

such an integral is practically equal to

K°u°V° [** dzK°u V ['

*/N° Jz i \/{z-z1){z2 -z)

(K°, u°, V°, N° denoting the values of the quantities K, u, V, N, at

the origin of coordinates), the limit of which may be written im-

mediately, the last factor being, as well known, always equal to ir.

The same treatment obviously applies to the double integral; by
writing it

R(- K*m*-KL»\
,

v
,

*.
%y ty i ^{z-z,){Zi -z) \/g

and operating on every simple integral relative to z, (47) is thus found

to approach the limit
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We operate quite similarly on the integral relative to S', only
with the simplification that there is no simple integral like that in

(47) (the corresponding segment approaching zero): the correspond-

ing limit will be

(48 b) ir —7^-— •

The question is whether the sum of (48), (48 a) and (48 b) is equal

to lirup. The method for answering it is well known from the Cal-

cuius of Variations : we remove =- under / by means of an integra-

tion by parts, which being done, the value of our sum will be the

expected one if: (a) after that transformation, the terms in u vanish

at the same time under/, so that no integral whatever is left*; (b) the

terms in u° also cancel each other; (c) the coefficient ofuP is equal to 2tt.

These conditions are sufficient; but—on account ofthe fundamental

Lemma of the Calculus of Variations—it is well known that they are

also necessary. The consequence is that, in the present case, we can

assert a priori that they are satisfied, and need no calculation for that.

For we have seen in Book II, § 64, that our problem has a solution

(and, therefore, the present verification must succeed) whenever the

data are analytic. Thus, the sum of the quantities (48) to (48 6)

reduces to 2ttup for every analytic u, and this cannot bef otherwise

than by our three conditions above being satisfied.

120. The direct investigation of (48), (48 a) and (48 b) is however

interesting in some respects and deserves to be undertaken. It, at

first, seems to meet with an insuperable difficulty on account of the

* In other terms, we must have identically (for x= z=0)

\dy J ^JV dy\^Nj
t The fundamental Lemma continues, as is well known, to apply when the ar-

bitrary function mentioned in its hypothesis is required to be analytic. The argu-

ment seemed, at first, to assume S (or S') itself to be analytic ; but, in the contrary

case, we could substitute instead of S, another analytic characteristic having a

contact of an arbitrary order with it in one point of our y-axis (and consequently,

on account of known properties of partial differential equations of the first order,

all along that bicharacteristic), which substitution (as in § 117) would not change
the results. The hypothesis of analyticity of S is therefore immaterial.
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fact that the values of V along the bicharacteristic are deduced (by

means of M) from those of the second derivatives of T, and the latter

depend on the general integration of the differential equations of

geodesies, or at least, of the corresponding "variational equations*."

In the present case, nevertheless, the values of V,—which, on the

bicharacteristic, reduces to V ,

—can be found by a quadrature. The

reason for this is that, though not knowing all the geodesies in

general, we implicitly assume (by our very choice of coordinates indi-

cated above) that we know the geodesies of ^ero length (i.e. bicharac-

teristics) f .

To obtain such an expression of V0) we shall complete the simpli-

fications in the preceding section by means of Book II, § 50. We
have seen there that, coordinates being chosen as above, the homo-

geneous partial differential equation can be (changing the unknown
if necessary) taken in the form

3-\ including no differentiation with respect to x (and the adjoint

equation will be of a similar form).

This being assumed, and taking also account of our above assump-
tions as to the axes of x and z, the characteristic form A will be,

denoting by a, ft, 7 the variables, of the form

A = 2a/3
-

\rf

(where the coefficient X must be positive, in order that we have only
one positive square), which gives for the discriminant A the value X.

We now proceed to the determination of the coefficients n and N
* See Additional Note to Book II. More precisely, as we shall see there, V is

(on account of equation (37), § 59) connected with the Jacobian J.

t Without insisting on this point
—which I perhaps shall do at another time—

I simply point out that we ultimately have an application of the well-known

theorem that the integral of a linear differential non-homogeneous system can be

found by quadrature when the general integral of the corresponding homogeneous
system is known. The linear system here considered is constituted by our varia-

tional equations, one of them being replaced by the (variational) relation deduced
from the theorem of vis-viva, the right-hand side of which has to be taken as

zero when ^characteristics alone are concerned, and to an arbitrary constant for

the study of geodesies in general.
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in (45) (in terms of y). We, for this, only need to substitute (45) in

the partial differential equation of the first order for Y,

fdv ar ar^

\dx'
,

= 4I\
dy

'

dz!

Denoting by, accents any differentiations with respect to y, we get

2 [- n + 2N,z + 2N2 (x
-

x) + . . .]

x [+ n' (x -x)- N'z2 - 2N,' {x -x)z- N2 (x
-

x)
2 + . . .]

- 4>\ [Nz + JVi (x -x)+ .. .p

= 4w (x -x)- 4>Nz2 - 8Nt (x -x)z- 4>N2 (x -x)
2 + ...,

dots still denoting terms of higher order. We shall obtain the required

result by equating the coefficients of (x
—

x) and also the coefficient

of 22
,
this giving — 2nn' = 4>n,

2nN' - 4>\N2 = - IN.

The first relation gives (n necessarily vanishing at a)

(49) n =2 (y -y).

We have then for N
(49') -N'(y-y ) +N-\N 2 = 0,

an equation of the Bernoulli type, one solution of which only is finite

at a, viz.

(50) N= Vn
'
y

\dy
>

This first result being attained, we now can obtain the quantity

JV/(§ 49) : its expression is reduced to

asp &r

dxdy oz2

for x = x
,
z = (every other term vanishing as both T and ^- are

zero along that line). But taking account of (49), (49'), this gives

M=4 + 2\N=6 +~(y -y).

H. 13
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Therefore, by its definition, Book II, § 62 (in which s = y
-

y),

F = const. VF=V^,

the constant factor being 1, as both V and ViV are equal to V\ at a.

121. Let us now come to our above formulae (48) to (48 b). If

we take account of the above value of A and the equalities (relative

to 8)
irldS = dydz, 7r2

= 7r3
= 0,

the definition of v shows that K=l. As to L, it is equal to 0, as

defined by formula (7) in Book II, §40. Thus, as we had to show,

no integral remains in (48 a), which reduces to

(51) -2tt(up -u%
while (48) gives

— iru°.

The only term yet remaining to find is (48 b). But, just as above,

we see that K'° is, like K°, equal to 1, so that (48) and (48 b) are

found to cancel the second term of (51) and the verification is

performed.

*122. Our required conclusion being thus established, this implies, of course,

the original form (§ 119) of the result: it can be said, with the notations of

§ 119, that the limiting value of the double integral over the first characteristic

(containing P) is

-[Mm]-
A being such that*, for any <f>,

and N being the coefficient of z2 in the expansion of T. The conclusion, under

this form, holds if *S is no longer assumed to be a coordinate plane (the plane
x =0 being, however, still assumed to be tangent to S along they-axis) : the ratio of

A to *JN is, of course, independent! of the choice of the second variable z (which
will then be a curvilinear coordinate) on S.

d2u* K (and so would be also K' in (486)) is equal to the coefficient of 2 . in

tho equation (as is seen in the same way in § 120).

t This can be verified in a direct way : for if a new variable Z be introduced

in the place of 2, the variable y remaining the same at least onj= 0, this Z will

reduce practically to yz+fiy+ a (a, 3, y, constants) in the neighbourhood of any
determinate point of our y-axis and both K and N will be divided by y.
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*123. If we now come to the ease in which S, instead of consisting of a

dihedron, would admit of a singular point
—which will be taken as the origin of

coordinates—we shall be able to overcome the difficulties which are special to it

by bringing it back to the preceding case, under suitable geometric assumptions.

We begin by observing that we can no longer admit S to be a coordinate

plane (as it is singular at 0), so that we are compelled to operate as said in the

preceding section. But we shall admit that the characteristic which will be

taken as a coordinate plane leaves the whole of JS on its positive side. We further

admit that S can be generated by regular lines (X) issuing from the point 0, each of

which will be, in the neighbourhood of this point, directed in the sense of x

increasing, so that, if the coordinates x, y, z be expressed as functions (of course

regular) of the arc s, we have -»- ^ 0. Moreover, as some of these lines (X) make

infinitesimal angles with x=0, we shall again consider the planes y= const.,

which will still be assumed to be characteristics, and we admit that, 6 being a

certain positive angle, the tangents to any of the lines (X) (in the neighbourhood
of 0) make an angle greater than 6 with at least one of the planes x—Q, y= 0.

Therefore, if we cut S by a characteristic plane y=e, e being a small quantity,

the portion S2 of S adjacent to bounded by that plane and the half conoid

from a will intercept on each line (X) an arc less than a length o- which we can

take as small as we wish by taking e sufficiently small (and a sufficiently near P).

A part of S2 will consist of a portion S2 °f our nrst characteristic (at least

an angular portion to which the bicharacteristic OP will be interior) ;
the remain-

ing part will be denoted by S2".

x, y, z will be continuous in both parameters X and s : we shall admit that

they are regular in s :

(x= g1 s+ £2 s
2+ ...,

(52) ly= Vi s+ V2S
2 +-~,'

Of course, all the coefficients £h , t]h , £h will be continuous in X; but their

derivatives or *r- , -^- , =r- may have a finite number of discontinuities of the first
3X

'

8X ' cX J

kind (values of
^p?--- existing on both sides of the discontinuity, but being

different from each other). The sum (^|Y + (^V + ^Vwill be different

from zero so that the angle between two consecutive lines (X) will be of the same
order as the difference of the corresponding values of X.

* If the lines (X) are bicharacteristics, the second term alone will exist. This

will occur in dAdhemar's case where <S is a characteristic conoid
;
our operating

mode in the text is necessary in order to treat other forms of S2 ,
such as a poly-

hedral angle, the part £2' of which is a regular characteristic.

13—2
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On account of the above, the quantities ^dS will be, on S2 ,
the products of

D (y z)
d\ds by functional determinants such as n %' (-,...

which all contain s as a

factor. The superficial element will be of the form HsdXds, where H is finite,

but also everywhere different from zero and consequently greater than a fixed

positive number.

124. This being understood, let us take the double integral in (39') : (a) over

the part Sj of S which corresponds to y> e
; (b) over S2 . The limiting value of the

first integral will be (as found above)

(53) -2ttup+ v (-j— )

On S2 ,
we begin by observing that the transversal direction v is tangent and

therefore, for any $,

where a and are regular functions of X and s, the second of which again contains

s as a factor*.

As to the given values of u on £2 ,
let us assume that they have finite first

derivatives, the derivatives ^- vanishing with s ; and also, to begin, that u itself is

OX

zero at (therefore, that
|

u
|

admits of an upper limit proportional to s). Then,

in our integral, which is to be written

//[•(•S+'SM'K+'D--^]**
we transform the terms in sc- and ^- by Green's formula.

OS oX

The simple integral along the intersection of S2 with r is to be cancelled as

above. The term along the intersection with y= e cancels the corresponding

* To express these coefficients, we can remark that on account of the

assumption that a is the (ordinary) arc of (X), the quantity

dx d2x dy ohj dz oH
ds d\ds ds dXds ds dXcs

is zero. We then obtain the required values if we multiply the equations

dx_ldA._ dx dx dy_
~dv~<Ld~^~* d\

+P
ds' dv~'"

(in which we have taken dS=d\ds and the w's accordingly) by ~r-, sg-, ^-
or by

dx dy dz
x- , # , ^-

. The two results being of the orders of s2 and s respectively, we get

the order of magnitude in the text.
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term of (53) (as the coordinates X and s could be as well used in the part of S
t

adjacent to aS
,

2')*

s=0 should be considered, in the present case, as being a part of the boundary,

but the corresponding term vanishes as u is assumed to be zero with s.

There remains, therefore, to evaluate simple integrals of the form

f, , s [Eds
(54) lhuvds= (s) I

—

(where (s) is a value s contained in the interval of integration and H a finite

quantity) along lines X = const, (corresponding to discontinuities of
^- , ... such

as edges of the polyhedral angle, and situated on S2") and double integrals

such as

r

H^dkds f [H$ ^ dXds
. Hudkds I | ok

Vr J J Vr J J Vr
whereH is again finite and the factor s again appears in the numerator under the

integral sign on account of the presence of one of the factors u,
-^r-

, 0.

We now remember the expansion of r, as written above, viz.

(45) r= n(x -x)-N'z
2 -... = 2(y -y)(xo-x)-]Vz

2 -...

or (as every term not explicitly written contains either (x
—
x) or z2 as a factor)

T= 2y (x -x)-tiz\
where y and iv stand for quantities which differ but infinitesimally from y or N
respectively. We have, in the first place, to substitute this for r in the

simple integrals (54), which all relate to lines belonging to S2
"

and, therefore,

making a finite angle either with the plane x= (i.e. ^ 1>|1'>0) or with the

plane z=Q (i.e. | Ci I
> &'>°)> !i' and ft' being constants.

The first case will always occur if the coefficient £2 in the expansion of x in

powers of s is negative and algebraically smaller than 1— : for, if so, the

coefficient £x must be greater than a fixed positive number t and so will be

-j-
for a sufficiently small s.

* The part of the intersection of S and

y=€ contained in S% lies entirely in S
',
for

x sufficiently small, the relative disposition

of £2 , r=0, y=e being such as shown in the

accompanying diagram.

t If lines (X) exist such that

"A iV^'2
?2< 2

and £x approach zero, they would have (by
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In this first case, denoting by Sj the value of s which corresponds to the inter-

section of (X) with the conoid, the integral will be of the form

H ds

r
j iioVW»tt, + ...W*-*i'

that is, less than
2y„(£i + -)

2 «Ai x max.
//

Ji2y £i'

< ffi Vcr,

with Hi finite.

N
125. In the second case, taking account of the inequality £2 > - —

£\'
2
,
the

expansion of T in powers of s will contain a negative term in z2
,
the coefficient

being numerically greater than the fixed quantity -^-(i
2

. If we begin by cancelling

the factor (»), we see, by the theorem of factorization, that the remaining factor

in the integrand is the quotient of Kds (with K finite) by the square root of a

quadratic polynomial in s with — 1 as coefficient of s2
, the integral being taken

from zero to a root of the polynomial. Such an integral (in which the indefinite

integral is an arc sin) is always smaller than Kn. If we take account of the

factor (s), (54) will therefore be infinitesimal when e and x are very small.

The evaluation of double integrals such as (54'), when extended over S2", is

immediately deduced from the above by integrating expressions like (54) with

respect to X.

On S-2, we shall operate differently and again introduce y and z, in terms of

which we may admit that we have expressed* x. The element sdXds only differs,

as we have seen, by a finite factor from the superficial element of S2', and there-

fore, from dydz. On the other hand, the coefficient of z2 in the expansion of x

Bolzano-Weierstrass' theorem) a limiting position such that ^=0 and

fe< g-,

which is contradictory to the assumption -i-^0. Similarly, if, with

&< 2~,

it could happen, for suitable values of X and *, that -y- could approach zero,

either s would remain greater than a fixed quantity *,, and this could be excluded

by taking t and x suitably small; or it might approach zero—but this is

impossible, as we have just seen that & must remain greater than a fixed

number.
* If S.2

'

belongs to a regular characteristic, we can take x=
; if to a charac-

teristic conoid, * will be a function of y and z, the derivatives of which are dis-

continuous at but remain finite and vanish on the y-axis.
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(for any fixed y) is necessarily positive*, so that, expanding in the same way, the

coefficient of z% is numerically greater than iV. Therefore, again, the integrand is

the quotient of a finite quantity K by the square root of a quadratic polynomial

in z with the coefficient — 1 for s2
,
so that the integral relative to z is constantly

less than Kn. Integrating with respect to y, the result is again infinitesimal

with e.

The integral over So being thus the sum of infinitesimal quantities and a term

which disappears with the second term in (53), our conclusion is proved as far as

u is admitted to be zero in 0.

But the latter hypothesis does not restrict generality : for we can begin by

taking a first set u' of values of u (different from zero at 0), coinciding with the

values of a given solution of (E), for which, therefore, the verification must

succeed, as we know beforehand that the problem has a solution, and set down

tt—u'+ u", where u" is zero at and can be treated by the above analysis: so

that our proof is complete.

For m = 5, 7
',

... we must expect to meet similar calculations, with

some more complications, especially on account of the intervention of

the symbol |

: a subject on which, however, we shall enter into no

further detail.

126. A non duly inclined boundary. It is clear from the above,

that the success of our synthesis in the preceding case depends on

quite special circumstances : these will no longer occur if 8 ceases to

be characteristic, so that its tangent plane at any point cuts the

conoid from the same point along two distinct generatrices ; and, in

the first place, the area of integration S will not be any longer

infinitesimal even in one of its dimensions.

If, for instance, the partial differential equation being (e2), S
should, as in § 25, consist of an area in the xy plane, the lateral

surface $x of the cylinder having this area for its cross-section, this

would enable us to calculate, by (39), a value of ua throughout the

volume thus enclosed—whatever the given distribution of values of

u and Wj at the various points of S is—and this quantity u would

satisfy the partial differential equation. But, if we let a approach

any determinate point P of S, there would be no reason why ua should

approach u (P), as is seen by mere inspection of the accompanying

diagram (fig. 18).

* If S is a characteristic conoid, it even increases indefinitely with ljy, as does

the curvature of the surface.
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We thus find, as we have already said in §§ 23 ff., that Cauchy's

problem is in general insoluble in this case
;
and we indeed can im-

mediately write an infinity of conditions of possibility (quite similar

to conditions (8), § 15) by now taking a outside our cylinder (fig.

18 a). If a is so chosen, there is no longer any singular point of the

conoid inside the domain of integration T and the result of the appli-

cation of the fundamental formula (/ being, in the above example,

assumed to vanish) is, as we saw in § 104, reduced to

, -j
— v -=- + Luv ) dS = ;

dv dv J

so that no solution can exist if this equation is not satisfied for every

position of a outside the cylinder.

88
(

Fig. 18

This case, therefore, does not give a correctly set problem. But

it is nevertheless important to notice, as corresponding to Kirchhoff s

and Volterra's proofs of Huygens' principle in the most general of the

three senses spoken of in § 33 ;
that is, what we call proposition (C).

Let us imagine, for that purpose, that we investigate our phenomenon
outside a certain closed curve of the xy plane,

—so that the region M
where we want to determine u is situated on the positive side of

t = and outside the cylinder <2f which has a for its base,—and that,

the medium being initially at rest (so that the quantities u and ux

are zero all over the xy plane), certain disturbances are produced
inside <r. As the motion thus generated satisfies (e2 ), the correspond-

ing value of u has the expression* (39), which, in the present case, is

* The explicit expression corresponding to that case is given below, § 131.
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reduced to integrals extended over

Fig. 19.

As the region of integration

on 9$ is constituted (compare

fig. 19) by points (just or

well) within wave with a, this,

as Volterra notes, comes back

to representing the motion

as produced by disturbing

centers properly distributed

over 9$; and Kirchhoff's

method is a quite analogous

one for (e3), assuming the

latter equation to be inte-

grated as in the next Book.

It is clear that every phenomenon governed by a hyperbolic

equation with three independent variables would allow such a form

of Huygens' principle to be presented.

This fully illustrates the necessity of the distinctions which we

established above between various formulations of Huygens' principle :

we indeed see that our formulas may be considered as proving the

accurateness of that principle, if we take it under the form (C),
—as

they actually are, for instance, in Volterra's fundamental Memoir of

the Acta Mathematica, t. xviii,—while we have seen, in § 111, that

they prove that same principle to be false in the formulation (B).

It may be added, on the other hand, that a difference—though a

less essential one—also exists between the proposition (C) as proved

by Kirchhoff or Volterra, and Huygens' own conception : for a

fundamental character of the new disturbances by which Huygens

replaces the initial one issuing at t = from the point is their dis-

tribution over a surface of a sphere having for its centre, which

represents the front at the instant t = t', of the waves emitted by
at t = : while Kirchhoff's or Volterra's fictitious disturbances are

distributed over any closed surface surrounding the initial centre.

127. Some indications on the exterior problem. The case of a

non duly inclined boundary was treated by Volterra from another

point of view, introducing what the Italian geometer calls the

"exterior problem."
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It concerns the case where the domain of integration T1} instead

of lying inside one sheet of the characteristic conoid from a (with a

boundary constituted by portions of that sheet and of S), lies outside

the conoid and is bounded by both its sheets and portions of S (fig.

20): it happens then, at least in the most obvious examples, that 8 is

nowhere duly inclined (which is not the case for the interior problem).

Such a problem behaves quite differently from the other one, this

being a consequence of the conclusions of § 97. Let us operate on

the domain 7\ as we did previously on T, applying the fundamental

formula to the unknown function u and the elementary solution (with

pole a), in which solution v we only change the sign of Y so as to

make it positive outside the conoid : everything behaves as in the

Fig. 20. Fig. 20 a,

preceding operations, so that we shall have an SSS over T and an

SS over the portion S (which is an annular one) intercepted on 8
between the sheets of the conoid. But if we again construct the small
surface 2 which is necessary to cut out the neighbourhood of a, the

limiting value of the corresponding improper integral will no longer
contain as a factor the finite part of the volume of the hyperboloid of
two sheets, but the finite part of the volume of the hyperboloid of
one sheet, and this is zero, as we have seen in § 97. Therefore, no
term corresponding to the singularity in a is to be inscribed, and the
formula reduces to

(55) &&$vfdxl da*...dxm + $&(u^-vp-Luv)dS= 0.
\ dv dv J

It no longer determines the value of ua , but, containing only
the data of the problem, represents a condition of possibility for it.
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We can thus obtain an infinite number of such necessary conditions,

by taking the point a arbitrarily inside S. But, of course, we can still

obtain other ones as we did in the preceding section, by taking a

outside S (fig. 20 a).

Other quantities must be substituted for v in order to obtain the

required singularity in a, leading to the expression of ua . Moreover,

the question of finding such a v is no longer a determinate one, pre-

cisely because the problem is no longer well set and therefore the

solutions, if any exist, can be written in an infinite number of ways in

termsofthedata(bycombination with the conditions ofpossibility(55)).

Volterra uses the expression

log (1
- @2

) , + log r. arc sin -^-2

with © =
,
the useful singularity of which is again a whole line,

parallel to the £-axis. If we operate on it as we did on (2), i.e., differ-

entiating it with respect to t , we find

>ogp^)
We see that the latter still admits of the singularity r =

;
but

such a fact is by no means abnormal in the present case, on account

of the aforesaid necessary indetermination of our expression for the

solution.

The determination of analogous quantities for the general hyper-
bolic equation would depend on the general study of such kinds of

singularities (algebraico-logarithmic on a characteristic conoid and

logarithmic on another variety)*.

128. Another kind of generalized surface potentials. Let us

come back to the interior problem, but still assuming that 8 is not duly
inclined. The expressions

(56) 88**44

(57) $$u^dS,

* The indications in my Memoir of Ada Math. Vol. xxxi (p. 367) are

erroneous.
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again behave like surface potentials of simple or double layers, as

they did in § 118, but with somewhat different characters. The

domain of integration for an ordinary surface potential extends over

the whole surface, independently of the location of the point a at

which the potential is calculated. In the case of § 118, the area of

integration S becomes infinitesimal when a approaches S. In our

present instance, the behaviour of S is an intermediate one : if we

take, for example, equation (e2), S containing a plane parallel to the

£-axis, S is the inside of a branch of hyperbola, the intersection of

the plane with a sheet of cone of revolution (fig. 21), and, when a

comes on the plane, the hyperbola reduces to its asymptotes and S
to the angular space between them.

Fig. 21.

As it happens in the ordinary theory of potential, the expressions

(56), (57) continue to have a meaning when a is on S. This is to be

seen*, as concerns (56), by operating as in § 104, i.e., referring S to

lines L from a, each of which is characterized by giving the values of

m— 2 parameters \, \2 , ... Xm_2 ,
a point being defined on it byf

an (m — l)th parameter s. The factor sm~ 2 in the denominator will be

* In the present section we give the arguments briefly. The reader will

complete them easily, as being combinations of the above methods with those

which are known in the classic theory of potential.

t We can admit that the expressions of the #'s on (X) are tangent to the

corresponding ones on the geodesic which touches (X) in a, so that points taken

respectively on both lines with the same value of s lie at a mutual distance of

the order of a2 .
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cancelled by a similar one in the expression of the superficial element

of S, so that things behave as in § 104. Moreover, the convergence
is uniform with respect to the location of a on or outside S, so that

(56) remains continuous.

In (57), the denominator contains sm_1 as a factor; but (as for the

ordinary potential of a double layer) a supplementary factor s appears
dT

in the numerator on account of the presence of ~j- : for the latter

quantity would be zero (§ 58) at any point x of 8, if the direction

v were transversal to the geodesic ax, and this is approximately
the case when x, varying on S, approaches a, as v is transversal to the

coordinate line (A,) which passes through x and makes with the geo-
desic an infinitesimal angle of the order of s.

dVWhen a is taken near a point P of S, but outside S, the factor -=-
dv

is no longer infinitesimal for points x neighbouring P, so that the con-

vergence of (57) is not a uniform one and that integral is discon-

tinuous.

Let us examine its mode of discontinuity.

For this purpose, let us admit, in the first place, that 8 is a locus

of geodesies from P (the initial directions of which are of course all

in the same (m — 2)-dimensional plane, so that 8 is regular), and

consider any function u, coinciding with the given one on 8, but

defined and regular also outside S: let/ be S- (u). Let us associate

with 8, if necessary, another (duly inclined) portion of surface S' so as

to enclose, together with one of our half-conoids, a portion of space

T, as in fig. 18 or 18 a. To such a domain, we apply our formula with

the successive hypotheses that a lies on one side of 8, on the other

side and at P. In the first case, the sum of integrals SSS and SS is

equal to — 2irua ,
in the second to zero. In the intermediate case of a

at P, the integral (38) (see § 105) is extended over initial directions

located between the characteristic cone and the tangent plane to 8.

We are therefore led to the finite part of half the volume of the

hyperboloid of two sheets (§100), equal to —iruP . The discontinuity
of our algebraic sum of integrals is thus exactly divided into two

equal parts by the value which it assumes when a is on S, as usual.

On the other hand, this discontinuity occurs only in the in-
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tegral (57) relating to S: for the integrals over S' are evidently con-

tinuous, and the other ones converge uniformly.

There remains only to get rid of the hypothesis that S is a locus

of geodesies. This is done by considering the geodesies tangent to S
in P, which generate a second surface B. The difference of the

potentials (57) relating to those two surfaces and the same point

a is an integral which converges uniformly* with respect to the

position of a. Therefore, our conclusion is extended to any regular
form of &

* We use the remark in the preceding footnote (t, p. 204). The distance

between corresponding points on S and S being of the second order and the angle
between their tangent planes infinitesimal, it is easy to see, as for ordinary poten-

dr
tials, that the difference of the values of -r at them is of the order of s2. As to

dv

the values of u, they can be assumed to be the same at corresponding points.



CHAPTER IV

APPLICATIONS TO FAMILIAR EQUATIONS

129. Let us take some simple instances of the calculation of our

formulae. The first one which occurs to us is the equation of cylin-

drical waves (e2): let us take it non-homogeneous with &>=1. The

elementary solution is (x , y ,
t and x, y, t being the coordinates of

a and x)

t> =
^,

T = (t -ty--(x -xy-(y -
yy

and, as L = in this case, our general formula for Cauchy's problem is

(58) 2irua = 2-7TM (x , y , Q
f fdxdydt
T vr

+ / 1 d
-ux

— u^.—;= ) dS.

The second term under // alone has to be transformed in order not

to introduce anything but the ordinary symbols of Calculus. A first

general way of doing this has been given in § 108. Introducing

r = ^(x-xoy + (y-yoy
and the azimuth angle <f>,

the coordinates of any point of the half

conoid from a will be

x = x + r cos
<f>, y = yo + r sin

<f>,
t = t — er,

e denoting + 1 if the useful (inverse) half conoid is directed towards

the decreasing t's (case of t > when S is the plane t = 0) and — 1 in

the contrary case. Then,

*~2dx~ KX Xoh ^2=-(y-yo), Ps
= t-t

,

and the integrand, in the second term of the formula (42) of § 108,

will be

fCi Ky K$

w«7j ax% ax3

aA.aA.aA uv=*uvrd<f>,

dp, dP2 dP3

2(k1P1 + k2P2 + k3P3)
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and (58) will become (notation of § 108)

(59) 2TTu(x0> y ,t )=ffJJ^^
t

fa
{//*&--*A)"+Lw*

130. This formula is a general one, for any shape of S. But a

better form for practical calculation is obtained by applying the

general rules for our symbol | (see especially § 84) : for this, we
shall simply take the two kinds of surfaces S which have been most

usually considered.

If, in the first place, S is the plane t = 0, we shall have

dS = dxdy = rdrdfy.

The transversal v will coincide (sense included) with the inner normal,

so that -r- = e ;r- and
dv dt

dv vr rt

whatever the sign of t be. We shall write the negative second term

under // in (58)

|
"0 '/* /:

urdr

(V-r9
)!

As previously explained, we have

rUol urdr _ f^ to
^(u

— u)rdr u

Jo (ts-rtf Jo {tf-rrf W
where u stands for the value of u = u at the extremity of the corre-

sponding radius, that is

u = u (x +
1

1
1

cos
<£, y + \t 1

sin <£) ;

finally we have

(60) 2™(* , y„,« =///^|^

+
//

Vr
ri* _

•drd<f)+ | ud<j>.
Jo

The intervention of
1

1
|
, giving two different expressions according
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to the sign of t ,
is in agreement with our remarks of § 118 con-

cerning the discontinuity of the SS'S used m our general formulae*.

We also verify our conclusions of § 112 on the sign of the resi-

dual integral, by admitting that, in (60), u is positive for r smaller

than a certain value r1 < \t
\

and zero for r>rx (so that u = 0), and

that/=itj = 0.

131. Secondly, we shall admit that S consists of a (finite or, as

in
fig. 19, infinite) portion 8' of the plane

t = and of a cylindrical part 8" having the

outline cr of S' for its cross-section. We, more-

over, shall assume t to be so great as to make
the half conoid from a cut only S" and not S'

(fig. 22): these being, as we have said in

§ 126, the conditions in which Volterra opera-
-

ted in order to prove Huygens' principle (in

its form (C)) for (e2).

The triple integral and the double integral over S' will be

(61) ///,A***+//,(^-§(")**
no f being necessary this time. On 8", the transversal (because of

A^, 7r2 ,
7r3)<0) will be opposite to the inner normal n (which is

parallel to the normal to the outline cr directed towards the inside of

S') : which gives (da- being the element of arc of a)

dr

dadt =
(ur— \
/ dn 1 dtt , ,,
!
—s 7= t- Idcrdt.

\ pf \/rdn/dn Vr vT dn.

The first term alone wants transformation. We integrate it first

with respect to t, along the segment I of the corresponding generatrix
of the cylinder included inside T, i.e. from t = to t = t — er, replac-

ing u by (u
—

u) + u, where

u = u (x, y, t - er)

* This discontinuity also appears as concerns the term in Mj: as said in

§ 118, we must not forget that %i= e v- and, therefore, changes its sign at once

when the point a crosses the plane £=0.

h. 14
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is the value of u at the intersection of the generatrix with the conoidal

sheet. Now (for any sign of t )

[ §l - \
dt

=, r°
l

'i r :

'~
)i\(t-t^-r^~ \Jr

dt' U

so that the value of 27rua is the sum of (61) and

dr

1 die , , , , f m dr d<r(61')
(w
—

u') r
ofa

«,'
L Jo r dn vV — r2

The simple integral must be considered as taken along the curve

of intersection of S" and V, although da and r relate to the base a of

the cylinder.

132. A quite similar treatment will apply to the equation of

damped cylindrical waves

d2 u d2u d2u „

investigated by Coulon as said above. The elementary solution is

v - -«= Ch VZf

(with the same value of V, Ch being a hyperbolic cosine, which assumes

the value 1 on the circle r = \tQ \)
and we should have

2irua =
II

•' •' -s„

^ChVAT
|

1 dT (ChWKT _ \/KSh^Kr\—+ «
rtVf 2 dv \

The transformation of § 129 will give

w, Ch slKV

dS.

2irua = lim
\

I

^=0 UJs
t

+

vT

1 dT /Ch VZr _ VifSh V1T
2 dp V rt

"

r H^UH*}
(where again ^ and (T') have the meaning of § 108), the comple-

mentary simple integral being exactly the same as in (59) (even

with the same value of v, as the substitution of 1 for Ch \flCT in the
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numerator of v is immaterial for t' infinitesimal). The transformation

of § 130, taking for S the plane t = 0, will give

r/TCh \/Kf . . /Ch ViTr - 1 ViTSh VZr\ 1 , , .

2irua
=J]

—
Jp «i-l^|(- —| p— -1« rrfrrf<^

The simplicity of this result, compared with the difficulties which,

as we said, Coulon met with, and with the complication of expression

(12) (§ 79) which he ought to have introduced in order to imitate

Volterra's operations, seems to me sufficient to illustrate the importance
of avoiding the roundabout method which consists implicitly in inte-

grating and finally redifferentiating.

If the equation were non-homogeneous with the right-hand num-

ber /, a corresponding term 1 1 1
*

j= dxdydt would have to be

added
;
and the case of a cylindrical 8 could also be easily treated in

the same way as in § 131.

133. Let us again take the (ordinary) wave equation with two

more variables :

, . d2u /d2u d"u d2u d2u\ _ ,

(G4) W "
fe +

dx~£
+

dx~i
+

dx~})

~ *'

The elementary solution will be —5 = = , r standing,

J_ _r*_ [(«,-()'-h]*'

of course, for V^- axf + ... + (x4
— a4)

2
; and, in our notation, the

solution of Cauchy's problem, with respect to t = 0, will be given by

4TT2
tla = — SSS i<^... dxAdt + SSt-o (uo- €^--^~—s) dS

/ A„ J„ J* r or>/3 l*o|
W U

SSS ±« <tei ••• <*M* + SS(^L^P' -A J *»i ••• *»4-
rS

l
V rf rt/

In the space integral (i.e. 5-fold) and in the surface integral containing
Mj we have to introduce the values/, ux of/ and ux at the point where
a perpendicular to the axis of our characteristic cone drawn through
a,ny point {xx ,

... x4 , t) meets the surface of this characteristic cone.

14—2
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If «i, a2 ,
a3 ,

a4) denote direction-cosines of a direction parallel to

t= 0, such that

X
x
— «! #2

~ ft2 #3
—

#3 _ #4
— a4 - rv /v2i„2i~2i„2_1

«1 0t2 «3 tt4

/will stand for

/ [<h + (*i
I
^o
- 1

\, «2 + <*2 \t
- 1

1,
a3 + a3

1

£ - 1
1,
a4 + a4

|

£ - £
|, t].11

As the integral containing uQ introduces —? = ? ,
we shall

have to use not only w, but also u, the value of the radial derivative

u'= 5-^ ,
at any point of the edge r =

\

t
| along which our charac-

teristic cone cuts t= 0. If c?H denotes an element of solid angle in

the four-dimensional space (x1} x2 , xs ,
x4),

the formula will be

4m2ua= — SSS —a dx1 ... dx4 dt

+ SS
„

i

. ,u — u + u'(t
*-

r-) (tt,
- uj

(a/Jl/^ • • • CLXj

+ 2 [J |
<o
- *

| dtSfdn + 8 (K I «i + 3* 2
u') rffl] + 2S«dH,

every term now having a meaning in the usual way if / and ux have

derivatives up to the first order, « up to the second.

Of course we should have no difficulty in writing the analogous
formula if there were a "

damping
"
term of the form Ku.
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CHAPTER I

INTEGRATION OF THE EQUATION IN 2ro, VARIABLES

1. General formulae

134. The first cases in which the solution of Cauchy's problem
was known in Analysis do not, as we have seen, belong to the above

treated class : Riemann's and Kirchhoff's methods correspond re-

spectively to m = 2 and m = 4.

We shall presently see that, in such cases, singularities such as

we met with in the preceding Book no longer occur, every improper

integral being even eliminated. This explains why the above-men-

tioned solutions were found first.

In the general case, nevertheless, even values of m must be con-

sidered as bringing in new difficulties. The above methods are no

longer valid, and this for two reasons :

First, the elementary solution is no longer well determined (§ 65).

Next, we can no longer introduce the finite part of the integrals

which we shall be led to use, as the exponent

m— 2 m
or

2/'2

with which T will appear in the denominator of the elementary
solution or its derivatives, will be an integer.

It will actually follow from the very form of the expressions
which we shall find, that they could not have been obtained by mere

imitation of our former method.

But, as we have already mastered the case of 2mx + 1 independent
variables, this will enable us to reach the same result when the

number of variables is 2mx by using our method of descent (§ 29).

The solution of the equation
m 22,. m 3,,

(E) &(v) = SS A ik^-+ % B~ + Cn=f{xl ,x„...,xm),

i,k=l VXiOXk i= i OXi
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m being equal to 2m1 ,
will be deduced from the corresponding one

for the equation in 2m l + 1 variables

(E') &' (u) = &{u)- g- =/(a?i ,
a?8 , . . •

,
ocm),

denoting by z an (m + l)th auxiliary variable.

If, as we still assume, the characteristic form

A(P1,P2,...,Pm)
= 2A ikP iPk

of (E) contains one positive and (ra— 1) negative squares, the corre-

sponding form

A'(Plf ...Pm , JR)=A-#
relating to (E') will consist of one positive and ra negative squares.

We have already seen that the quantity V, analogous to T and

relating to (E'), is

r = r-(z-cy,

denoting by (xu x2 ,
... %my z) and (a1} a2 , ... am , c) two points of the

(ra + l)-dimensional space. We have also found, in § 70, what re-

lations exist between the elementary solutions of both equations:
we have seen that the coefficients of the successive powers of V in

one of them differ by numerical factors from the coefficients of the

corresponding powers of V in the other.

Considering the adjoint equations

(S) e*» = 0, (<f) ^X»)-«^(«)-^-0
of (E) and (E'), the formulae of § 70 express that, if

V V
v = m — 1

p/wjj
-

I

P 2

be the elementary solution of (£'), with

(i) v« S tv r* = (- \f Vj: k* - cy - rp ,

then the elementary solution of (<£) will be

(2) t-^-viogr+w
(w being a regular function); and, if we use the coefficients Gn of
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§ 95, formulae (62), (62 b) of § 70, applied to the adjoint equation, can

be written
m,-2 1

(3) F-(m»-l)<W« 2 —
, , w ,

-VhT\
CO

=m,-l
00

=
(ra:

-
1) Cmx_! 2 C* F'A+mi _ir*.

(3') ^=(^-1)0,^ 2 Ch^h+1 Vh
f T^-^+l

h=m
l
-l

k=0

Now, this can be obtained directly by operating on v', or rather

on the similar quantity
VW =~
m -i

C-r) a

which relates to T' < 0, as said in § 73. We form the expression

(again a solution of (S'))

(4) Av')de= I

J Z + Vl1
I

J 2 + V

F'
% dc

(Cj constant) ;
this (changing c into z + c' under / ) can be written

(4')

(•Ci
- z rc x

t
_ {v')dc'

= -wu
j v/r J slv

wx
=

(v') dc' being a regular function
;
the first term, which is

-' c1
—z

independent of z, is (but for a numerical factor) the singular part*

of the elementary solution v of (S). For, by substituting (1) for V,
the integral of each term will be given by the operations of § 95

(formulas (28), (28') in that number) and these precisely give, for

the result, a quantity of the required form.

Moreover, we again obtain the values of the coefficients in (3),

* The difference (4') is a solution of (S') and, the second term being holo-

morphic, we have

r(\fo)-rt<H
The common value of both sides is a holomorphic function (as we see from its

second form) and independent of z (as appears from the first form). Therefore, as

noticed above, there exists a function w of xlt #2 , ..., xm only, such that
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which become identical, of course, with those in Book II (§ 70), if we

multiply (4') by the constant factor

(5) (- 1)*'-
1 2 (m,

-
1) Cmi_, = (- l)»i-ik.

The case of m = 2 is special. (4') does not want the symbol |

and has the value

(6) %f(-iy>vh
,

(c'*-ry-bdc'=-b\ogr.'zchvh'Th +w.

Therefore, there exists no V, but only a (equal to 2 Ch VhTh
),

which is, as said previously, no other than Riemann's function

(multiplied by the constant factor -==
J

, the number k being equal

to* 2.

135. This being understood, to obtain a solution of equation (E)

complying, as to the multiplicity S, with the given conditions, we

shall consider, in the (m+ l)-dimensional space Em+1 denned by
the coordinates (x1} x2 ,

... xm , z), the multiplicity S' (hypercylinder)

the projection of which is S (fig. 23 )f, i.e., the one obtained by taking

successively for (x1} x2 ,
... xm) the coordinates of any point of S and

for z all possible real values. If S is duly inclined with respect to T,

S' will be duly inclined with respect to T'.

As we shall have to consider multiple integrals both in the Tri-

dimensional space Em and inthe(m + l)-dimensional space Em r̂l ,
the

notation which we used in § 38 will be modified in the following way :

the symbols SS an<^ SSS wiM De kept for Em . while a surface inte-

gral (i.e. an integral over an m-fold variety, which will always be a

hypercylinder) in Em+1 will be denoted by SS />
a volume integral

(i.e. (m+l)-tuple integral) in Em+1 by SSS/-
A solution u of equation (E) being defined by the double condition:

Of assuming at each point (x1} x2 ,
... xm , z) of S' the value that

u must have at the corresponding point (x1} x2 ,
... xm) of S;

Of having for transversal derivative at the point (xl} x2 ,
. . . xm , z)

(Lit

the given value of -y- at (xlt x.2 , ... xm);

* This is not in agreement with (5): the factor (mx
-

1), which ought to he

zero, is replaced by ], as it was several times in Book II.

+ Fig. 23, relating to m=2, can be used as a diagrammatic figure for the

general case.
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we know (§ 29) that the solution will be unique and independent of

z and will satisfy (E). Therefore such a solution will be a solution of

the given problem, and conversely.

Function u will be given by formula (39) (§ 105), viz. (in our new

notation)

(7) (-l)»*i7rOWJ_ 2 ua =- SSS
fv'fdx,.

iXJun-n \hZ

+
$$\(

U%- V
'tv-

LuV
)
dS'>

where T denotes the portion of (m+ l)-dimensional space between

S' and r", S
'

(fig. 23) the corresponding portion of S'; and m= 2m1 .

136. Strictly speaking, we can say that, in this way, we have

solved the problem ; but, remembering a celebrated word of Poincare*,

we must acknowledge that it is very "insufficiently solved." For

the above solution contains

foreign elements,-1-the space
Em+1 , the auxiliary variable

z and all that is relative to

them
;
—and we evidently

have to try to transform it in

order to get rid of these.

Geometrically, the rela-

tion between the diagrams in

Em and Em+1 is the following.

T' is projected on to the

ra-dimensional spaceEm along
the region T, included be-

tween S and r : that is, if the

point (x1 ,x2 ,
... xm , z) belongs

to T', the point (xlt x2 ,
... xm)

belongs to T, and, conversely,
Fig. 23.

any point of T is the common projection of points of T', i.e. of all those

* "II n'y a plus des problkmes resolus et d'autres qui ne le sont pas; il y a

seulement des problemes plus ou moins resolus." Poincare's Lecture at the

IV* Mathematical Congress, Rome, 1908; Atti del IV Congresso intern, del Mate-

matici, Vol. I, p. 175.
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whose z's are between — Vr and + vT (supposing the (w + l)th co-

ordinate of a to be zero).

In the same way, S '

is projected on to Em along S , each point

of $ being the projection of an infinite number ofpoints of $ ', having

their z's between — VT and + Vr.

137. This being noticed, we now undertake the transformation

of our formula (7).

Let us deal, for instance, with the first term in the right-hand

member, which is an SSS extended to T'.

Our method will consist in integrating with respect to z first.

For m = 2, v being infinite of order \ only, this raises no objection.

But for greater even values of m, we have no right to do so all over

our field of integration, as the ordinates projecting points of T on T
cut the singular surface V at an angle which becomes infinitely small

in the neighbourhood of V. We shall, therefore, divide our domain T
into two parts Tx and T2

—the second of which will include the

vicinity of the conoid—by an auxiliary boundary t (which will, finally,

approach T).

In the portion T-[ of T' which is projected along Tx (the boundary
of which is constituted by V and a cylinder r with base t) integrations
with respect to zaxe legitimate, so that the corresponding SSS/ W^1

be obtained by integrating m times, over Tlf the simple integral

/•

Wr £ vh'(T-z"-)
h dz

A=0

_^r (r-.z
2
)
mi -£

If the factor of/ is integrated term by term *, say

2JY
Wr dz

Vf(r-*T1
- ft -*'

we see that each term depends on the operations in § 96.

These show us that

(1) All terms corresponding to h smaller than m
x
— 1 vanish;

* No difficulty as to convergence arises from the presence of our symbol | ,

as the latter only occurs in a finite number of terms of the sum.
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(2) The following terms (h varying from m1
— 1 to x ) give a re-

sult which is in fact 27r, multiplied by the coefficient of the logarithm

in the integral (4'), except for the factor (— l)™
1-1

, i.e., by
— ty.

Consequently, in this first term, the quantity, infinite on the

conoid, which appeared under SSS in the formulae relating to the

case of m odd, is already replaced by the perfectly regular quantity
GV.

For m =
2, our transformation is thus accomplished.

138. In T2 (for m > 2), the same method is no longer valid, and the

result will actually be found to be utterly different from what that

method would suggest. Our lines of integration being subjected to

the condition of meeting T' at a finite angle, we shall now consider a

system of lines I, each joining a point of T (defined by coordinates

Xl5 \2 >
••• ^m-i) to a point of t and the parallel lines in any plane

z = const. A point of T2 will therefore be defined by the values of

X1} Xz, ... Xm-i and of T, this last quantity varying from zero to a

quantity 7, very small if t is very near T.

Let

(8) dxxdx2 . . . dxm = KdX1dX2 . . . dX,^ dr = dr
y
dT

be the expression of an element of T2 .

If T2

'

is the part of T' projected along T2 ,
a point of T2

'

will be

defined by the coordinates X1,X2 ,
... Xm_l} T, z.

Let us first integrate along the lines I, that is, allowing

X\, A.2 ,
. .. A,m_j, z

to remain constant. Then we shall make z vary,

and lastly

A.!, An, ... \m—i.

As the boundary of T2 , aside from V (i.e., the

cylinder), is not a locus of lines I, so that the seg-

ments of lines I included in T2 become infinitely

small in the neighbourhood of V, we have to apply
the principles of Book III, § 90: we shall have to

take the finite part of every simple integral along
a line I and, integrating this with respect to z,

again take the finite part of the result. This gives

the double integral over the section ^ (fig. 24) of

r'=€

Fig. 24.
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T2

'

by any two-dimensional plane

Xj = const., \a = const., . . . Xm_i = const. :

an integral which remains finite (as is evident a priori, and as we

shall verify) when we let the parameters \, ... \m_: vary, and the in-

tegration of which with respect to these parameters will be made in

the classic way.

We can notice, besides, that the terms corresponding to h^m^ — l

in the expansion (1) of V only give finite integrals in the ordinary

sense, which become infinitely small when 7 approaches zero. We
shall therefore neglect them, so that we only have to deal with a finite

number, viz. m1
—

1, of terms of that expansion.

For w = 2, we have already noticed that no other terms exist. For

m = 4, i.e. m1
= 2, we have only one of them, viz. V ', which we have

to divide by (r — z2
)* and integrate with respect to the X's, V and

z after having multiplied it by Kf. Writing KfV
' = F , the integral

with respect to T is (by means of an integration by parts)

(y F dr
f.

F \ fydF dT

The integral which remains on the right-hand side is an ordinary

one, which approaches zero with 7 — z-. Outside of/, we have a term

P which is a fractional infinity in the neighbourhood of the lower

limit y = z2
: this fractional infinity is to be cancelled, and we only

off7

keep the term —_^^°- . This is now easy to integrate with respect to

V7 — z-

z, giving
- 2ttF .

Similarly, for any Wj and h < mx
—

1, let us write KfVh = Fh. From
the corresponding integral taken over^2 » we shall easily eliminate the

symbol |

: for we have, by a classic formula, as

(r-^)
B,i-*-i

=
J.f ...(nh-A-f) dT^^f^ Uf^T2

]
'

FhdT
(9 )

J(r_*»)
s,r- A -i

(-l)™,-ft-i r dr dmi- h~ lFh
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nm 7?
(-l)*'-*-

1^ d^~^
(

1 \

1 1 dm*- h-*Fh

-ft i

w
i
— ^ — f (r - 22

)
Wi ~ A ~ t

1 1_ dm>- h-*Fh

j.f ...(»»! -a- f) vr^2 c?r'H'- A
- 2

*

"Jhe first term on the right-hand side of (9) gives an ordinary

integral, which vanishes with 7 and may be neglected. On the other

hand, the value Rh
'

of Rh in the vicinity of the boundary r = z* is a

fractional infinity and shall be cancelled (being indeed the only in-

finity, at least for an arbitrary z, it precisely represents the fractional

infinity which we have to remove by the definition of the notation—
). This reduces the finite part of the simple integral (9) to

Fh 1
Rh" = (Rh)r=y

= ~
mx
- h - § (7 _ 38)

nh - h -
f

1 1 dm>- h-*Fh

which we have now to integrate with respect to z, from — \fZ to + ^/Z

taking the finite part of the result. Now the value of the integral

(11)
+ s/y dz

has been found (Book III, § 96) to be zero for every positive n. There-

fore, the only term we have to consider is the last one, giving

7T dm'- h~ 2Fh

1 3
^.^...(mj-A-f) dy

m>- h-* '

We have to take the above derivative for T = y. But finally we
must let 7 approach zero. We therefore take the derivative in question
for 7 = and this gives us the required limit.

There remains only, taking for h every value from zero to m1
—

2, to

obtain the sum of the results. We shall now see that this is in direct

connection with the value of the polynomial (3): for the (mj
— h — 2)th

derivative of F for T = can be (on account of Leibniz's classic for-
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mula for the derivative of a produ

derivative of FT h
multiplied by

mula for the derivative of a product) considered as being the (wij
—
2)th

(m1 -h-2)\
(Wj-2)!

'

Thus, again introducing the coefficients C and taking account of

(3) we have*

(12) lim Iff.
"*™

7T rdr*-^\ /*y
2

- FhTh \

(m1 -2yAdrf*-*)y=o\ 7 (m1 -A-l)Cmi _ A _ 1 j #

_ 2tt 1_ (
dm>-*KfV\

-

139. We have, in the above, applied the general result of § 90 ; but, in the pre-

sent case, it is easy to verify directly that things actually behave as was proved at

the aforesaid place. For, referring to the definition of
| ,

as given in §§ 88, 89,

we should have to limit T2
'

by r'= e (dotted line of fig. 24) and take the limit of

the corresponding SSS after subtraction of fractional infinities in e. Now, we

immediately see, by (10), that the value of Rh
'

(for r=22+ e) is such a fractional

infinity ;
and so is the remainder of any integral (11), when limiting the segment of

integration to s= -\fy— e and z= +Vy+f, this proving—as has been done, for

the general case, in § 90
—that our method of procedure in two successive inte-

grations, each time using the symbol | , correctly gives the value of the double

integral relative to T and z.

140. Let us integrate, lastly, with respect to X1} X2 ,
... \m-i. On

the multiplicity t defined by the equation T = j, where y is any

constant, the product Kd\1d\ 2 ...d\m_1 gives an element which, on

account of (8), we previously denoted by dr
y

( or -r-
J

.

The integral

(13) I
y
= SS/V dr

y
= SS KfdX.dX, . . . d\m^

will be a function of 7, which can be differentiated with respect to 7

by differentiating KfV under SS and integrating with respect to

the X's.

Therefore, the quantity required will be found to be proportional to

* When / is assumed to be analytic, the same formula can be obtained by
using Maclaurin expansions, as we did in the Acta Mathematica, Vol. xxxi.
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the coefficient of 7
m'~ 2 in the expansion of I

y , or, in other words (by

(12)), it is equal* to

2tt 1 fJmi-2

KlV
k-(™i-2)!eV»'-Vo)

r

It will contain, as we see, the derivatives of f and those of V up
to the order wij

— 2. This function V is only partly determinate,

terms containing rm >
_1 as a factor being arbitrary; but such terms

have no influence on (14).

The part of the value of ua corresponding to the term

- ISSS-W^i ••• dxmdz

consists, then, of the w-tuple integral

(14') ~Z$%fVdx1 ...dxm

extended over the inside of Y, and of expression (14), an (m — l)-tuple

integral extended over the surface of V. These two quantities do not

contain, this time, any infinite function, but only the two regular

functions, ty for the one, V for the other.

141. We must notice, however (for m > 2), that, in order to agree

with the result of Book III, (13) ought to be calculated first by

cutting T—and, therefore, t—with a small surface 2 so as to exclude

the neighbourhood of a, then by letting 2 approach a with the as-

sumptions mentioned in § 106, this being the process obtained in

§§ 105, 106, of which the present one is a mere translation. That

this process will converge, and uniformly, as was said in § 106, is

obvious for the same reason.

But the fact is that the precaution in question is unnecessary. We
can obtain the same final value by at once extending the SS over the

whole of the surface t and applying the m:
— 2 differentiations to the

result thus obtained.

To prove this, we have to show that if such an integral were extended over

the small part of r which lies on the same side of 2 as the point a, its (mx
—
2)th

derivative with respect to y, for y=0, would exist and approach zero on letting

2 approach a (the restrictions of § 106 being still understood). We only need to

give that proof for a suitably chosen law of variation of 2, because we know that

the final result does not depend on this law.

* We now take account of the sign
- before the first term of (7).

H.
. 15
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We shall do this by introducing normal variables £, such as defined in § 57.

This reduces r to a quadratic form with constant coefficients, which we can even

(by a linear substitution on the £'s) reduce to

r =£»2
-£i

2-&2 _ £„2 _

which we shall write T()
= t

2 -r2= t
2 -R,

by writing t instead of (m and R=r2 for £i
2+ f.>

2+ ... +£*,»- 1- Thus the charac-

teristic conoid with vertex a becomes an ordinary hypercone of revolution, and

T=y will represent a (hyper)quadric, already considered in § 97.

We can now choose 2 : we shall take for it such planes as t= const. = e.

The function F=Vf under SSS is assumed to- be regular (see below) (and

will remain so after our change of variables, which is a regular one), which being

understood, we have to investigate the differentiation of the integral

(15) SSFdry,
where dry is such that its product by dy represents the element of m-dimensional

volume d£x ... dtjm . The latter will be replaced by

rm - 2dnm „ 2drdt

(dQm _ 2 having the same meaning as in § 97), which is equivalent to referring

it to t, r and angular parameters fa, fa, ... fan -2> and we shall begin by inte-

gration with respect to fa, ... <f>m_ 2 . This will introduce the integral

a function of t and r which, moreover, is even with respect to the latter*, so that

we can consider it as being regular in terms of t and R=r2
. By means of this

introduction, the volume integral 8SS^i^2i ••• dj-m , relating to the 'Tri-

dimensional volume enclosed between the conoid r=0, the hyperquadric r= y
and the hyperplane t= e, would be expressed by the double integral

(16)
//•

2
drdt,

the area of integration being bounded

(fig. 25) by the three straight lines r=0,
t— f, t = r and an arc of the hyperbola

fi-r2=
y.

(15) is the derivative t of (16) with re-

spect to y. As dry is the "quotient" of

the m-dimensional space element by dy,

we have to replace drdt by a correspond-

ing element dn
y
of our hyperbola, which

Fig. 25.

* F being expanded by Taylor's formula in powers of the £'s and, therefore,

t and r, with coefficients trigonometrical in the fas, any term which is odd in r,

when multiplied by rfQm _ 2 rfr and integrated with respect to the <£'s, corresponds
to an integral inside the hypersphere of radius r, which is zero, as its element is

monomial in the |'s and odd with respect to at least one of them.

t Compare below, § 147.
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shall be the quotient of du=drdt by dy. This quotient (see § 38) is

, dr dt

or 2r

The question, therefore, concerns the simple integral

(17) I' ,_r
m
-^dt=f

e

._ *(t,R)I£
m
i-?dt=[

e

*(t, fi-y){t*- y)
m
i-%dt,

J sly J vy ivy
and is whether its (% - 2)th derivative exists for y= 0, and is infinitesimal with e.

Now, by the classic rule, the first derivative is

/v7 [il If
<^)

-
('"'-H (<! -*)m, ~'*-

PIT?

The equation giving R is t2 - R=y and therefore -r— is equal to — 1. On the other

hand, we have written no term corresponding to the variability of the lower limit :

this term is obviously zero, m x being assumed to be greater than 1 (and even, for

the present moment, than 2). Thus, setting down

(18) tittD—[^*(«|-|)#J—[j^+(«i-«)#],
we see that the derivative in question is

that is, analogous to the expression (17) itself, but differing from it by the fact

that mx is changed to rtix
— 1.

The (mi
— 2)th derivative of (17), for y=0, is the same thing as the (mi

—
3)th

derivative of (17'). In other words, if our conclusion is certain for any value of

«i1} it is certain for the following one.

But, for ?«! = 2, we only have to examine the values of the integral itself, viz.

J V Y

(without having to differentiate it) ; and, for y=0, this integral reduces* to

* (*, t) tdt,
/:

a quantity which is smaller than H
-^ , denoting byHa maximum value of

|

*
|

.

/:

* For m=4 and * identically equal to 1, the first form of (17) becomes

rdt, which is immediately seen to represent half the area of the hyperbolic
VY

segment determined by the chord t—e and, therefore, for y= 0, half the area of

the triangle between that chord and the asymptotes.
15—2
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Our proof is, therefore, complete ;
and we see that the (»*!

-
2)th derivative

of (15), for y=0, is, for e infinitesimal, an infinitesimal of the order of e
2
.

Instead of using the symbol $, we can remark that the left-hand side * x of (18)

is equal to sF1
dQm _ 2 ,

with

wii
- 2 similar operations (the coefficient inside the brackets decreasing each

time by 1) will lead to a certain final function Fm _ 2 ; and the consequence of

our above argument is that the required («ij
-
2)th derivative of Iy is

(19) jdtSFmi
_ 2dam _ 2 ,

•

where, in Fm _ 2 ,
we have to make r=t: but this can be written

(19') SSF
mi

_ 2dQm _ 2 dt,

an integral which is extended over r . Coming back to our original coordinates,

this can be considered as an integral extended over r. On this latter conoid, the

parameters (f> may be considered as (m— 2) of those which we have called X

(each system of values of the
(jf)'s characterizing a generatrix of r

,
which corre-

sponds to a bicharacteristic on r), while t, being a normal variable, can be

considered as the parameter s.

142. Having thus transformed the first term in (7), an entirely-

similar evaluation obviously applies to the integral

ss
j(

v
'Tv

+Luv
')
dS' =

We shall have, for this quantity, the value

SS v'iUi + LuJdS'.

2tt

k SS* ^(ih + Lv^dS-
dm,—

2

(m1 -2)ldy"
h
~'(y^)

Sa VOh+Luo)do-y

where a is the intersection of S by the surface T = y and d<ry ,
the

element of a defined by the relation

(8 a) d<Ty dy = dS.

143. Let us proceed, lastly, to the term

(20) $SJ»fv M'= SSJu^dSd,
A quite similar method can again be applied to it. For the pre-

ceding operations show us, generally speaking, that, if w' be any
quantity of the form

2 WhTh

w =
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2 Wh'T
fh

with the Wk not depending on z, and we set down (w') = ——
7 ;

if, furthermore,

(2i)
[

Cl

_(^
/

)^'=(-i)^ 1

(r^1
-^iog r+...)

(dots standing for terms which are regular for T = 0), then

(22)

SSJw'udS'
= + 2tt ($$8uWdS "(^2) !^S (y=0)

S^^v
dv'

This will be the case if we take w' = k
-j-

and (as seen by direct

differentiation) (w') will be — k ^
—

,
the number p being m, + l.

The integral (21) will then be -k

know, equal to

—~ and therefore, as we
Vr dv

-4dv |jy *'--(-ir-
,

£(Fk-«i*r +
...)

on account of § 134, so that

ai/ dv dv dv

These are the values which we shall have to substitute in (22),

the result having to be divided by k.

We shall immediately observe that the (p — 2)th, i.e. (?%
—

l)th,

derivative of the last term of W for 7 = appears at once, viz.

(22')
—-— V-i S^rw-- 1^ = s^^-.

144. At first sight, the expressions thus written for the last term

(20) seem to present a disadvantage not shown by those which corre-

spond to the other terms. They appear to depend on the terms in

I™1-1
occurring in V, which terms are not determinate.

It is easy to verify that this dependence is merely an apparent

one. Let us imagine that, from each point of S', a very small segment
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is marked off along the transversal v, being such that the correspond-

ing dv is equal to a (very small) constant. Let us denote by SJ the

locus of the points thus obtained, and give to u, at each one of them,

the same value which it has at the corresponding point of 8'.

Term (20) will under these conditions be the derivative, with

respect to v, of the quantity

(23) SS/ uv
'd8'

and will consequently be equal to

(24) SS<? WudS —
7 m _ 2 So- uVday.V } k dv

S» k dv (m,
-

2) ! dy
m > 2 ay

In the second term, S„ is the base of $„' in the space Em ;
cryv ,

the

intersection of Sv by Y = y, and the differentiations -5- and -r- can be

inverted (because 7 and i> are independent variables, entering into the

expression of the S by means of <ryv ).
We must observe that in the

original expression (23), the differentiation only concerns v'
;

the

values of u and dS' are to be considered as independent of v : this

means that, in order to calculate them for any element at a point X
of $„', we have to consider the corresponding element around the

corresponding point X (0) of S', which is the "transversal projection"

of X, and by means of which we have to calculate u (as being the

value of the latter quantity in X (0)

) and dS', which is not the value of

the element on #„' but the value of its transversal projection on S'.

Similar observations apply therefore to (24), so that u and day are

still to be taken in transversal projection on S
; but, as one shall

observe, the conclusion is not that the differentiation shall only con-

cern V: for the transversal projection, on S, of <ryv is variable with v.

Let us suppose that between points x of <ry and (infinitely near)

points X of <ryv we have established a punctual correspondence

(which can be done in 00 ways), whereby another infinitesimal

punctual transformation is defined, on S, between x and the trans-

versal projection X {0) ofX We can imagine that the value of V at

X and the value w (0) of u at xm are expressed in terms of the coordin-

ates of x. As to the relation between the two elements day on ay and

on <ryv , we shall find it by remembering that dcry is the quotient of
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dS by d<y, which latter quantity has the same value for x and for X.

Remembering also that dS relating to X is to be taken in transversal

projection on 8, we see that the integral in the second term of (24)

can then be written

(25) S
r7 ™*Sg-<i<rt>

where —r~- is the ratio of corresponding elements in the punctual

transformation between x and X {0) and we take account also of the

above agreements as to V and u {0)
.

Differentiation with respect to v can now be carried out under 8,

and gives, for the derivative of (25) with respect to 7 (m1
— 2 times)

and v, the value

dmi
~ 2 d

(26)
^-_±§ uVday

dy
M*- 2

dv Cyv

dnh~ 2
: f dV „dvJ* „ d dS*d'"

1 " -

/ dV JT du <v
ir d d8^\ ,

The treatment of the first term of (24) wants no further observa-

tion and depends on the ordinary rules of Calculus. We have to

dfO
differentiate first under SS'— i-e-' replace °l) by -=-

;

—then we shall

have a boundary term, as the domain Sv ,

—or more exactly its trans-

versal projection on to S,—depends on v. This term is always a neg-
ative one if S is duly inclined, the reason

for this being that (compare § 108, foot-

note p. 172) the transversal to 8 at any

point of the edge of intersection with T is

directed towards the outside of T and that,

therefore, the transversal projection of Sv

lies everywhere inside S (fig. 26). The

part thus subtracted from S consists of

elements each of which is a small ((w — 1)-

dimensional) cylinder having an element of cr for its base and the

small segment xX {0) defined above (see fig. 26) for its generatrix : the

volume of such an element is, in our notation, day dy, the second

factor representing the increment of T when passing from x to X i0)

or, which is the same, from X to X <0) and being, therefore, numeri-
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dv
d

dv. Dividing by dv, we have the derivativecally equal to

(27) £S8fl,«M&- 38s « ^ dS - $a uoV
d<V

dv
(h

It is well understood that this formula only concerns the case where
dT

S is duly inclined and therefore -=- < 0. The sign before the last

term ought, of course, to be changed if we should replace
dT\

dv\
by dv'

and the new formula thus obtained would be valid for any inclination

of S (as -j-
> 0, resulting from a non duly inclined S, would be com-

pensated for by the fact that the corresponding parts of the transversal

projection of Sv would overlap S instead of lying inside it).

This second expression of (20), by combination of (26) and (27),

is equivalent to the first one (as appears at once for the terms in °V

by comparison with (22) and (22')); but it appears, this time, that

it does not contain the terms in rm, ~ 1
of the expression of V.

145. The evaluation of the term (18) completes the solution of

the problem. Taking account of the value (5) of k, we obtain the

following statement :

For m = 2m1 , let:

V, °V be the two regular functions which appear in thefundamental
solution (2) of the adjoint equation 3 (v)

=
;

r, T, S ,
the domains analogous to the ones which have been defined

for m odd ; t, the part of the surface Y = 7 (7 being a very small

positive constant) enclosed inside T ; ay , the intersection of this same

surface ivith S ,
the elements dry and day of the varieties t and a being

defined by the equalities (8), (8 a). 6*3 1£\ , 2.^5

The solution of Cauchy's problem will be given by the formula
(28) (-1)W1K-l)^,-!^^^
= - SSSr«>/ <&i

• • • dxm -
SSs |~«> («i + Luo)

- u
t

d

+S^ 3j
day

1 rf'">-
2

+
(m1 -2)!d7-~2 (v=0)

1 d^~ l

(ro,-l)!d7
w'- 1

(Y=o)

dv
dS

[SSTfVdry + S, ^(Mi + Lu ) day]

YdV ,^VdT] -

^mi ~ '~dv
U° ydv
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Or (in the sense explained in the preceding section)

(28 a)

= - SSS 7 tyfdxxdx2 . . . dxm - SSs ® (ui + Lu ) dS

+
(S^2)i££ ,,..,

[33, fVdry + 8 , Ffc + M) fcj

Vti-odo-y + -j- SSs u
{,fydS,

(w,
-

2)! ay»i-
a oV

°
<*>»

7 oV

where the last term can be found by (26), the last but one by (27).

The coefficient of ua in the left-hand members of both equations

can be written (see § 99)

It is well understood that, in the present case, every differentiation

under SS or SSS is to be done by the classic rules of Calculus; and

no difficulty such as has been met with for the case of m odd arises.

146. It is clear also that several properties of the solution as

written in the preceding Book immediately apply to that which

we have just found, as the latter is not essentially distinct from

the former.

This is the case, in the first place, for the remark at the beginning
of § 104 : if the shape of S is such as to enclose, together with F, a

volume T to which a is exterior (compare fig.
12 a, 12 6) we have

formulae quite identical with (28), (28 a), except that the left-hand side

is replaced by zero, this being an immediate consequence of formula

(F), §104.
We can also already see that the same must apply to the

"
inter-

change property" (§114), a subject which will be examined again
in the next Chapter.

The same applies to the remark which we made (§ 113) on the case

where S is constituted by characteristics, in which the knowledge of

u suffices to write down the solution, as the knowledge of ux
= -7- is

implied in it.

Also we have no further care to take in order to verify our solu-

tion (for duly inclined boundaries): the proof that it actually satisfies
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every requirement of the problem must be considered as already

afforded in the preceding Book, Chap. III*.

147. Another form of the formula. The terms in dry and day
in (28), (28 a) can be written in another way by remarking that dry dy,

for instance, is an element (a small cylinder, see Book II, § 38)

of the volume enclosed between one surface t and a consecutive one

in which y is changed into y + dy. It results therefrom that, by such

a changing of y, the integral SSS/^^i ••• dxm ,
relative to the do-

main which we have called T2 ,
will be increased by dy SSfVdry ,

so

that SSfVd>Ty is the derivative of that volume integralf with

respect to y.

Similarly, S (
^
j- + LiiV) dcry will be the derivative, with respect

to y, of §§(V-j- + LuV)dS, extended over the portion S2 of S

enclosed between T = and T = y, and the same transformation

applies to the other term in day . Writing the abbreviated notations

SSS and SS2 for SSS 7
and SS^ >

we see tnat formula (28 a) is

equivalent to

(30) 2 (-D-
(

—™ *--'«.

= - SSSr Wfdah. • • • dxm - SSs ^ (ui + Lu ) dS

1 dm, ~ l

+
(mi _.2) , tt=i [SSS2fVdx, . . . dxm + SSs F(«, + Lu ) dS]

1 d d™ 1
' 1 d

a form of the result which we shall have to use
;
and (28) can be

transformed in a quite similar way J.

* In the case of a characteristic S, such a verification would, in the same way,
be a consequence of the corresponding one relating to m odd. The proof given in

§ 119 for m= 3 would apply to w=2.
t The increment of the volume T2 (volume between two consecutive positions

of t) will contain irregular parts in the vicinity of the edge o- ; but they are of the

second order in dy.

It will be eventually useful to remember that, the operations in this section

not being essentially distinct from the preceding ones, the remarks made in § 141,
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148. The expression for the required unknown differs considerably,

as we see, from the one which answered the case of m odd. In the

latter, the elementary solution was directly introduced. Here, the

elementary solution still serves as a basis, but only in so far as it

provides the two functions V and ^, which alone appear in the

operations to be performed.
On the other hand, the value of the unknown, for m even, appears

in the form of a sum of two integrals, the one extended over the

inside of the characteristic conoid, and the integrand of which contains

as a factor the data themselves, multiplied by known functions
;
the

other extended over the characteristic conoid itself, and containing
under the same conditions the data and their derivatives up to

the order m-^
— 2 (or even mx

—
1). The integrals thus written only

involve finite quantities, if the data are regular.

In the case of m odd, we had a single integral, involving the data

themselves (without explicit differentiation), but possessing the para-
doxical character examined formerly, and on account of it, containing,

virtually, a boundary integral and certain derivatives of the functions

introduced.

Such an expression should, therefore, be considered as intermediate

between two expressions of the above class (the ordinary integrals

met with in the case of m even) corresponding to two consecutive

values of m^.

It has also, with respect to u-^ or f for instance, an order of con-

tinuity which must be considered as intermediate* between such

consecutive m/s.

149. Application to Huygens' principle. The above formulae

enable us to answer the following fundamental question :

as to the convergence, after differentiation with respect to y, of the term

SS&fVdx! ... dxm still hold under the present form. In both cases, besides, the

convergence is uniform as long as derivatives of fV up to the order (mx
-

2) are

numerically limited.
* This is fully verified by application of the methods peculiar to Functional

Calculus, as developed in our Calculus of Variations (§§ 243-248) and beauti-

fully improved by Frechet and Riesz. (See our Memoir in Acta Mathematical
t. xxxi. p. 379.)
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For which equations is Huygens principle true in its special sense,

i.e., in its sense (B) ?

We already know that such equations must not be looked for

amongst those which we have investigated in Book III.

But, for the case of m even, we now see that the residual integral,

as given by the operations in the domain which we have called T-[

and the analogous domain on S', exclusively depends on the

quantity
6V.

The necessary and sufficient condition for the vanishing of that

residual integral is that this function fy be identically zero, i.e. that

the elementary solution contain no logarithmic term.

If such is not the case, the residual integral will be different

from zero for arbitrary data. The question of its sign, as considered in

§ 112, is liable to receive any answer according to the values of the

coefficients of the equation : for, at least for in = 4, the remark of

§ 65 evidently shows that we can get any sign for ^ by a proper

choice of the coefficient C if the other ones are assumed to be chosen

beforehand.

We have said that we give an answer and not the answer, to our

question : for it is clear that we can wish it to be "
plus resolu

"

than it has been in the above. We have enunciated the necessary

and sufficient condition, but we do not know how equations satisfying

it can be found, or even whether any exist except (e^-j) (and, of

course, those which are deduced from (e2nil_i) by trivial transform-

ations). This, and many other questions concerning the residual

integral, would require further researches.

As to the more general form (C) of the principle, it may be

considered as being proved by our integrating formulae in the same

sense as KirchhofFs or Volterra's results prove it for (e3) or (e2).

2. Familiar examples

150. It will be useful to show some applications of the above

general formula?, and even to verify their agreement with previously
known results.

(a) The case of Riemann. Let us begin with the case in = 2,

already treated directly in Book II
; which, as we have said, behaves

somewhat differently from the other ones.
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The characteristic conoid degenerates into a system of two

characteristic lines : these will be parallels to the axes, if we take

the equation in Laplace's form. We shall write the latter so as to

have
j

A
|

= 1, therefore, by multiplying it by ± 2 :

We have to choose the sign according to the location of the useful

angle between the characteristics (i.e. of the angle which intercepts

an arc of #), the form A (irlf 7r2) being bound to be positive for lines

which cut both sides of that useful angle : this sign will, therefore,

depend (as seen in § 42) on the sense of variation of y considered as

a function of x, it happening, in this case, that we do not define by the

nature of the equation what we must call a "duly inclined" line, but

that, on the contrary, the equation is to be written so as to make the

given line 8 a duly inclined one.

We have already noticed that every term in the formula (leaving

. . dv'
aside, in the first place, the one which contains -v-) can be trans-r dv

formed without distinguishing between Tx and T2 ,
on account of the

absence of the symbol I"

~
and of V. In any of these terms, therefore,

we only have to write '^instead of v', cancel one S and divide* by
— 2.

dv
But the same treatment can also be applied to the term in -=-

by using the method of § 144. aa, a/3 being, as in Book II, § 42,

the two characteristics issuing from a (T is precisely constituted by
those two lines); S the line which bears the data and which cuts

the two characteristics at a and ft, we have to draw a neighbouring
curve 8V such that each point of Sv is deduced from a point of 8 by

taking on the transversal v to 8 a small segment such that dv = const.,

which Sv will cut the characteristics at of, ft' (fig. 27), Sp
*

being the

right cylinder on the base Sv ;
we have to take the derivative, with

respect to v, of the integral SS \
uv'dS' (see § 144), it being under-

stood that the dS' of any element of Sv
'

and the value of u on it

relate, by definition, to the transversal projection on to $'.

* The factor 2n, given in § 137, is, of course, cancelled by the coefficient on the

the left-hand side.
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But SS I
uv'dS' is equal to* irSSsv u<̂ d8, a simple integral which

we can now write with an ordinary / and

the derivative of which will consist of the

product of 7r by :

f wv
(1) the term \u-r~dS representing

the integral of the infinitesimal variation

of uv'dS between corresponding points of

S and Sv ;

(2) two terms relating to the arcs Fi„ 27.

aa (0)
, /3/3

(0)

(fig. 27) of one curve which

have no corresponding points on the other, so that the limits of

integration with respect to s are functions of v. The derivatives

of these two functions are equal to + 1, as, on account of the fact

that the transversal direction is symmetrical to the tangent with

respect to parallels to the axes, the two triangles aa'a* ', /3/3'/3
(or

are isosceles. The two terms in question will thus give §(w^)tt

or \(u
s
V)fi, evidently corresponding to the second term in (27).

Those two terms are, in that case, the only ones which we have

to add to the right-hand side of formulae (7) after having changed
in them v into <V, SS and SSS into / and// (and cancelled, of course,

the
| ).

This gives precisely the results which have been deduced

by Riemann's method. The fact that Riemann's function ty is the

coefficient of the logarithm in the elementary solution, as has been

already found in § 46, appears, this time, as a subcase of our general

considerations.

151. (b) Poisson's and Kirchhoff's formulae. The next case

is m = 4 (giving 77^ = 2, k = 1), and the simplest equation of that

type the equation (e3) of spherical waves.

We have then, denoting by {%, y, z, t) and (x , y ,
z

, t ) our two

points, and taking to = 1,

T = (t- t )

n- -
(x - *„)* -(y- y f -{z- z f = (t- * )

2 - r2
.

* We change the letter S into *, in agreement with the ordinary notation and

our § 40, to denote the arc of S.
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There is no logarithmic term in the elementary solution (see

§ 69) which is reduced to p,
so that ^ = and V=l.

For this equation (and, in general, for m = 4, mx
— 2 being zero),

differentiation with respect to <y
and the consideration of the auxiliary

surface T = y will not occur except in the terms considered in § 143

(last line of formula (28 a)), and can even be avoided in these if we

treat them as we do in § 144.

Let us suppose first that S is the hyperplane t = 0, which is the

case in Poisson's analysis, -s- will be e ^ (with e = ± 1 according to

the same rule as in § 129), having the value zero for Fand — 2
1

1
\

for T. The element of S (i.e., element of volume in ordinary space)

being r2 sin ddrdddcf), the element day , quotient of dS by

\dT\ = 2r\dr\,

will be %r sin 6 ddd<f). Thus the term in w, will be (as r = |£ |

for

t = r = and u x
= e ^-'),

ct

SS Vi^do-y =*
1

t
1 1 1

Mi sin 0ddd<f>
= t

jj -^-
sin 6d0d<f>.

r(88^ l'o^y)= — 5rK II 1* Sm 0d0d#
J

The term in w (in which L = 0) will be (as, for T = 0, we have

r = t — t, the derivative of which, with respect to v, is — 1)

d . -<- ^*V

The sum of both, divided by 27T (which is the value of the coeffi-

cient (29)), coincides of course with the right-hand side of Poisson's

formula.
If the partial differential equation is non-homogeneous, so that

f±Q and the new term SS/^7 ? appears, the value of

, dxdydzdt
dry = 5T

dy

is immediately deduced from dary by multiplying by dt, so that the

supplementary term is found to be (after division by 2-7r)

£- |
| ^ - t

1
dt

[[/sin 6ddd<f>,

where / stands for

f [%o + (t
—

t) sin 6cos(f>, y + (t
—

t) sin 6 sin
<£,

z + (t
—

t) cos 6, t] .
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152. Let us now consider Kirchhoff's hypersurface S, viz. a hyper-

cylinder the base of which will be a closed (ordinary) surface to (the

equation being again supposed to be homogeneous). The domain of

integration maybe, according to the nature of the question, the inside

or the outside of the cylinder. Let us also take t > 0.

Taking the 7r's respectively equal to the direction cosines of the

normal n to a> (directed inwards with respect to our domain, which

may be inwards or outwards with respect to a>) and (for the fourth

one) to zero, we have to take dS equal to the element of our hyper-

cylinder dcodt; and the transversal direction v will be opposite to n,

the terms in (x
— x )

2
,

. . . being negative.

Integration relating to the edge of intersection <r of S with T, day

must be such that

7
, /dT\ dm da

da).* = ato :
\ -^- =

'i
\dtj 2(t -t) 2r'

both sides representing the volume dS of any small cylinder (which
we can suppose to be parallel to the £-axis) included on S between

an element of surface of the characteristic conoid and a corresponding
element of the neighbouring surface T = 7.

This is all we want for the calculation of § 142, as no differentia-

tion with respect to 7 is wanted. For the operations of § 144, we
define the correspondence between x and x {0) so that the segment
joining these points is parallel to the i-axis: in other terms, from

any point x of <r (which represents a point of co associated with the

value t — r for t), we conduct a small segment Bn = - & normal to S
dv

which changes r by -=- Bn and increases t so as to let T take back its

original value, therefore by Bt = - - - -=- Bn. This is the increment
t — tdn

which, given to t on the original surface of the hypercylinder 8, leads

from the point x to the point # ,0)
. Therefore we have

„ ,01 , t . du r dr du .

dS* r dr

dS
" +

{t -tfdn
bv -
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Substituting these values in (26) and observing that, on our
v

conoid, = 1, while V is identically equal to 1, we get
t — t

r

u"=L
i,

1 dr dil _ r ,

- r r dn dt
° dn j

'

in which (as in § 131) dco relates to the base of the cylinder while

uQ , Mj are values of u
, v^ at the corresponding points of o-

,
viz.

u{
= Ui (x, y,z,t- r). (i

= 0, 1)

This agrees with Kirchhoff 's formula (if we remember that

_du _ du.
1

dv dn

153. If t is greater than the maximum of r along w, this formula

gives the whole value of ua . In the contrary case, and if the boundary
of our domain (which can not be constituted by our hypercylinder

only) is supposed to be completed by the corresponding portion of the

hyperplane t = 0, there is a term relating to the latter surface.

This term consists, of course, of spherical integrals as in Poisson's

formula, but an observation is necessary concerning the way of com-

puting the two §'s corresponding to (20) in this case, as in every
other case when S consists of two parts joining each other at an angle
different from zero.

In Poisson's formula itself, the term which contains w x is

t M
to (u,)

=^ J j
^dClz,

dD,2
— sin 6 d0d<fi still being an element of solid angle, and the inte-

gration being extended to the whole sphere with centre (x , y ,
z )

and radius t . It is clear that, this time, we have to write down the

same integral, with the only difference that it is limited to the

portion of sphere which lies within our domain. The same obviously

holds for the first term M
fo (u ) of the derivative j- [t Mt9 (u )]. As

to the remaining part of this derivative (with abstraction of the

factor j— £
),

it can be written under either of the two forms

(31) kil"^2 '

16
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or & denoting the radial derivative, or derivative relating to the

dr

outer normal of the sphere)

(32) \\ -£<&*>

which are equivalent to each other.

But in our present problem the above two forms are no longer equi-

valent. If, to take a determinate case, we assume o> to be*-0, our

domain lying on the positive side, and if we denote by A«{x p) the

average value of the function u along the circumference of the circle

whose centre is (xt y , *„) and radius p, its plane being parallel
to

x = 0, viz.

J/o = Jh (*, p)
= K~\

'

uo (* Vo + P C0S <Mo + P Sin& d4>>

M
to

will be, in our present problem, replaced by

\
I J/, {xo

~
to cos 0, U sin 0) sin 0d0 =

\ j_Jk {*.
- \t , t VF=Y2

) d\,

where \ stands for cos 0, the upper limit (instead of + 1, as was the

case in Poisson's original formula) being

(32) will be obtained if we replace, under /, A* by

<33>
"5tr

= " x l^ + vi " x
9r

'

This is no longer equal to the derivative (31) : there is lacking the

term

(34) -\^J/ (0, ^il^tf)

corresponding to the tact that X is a function of t .

Which of the two expressions (31) or (32) is to be introduced in

..in formula? The answer will, of course, appear if we remember

that the term in question is due to the quantity (20) in §143.
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Now, if we suppose that S (figured by a broken line in fig. 28)

consists of two parts S, S, meeting at a

certain angle, it is clear that the corre-

sponding integral (20) has to be taken on

each of them independently, by the methods

of § 143 or § 144
;
and in the latter, no

displacement of the boundary of S, when v

varies, has to take place on account of the

presence of S, so that, everywhere else than

on r, the boundaries of S and S must cor-

respond to each other by transversal pro-

jection, the total $„ being constructed as

diagrammatically figured by dotted lines

in fig. 28. Thus, no boundary term has to correspond to the common

edge of E and 8 (as would also appear from the mere application of

§ 143).

Therefore, in the particular problem above, the term (34) is not

to be introduced. The right term in u contains (32) and not (31)

and the complete formula is

Fig. 28.

(35) 4nraa = sin 0dOd(j> + I

Ju
sin 0dOd<f>

1 dr dun _ r I

r an ct dn / _^

where the integrals within the first brackets are taken for t = over

a portion of sphere included in the given domain, while the integral
within the second brackets relates to a .

154. (c) The equation of damped spherical waves. The equation

/r? v (Pu d2u d*u d2u T.

has been treated by Birkeland, Carvallo, Weber, Brillouin*, and later,

*
Birkeland, C. R. Ac. Sc, Vol. cxx (1895), p. 1046 ; Carvallo, ibid., 14 Janvier,

1895
; Weber, in Riemann's Partielle DifferentialgleichvMgen der Math. Physik,

Vol. II, edition of 1901, p. 310; Brillouin, C.R.Ac.Sc, Vol. cxxxvi, 1903, p. 667-

16—2
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in several papers*, by Tedone. Comparing this equation with the pre-

ceding one (e3), we see that T will be the same, and we can also again

take V=l, as remarked in Book II (§69), so that we have to in-

scribe the same terms as in the foregoing operations (§§ 151
—153),

but with the addition of the term in fy of formula (28), where (the

elementary solution being given by formula (61 a), § 69) we have

v..*,[£=!£=* \
(36) *--,/[;- "i :q

j(\) still being 1 +
2^

+ ^1 + ... +
^+....

If S is the hyperplane t = 0, the formula will be (noticing that

j- =tt- is, in this case, equal to — *-)
av at x

ot

(37) ua - i [tQMto («„)] + t M
to (Vl) + Kp r*Mr (ujj'dr

K 3 /"'•

+ 2Kh r"'M' {u')jdr-

where the symbol M has the same meaning as above, and the argu-

ment in f is K —t~ • The identity of this result with the conclu-

sions of the papers cited (for example, Weber's or Brillouin's) is

verified without any difficulty.

When 8 consists of a portion of t = (i.e., of ordinary space)
limited by a surface a> and of a hypercylinder on a> (see Brillouin, loc.

cit) the terms (35) have to be completed by the following ones (the

argument in/ being now — -
)

2 jjju,j'dxdydz+j ^ [Uujdxdydz

+fIf*£ d* - j//<*• [IIT u
'% dt -STu'j

'

dt
]

* Rendic. Ace. Lincei, 5th series, Vol. xxn (1913, 1st semester), p. 757; Vol.
xxiii (1914, 1st semester), pp. 63, 120, 473.
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The first two terms only differ from the corresponding integral

terms in (37) (the factor 4>ir excepted) by the fact that

Mr (Ui)
= -7— ljui(x + r sin 6 cos

<f>,

y + r sin 6 sin
<f),

z +r cos 6) sin 0d6d(f>

MOa (*-0, 1)»//•
is replaced by an integral extended only over a part of the corre-

sponding sphere as in the foregoing section. The second one, for

instance, can be written

f y//«,<Hi,
+ f jf'V-1 drffadn,

,

the double integrals relating to such portions of spheres.

For an arbitrary shape of S, which Tedone has also considered*,

the formula is

//,/'^-sJL
m«*7' ;

the calculation of the last term must be understood as stated in

§ 153, in the case where S has angular edges.

155. (d) Higher number of variables. The analogous equations

in 6, 8, ... variables would be treated similarly by application of

formula (28) or (28 a).

Let us take simply the equation of (ordinary)
"
hyperspherical

waves
"

. d2u d2u d2 u

* Tedone's results are of a quite different appearance, at first sight (a proper

transformation being even necessary to find Weber's formula (37)), and are

obtained by a very different method, implying the resolution of certain integral

equations. This, exactly as happens in Coulon's case (see Book III, § 79), is due

to the impossibility, which we now see to be even more radical than for m odd,

of introducing directly the elementary solution, so that more or less indirect

substitutes for it must be used. Such a necessity, on the other hand, is not devoid

of advantage, as giving place to suggestive integral identities concerning Bessel's

functions : a subject connected with certain consequences of what we have called

proposition (A) in Book II, § 33.
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and suppose that 8 is t = 0, with tQ > 0. As V is still equal to 1 and

fy to 0, we find the same simplification as above. d<ry is given by

dnw_.2 denoting an element of hyperspherical surface of radius 1. As

dy = - 2rdr, we see that the factor (- l)
w' is thus destroyed and*

(38) 4^.- «.-
(g^)"'"

2

(Wj/^JQ^)

If i¥j (r) denotes the average value of a, on the hyperspherical

surface of radius r, we can write

The solution obtained by Tedone in 1898 (Annalidi Mat., loc. cit.) is apparently

different, the term in Mj ,
for instance, being

Jrtl-2 fJm^-2
— h

(39) 2 Ak h [f^-^M1 (r)]{r=toh
h=o ar *

where the A's are numerical constants. That

is of the above form, is obvious by mere inspection : the A's may be considered

as defined by the relation, identical in X,

(40) n(X)-~(X+3)(A+ 5)...(X+2m1 -3)

= 4 (A+2)(X+3)...(X+»i 1 -l)+...

+ A h (\ + 2){\ + S)...(\ + m 1 -h-l) + ...

+ Jm,_ 3 (X + 2) + ^ mi _ 2 ,

as is seen by setting down J/j (r)
= r* and observing, on the other hand, that such

an identity in X can be written in one way and in one way only. An easy method

* For the use of (28a), it is necessary, this time, that the differentiation

d_f _ d\
dv\~ dtj J

be carried out last, as it has to apply to the denominator in , .
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for the determination of the constants A h consists in representing the left-hand

side in (40) by the circuit integral

(4i) nw_<*=W/<L£5i*
(integration along a closed line around the origin, as usual). If we set down

l-s=(l-Z)2
,

whence z**%Z-Z\

(41) becomes (the new path of integration C" surrounding the origin in the same

way as G)

(
m,-2)! , Q-Z)-* + *)dZ

or, finally, expanding ( 1 — —
j

as well as (1
— Z)~(

A + 2
) in powers of Z and

only retaining the terms in
-^

in the integrand

so that, in (40), ^__J£-|±^__,
which is to be substituted in (39). Of course, the terms in « are deduced from

-T-
)

instead of
(
-r-

)
;
and this (taking account

of the coefficient in the left-hand side of (38)) gives Tedone's form of the result

{loc. cit., formula (24)).

3. Application to a discussion of Cauchy's problem

156. Let us come back to formula (35), § 153. It allows us to

find a solution u of (e3),
it being assumed that we know Cauchy's data

both on t = and x = 0.

But we know that such a problem is not correctly set. The one

by which we have to replace it, in order to satisfy this condition is,

as we have already said in Book I, a mixed problem.
The theory of such mixed problems is now by itself an extensive

subject which, as a whole, will not be developed here. It is classically

treated for the most usual case of cylindrical domains such as spoken
of in Book I, § 25, by the method of

" fundamental functions
" and was,

indeed, the very origin of that method, as the notion of " fundamental

functions" arose from Schwarz's, Picard's and Poincare's papers on
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the vibrations of a membrane*. Several works of some of our best

known geometersf were devoted to the extension and improvement
of the original ideas of the aforesaid authors, until they culminated

in Fredholm's theory, and also the application of this theory to

our problem J.
On the other hand, a quite different series of methods|j

more nearly connected with our above considerations have been

applied to the same problem in more recent times by . Volterra,

Goursat, Picard, etc.1T and by ourselves**.

We shall content ourselves by treating "the simple case of the

plane boundary tf, alluded to above, Avhich is done very easily by a

method belonging to the second class which we have just mentioned,
and which is deduced from the well-known method of images in the

potential theory. The device applies as well to (e2) as to (e3) : let us

develop it for the latter equation (whose theory, as we know, implies
that of (e2)). The problem is to find u defined by

, .

d}u dhi d2u d-u

and the definite conditions

(C3) u = u (x, y, z);
^-
= ux (as, y, z) (for t = 0, x > 0) ;

(C») u = u (y, z, t) (for x = 0, t> 0),

*
Schwarz, Acta Soc. Fennicae, 1885 ; Picard, C. It. Ac. Sc, 16 Oct. 1893 ;

Poincare\ American Journal, Vol. xn, 1890
;
C. R. Ac. Sc, Vol. cxvni, 1894, p. 447 ;

Rvndic. Circ. Mat. Palermo, Vol. vin, 1894. t Le Roy, Stekloff, etc.

I See, for instance, Lauricella, Ann. di Mat., series 3, Vol. xiv, 1907, pp. 143 ff.

||
On the comparison between them, see Volterra's Lecture at the Inter-

national Congress of Mathematicians at Strasbourg, Sept. 1920.

1 We indicate, amongst others, the works of Heaviside, Picone, those of

Zaremba, some of whose results were found again later on by Rubinowicz
;
also

recent papers of Tedone, Webster, etc.
** Bull. Soc. Math. France, Vol. xxxi, 1903; Intern. Congress of Mathe-

maticians, Strasbourg, 1920.

tt Contrary to Cauchy's problem, the shape of the boundary in the mixed
problem (we mean that part of the boundary which does not bear Cauchy's data)
has a very deep influence on the nature of the problem. Thus, for the case of two
independent variables, the problem of the electric cable with a sliding contact
(§ 24 a) will require quite different calculations for different laws of motion of
the contact.
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it being understood that the given quantities on the right-hand sides

satisfy

(42) u (0,y,z) = u(y,z,0),

(43) ux (0, y,z) = -^ (V> z
> 0).

If the retrograde half-conoid from a, limited to t = 0, does not

meet x = (mixed dotted cone in fig. 29), u is given by Poisson's

formula.
7 O

In the contrary case, if we know the values of -j-
— — along x = 0,

we should have formula (35)

(44) 47rwa
= /

1 + 72 ,

where I1 is the first line on the right-hand side in (35), constituted

by a part of each of Poisson's integrals (viz. the part relating to that

part a of the sphere a with radius £ which lies on the positive side

of x = 0) and I2 is KirchhofF's integral over x = :

1\

u
x being equal to

L_ =
j

du

Uj 1 dr du _
J

,

r r dn dt dn j

du

dn dx'

There remains to eliminate these values of Uj in the latter integral.

We obtain this by introducing the point a (—x , y ,
z

), symmetrical
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to a with respect to x = 0. Let f be the part of the characteristic

conoid (we still mean the retrograde half-conoid with vertex a') which

lies in our useful region x > 0, t> ; a, the trace of V on t « (a

portion of spherical surface in ordinary space)* : the sum

K + 1J-K +
Uj _ 1 dr' 3u

__r j
,

, r' r dn dt dn J

analogous to the right-hand side of (44), but in which we start from

point a' instead of a—so that we introduce

r = \/{x
- xoy + (y- yoy + (z- z f

instead of r—and, moreover, 7/ relates to a' and no longer to a, is

zero, as the corresponding domain of integration does not include the

vertex a' (see § 146). Such a sum can therefore be subtracted from

(44), and this combination

u = I
1 + I2

-
Ii

-
I*

is the required one. For, the values of r and r' being equal to each

other at every point of x = 0, the terms in Uj disappear in the differ-

ence In — 1-2.

The other terms in I2
—

I-i duplicate each other, as the values of

d - d-

•j-
and -y— along x = are opposite : so thatf

(45) «.-i(/,-AO+k Ji. '.'
1 dr du

r dn dt

* The accompanying diagram (fig. 29) (which would be a complete diagram

for (e-j)) represents the projection of the true 4-dimensional diagram on to the

(.r, y, ^)-space.

t Any "non duly inclined
"
plane *S" can be treated in the same way (whether

normal or oblique to *= 0), because we know that (e3) can be transformed into

itself by a linear transformation on x, y, 2, t such that S' becomes parallel to the

new <-axis. In the non-transformed space, the cone r' would have the same

intersection with S' as r, the line which joins the two vertices being transversal

to S' and divided by S' into two equal parts.

We only mention briefly Volterra's important remarks (London Proceedings,

1904, and Stockholm Lectures) on the quite special behaviour of this method of

images in the hyperbolic case.
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/j
— 7/ is a double integral relating to a system of two spherical

zones (of one base). It can be expressed more simply by supposing

fictitiously that the values of u and Wj on the negative side of our

plane t= (i.e. relating to t = 0, x < 0) are respectively opposite to

the corresponding values on the positive side : viz.

(46) in (- %> y,z)
= - ui (x, y, z) (i

= 0, 1),

by means of which I1
—

/,' is expressed by double integrals extended

over the whole surface of the sphere a, and quite similar to the right-

hand side of Poisson's formula.

We however must observe that the values of u and u
x
thus intro-

duced in the integrand are discontinuous on x = if they do not

vanish there. It may be convenient to remove this discontinuity by

separating the terms which correspond to the values of u and ux for

x = 0, i.e. setting down

(47) uQ (x, y,z)
= n (y, z, 0) + U (x, y, z),

Ui (x, y, z)
= (—

J ^
+ U1 (x, y, z).

157. The verification of this solution is, as usual, necessary.

There is no difficulty as concerns the partial differential equation :

for it is satisfied* by 7X + JT2 and also (as the equation does not change

by changing x into — x) by 7/ + 72'.

As to Cauchy's conditions, there is no difference between the

present problem and Poisson's question, the solution being simply

given by Poisson's formula in the neighbourhood of t = 0.

Let us now suppose that the point (x , y , z^, t ) reaches the plane
x = 0. Poisson-like terms Ix

— Ix

'

disappear, as becoming exactly equal
r r i S/c *h%b (Jy*

except for sign. The term 2 1 1
-
^-
— -

da>, in which -r- is finite, be-

haves like the potential of a simple layer, and therefore is continuous

and assumes the value zero; the remaining term

d
1-
r ju —.— aco

an

* The argument in Book III, §§ 115, 116, remains valid when S is bounded

by an outline and, therefore, also when it consists of two different parts, as happens
in the present instance. *
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behaves like the potential of a double layer, and therefore (the inte-

grand being identically zero when a assumes its limiting position P)
becomes, as is well known, equal to 4nrup: which is also, therefore,

the limiting value of 4<7rua .

The proof is apparently complete. In reality it is not, for we have

to ascertain that u and its first derivatives are continuous on the

plane x — t (which is the characteristic through the edge common to

both parts of 8): else we should have constructed a solution satisfy-

ing (C3) and a solution satisfying (C3), but not one solution satisfying

both.

In each of the regions 1 (t < x) and 2 (t > x) into which our domain

is divided by the characteristic plane x — t, each of the terms of the

solution is continuous, as well as its derivatives, if such is the case

for u
,
vu u themselves. The derivatives of Ilt 72 in 1 are expressed

as stated in § 28. In 2, let us express Mt (u ) and Mt (m,) (notation
of § 28) by means of the quantities

1 f
2ir

(48) Jl (x, p)=~ I w (x, y + p cos
<f>,

z + p sin <£) d<f>,

Jl1 (x, P )
=^\

2

\ 1 ( )d<p,
AIT Jo

which respectively denote the average values of u and ux along the

circumference which has its plane parallel to x = 0, its centre at

{x, 2/o> z<>) and its radius equal to p. These integrals give Mto (u )

and M
to (i^) as

2 J _ 5

J/ 0*o
- M» ^o Vl - X2

) dx,
| J

+
\jf, ( ) dx,

where -^ is given by (33), § 153.

In 2, the corresponding quantities, account being taken of our
fictitious distribution for negative values of x, will be

(*9) **(««>-| [£-*,< )d\-f\, (i
= 0,l)

(x,=fj
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Similarly, with the values of u, we shall construct the average
value J\f\x} p) of u along the circumference with centre (0, y ,

z ) and

radius p, and we shall easily get, for w—J2> the value

(50) 2^3=JJ^ --, -T_J +__
Now, each term of u, and the first derivatives of each of these

terms, will be continuous in 2 as well as in 1. Moreover, when passing

from 1 to 2, the continuity of u subsists, because the new terms which

appear in it (viz., integrals from \ to 1) begin by being infinitesimal.

But such is not the case for the derivatives with respect to*

x and tQ . Taking for instance the latter, it is clear that the differ-

entiation of (49), with respect to t
,
introduces not only differentia-

tions under the integral sign (the result of which varies continuously
when t — x passes through zero) but also limiting terms corresponding
to the dependence of X on t

,
and which duplicate each other, giving "f"

x 1

(51 )
- —°

[* U* (0, y ,
z ) + «„]

= --
(toU,+ w

).

The corresponding term for (49') is zerof, and we see that Ii + Ii

has a discontinuous derivative with respect to t (or similarly with

respect to x
),
the discontinuity being given by (51).

But this discontinuity is exactly compensated by another one

1 7) T

relating to — —2
which is in 1 and assumes in 2 (as seen from (50))

the initial value

x

1, •<¥)„j

158. We shall use this solution of the mixed problem for a plane

boundary in the study of a question which occurred to us in Book I,

| 27, concerning Cauchy's problem with respect to (e3) and to x = 0,

* 5— and 5— behave like u itself.

t For p= 0, the quantity ./#< (#, p) is evidently equal to the corresponding
value of ut (x, y ,

z ) and the function % being assumed to be differentiate in y

and 2
,
the derivative

-^—
- is zero.

{
tAt

i
is an even function of p, as is seen

from (48).)
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that is, the problem of finding u (x, y, z, t) such that (© being still

taken = 1)
d2u c*u dhi _d*u =

(e»> dx2
+

dy
2+ dz* dt2

~
'

and that

(52) u = u {y, z, t), ^ = Wi (y, z, t), for x = 0,

or the corresponding problem for (e2),
that is, to find u (x, y, t) such that

d'-u d2u d2u _
(**' dx2

+
dy

2

~
dt

2
~

'

and that

(52') u = u (x, y, t), g-
= u

x (y, t), for x = 0.

We have seen that there exists no solution in general; and there-

fore, as in §§15a, 16 for V 2m = 0, or for the equation of heat, the

question arises to find for what values of u and m, the solution will

exist.

A very simple sufficient condition has been found by Volterra*:

viz. the solution will certainly exist if u and u^ be analytic in y, z (for

equation (e3)) or in y (for equation (e2)),
no matter in what (regular)

manner they depend on t.

To see this, we have only to remark that our differential equations

do not change by changing x into it and t into ix.

If, therefore, reasoning on (e3),
we write down the expression

1
o

-r— — [xffu (y + ix sin cos <b, z + ix sin sin <b, t + x cos 0) sin 0d0dd>]
47T ox

this will again satisfy the differential equation (the verification of

this fact being still valid in this new case if we take it under the form

which we gave in Book II, § 28a). The same is also true, of course, for

xjju x (y + ix sin cos
<f>,

z + ix sin sin
<f>,

t + x cos 0) sin 0d0d<f>,

and the sum of these two terms will satisfy the boundary conditions

if we take for u and ut the data (52) of the problem.
All this, of course, assumes u and w, to be analytic in y, z, because

imaginary values of the latter are introduced.

* This is equivalent to the argument in his paper in Rivista di Matematica,
t. IV, 1894, pp. 1—14.
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A quite similar argument holds for the problem relative to (e2)

if we treat formula (1'), Book II, § 30, integrating this equation, as

we just now treated Poisson's formula.

159. Can we now find a system of necessary and sufficient con-

ditions ? An answer, though a very imperfect one, is afforded by the

above solution of the mixed problem, as we showed at Volterra's

Seminary in Rome in 1916*.

As we have done in preceding examples, we take u as arbitrarily

given beforehand, and try to find the most general admissible form of

Wj by finding the most general form of the solution u. This can be done

by considering u as being the solution of our mixed problem, i.e. as

being defined by the conditions of § 156 in which, only, instead of

the initial plane t = 0, we take a suitably chosen parallel plane t = 6

to bear Cauchy's data, so that (also reversing the notation for the

data) we write
7)it

u = u (x, y, z), ^7
= ui («» V> z), for t = 0, x > 0,

u — u (y, z, t), for x = 0, f£ 0.

The quantity is arbitrary: we can therefore admit that it belongs
to an interval of values of t for which u is regular, or even that it lies

arbitrarily near to the values of t which we especially consider.

As found above, (45) gives (notation of § 157)

w - o- J*+Mto
_9 (u ) + (t

-
6) Jf*-.@)+JTwW

of which we have to take the derivative with respect to x for x = 0, if

we want to obtain an expression of w
3

.

Again proceeding as in Book I, §§15 a, 16, we observe that the

first term, which is the only one depending on the given function w
,

will lead us to one of the possible solutions: we do not take any

special care of its form and shall submit it to no further trans-

formation.

Under the above form, however, the remaining terms are not com-

pletely independent of u, as u and ux are subject to conditions (42).

* The principle of the calculation in § 160 was given in 1901 at Princeton

(see Princeton University Bulletin, Vol. xni, 1902).
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(43). We avoid this inconvenience by means of the transformation

(47) (§156), writing

u (x, y, z)
= « (y, z, 0) + U (x, y, z), u^x, y, z)

= ^ (y,z,0)+ Ux (x,y, z\

U and ?7j vanishing with x. The terms obtained when replacing

u and Uj by u (y, z, 0) and
-^-° (y, z, 0) shall be considered as making

a whole with — Jo .

Lit

We investigate the remaining part

(53) u' =M
t0
.e (U ) + (t

-
0) \Mto

_ e (^j + M
to
_e (

^)]
,

in which U and ZTj vanish for x = 0, and which represents the

most general expression of a solution of (e3) the values of which

for x = are everywhere zero. On that same hyperplane x = 0,

we have to write down the value u/ of the differential coefficient

(~)

It is easily seen (by combining with each other the corresponding
elements of the two spherical surfaces along which the M's are taken

;

we mean, elements which have the same projection on x = 0) that—
taking account of the assumed conditions U (0, y, z)

= Ul (0, y,z)
—

—the derivative in question is*

^ --(SSL
= M'

to
_e (U ') + (t -6) M'u-t (f9 +^-*W>}

the average values M' being now taken over the hemisphere a (centre

(0, y, z), radius t — 6) which is situated in the region of positive x's,

and UQ', Ui denoting the derivatives of U
, U^ with respect to x (for

any positive x). We immediately observe that these are arbitrary
functions of x, y, z, any choice of U

', for instance, giving

Jo
dx.

* If we had operated with Uo and Ui and not with U and Ux, i.e. with

functions not vanishing with x, the formula would have contained complementary
terms introducing the average values of these functions on the limiting circle of

the hemisphere.
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If, conversely, «/ is given, the problem of finding u is reduced to

the determination of U ', U^, that is to solving equation (53').

160. This can be done, at least theoretically, by the following

method. In the first place, it is easy to separate the two terms on the

right-hand side of (53'). For, setting down t — & — t', one of them is

evidently even*, and the other odd, in t', so that we can determine

separately U ' and £/"/ by

(54)
A

[t'M'r (U ')]
- |K (0, y,z, 9 + t') +< (0, y,z,0- t')] ,

which is equivalent to

(55) t'M' f ( U ')= \ j*
[< (0, y,z,d + if) + uj (0, y,z,d- 1')] dt'

and =W(y,z,t'),

(55') t'M' r ( W) = \ [< (y, z,6 + t')
- < (y, #, $ - 1')]

= Tf1 (y, 0, r>

Each of them needs only to be considered for positive t' and is a

special case of an integral equation of the first kind.

The unknown quantities U '

and TJ( being required only to be

continuous, we shall multiply by t'dt' and integrate from to t'. The

result (which we, of course, only write for U ', as the two equations

(54) and (55') are entirely similar) is

Jo Jo

and the right-hand side represents the integral
— /// JJ^dxdydz

throughout the inside of the hemisphere.

Now, the principle of our argument will consist in observing that

the latter integral admits of a derivative with respect to each of the

variables y and z, without any assumption as to U '

other than con-

tinuity. For, if the centre (0, yQ ,
z ) of our hemisphere be displaced

parallel to the y-axis by dy, the new

spherical surface will in the neigh-
bourhood of any point M (see fig. 30,

which is a plane section of the space

diagram) be normally displaced by

dy cos (n,y)=
y
-j^dy, Fig 30.

*
Compare formula (48), § 157.

17
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and the new volume will differ from the original one by (positive or

negative) cylindrical elements, each of which has , dy for its

height and t'
2dCl for its base, (dO = sin ddddfy), giving a term

t'(y-y )U 'dn

in the integral. Thus

<56> skm u° dx dydz =k iy w (y"* °*
=L //<*

^ p;<m = (,jlf '«' [(* - y,) u:i

with a similar expression for the derivative with respect to z .

161. Let us now define the two operators ^y and 9$z by the

equalities

#„ $ _ A
J'

*'<D (y, 0, <tf, % <D =1
JV<I> (y, *, df:

we see that

<^ F-tfJf, [(2/ -yo) TO <@
Zo
W=t'M' v [(z-z ) Uf[.

But we can operate on (56) as we did on JJ
'

itself. Therefore,

9^yo
W must exist, as well as

'Wyfflz^ W (the latter being equal to

^zo^vo ^)> anc* w^ giye *^e values of

*M't [{y
-
y )

2 U '] ,
t'M'f [(y

-
y ) (z

- z ) U '].

To this we can again apply our operators ^y^z, and we see that

we can do so any number of times, he the given function u{ indefinitely

differentiable or not (the latter being, of course, the general case when
U '

only admits of derivatives to a certain order). We have

(57) Thk (yQ ,
z0} t')

= <$\e^%W = t'M' f [(y-y )
h
(z-z fU '].

We can say that this enables us to obtain the value of any
double integral such as t'M'f [P (y, z) U '] , where P is any polynomial,
as P can be expanded in powers of (y

— y ), (z
— z

). For instance,

denoting by ylt z
x another system of values of y, z, the quantity

can be written in the form

Siiwmn (y
-

y,)
m

(z
-

z,)
n U ',
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so that its average value on a new hemisphere o-j with its centre at

(2/i > ^1) and its radius equal to t{ can also be found by such an ex-

pression as

(58) TKk (2/0,
z

; ft, 4*0 =
7, ^A hkmnTmn (y1} zu ti).

161 a. There remains to determine U '

by means of (57) (or (58)) :

a kind of "problem of moments" whose solution, if existent, can be

obtained by known methods. For instance, we only have to consider

such an integral as

fbL fL-*»[(*-y.)8+(#-*>*] £T '(£ y t z)f*dn

jrt(h+k+l)-V 2 (- l)
h+k

hlkl
T2ht2k (y0l z ,

extended to our original hemisphere a —so that £ denotes

^-(y-y^-iz-z^,—
which, for K= 00

, approaches the limit JJ
'

(t', y ,
z ),
—or* a similar

expression formed with the T'hk's and approaching

A'2 -
(y

-
2/0

2 -
(*o

-
*i)

2
0".' [VV

2 -
(y

-
2/0

2 -
(*b
~

*i)
2
, 2/o, *.]•

We thus have a series of operations which must give us the so-

lution U ', if any one exists. Of course, we should have to ascertain

that this is the case, i.e. that the values of U '

found in this way

actually satisfy the given equation (55): so that a system of neces-

sary (and sufficient) conditions which ul must satisfy in order that

U '

should exist is the following:

(a) The function W (y, z, t') deduced from u-[ by (55') can be sub-

jected to the operations ^y , 9?> z any number of times in any order {these

operations being even permutable) ;
and the same applies to Wx ;

* We also can consider the quantity

Mv
"(y-#o)

2
+(2-zo)

2
'

14t'
2

which we again can express under the form SB^T^ and whose quotient by

has also the limit U '

when the index m becomes infinite.

17—2
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(b) The result Thk (or T' hk) must be such that

TT2{h+k+i)

(or a suitable analogous combination with T) approaches a limit for

K=oo;
(c) This limit U '

(cc , y ,
z )

must satisfy (55).

162. A quite similar treatment can be applied to the correspond-

ing problem for (e2).
It is clear that, the data being the values u =

and «,' (y, t) of u and ^ for a? = 0, our above equation (55) would have

to be replaced (notation of § 30, Book II) by

W=t'nf(U '),

that is

i
[[

u* (x> y) dxdy

~ f
(

w
Uo (p sin

<f>,_y
+ p cos

</>) pdpd<f>

'o~ V*'2 -
p
2

from which again we, in the first place, deduce the value of the average

1 C
n

m t ( U ')
= -

I U '

(t sin 6, y + t cos
</>) dcp.

The only new feature characterising this case is that such a deduc-

tion is to be done by solving Abel's integral equation, viz.

...
,

t ..... 3 t'W(y,H)fdf
(55a) 2

m
'W)= ^j ~vF^F~

•

This being done, we should have to proceed as in the preceding
case and should obtain quite similar conclusions.

163. The problem, in one case or the other, is thus solved, though

"very little" in the sense of Poincare, on account of the complicated
nature of our conditions and of the fact that, for instance, we cannot

even say whether (c) is distinct from (a) and (b) or a consequence of

them.

Moreover, these conditions introduce the variable t in a role quite

-iff7T Jo J
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different from that which is played by the other variables; and this

ought not to be: for our problem is evidently invariant for Lorenz's

group or, more exactly, the sub-group of it which leaves x invariant,—
for (e2) for instance, the well-known group

{t IySh"+!ch£
(«.^bitrary parameter).

It is clear that it would be desirable to write our solution in

a form which would also be invariant for such a group : this would be

the case if it would introduce the variations of «/ not along parallels

to the axes of the coordinate planes, but along the bicharacteristics.

Our results in Book I, § 27, show us that our integral equation

(55) or (55 a) has no solution when u( is independent of t and not

analytic in the other variables; Volterra's result shows us that it

always has one when w/ is analytic in the variable or variables other

than t. All this, of course, could be put in other more general forms

by using the aforesaid sub-group of Lorenz's group.



CHAPTER II

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE PRINCIPLE OF DESCENT

1. Descent from m even to m odd

164. We have obtained the solution of our problem with an even

number of independent variables by deducing it from the correspond-

ing result in the case of ra odd, i.e., from our formulae given in

Book III. Could the reverse be done? Can our present formulae

lead (by means of descent) to solutions for the case of m odd ? We
shall now see that this is possible, and even that the solution thus ob-

tained is more advantageous, in some respects, than the previous one.

We apply our method of descent in the same way as before,

starting from fig. 23, p. 219, and the comparative study of equations

(E) and (E'), with the only difference that m will now be an odd

number, which we can still write m = 2m 1 + 1, if, in our above formulae,

we change ra x to mx + 1. Also the relation

r'=r-o- c)
2

(in which we shall again assume c to be zero) will subsist. But,

instead of formula (39) given in Book III, we now start from formula

(28) or (28 a) of the present Book, which we shall apply to (E'): we,

therefore, introduce the two functions corresponding to °l) and V.

One will be a power series in I"

(59) w = £ vmi+k r* = 2F'mi+jk <r
- *y,

the other a polynomial, of degree ml
— 1 (on account of our above

observation concerning m^) in the same quantity
«t, -l

(60) v= 2 Ffc
T'* = spy (r -*»)*,

the coefficients Vh
'

being, in both cases, functions of the variables x.

Let us now consider a solution u of (E), which we again take as

a solution of (E') not depending on z. If it is determined by Cauchy's
data on S'—or, which is the same, on S—it will be given by
formula (28) or (28 a) of the preceding chapter, in which

(1) Wj has to be changed into Wj + 1
;
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(2) r has to be replaced by V; V and LV by the above expressions

V and <&;

(3) T, S, t, o- have to be replaced by the corresponding varieties

T', S', t, a relating to the problem in Em+1 ;

(4) dx1dx2 ...dxm , dS, dSv have to be multiplied by dz, while dry',

day
'

are deduced from them as explained above
;

(5) a /is to be written* after each SSS or SS> and will repre-

sent the integration with respect to z.

We only have to illustrate the influence of the latter operation.

The treatment of the first two terms is obvious. The SSS/> f°r

instance, will be written

(61) SSSfd^dsc, . . . dxm ! ty'dz

= SSSfdx,dx2 • • • dxm
j
[2 V'mi+k (F

-
z*)

k
] dz.

As the integration / has to be performed from — Vr to + Vr,

and

this introduces the quantity (no longer containing z)

(62) lv2
= £

*
V'mi+k T^,

where the arbitrary numerical coefficient 1 shall be disposed of

presently.

Thus (61) becomes \SSSfv2dx1 dx2 ... dxm ,
and similarly, in the

second term of (28), we have to replace ty byf lv2 .

* Another symbol would, strictly speaking, be necessary for the integrals

which are differentiated with respect to y. In order not to complicate notations,

we simply denote them by SSS and SS (instead of SS and S) as they will be

finally expressed (see the following text) by space and surface integrals respec-

tively.

t No special difficulty arises from the presence of the derivative -r- ,
as the

differentiation is evidently permutable with our integrations.
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164 a. Let us come to the remaining terms, in which we have

to differentiate with respect to 7. Before that differentiation, r, for

example, will belong to a kind of hyperboloid of two sheets, so that

the point (x1} x2 , ...,xm) has to vary inside the domain Tx enclosed

between Y = 7 and S, a kind of hyperbola (the section of the hyper-

boloid in question), each position of it giving on r two values of z

z=± Vf^
~ry.

By its definition, dry

'

will be such that its product by dy repre-

sents the volume of the portion of the (m + l)-dimensional space

enclosed between two consecutive surfaces T' = const, in any ele-

mentary cylinder through the element in question (fig. 31). If we

Fig. 81.

take the cylinder parallel to the 2-axis, the volume will be equal to

the cross-section (that is, the projection on to Em ,
i.e. dxx dx2 ... dxm)

multiplied by the segment dz intercepted on the generatrix. Thus

j^ / _ a„ !„ . dY'\ dxj... dxm _ dx^.. . dxmdry
- Ox, . . . dxm .

-g-
J

- —
2j7p

-
2Vfr^

which allows us to express the first integral subject to differentiation

relative to 7. V being given by (60), in which T-z* has to be

replaced by 7, this integral becomes (the denominator disappearing
on account of the presence of two elements dr with the same pro-

jection on to Em)

(63) SSS/^'-SSSt^/
dxx . . . dxr

Vr-7
where 7\ is again the portion of T such that F ^ 7.

m, -1

A=0
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By a quite similar argument we have to take, in the other integrals

subject to differentiation,

, , dS
7 2Vr- 7

We can also apply this without essential modification to the

integrals in the last line of the formula if we take it in the

form (28 a) (and besides note that the symbols -j- and
-j-

are per-

mutable). Finally, we have

(64) (_!)„«_^_„„
= - 1 [SSSr/^A • • • dxm + $$s V2 (ui + Lu ) dS]

i d*- 1 roee -, , sny+
(mx

-
1) ! dy^(y=0) L

SSSr/^ • • • aXm
Vr - 7

+ $$s(ul + Lu1)dSj=^L
1 d^- 1 d 00 70 2Ffcy . d ^^ 7„

(mi-l)!^'- 1 dp"*" °

Vr-7 dp"
This new formula is, as can be seen, quite of the same appearance

.as the classic formula of Volterra (to which it easily reduces when

applied to (e2)), and contains no symbol which is not classic in analysis.

But it combines this advantage with an entire generality, as we know
that such a formula exists for any (as yet analytic) equation.

165. How this same formula could again lead to our former solu-

tion is easy to recognize. We simply have to perform the differentiation

with respect to 7. As the integrand is of a fractional order in the

neighbourhood of 7 = 0, no boundary term is to be introduced ; but,

on the other hand, the use of our symbol I is necessary : with the

help of it we can simply differentiate under SSS or SS : m other

words, replace
— S VhVh

by its (mx
—

l)th derivative*, so that
vT — 7

we find, e.g.

<s£l>i I^V., [
sss v/- 7

(S v"Y)dx' - dx"

= 1
!SSS Vifd®i • • • dx

ri

*
This, however, is not valid in the vicinity of a, for which a limiting process

is to be used as said in Book III, § 106.
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Vi being given by

(65) \Vl
=
7-%r

. f-~'x (-== S F»V )
(wij- 1)! c^y™

1 x Vvr — 7 /(y=o)

y j. $...(*>,-&-$ )
rA

' _y p r»'

The same treatment applying to every term in (64), we evidently

find the very formula (39) in Book III, § 105, with

"V 1 Vh
'

(65') lv = l(v1 -v„)= 2 CWi - h-i h -i

a=o 1

V is thus deduced from the functions V and ty' as we have already

shown in Book II, § 70, the numerical ratios of corresponding co-

efficients in (59), (60), and in (65') being of course in agreement*
with the values found at the aforesaid place if, for the numerical

coefficient 1, we take the value

But as we see the relation between v' and v can also be expressed

by formulae (62), (65) as, in the former case of m even, it was by

(3), (3').

2. Properties of the coefficients in the elementary solution

166. The importance of the elementary solution in our theory is

obviously due to its essential connection with the equation itself,

evidently resulting from the fact that a given linear partial differ-

ential equation of the second order with an odd number of independent
variables admits of one perfectly determinate elementary solution

and that, similarly, to a given equation with an even number of

variables corresponds one function V and one function 60. This pro-

perty immediately shows us, for instance, how the solution in question
would behave towards some simple transformations, such as changing
variables.

* The verification is immediate with the help of the relation (§ 99) between

Q...„„ and Q._>Wl _i.
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To what extent does this character also belong to the operations

by which this solution u has been constructed in the above, i.e. to the

single terms of its expansion ? Such a question is of interest as to

the value of our method for the calculation of u: the closer the con-

nection these individual terms have with our problem itself, the more

natural this method will be.

The connection is, this time, a looser one than it was as to the

final value of the quantity u, although in the aforesaid expansion

(taking, for instance, in odd)

u^-lz1 (u +u1 r + ... + uh vh + ...)>

r 2

the coefficients Uk themselves are perfectly determinate in terms of

the x, a when the expressions of the coefficients are known. We can

easily foresee that the ITs will, like u itself, keep their values except

for a simple factor* when changing independent variables, because in

such a punctual transformation our geodesies, such as introduced in

Book II, §55, and, therefore, T also remain unaltered. But the case

would be different if we should change unknown by setting down

U = fl \XX ,
x2) . . .

,
ocm ) u l ,

or even if we should simply multiply the left-hand side &(-u) by a

given quantity (viz. a given function of the x's). Either of these two

operations again brings no other change in the elementary solution

than multiplication by a simple factor: but the change in each indi-

vidual Uh is much more complicated, as such operations, altering the

characteristic form A, also profoundly modify the geodesies and con-

sequently the quantity T.

We can only see what would happen by a suitable combination

of these two operations, viz. by substituting for S-(u) the new dif-

ferential polynomial

& (u) =*-& (fill),

* This factor occurs only on account of the presence of the factor

V| A |

in our formulae of § 63.
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the adjoint of which is (as immediately appears by considering the

adjoint as defined by identity (5), §37) £\{v) = ijl£'(-\ . This pre-

serves the values of the A^'a (and therefore F). As to the B'a, it will

be easily found, if we set down
dv

that each of them is augmented by the corresponding value of -—

(the explicit calculation of not being necessary for our purpose), so

that the new value ofM becomes

ovi oxi oUi as

(notation of Book II). Therefore U will be multiplied by the quantity

( in which we have taken account of the initial factor . 1 ,
after

V V|A|/
which the successive equations (42'), (44') show us that such will be

the case for each U^.

167. But another test of the intimate connection of the coef-

ficients Uh with the question lies in the result obtained in § 114,

and extended (§146) to even w's.

We have seen that our elementary solution admits of the inter-

change property, i.e. does not change its numerical value when we

simultaneously exchange the two points x and a and the two mu-

tually adjoint polynomials &(u) and £(v).
As (for m odd)

U
U ~~

CT-2 ' \

r 2

and r is symmetrical with respect to x and a, the same can be said

as to the numerator U.

Can we also assert the same conclusion concerning each coefficient

Uh of the expansion

u-u +u1r+...+ uhrh+...i
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We certainly could if the variables x1} x2 , ..., xm ,
a1} a2 , ...,am (on

which the U^s depend) and T were independent. But this is not

the case, so that the conclusion in question is by no means evident.

It becomes so, on the contrary, if we again use our device of

"descent."

In other words, together with our given differential polynomial

(fill nlf

—in which, in the first place, we shall assume the number m of inde-

pendent variables to be even—we consider the auxiliary one

where z is a supplementary (ra + l)th variable, the two adjoint poly-

nomials respectively being

We know that the new value of F relative to £' or <£' will be

(66) Y' = T-(z- c)
2
,

so that the new elementary solution will be

(67) «'- —b=i- B SZ7»[r-(f-o)V,
[T-(z-cf\

8 [T-(z-c)
2

]
2

the coefficients U\ only differing from the corresponding coefficients

Uh by numerical factors and especially only depending on

Xly X2 ,
. .., Xm , ttj, Ug, ..., Q/m ,

with the exclusion of z and c.

The number (m+ 1) being odd, the quantity (67) and, conse-

quently, its numerator V admit of the interchange property, so that

(68) %Uh
'

r*-SF3kT'»
the successive coefficients Vh

'

on the right-hand side being calculated

as the corresponding ones in U, but for the exchange: (1) of x with a,

i.e. of x1 with alr x2 with a2 ,
etc. (so that, in the calculations of § 62,

x must, in the first place, be considered as fixed and only the as as

variable and, e.g. the geodesic paths of integration all issue from the
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same x and end at various points a); (2) of the polynomial & (in

which the independent variables are the x's) with $ (in which the

independent variables are the a's).

Now, in (68), the (2m +1) variables x1 ,...,xm , a^...,am ,
Tare

independent, because [by equation (66)] V contains a variable (z
-

c)

which is distinct from xl} . . .,xm ,
au ..., am ,

and does not appear in the

coefficients.

Therefore, (68) must be an identity with respect to V, and this

gives the required conclusion concerning our equation & (u)
= at

least for m even.

But a new "descent" will evidently extend it to odd values of m,

as any equation & (u)
= with an odd number of variables can be

d2u
considered as deduced from another one S- (u)

—
-^

— (in which

the number of independent variables is even) whose elementary solu-

tion has the same coefficients except for numerical factors. Our con-

clusion is thus completely proved.

168. Could we, in order to obtain it, replace the above indirect

method by a more direct one, starting from the explicit expression of

the CTs?

This may be considered as a question belonging to the theory of

geodesic lines. Not only, indeed, every equation (E) leads, as we
have seen, to the consideration of geodesic lines, relative to the linear

element H; but, conversely, every linear element H corresponds
to oo linear partial differential equations such as (E). It will be

convenient, after Cotton*, to write the most general homogeneous

equation (E) corresponding to a given H in the form

(69) AJtt + 2 5/^ + C'M = 0,
i vXi

where A2 is again the second differential parameter of Lame, the

expression of which (account being taken of p. 91, first footnote) is

t dx{ \ k
%k
dxj ik

l*
dxtdxk z [dxi k dxk J

'

* Ann. Sc. Ec. Norm. Sup™, Vol. xvii, 1900, pp. 211—244. See also Levi-Civita,
Atti lit. Veneto, Vol. lxxii, 1913, pp. 1331—1357.
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It is clear that the left-hand member of (69) is of the form

& (u)
= lAa t - + 2B{ 5- +Cu

0XidX]c oxi

and that, conversely, every differential polynomial such as S-(u) can

be written in the form (69), with

oxk

Therefore, any question on an arbitrary equation (E) may be

considered as a question concerning a linear element H and a system
of (m + 1) functions i?/, ..., B^, C of xu ..., xm .

169. In the present case, the difficulty of the question obviously
increases with the order of the term considered.

As concerns the first term U
,
the required conclusion can be, as

we shall see, deduced from the formula obtained in § 59 :

*,r- 2
(i
+ /-M£)

and from properties, now classic, of geodesic lines.

Again considering the differential equations

(L)

(d%i _ 1 dA
ds 2 dpi

'

dpi 1 3A
ds 2dxi'

of § 55, we know that their general integral depends on 2m arbi-

trary constants filf /x2 , ..., y^m .

We also know (see Additional Note to Book II) that, if we start

from any determinate solution of (L) (which corresponds to a deter-

minate system of numerical values of the /xs) and consider the

quantities
_ _dxj

(70)

i R-2&
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(j being any subscript from 1 to 2m), these will satisfy the varia-

tional system _
(dxi _ 1 3A

(L) Us-m>_
2dxi'

\dpi =
\ds

which is linear, as A is quadratic in the oc's and p's.

Each value ofj in (70) gives a solution of (L) and, as the Jacobian

^ Lf v#D • • ', &miPi> • -•>Pm)

-D(/*i,---,/0

is not zero *, the 2m possible values ofj give us a fundamental system

of solutions of (L).

These properties belong to any variational equations deduced from

a differential system. But Hamiltonian systems like (L) and their

variational systems (L) possess another important property f, which is

that the determinant §fi is a constant along every determinate line satis-

fying (L) (in other words, §) depends on jilt ..., /iam only and not on s).

The geodesies themselves only depend on 2m — 2 parameters; but

each solution of (L) contains two parameters more, viz. the two

quantities a and /S mentioned in § 56, and which therefore we have

to consider as being two of the /as (so that, having written the general

equation of geodesies with (2m — 2) parameters, we deduce therefrom

the general integral of (L) by changing s into as + /3).

Coming back to our given equation in the form (69). we begin

by noting that the differential polynomial A2u is identical with its

adjoint polynomial J,
as is verified directly without any difficulty, and

* The fundamental theorem of differential equations shows that the ^'s can

be chosen so as to give to xu ...,xm , pu ..., pm any given values for «=0. The

determinant W is what, in our Lemons sur le Calcul des Variations, we have called

the "
general determinant " of the (2m - 2) solutions of (L), while J is what we

have called the "
special determinant."

t See Poincare's Les metkodes nouvelles de la M4canique Celeste, Vol. in,

§254.

I The integral identity which (§§ 36, 37) characterizes adjoint polynomials
is no other than the one which would be deduced from that which defines A2

(see formula (35), § 59) by exchanging the two functions (r and U in § 59) which

it contains and subtracting.
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as follows from the definition of the symbol Aa . Therefore, the adjoint

polynomial of

i OX{

is

(v)
= A2v-$Bi'P + C 1'v, (q-o'-xl?-)

i oxi \ i dxi J

i.e., is deduced from the former by changing the sign of each B' and

properly changing C .

Coming then to the expression of U
,
we have, in the first place, to

op
express the quantity M: by (37), § 56 and

-^
- = 2Pi = 2sp{, we get

M
2

J is given by formula (30 a), § 57 a:

__
JJ \X\ ,

x2 ,
• . .

, xm)

D{\, ...,Xm_!,s)'

in which only the geodesies issuing from a are considered (and not

all geodesies, as above) and are expressed in terms of s and m — 1

parameters X.

Let us introduce m new functions of x 1} ...,xm by writing

M
the last term in the expression of -5- thus becomes

s.iZAap^^lt^i— ^sZ^p.
i,k * i dpi i ds

If we recall that

(71) 2p - 2 = - m,

we see that

M n n M , -. sd log J ^ — dxi

H. 18
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and, therefore,

(72) U =

1 ex

~2Ja SS i
dx

l+...+3Smdxm

n 1 (s /M \ds

V|AJ

( ~»^i) denoting the limiting value of -^ when the point x ap-
\* s

proaches a along a determinate geodesic. This limit exists and is

different from zero*: we easily find

dxi d&i

dx2

'

d®2

dXi 9X2(73)
\5
m
-Vo

dx/

dx.2

3Am_i

dxm
axT

the subscript after the determinant denoting that the values of the

x"s and their derivatives with respect to the X's are taken for s = 0.

We shall write, introducing a condensed notation,

o\x 9X2 o\m_i

l rx

170. The exponential factor in (72), viz. e *"' a * ' ' x

"\ pos-

sesses the above enunciated interchange property. For, as we have

seen, exchanging the two adjoint polynomials3 and £ corresponds to

a change of signs in the B"s, and, on the other hand, the permutation
of a and x changes the sense of integration in the curvilinear integral

f^1dx1 + ...+Mmdxm
taken along the geodesic line.

To show the same as to the remaining factor

V,|A |

V Um-Vo
:

Um"V '

* This fact is the very condition by which we have chosen the value of the

number ^p in § 61.
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we shall transform it with the help of known principles concerning

geodesies *.

If the parameters filf
. .., fi2m be replaced by 2m other ones

vi> •••> v<zm (the latter being functions of the former, and conversely),

the determinant & is evidently multiplied by the Jacobian

D(fh, ••,f^m)

(which is evidently a constant along each solution of (L)).

We shall now introduce another important determinant*

which, as we shall presently see, is closely connected with the above-

mentioned Jacobian J. The quantities a,

1
,0)

, ...,xm {0) and x^, ...,xm {1)

are the values assumed by the x's in two points of the same geodesic,

corresponding to two different values s {0)
,
sw of s (the latter being con-

sidered as constants in the differentiations with respect to filf .. ., /j^,n).

We take s° = 0, s (1)

being the value of s which corresponds to x,

so that

/*i A\ /f
J-* {Q,}, . . ., (Xm ,

X1} . . ., Xm)

J is multiplied by the same factor as <$ if we replace

f*l, ••yf^m by Vlf ...,Vzm,

so that the ratio

J
m

does not depend on the choice of the arbitrary constant parameters
in terms of which the general solution of (L) is expressed.

Let us accordingly suppose that m of the parameters /a are those

which we previously denoted by X1} ...jX^., and a, so that the values

of the x's for s = do not depend on them and remain equal to

«i> •••,am respectively as long as the other m parameters fxl ,...,iim

remain fixed. The quantities^ (i
= 1, , .., m; I= 1, ... (m - 1)), and -£*

uA-i 00.

* See our Lemons sur le Calcul des Variations, § 283.

18—2
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/ OCT.' uCC '

being zero, we have
(
as ^—

= sx/ = s —-
j

,

da,i dai

8//,i dfi2

"
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stitution, i.e. by Aa . But this gives precisely the right-hand side of

(73), i.e. the value off -%-A • Therefore

and, on account of (75),

We thus transform the value (72) of U into

m ? AW i f*

i\ *******

This completes the proof of the enunciated property as concerns U >

as & is a constant which has therefore the same value at a and at x,

and
j cf\ obviously possesses the symmetry in question (by (74)).

The same result, as concerns the following coefficients U1} U2 , ...,

seems to be connected with more complicated properties of geodesies.

It might even, for that reason, prove of interest in the theory of these

lines, as depending on other principles than those which have been

used as yet.

3. Treatment of non-analytic equations

171. We now return to our elementary solution as a whole. We
succeeded in constructing it (at least for two points x and a sufficiently

near each other) by assuming the coefficients to be analytic. It is

remarkable that, in the first instance (aside from classic cases) which

was given of such a construction—viz. Picard's work on V 2w + Cu =

(as quoted in our Book II)
—this hypothesis was not wanted. We shall

now see how we may also get rid of it.

Such a result, for the general equation of the elliptic type, has been

obtained independently by E. Elia Levi *—one of the best and most

beautifully gifted of young Italian geometers (he gave his life in the

Great War),—and under a finally equivalent form by Hilbertf. The

* Rendic. Circ. Mat. Palermo, 1907, Vol. xxiv, pp. 275—317.

+ Grundziige einer allg. Theorie der linearen Integralgleiehungen, 6th paper

(1910). A first allusion is made at the end of the 5th paper (1906). See also

Fubini, Rendic. Ac. Lincei, 5th series, Vol. xvm (1909), p. 423, to which the

remarks in the text also apply.

/
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method used by both of them consists in forming a first approxima-

tion (Hilbert's "parametrix") which does not satisfy the given equation,

but, when substituted in this equation, merely gives a result which,

at the singular point, is only of the first order of infinity. Thanks to

the introduction of this "parametrix," E. Elia Levi succeeds in form-

ing the elementary solution
;
Hilbert's result consists in doing without

the latter, i.e. making the "parametrix" play the part which usually

belongs to the elementary solution itself. The two questions are really

one, and E. Elia Levi's analysis is, ultimately, identical with Hilbert's.

In both cases the problem is reduced to Fredholm's integral equation

(as is also recognized to be the case for Picard's initial proceeding).

The method, however, wants improvement in order to be applic-

able to the hyperbolic case. The reason of this is that, in E. E. Levi's

and Hilbert's case, there is only one real singular point, and we need

not mind how our parametrix or the complementary term behaves

along the imaginary singularity, which in fact is different when con-

sidered in the first approximation ("parametrix") and in the final result.

In our case of the problem, on the contrary, we must immediately
take account of our characteristic conoid, which is real, and our first

approximation itself may not admit of any other singularity than the

conoid in question.

Other difficulties seem, at first, to arise from the nature of our

above solutions: for, if m is even, the elementary solution is not well-

determined, and if m is odd, we have to reckon with the peculiar

singularities met with in our expressions, which would require special

precautions in the application of Fredholm's method. The fact is that,

in what follows, we only get to the solution by dealing simultaneously
with both cases, thanks to "descent."

172. The domain of validity in the analytic case. Even before

coming to non-analytic equations, we have, in that line, to answer a

first—and perhaps the most important
—

part of the question concern-

ing analytic ones.

We must not forget
—and this defect is common to all methods

resting on Maclaurin's series—that our above solutions of the problem,

though seemingly complete, are really, as yet, quite insufficient, the

problem being "not enough" solved.
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It was first solved, but "
very little," in Book I, by Cauchy-

Kowalewsky's argument. The problem is very little solved, not only
because the expression of u is given in a very indirect and complicated

form, but also because the region of validity of this calculation may be

(and generally is) very small and insufficient for our wants. We know

(see Book I, § 8) that this always chances to be the case (on account

of the presence of imaginary singularities) when using expressions

involving power series.

We shall see presently that the solutions obtained in the present
Book will be of better use even from that point of view. Nevertheless

again, the existence of the elementary solution (and consequently the

validity of our formula), as a result of the convergence of the series

(43) (Book II, § 62), have been proved only for a certain domain around

the vertex of our conoid. To what extent this allows us to assert the

existence of the function U, or of the functions U and °ll, is what we
do not know : the radius of convergence of our power series (43) may
be much greater than the lower limit deduced from our previous con-

siderations, and also the functions U, °ll may exist far beyond the

range where their developments in powers of T are convergent.

We shall prove (the coefficients being still assumed to be analytic)

not only the existence of the solution throughout the domain of

regularity of the coefficients themselves, which is relatively easy (see

below, § 177), but also (under the further assumption of the ana-

lyticity of/, u
,
ux ) its analyticity. The corresponding proof, for the

elliptic case, has been given, for instance, by E. E. Levi in his above-

cited work. We shall have, however, to modify the method used

in that case in order to apply it to ours*, for reasons of the same

kind as mentioned above (more precisely, on account of the fact that

the domain of integration of the right-hand sides of our formulae

depends on a).

To give this proof, we take the case of m even (which does not

limit the generality, thanks to descent) and we make, at least to

begin, a further geometrical assumption, which; strictly speaking, we

* The method which we shall develop presently is utterly different from

E. E. Levi's and, indeed, as it rests on successive extensions, could not by any
means be applied to the elliptic case : a method corresponding to E. E. Levi's

will be indicated further on.
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ought not to make, but which is justified in every practical case.

We assume that there exists a one-parameter set of surfaces which

are everywhere duly inclined (and this strictly, i.e. it will happen

nowhere that one of them is tangent to a characteristic cone, and,

therefore, the angle between any of them and any direction interior

to the cone from one of its points will have a positive minimum):

these surfaces will be analytic (so that, by means of an analytic

change of variables, the corresponding parameter t can be taken as

one of the coordinates, the mth), and one of them, corresponding to

t = 0, will be* the surface S, our region M being on the side t >0.

Every bicharacteristic or interior geodesic
—i.e. every geodesic such

that H ^ —will, under such assumptions, have a direct and an in-

verse sense, the latter corresponding to -7- < (where a is the arc,

' dt '

according to the ordinary meaning of the word),
j

-=- having even a

positive minimum. We assume the shape of M to be such that any
inverse geodesic issuing from a point ofM will remain constantly in-

side it for t^O: then such a geodesic must necessarily reach 8. We

suppose the choice of the variable s to have been made on each of

these lines in a determinate and even analytic way: for instance, we

agree that j-
= 1 for t = 0, so that this derivative will remain be-

tween two fixed positive limits throughout M. xm will be, in what

follows, synonymous with t, and, similarly, am with c.

We shall also (though the necessity of it be not absolute, as we

shall see) admit, concerning M, our general hypothesis that any two

points x and a within it can be joined to each other by a geodesic in

a perfectly unique and continuous way: in other words, the first

set of equations (29) of § 57 admits of a perfectly determinate

solution for the q's in terms of the x and as. We even suppose that

their Jacobian never vanishes in M. We can, therefore, define normal

variables relating to a; and moreover, on these normal variables,

make a linear substitution (with coefficients functions of the as) which

* The influence of the fact that one of the surfaces t= const, is the given S, is

merely superficial, as we shall see below, and we have used it principally in order

to simplify notations (especially when resuming the matter in § 189).
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we can even suppose to be a perfectly determinate one and to vary

analytically* with the as, so that the quadratic form r = H(£) is

reduced to its canonical form

r_ t 2 £2 fc 2 £2
o
—

<otn fe l $2 • • • s m—l

and also the surface fm = const, through a is tangent, at this point,

to t = const., with -~ < 0. The linear substitution on the normal
dt

variables £ of Lipschitz will concern only the first (m — 1) of them if

we have chosen the variables x so that the lines xx
= const., x2

= const.,

. . .
,
xm_Y

= const, are everywhere transversal to the surfaces t = const.

We can suppose that our choice of the x's possesses this property, and

even (by means of a suitable transformation on x1} x2 , ..., xm_1 alone)

that, for t = 0,

dv dt

so that transversal derivatives are no other than derivatives with

respect to t : all these transformations being analytic and regular.

fm will also eventually be denoted by the synonymous letter 6.

The £'s can be expressed in terms of 6 and the ratios

Vi
ff

' ^2
—

a ' '"> Vm-i — n >

the latter satisfying, for the inside of the conoid, the relation

(76) V + ^+.-.+^m-i^l.
To every such system of constant values of the 77's will correspond

a determinate (interior or bicharacteristic) geodesic from a. Along

remains between two fixed positive

a

limits, and so does also, therefore, the ratio ; .

c — t

any such geodesic, the ratio
dt

* These coefficients being arbitrary to a certain extent, the statement in the

text is true under the assumption that they are calculated in a determinate way,

e.g. by strictly following Lagrange's classic rule (see Serret's Algebre superieure,

4th ed.. Vol. 1, p. 430; Bocher's Higher Algebra, Ch. x, § 45, p. 131). For the

application of this, we shall always (under the assumption below in the text as

to the choice of variables) be in the general case where the coefficients of the

square terms are different from zero, as, the term in £m2
being abstracted, there

remains a form in |j, ..., £m-i which is (negative) definite.
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a being any determinate point within M, we can refer the points

x which are interior altogether to M and to the conoid from a, to the

normal variables £ relating to a, but also to r) 1 , . .., r]m_l ,
6 or to

171, ...
, t)m--i , t : both latter systems will be equivalent to each other from

our point of view, in the sense that each of them can be expressed

in terms of the other, the expressions being holomorphic on account

01 our remark on -r- .

at

173. Things being so, we shall show that, if we have in any way
constructed the elements V and ty of the elementary solution for all

possible positions of x and a inside M (more exactly, for all positions

of these points satisfying T (x; a) ^ 0), knowing, moreover, these

quantities to be holomorphic in the x's and the as, we can assert that

the solution u of Cauchy's problem (with holomorphic data) relating

to t = or to t = t > 0, is also holomorphic.
We begin by showing this for the first term (in SSS) °f (28 a).

Generally speaking, we show that the m-tuple integral

(77) SSS F(x1} x.2 ,
... xm) dx! dx2 ... dxm

(F being holomorphic), extended over the domain included between

the retrograde half conoid from a and the surface S, is holomorphic
in the a's. F may even contain not only the x's, but also the as

themselves and eventually other parameters : if it be holomorphic in

all these quantities, so will be also (77) in the a's and the parameters.
The fact may be looked at as practically evident ;

but its explicit

deduction is very simple after the above assumptions and remarks.

It follows from these that the x's will be holomorphic functions

(throughout M) of ^ , ... t rjm-i> t- Let K1 be their Jacobian (taken so

as to be positive) so that

dx1 dx2 . . . dxm = K^drj-L . . . dr)m-idt.

The required function will be

(77 a) SSS F {xx ,
x2 , ..., xm) dx, dx2 ... dxm

= S$dr)1 dr}2 ... dr1rn_ l I^Fdt,
Jo

the integration being carried out with respect to the »/s over the real
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domain (76) and with respect to t, from the origin to the value c

which corresponds to a. As this can be written (since t = Xc)

(77 b) o S3 &*\\ • • drjm-i I K^FdX,
Jo

integration with respect to X having to be carried out from to 1,

we only want to notice that the integrand is holomorphic, and even

uniformly so*, when expressed in terms of the ?;'s, X and the as (and,

a fortiori, in terms of the as for any values of the 77's and X). Its

Taylor expansion, around any determinate position of a and any

system of values of these quantities, corresponding to a determinate

position of x within $,, converging uniformly with respect to the 77's

and X, can therefore be integrated term by term, which gives the

conclusion which we have in view : our integral is defined and holo-

morphic throughout M.

If we take F= <Vf, we see that the first term SSS^/d^ of (28)

or (28 a) exists and is holomorphic in the region M ;
and the other

terms
d<V~

ss ty (uY + Lu )
— u ,

av
dS

in (28) relating to $ will evidently be treated in the same way with-

out any difficulty (compare below, § 176).

174. No difficulty would occur, either, in the remaining terms

(relating to the surface of the conoid or its edge of intersection with

*S), if it were not for the first of them,

which difficulty, however, will be easily overcome with the help of

§ 141. We must, however, resume the considerations of that section in

a somewhat more complete form, as we investigate more precisely the

expansion of the integral Iy of § 140 in powers of 7.

As in § 141, we begin by considering the x's as being expressed

* A function which is holomorphic around every point of a continuous domain

(boundary included) is uniformly holomorphic, i.e. its Taylor expansion admits

of a fixed dominant throughout it, as is seen by a classic argument resting on

Bolzano-Weierstrass' Lemma.
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in terms of the a's and the normal variables f defined in § 172 with

respect to a. We call

K d^ . . . d%m = dxx . . . dxm

the space element (K being a Jacobian).
Instead of the variables £, we can (at least in the neighbourhood

of r = 0, which alone interests us) introduce the same angular vari-

ables
<f>1} <f>2)

. .., <pm_2 as in § 141, combined with = fm and 7:

expressing in terms of the latter two, the quantity

p - Vg" +... + {%_, = \/W^y,

we see that (same meaning as in § 141 for dflm_2)

d£i . . . dl-m - df! . . . dl-m^ dd = $P
m~3 dOm_2 dd dy

= £(0
2 -?)

2 dQm^Mdy.
This expression of the space element gives us a corresponding

expression of the element dry on a surface 7 = const., viz.

ro-3

dTy = l(d
2
-y)

2
dClm-zdd.

We see, thus, that the value of Iy will be obtained by integrating
with respect to the

cp's (after multiplication by d£lm_2), the simple

integral Jm -3

KJV(P-y)~'d$.

In this integral, we shall take for the lower limit a small positive

quantity e (constant or variable with the a's and
<f>'s),

which we begin

by leaving fixed, exactly as we did in § 141. The upper limit will

be the value 0' of corresponding to the point where our line of

integration (i.e., the section of t by <^
= const., <p2

= const., . . . ,

^>m_j = const.) intersects S. Now, we can replace the x's by their

expressions in terms of the £'s and consequently in terms of the
</>'s,

p and 0, and these expressions will be uniformly holomorphic around

every point within M.

Let us begin by effecting this substitution in the integrand :

F = Kf Vp
m- 3

(for any determinate choice of the
<f>'s)

will be written

g+ro-3

F(0,p)=F(0,</0>-y)=X<l>q (0)(e>-y)
2

,
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We shall have to expand this in powers of 7, only considering the

terms whose indices have the values to m^ — 2. Now,

h\ Q-ih
+

in which we see that a denominator in only appears for 2h > q'.

Therefore (as c[
= q + %nx

—
3), our integrand, or, more exactly, the

part of it which is at most of degree m1
— 2 in 7, is of the form

0»m-8 po (0) + yfftm-s^ (0) + ...

+ V
hd*m>-»-3hFh (6)+ ... +ri^-^0Fmi _ 2 {6),

where the Fh's (which are finite combinations of the first (m1
—

2)

partial derivatives of F with respect to p, for p = : especially,

F (0)
= F (6, 6)) are again uniformly analytic around any point inside

or on the retrograde half conoid from any vertex a within M. This,

in the first place, shows that, in the integrand (78 a), the coefficients

of the powers of 7 from to m 1
— 2 are limited in absolute value and

even infinitesimal of the order of 6 and, consequently, in the integral

(78 a) taken from to e, the totality of the corresponding terms will

be at least of the order of e
2

: which is equivalent to the result found

in § 141.

175. On account of this result, we see that we obtain the required
value by taking for our lower limit. If we change the variable by

setting down 6 = s6' we find

(79) TJo
&* f

1

"2

mi— 2

h= Q

ds

for integral (78 a), reduced to its terms of degree at most equal to

(Wj
—

2) in 7.

Let us also expand in powers of 7 the upper limit 0', determined

by an equation of the form S (0, p)
= 0, or (operating as above)

(80) S(O,4P-v) = SQ (6) + lSl (e) + ...+$=
-

l
Sk (0) + ...=O,
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the Sh
's in the left-hand side being uniformly holomorphic in the

variables which they contain*.

When 7 = 0, this reduces to

(80 a) SO (0)
= S(0,0) = O,

the equation which determines the intersection of 8 with a bicharac-

teristic. For the value O of thus obtained, we know that S '

(0) is

different from zero and even numerically greater than a fixed positive

constant r.

Now, let us expand ff in powers of y and see what denominators

O it contains f. In equation (80) which defines
', let us introduce

a new independent variable g and a new unknown ^ by

(81) v = Oo
%

9, 0' = 0o(I+*)

so that the expansion of ^

(81') *r=g%+g>%+...
has its constant term equal to zero. In these new variables, equation

(80), taking account of equation (80 a) for O , becomes (one factor O

disappearing)

*S.' (0o) +% 0o S
"
(0O) + ...+.^ S> [0O (1 + *)]

But such an equation gives for ^ an expansion in powers of g, the

coefficients *$
h
of which obviously admit of fixed dominants, on account

of
|

SO'(0O) |
> s~. Therefore, in the expansion of 0' in powers of y, the

term of degree h may contain the denominator O ,
but with an index

* If 5 is t =0, the left-hand side of (80) is the expression of t in terms of the

<£'s, of 6 and of y.

The argument in the text applies to any analytic regular surface S, provided
it meets every interior or bicharacteristic geodesic at a finite angle. Upper limits

for the coefficients of the expansion (81') depend on upper limits for the deri-

vatives of S with respect to the x's and a lower limit for
|

S '

(d ) |.

t This discussion of small o's seems not to be absolutely necessary, as we

know, by Cauchy-Kowalewsky's theorem, under our general assumption of

aualyticity, of the existence of a certain limit T for \t\ such that, below this

limit, u is certainly holomorphic, so that we could limit ourselves to \t\>T.
But the behaviour of the term (78) in the neighbourhood of S will be wanted

finally (see § 196).
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not higher than 2h— 1. In other words, we can say that its degree
of homogeneity, with respect to 7 and O

2
,
is ^ J.

If, finally, we carry such an expression of 0' into the integrand in

(79), we see that the term in y
m^~2 does not contain any denominator

O , but, on the contrary, contains O
2 as a factor, the other factor being

uniformly holomorphic in all the variables which it contains, viz. the

fas and s : especially, for any determinate system of values of the fas

and s, this factor is holomorphic with respect to the as around any

position of a in M, and this uniformly whatever that position and the

(real) values of fa , ..., cf>m-2 (between zero and ir or zero and 2-jt) and

s (between and 1) may be.

This, integrating with respect to the fas and s, gives the required

proof of analyticity, with the determination of the order of magnitude
of the term in question when 6 is small (i.e. when c is small).

176. Such a proof will allow us not to insist on the treatment of

the other terms (terms with the element of integration da-y) in (28),

this treatment being obviously similar to the above, but easier, inas-

much as the question corresponding to §141 or §174 does not occur.

The only new question concerns the expression of day . A simple

way of obtaining it is, in the relation

dS= do-ydy,

to replace dS by dSG ,
defined by means of the set of surfaces

S = G = arbitr. const.

r)Sf

which we can do if we simultaneously replace 7^ by ^— . As we have

written

dxl dx2 ... dxm = Kd%x . . . d^m-i dQ = -x- p
m~ 3 dQm_2 dddy,

we have (as is seen by considering the cylinder having for its bases

two elements of two surfaces S and its lateral surface constituted by
small arcs of lines = const., 7 = const.)

(82)
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dd'
the derivative -j~ being taken along one of the lines in question. As,

(XLr

by formulae (81), (81'), 0' is expressed in terms of 7 and O (when con-

sidering the <£'s as constants), the coefficients being taken from the

expansion of the function S, such a derivative, expanded in powers of

dO
7, will be obtained by means of -^ (the latter being itself deduced

from So (0o)
= G), viz.

<W_d0Q (
y_ _(2h-ljy _

dG'dGV O
2
*1 + "' ~

0* ** '••

' t'o[i +
(?ddo

+ '- +
(?
h deo

+

d*h
(the -^-r- being uniformly holomorphic in a, </>, 7, O

—as the ^ them-

selves are—and, therefore, in a, <f>
and 7), so that the factor of d£lm-i

in (82') will be uniformly holomorphic and even infinitesimal of the

first order for small o's.

176 a. The treatment of the terms containing -7- is immediate if

we take the formula under the form (28 a). We have only to imagine
that the calculation is not only made concerning S, but also concern-

ing the auxiliary surface Sv : the result will be an analytic function,

not only of the variables hitherto mentioned, but of v, the differen-

tiation with respect to which therefore gives no difficulty.

Under the special assumptions made in § 172 on the choice of

our variables, the auxiliary surface $„ will be t = const.*

177. We have proved, so far, the existence and analyticity of the

solution u within any part M' of M limited in such a way that the

retrograde half conoid from any point a within it is, together with

t = 0, the boundary of a volume interior to the region of definition of

*V
t e.g., interior to the region of validity of the operations in § 62.

* The condition that the parameter v be identical with the parameter G
introduced in § 176 is easily seen to be that the surface £=0 satisfies the partial

differential equation

\dxl

'"' i dxm)
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This will certainly be the case, on account of the assumptions made
on the variable, if we introduce the limitation \t\< T, denoting by T
a suitably chosen positive constant : the latter can indeed be fixed,—
and this once for all throughout the whole region M, in such a way
that \t

— c\%T (together with T > 0) implies the inequality

(83) iri4(i-;y
of § 63, and, therefore, the convergence of the series for ty.

Bu
Now, as we are given the values of u and -~- for t = 0, and these

are analytic, we are able, by the above, to calculate the values of the

same quantities for any t between and T, the values corresponding
to t = T being again holomorphic in x1 , x2 , ..., ocm-i around any point*
of the plane t = T included in M. But such analytic values of u and

-~2 allow us to set a new Cauchy problem, the data of which are borne

by the plane t = T: the solution will be, by the above, defined and

holomorphic at least until t = 2T (we mean the part of it which

lies in M) ;
and going on in the same way, we shall be able to reach

every plane t = const, containing points of M.

178. The above result, and the method used to prove it, obviously
remind us of an analogous argument in the theory of ordinary
differential equations and the corresponding conclusion, viz. : the

solutions of an analytic {ordinary) linear differential equation can

admit of no other singularities than those of the coefficients themselves.

One of the proofs for the latter theoremf precisely consists in

observing that the radius of convergence of the expansion of any one

of the solutions in question around any point (or at least, a lower

limit for this radius) can be obtained without knowing what solution

of the equation is meant. Similarly, here, we use the fact that we can

tell a priori an interval of values of t over which we can extend the

definition of our solution.

Such an analogy might lead us to think that the same result could

* The useful part of the half conoid from such a point is, as we have said,

assumed to lie entirely inside &>.

t See, for instance, Jordan's Cours d'Analyse, Vol. in, 1887, § 92, p. 108.

H. 19
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be reached with the help of the original methods which have been

applied in general to Cauchy's problem, i.e. the Cauchy-Kowalewsky
classic argument. This, however, would be an error : in other terms,

the radius of convergence of the expansion of the solution of Cauchy's

problem (relating to t = const.) with respect to t, when obtained by
the calculus of limits, must depend, not only on the expansions of

the coefficients, but also on the radii of convergence of the expansions

(with respect to the other variables x1} x2 ,-...) of the data u and u1 .

For if it were not so, the conclusion would be common to

hyperbolic equations and to elliptic ones (the former being even

dominant of the latter in the classic mode of calculation for the proof
of Cauchy's fundamental theorem). But such is not the case, as is

shown, for Laplace's equation
—

2
+ ?-j

= 0, by the simplest examples,

such as

u — 73 rz
(
the real part of - -

I
,

(1
— xf-t y

2
\

r 1—x —
iyJ

the values of which, for x= (viz. „ ]
as well as the values of its

V 1 + 2/V

derivative r-
(viz. ^.

^—
J

, are holomorphic for any real y and which,

nevertheless, admits of the singularity x = l, y = 0.

179. It is evident, on the other hand, that the working in § 173

could have been replaced by the same method which we have applied
in §§ 174 ff., using exclusively normal variables instead of replacing
one of them by t. We then see that the assumption of S being t =
is immaterial, as it is by no means implied in the argument of § 175.

180. We have thus proved that the solution of a Cauchy problem
with analytic data certainly exists and is holomorphic throughout the

whole of any region M satisfying our above assumptions. But can we

say as much of the instrument which we have to use in order to find

that solution, I mean our elementary solution ? Does this quantity

exist and is it holomorphic as long as: (1) the coefficients of the equa-

tion are themselves holomorphic, the discriminant of A being con-

stantly different from zero; (2) the equations (29) of Book II, § 57,

can be solved in a unique and continuous manner, their Jacobian
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being different from zero, and therefore the two points a and x can

be joined together by a perfectly determinate geodesic, varying con-

tinuously in terms of the coordinates of these points ?

In the first place, we can observe that these assumptions are

sufficient for the construction of each of the successive coefficients Uh

by the operations of Book II, § 62. Moreover, there is no difficulty

in showing that these functions will be holomorphic throughout the

region M (a fact which will appear presently).

U itself is deduced from the Uh's by means of the expansion

U=U +U1T + ... + Uh Th +....

We are going to see that this expansion converges not only around

a, as we had seen in Book II, but for any point in the region (7) such

that r is sufficiently small, i.e. in the neighbourhood of the whole of

the characteristic conoid (or more exactly, of the part of it contained

within M).
For that purpose, i.e. in order to obtain upper limits for the

|

Uh |'s,

let us resume our " Calculus of limits
"
of § 63, except that we apply

it not only to expansions around a, but to expansions around any

point inside 01.

As in § 63, we take normal variables relating to a (so that

geodesies from that point are represented by straight lines), the sum
of the absolute values being still denoted by cr; and we change the un-

known so that the first term U in our series is U = —. .

VJA |

Moreover, in order to simplify notation*, we can admit that we

have taken our variables so as to let one of the axes of coordinates—
say the #m-axis—pass through the point x' around which we intend

to investigate our Taylor expansions : the variable xm will be replaced

by y, the value of which at x will be denoted by y', and we have to

* It would be quite easy to repeat the argument in the text without this

particular choice of axes. We should expand our functions around

\X\ , x<i ,
. . ,

,
xm )

by setting down xt
= x( + Xi .

The coefficients in the right-Tiand sides of (84) and (85) (expanded in powers of

the X's) would then be functions of x{, ..., xm',
the latter being replaced by

sxi, ..., sxm
'

in the integrand of (87), and <r would be

|Z1 |+|.2T8 |
+ ... +|Zw |.

19—2
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consider expansions in powers of x1} x2 , ..., xm_1 and y — y = Y. For

any coefficient A of the equation, this expansion will be

(84) A = $ A kl ... km (y')x^x^ ... afc F*».

Assuming all the quantities A to be holomorphic
—and therefore,

uniformly holomorphic
—

throughout M, we suppose therefore that all

the expansions (84) admit of the common dominant of § 63

1--
r

which will be independent of y' (i.e., of the position of x' on the y-

axis), except that <r is replaced by a =
|

x
1

1

+ ... +
\

xm-x
|

+
1 Y\. We

deduce therefrom, as in § 63, that if

r

ah

be a dominant of the expansion of Uh around x' (this dominant being

again assumed to be independent of y), the expansion of S- (Uh ),
—

say (as the coefficients are again functions of y)

(85) &(uh)
= rh) =

$*%]„,, ... km iy') *&*£ • <m:{ r*m -

will admit of the dominant

2h(2h + l)a'Kh
(86)

</}*+»
r )

Then, we have to construct integral (44') (with U =
const.). The

path of integration is the straight line joining the origin to the point

(#j, x2 , ..., xm_ x , y' + Y) so that we can represent the coordinates of

an arbitrary point of it by sxly sx2 , ...,s(y' + Y), where the parameter
s varies from zero to the final value 1

;
s is precisely the variable of

integration in (44'). For every value of s, the quantity (85) will be

expanded by Taylor's formula with the initial point (0, 0, . . .
, 0, sy'), i.e.,

by replacing, in (85), xlt x2> ... xm^, y, Y, by sxu sx2,...sxm^, sy', sY.

Integrating with respect tos,we find the required expansion of Uh+1 ,
viz.

(87)

2 (

1

s-h+h + - + *«
^<*> ^ (sy') X,

k
' X2

k*
. . . «j£JY

k™ds

4>(p + h + l)
Uh+l

=
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and we obtain a dominant for it if we replace every -^
(A)

by its value

taken from (86). As the latter is independent of y and may be taken

outside /, we get the same final dominant as in § 63 (except that <r is

still replaced by a-'),
and we see that the series for U converges when-

ever we have

(83a) l
r

l
< ?(

1
-p)''

in which a can be* replaced by \/mD, denoting by D the distance

between x and x'.

We shall take the point x' on the conoid itself and let it assume

successively every position on this conoid : by which a corresponding

point x such that \/mD< \r can assume every position such that Y
is smaller than a suitably chosen positive constant y (for all real

points included between the two hyperquadrics T = y afid r = — y in

the finite region 01 are at a distance from the conoid less than \r if

y is small enough).

Therefore, U will certainly exist and be holomorphic whenever T

is less than y, the smaller of the two numbers y and -7-7 .

181. If, now, we combine the above result with our previous

method, we shall be able to extend the definition of U to the whole

part of the region M (the latter still satisfying the same above

assumptions) which lies inside the conoid, say the direct sheet of it.

More exactly, we shall reach every point x such that the plane t= const,

through it (t having the same meaning as before) includes with T a

volume entirely interior to M.

To this end, let us denote by T a positive number such that the

operations of § 63 define U whenever simultaneously T (x; a) ^
and the difference

1

1 — c
|

of the t's relating to x and a is smaller than

T. On the other hand, let us notice that if we draw the retrograde

half conoid from any point x' interior to Y and such that T > ^ ,
and

cut it by the plane t=t' — T, the volume thus enclosed will lie entirely

* We limit ourselves hereby to the real domain. As to the advantage of intro-

ducing D instead of a', it lies in the possibility of changing axes, as is necessary

(on account of the rotations in the text) when we let the point x' vary.
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inside T = if the positive number T is sufficiently small*. Let us

take it so and also smaller than the numbers denoted by the same

letter in § 177.

For O^t^T (and T > 0, which will be implicitly understood all

through the following argument), U is defined by § 63, and is holo-

morphic.
For T^t^ 2T, two cases may occur. Either the retrograde half

9m
conoid from x cuts the plane t = T wholly inside V : then u and —

are known within the whole portion of 8 of the plane t = T thus

obtained and, therefore, the value of u.x is known by our general

formula solving Cauchy's problem, and is holomorphic, as explained

above f. Or the retrograde bicharacteristics from x may intersect Y
before meeting t= T; but, by the definition of the quantity T, this

can only happen if, at x, we have r < ^ and then, the value of Ux

is defined by the operations of our preceding section and is holomorphic.

Moreover, the two definitions are simultaneously valid throughout a

certain region (^ < T < 7) and both coincide with the analytic exten-

sion of the values already found for u. Therefore, we have a single

analytic function for all the domain corresponding to ^ t^. IT

inside T.

It is clear that the same operations can be applied for IT ^ t^ ST;
and so on. Thus our conclusion is completely proved. U is holo-

morphic in the x's and (for the same reasons as above) the a's.

182. Our method, both for u and for U, has consisted in calculating

these quantities for remote points or, as we can say, "events," by

using intermediate ones sufficiently near to each other. We can say,

therefore, that it is an illustration of what we have called Huygens'

major premise.
A thorough investigation of the consequences of such a principle

*
If, as allowed, we suppose r to be t

2 — x1
2 -x2

2
—..., the condition for T will

be T< y : 4 max. («+ V^i2+ ... + a?
2
n,-i).

t We have written our inequalities so that S is always strictly interior to Y
in this first case, on account of which not only C, but u is necessarily holo-

morphic throughout S .
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(which would lead however to more extensive researches which I hope
to resume later on) would give us further extensions of our results.

We could indeed, in that way, recognize the remarkable fact that the

seemingly fundamental condition that any two points x and a within

M can be joined to each other by a geodesic in a unique way is not

necessary.

We, for the present, content ourselves with noticing one point.

Though the region M be not assumed to satisfy the condition in

question, let us assume, nevertheless (for an even m), that the functions

F and ty exist and are analytic throughout it. Then, even if the point a

be chosen so distant from S that, inside the domain between T and S,

the solution of the first set of equations (29), § 57, would cease to be

possible in an unique way (the Jacobian (30) in the same section vanish-

ing, for instance, within that domain or even on S ), all the integrals

on the right-hand sides of (28) or (28 a), § 145, could still be defined

The only necessary condition for that is that every geodesic from a

interior to the conoid or belonging to it must still cut Sat a deter-

minate point and a finite angle.

It will be sufficient, in order to define the integrals in question,

to express them all with the help of the normal variables £ corre-

sponding to a. It is clear, in the first place, that our new assumptions
do not prevent the integral (79), finally obtained in § 175, from having
a meaning, the x's being still holomorphic functions of the f's (no

matter if the converse is true or not) and from being a holomorphic
function of the as.

The same can be said of SSS 1^/^ if we express it as said in

§ 179, viz.

8S8*V/i& . . . dfm = SS 6i
m
dm... dVm^ [kv/s™-* ds,

Jo

where the t?'s are defined, as in § 172 and l} an analytic function

of the as and the tj'b, corresponds to the intersection of any (interior)

geodesic from a with S.

The same will also be obtained for the integrals relating to S
(element dS or aVY) by writing down the values of itidS as said in

§ 176 [formula (82), (82')].

The total quantity (28 a) thus defined is a holomorphic function

of the a's. In the partial region M* where the £'s are uniform func-
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tions of the x's and the a's, it is proved by our preceding operations

to satisfy (E). But values of the same quantity outside M (though

inside M) are the analytic extension of values within M . Therefore,

they will also satisfy (E) and represent the solution of our problem.

183. The non-analytic case. Let us now assume our coefficients

to be no longer analytic; they will, however, be assumed to be

regular, i.e. to admit of derivatives, up to a certain sufficiently high

order, with respect to the cos. Indeed, we know from the properties

of Tedone's solutions (Book III) that such a hypothesis rests on the

nature of things. As has been said in Book I, the precise determina-

tion of the order of differentiability postulated will not be undertaken :

it will be sufficient for us to make sure that such an order exists for

every value of m.

We again take m even = 2m1?

(E) ^(u) = tA ik^- + %Bi

d

^ + Cu=f

being again the given equation, and

(£) £(v) =

its adjoint. Simultaneously, as before, we consider the equation in

2mj -l- 1 variables

(E') &'(*)- #{*)-^£-f,
the adjoint of which is

Our coefficients will be assumed to admit of partial derivatives at least

up to a certain order, which can be expressed by saying that up to

infinitesimals of that order they resemble analytic functions. The

existence of derivatives of the first few oraers is obviously sufficient

for us to be able to carry out the first part of our operations, that is

the construction of the quantity Y
;
and the existence of derivatives

up to a certain order for the coefficients will imply the existence of

partial derivatives up to a certain corresponding order for the quan-

tity T (see Additional Note to Book II).

Let us now come to the construction of the successive quantities
Vh (or Vh) as explained in our second Book. Though we cannot go on
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with it indefinitely, we are evidently able to calculate a certain

number of these quantities Vh : the more if the existence of more

derivatives of the coefficients (and consequently of Y) is postulated.

We shall assume that this is possible up to the (w^
—

l)th power
of r or T' = r —

(z
—
cf (the operations concerning both cases being,

as noticed in our second Book, the same but for numerical coefficients)

so that we have, for equation {S'), the expansion

1 m,-l

M=T^ti 2 VhT'\

which is identical with the expansion of v' given in Book II, § 62, but

for the fact of being limited. The corresponding terms relating to

(£) will consist of:

(1) The quantity V, with respect to which our previous calcula-

tions of Book II (or this Book, § 135) want no modification, viz.

h=0 ^rrix—h+i

(2) The first term ^
(0)

of the expansion of the quantity which we
have previously called ty.

Now, [v] will not be a solution of the adjoint equation {S'), but

the operations in our Book II show us that we have

(88) f([v']) = (-irinm_2 ^L/
,

i/r being a quantity* which is finite, continuous, and even (if further

derivatives of our coefficients are postulated) differentiable. Moreover,

this quantity ty is independent of z. The coefficient (— l)
m» Hm_2 ,

introduced in order to simplify further operations, is the same which

stands on the left-hand side in (7) (§ 135), except for the factor ir.

184. We shall now look at our problem from Hilbert's point of

view : that is, we shall see whether we can solve our Cauchy problem
if we no longer have at our disposal the true elementary solution, but

only this quantity [V], an incomplete elementary solution or "
para-

metrix
"
in Hilbert's sense. Therefore, we shall again take our Cauchy

problem for (E) and the corresponding equivalent problem for (E') ;

* (-ir.nTO_2^=2^(F'mi _ 1 ).
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but, for the latter, we shall again write down our fundamental formula,

in which, however, v' will be replaced by the above obtained parametrix

[v'l

The modification which we have to make in our formula is ob-

vious : it consists in taking account of the values (88) by the addition

of a supplementary space integral

SSS I /— &X\ dx2 . . . dxm dz
J vr

= (- 1)™> Hm_2 SSS
J -/=

dx1 . . . dxm dz

(the use of our symbol |

not being necessary here).

Using now the same process as before to descend again to our

2mi-dimensional space, we obtain (as I -7= = , =7r)

(89) u = H + SSSfa)*^ dx! dx2 . . . dxm

where, for brevity's sake, we have written H for the quantity which

is given by

(90)

2(-l)wt'9TOT'- 1 „
(m,

-
2) !

a

= ~ SSS (a) ^{o)fdx1 dx2 ... dxm - SSs ^(o) (Mi + Lu ) dS

1 dm,_1
+ ; sn T-^^i[SSS 2/>

r^i dx2 ... dxm + SS2 V(ul + Lu ) dS]

i.e., by formula (30) (which, this time, we prefer to (28)), except that

ty is replaced by its first term ^
(0)

.

In both above formulae, the points a, x are assumed to lie on the

same side of S, which we shall call the "
positive side

"
;
and (a), for

instance, as a suffix to the SSS. stands for the domain which we

previously denoted by T, viz., the domain enclosed, on that positive

side of S, by the retrograde characteristic half conoid from a.

185. We have to determine u by means of the above equation (89).

It obviously belongs to the well-known type of integral equations of the

second kind. The kernel—viz.
yjr
—is a finite one, so that the solution
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is given without any difficulty by the classic methods*. Even, in

this case, we have to deal ivith the Volterra type, on account of the

manner in which the domain of integration depends on (a1 ,
a2 , ..., am)

and approaches zero when the latter point approaches 8, and we can

solve it without needing to have recourse to Fredholm's algorithm :

the required quantity u will be given by the successive approxi-

mations

/ u® = H,
uau = Ha + SSS (a)

ux {0)

ty (x 5 «) ^1 dx2 ... dxm ,

($Vi \
%a<2) ==Ha + SSS(a) uxv ^(x; a) dx1 dx2 ... dxm ,

uaw = Ha + SSS (a)
ux {n

~
1}

^r(x; a) dx± dx2 ... dx,

u being equal to lim u (n)
.

M=oo

That these approximations converge in the same way as in Vol-

terra's case, corresponds to the way in which the shape of the domain

of integration on the right-hand side depends on the position of the

point (a1} a2 , ..., am).
Let us take again the coordinate t by consider-

ing a one-parameter family of surfaces St ,
such that S coincides with

the given S and that every St is duly inclined with respect to the

characteristic conoids and, therefore, cuts any one of them along closed

edges. On any such surface, let us take for the element dSt the quotient
of the m-dimensional space element by dt, so that

dSt dt = dT= dxl dx2 . . . dxm .

Let us, moreover, denote by K' a maximum of the ((m — l)-fold)

integral SS I $" (p 5
a) I

dSt ,
extended over the section of a retrograde

half conoid (having for its vertex any point a inside M) by any surface

St . Then if the function <j>(x1 ,x2 , ...) is given and its absolute value

is, on each St , less than <£ (t), the absolute value of the integral

SSS / </> (x) ifr (# J a)dx1 ... dxm
inside a retrograde half conoid with vertex a (limited to S) will admit

of the limitation

(92) |
SSSr <t> O) yfr(x;a)dx1 ... dxm

\

< K' (

°

3> (t) dt,
Jo

c denoting the value of t at a.

*
See, e.g. Bdcher's Introduction to the study of Integral Equations, Cambridge

University Press, 1909.
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This inequality precisely yields the required convergence just as

in Volterra's method and in Picard's method of successive approxima-
tions for ordinary differential equations. It shows us that if

\u^\ = \H\<H',

H' being a positive constant, then

(92') I t*w _ M <»-i>
j

< H' (KJ£
1 n !

which is the general term of a convergent series.
00

As follows from the summation of the series u + 2(w <n) — u{n
~

l)

)
i

and as is well known from the theory of integral equations, the solu-

tion u finally obtained is of the form

(93) ud = Ha
- SSS(«) ¥ (* ; a)HxdTx ,

where dTx is an abbreviation for dx1 dx2 . . . dxm and

is a determinate function of the x's and a's, the so-called
"
reciprocal

kernel"* of our integral equation, the value of which depends solely

on the expression of
yfr

itself.

* See B6cher, loc. cit., § 6.

The calculation of ^ with the help of
y\r

is given by the ordinary method in the

theory of integral equations (Bocher, loc. cit.). Having constructed our first two

approximations «(°) and uW, we find that the third one «(2
> is expressed in terms

of uW. In order to obtain it in terms of u(°) — H, we replace uW itself by its

expression. Operating as explained below in the text, we see that

where \^i
=^ and ^2 is represented by ah integral over the domain which we call

(a \x) (see the text), viz.

Going on in the same way, we see that ua= lim w <
n

) is represented by (93), with

-¥(#; a)=^i+^2+ ... +^n+ ...,

the terms >^n being the " iterated kernels," such that ^i=^ and

^n (x ; a) = SSS(a -£
X )
^„_! (x; a') \fs (a'; a) dTa ,

;

this series for (
-

•*), corresponding to Bocher's series (5) {loc. cit., § 6), converges
for reasons similar to those for the series for u (cf. Bocher, loc. cit., § 6, Theorem 3,

p. 23).
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186. Let us now see how this solution depends, not on the form

of H, but on the data themselves. Let us begin by the terms in /:

in the expression of H, we have the first term

(94) SSS^w (* J «)/<*) <W*

in which ^
(0)

is a function of both the oc'a and the as. Substituting

that quantity in (93) and replacing x by a' as the variable of integration

when necessary, we get

SSS^io)f(x)dTx - SSS^(a'; a) SSS^ftrt (*J a')f(x)dTxdTa,

The second term is a 2m = (4m 1)-fold integral which relates to all

systems of positions of our two points a and x such that :

The point a lies between S and the retrogade half conoid with

vertex a
;

The point x again lies between S and the retrograde half conoid

with vertex a'.

We can invert integrations, that is, we shall integrate by letting

first the point x be fixed and a variable : which, f being a factor,

gives, for the other factor, the quantity

(95) ^
(1) (x;a)= SSS(a$*) ¥ (a' ; a) <V

(0) (x ; a) dTa>,

the domain of variability of a', which is denoted by J,
—that is, the

domain of integration (fig. 32) in this formula,—being included

Fig. 32. Fig. 32 a.

between the retrograde half conoid with vertex a (which we have

been considering) and the direct half conoid (conoidal sheet not

turned towards S) with vertex x. The term in question is thus

(94 a) SSS^W {x\a)f{x)dTx .
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We now take the other term containing/ in the expression of H,
viz.

1 dmi~ l

<96 > (^ly.^sss.^/^
the integration SSS being extended within the space (a)2 included

on the positive side of S, between the retrograde half conoid having
a for its vertex and the surface r (x ; a) = 7. We have to substitute

this for H in the right-hand side of (93), which gives

(97)
1

(TO! -2)1

dm^-

^.^SS^fdT,
SSS(a) V (a; a) dTa>j—1 SSS<«> 2 V{x; a)f{x) dTx

This, on account of the ordinary rules of differentiation under the

integration sign*, may be replaced by

1 dmi~ l

(fM.-S)! dy»^1 [SSS(a)a VfdTx

- SSS(«) ^ («'; a) dTa> SSS<«'> 2 V(wt a)f(x) dTx\

The double SSS> ] -e - 4TOi-fold integral, shall be transformed, as

before, into

(97') SSSw/(*)dr«.SSS(«*r) a
¥(a ! «) V(w;a.)dT* t

In (97), the point a lies anywhere on the positive side of S inside

the half conoid with vertex a, and the point x lies on the positive

side of S, between the retrograde half conoid T (x; a')
= and the

surface V (x; a) = 7 (a region such that ^ T (x; a') ^ 7; see fig. 32 a)f.

Therefore, in (97'), the point x will lie anywhere in a and, for each

given position of x, the field of integration for a will be bounded by

*
Rigorously speaking, we ought, in the first place, as remarked above, toexclude,

before differentiation, the vertices of our conoids by small surfaces 2, e.g. by requir-

ing x and a! to be distant from each other at least by e. For such restricted domains,

the operations of differentiation under SSS in the text would be valid. It is easy
to see, by our previous considerations (including footnote to § 147), that they are

also valid by making e immediately (the convergence of the operations in

§ 141 or § 174 being uniform).

t The (diagrammatic) figs. 32, 32 a are two-dimensional sections of the

diagrams in the 2mrdimensional space.
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the retrograde half conoid with vertex a, the direct half conoid with

vertex x and the surface T (x; a')
= 7 (fig. 32 a). This field is what

we call (a$#)2 .

The (m,- l)-fold differentiation of (97') with respect to 7 can be

carried out under the first SSS» i-e->
on the value of the

SSS(afa;)2 J

and thus we see that the result of the substitution of (96) in our

Volterra-like resolving formula (93) is equal to the term (96), dimin-

ished by

(94 b) ssS(a) /(*) Von (*; «) dTx ,

with

(95 a)

1 dm'~ l

Finally, we have now every term depending on/! If we set down

(98) ^ = ^(o)-^(i,+^<ii),

^(i)> ^(ii) being defined by (95), (95 a) respectively
—the totality of

these terms will be

- SSS/0*) « (•; a) dTx +
(mi

_
2)

, J^i 888/(«) n*J «) <^-

187. The above explanations of the treatment of the terms in /
will allow us to deal more briefly with the other terms (containing u

and u
x ) as the operations will be exactly similar. The integral with

respect to x will be an SS (instead of an SSS)> the point x describ-

ing 8 ;
but the relation between this point and a', as well as between

a and a', remaining the same for any given x on S, the fields of inte-

gration relating to a have to be constructed as before. Similar

operations can also be performed when the point x is required to

describe the surface which we have called $„, so as to obtain a result

which is to be differentiated with respect to v. This shows, without

any new difficulty, what each term of the aforesaid kind in H gives

when substituted in (93) : we thus find

for the term — SS<s ^«» (ui + LuQ) dS :

-
SSso^(o) Oi + Luo) dS+ SSs ^(i) («i + Lu ) dS;
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1 dM >
_1

for

(w,-2)id^ SS2 V(Ui + Luo) dS :

1 dm i
~ l

(m,
-

2) ! df^1 SSa V (Wl + LUo) dS~ SS^(iDK + ^0)^ ;

for sv j- , , $$2u Fd^f :

(raj
—

2)1 dv a<y
mi l

1 a" dmi ~ x d~
fc=?)\ dv 5y5=i

SS*U° VdS +
dv SSso^ai)

dS
;

for^8S-srWo^(o)^:

^ SSs„«o^<o)^ -^ SS*„ «o^(d dS,

the sum of which, added to (94), (94 a) with subtraction of (94 b),

finally gives u itself under the form (30), V being calculated as said

in § 183 and <V being given by (98).

188. We have just constructed the expression of the required

solution, if it exists. But we have to prove, conversely, that what we

have found is a solution, satisfying the conditions of the problem.

To do this, we use the results obtained in the first place for the

analytic case. In this case, we have shown that the solution exists

and is analytic throughout M : of course, this solution can not be

distinct from the one which we have just obtained and which is

therefore itself analytic.

Moreover, we have constructed the elementary solution and es-

pecially the function ty (also analytic in terms of the w's and as).

Again, such a quantity can not be distinct from the quantity defined

by (98): for, on account of the fundamental Lemma of the Calculus

of Variations, the same quantity u can not admit of two distinct ex-

pressions of the form (30), equal to each other for arbitrary choices of

«o, t*,,/.

Therefore, the quantity ty defined by (98) is, under our present

assumptions, holomorphic in the z's and the a's.
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189. Could we prove, in a direct way, that the operations in §§ 184—187,

starting from analytic data, necessarily lead to analytic results*?

This can be done without any great difficulty as to the first part of them, the

construction of u. In the first place, formula (90), which gives the value of the

quantity H, is entirely similar to our previous formulae which gave u itself, except

that it contains ^( )
instead of fy). We therefore can prove the analyticity ofH

by the same methods which applied in §§ 173—176 a; but, this time, these

methods will be valid throughout M, as Vi^) is defined and holomorphic therein,

so that the analyticity ofH is proved at once in the whole of this region.

We have now to show the same for the solution of the integral equation (89). To

this end, we shall resume the method (§ 173) which we have applied to the space

integral (77), but with the modifications necessary to extend them to a suitably

defined complex domain.

We start from our real region ^, subject to the same restrictions as above

(especially, it is understood that any interior (or bicharacteristic) geodesic

described in the retrograde sense from a point a in M remains in M till it

reaches S).

Let x and a be two points in at, which, therefore, as assumed, can be joined

bv a determinate geodesic : the Jacobian —^-^—2> '"'
, being also assumedJ

D{qu ...,qm)

to be always different from zero (for the corresponding values of the a's and the

a's), the a's (and therefore the £'s) will be analytic functions, and they will be

holomorphic for any system of real or imaginary values x, a of the same variables

such that

\xi-Xi\<8, \di
— ai\<8, (i'=l, 2, ..., m)

8 being a certain positive quantity, which, as is well known, will have a positive

minimum when x and a assume all possible positions within M. If one

of the M points is required to describe a surface t= const., while the other

remains arbitrary, there will be another minimum, which will be a function of t

and which we shall denote by 8
t

. We thus can deduce from M a certain complex
domain (8t),

viz. the domain containing every point with (real or imaginary) coordi-

nates xu ..., xm ,
connected with, at least, one real point (dfj, ..., xm)

in M by

(99) \xi-Xi\<8t (i= 1,2,..., m)

(t still standing for xm).

From any (in general, imaginary) point in (8t), we can draw geodesies in various

directions. We shall especially consider those which are such that

| /Z
—

fi |

< k8
t , (k, positive constant)

* The method given below is the one which corresponds to E. E. Levi's

(loc. cit.); but the proof of E. E. Levi, for the elliptic case, is more complete,

applying not only to u, but also to the elementary solution and even to the

reciprocal kernel ¥ which generates it.

H. 20
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jl being the value of any of the quantities -3-
1

, ...,
—~=-1

, -=r and n the corre-

sponding value for a (suitably chosen) interior and retrograde direction at a

neighbouring real point (the neighbourhood being defined by (99)) belonging

to 01. Such directions will also be called "
retrograde directions in M." It is

dd
clear, by the above remarks on -=-

, that, for any such direction, the argument of

(
-
-|p) will be numerically less than k' (k' being a certain positive constant).

We also see that if k be taken sufficiently great we shall always obtain a retro-

grade direction (at any point of (8t)) if we take for the differentials of the normal

variables £ real values such that

dtf+ dtf+ ... + tf£
am_i < d£J, d$m> 0.

Geodesies having a retrograde direction (whether real or imaginary) will be

called "retrograde geodesies"; then, moreover, we shall agree that the inde-

pendent variable* t shall always vary in such a way that the argument of dt will

itself lie between - k' and k' : of course, this will also be the case for the argu-

ment of the difference between any two values of t on one such path, and we can

find a (constant) upper limit for the ratio between the length of any arc of such

a path in the plane of the complex variable t and the length of its chord, or of

its projection on the real axis.

Any point which can be reached from a by a retrograde geodesic, with the

above restriction for the variation of t, will be said to be subordinate to a.

190. It will be essential for us to modify our previous definition of (8t) (by

suitably diminishing the values of 8t ,
as allowed) in order that, taking for a

a point in (8 t ),
all the points subordinate to a also belong to (8t).

We can reach this by the help of known results connected with Cauchy's
fundamental theorem on differential equations. We indeed know that, (yl5 y2 >

• ••)

and (#!, j/2 > •••) being two solutions of one and the same canonical differential

system with the independent variable t and JV unknown functions, if we have an

upper limit e of the absolute values of the differences yi-yi for t= t
,
we can

deduce a similar upper limit *! relating to t= t
x by

where T is the length of the path followed from t to ^ and A a positive constant,
which we can find when we know a finite region where all the unknowns lie and
where the right-hand sides of the differential equations are regular f.

* We take t for the independent variable in (L) by multiplying both sides of

everyequationbyf
=
l:(|^).

t A is an upper limit of absolute values of the first partial derivatives of the

right-hand sides (compare footnote to the Additional Note to Book II).
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On account of this theorem, we see that the domain (8 t)
will satisfy the required

condition if 8
t
is chosen in terms of t so that 8

t
e
2mAat be decreasing (denoting by

a the aforesaid upper limit for the ratio between the length of a path of inte-

gration in the f-plane and its chord) : for instance, 8t

'

being a first choice of

that function, such as considered hitherto, we denote by 8t
the minimum of

^tie
-2mAa(t-f) for £/ varying between zero and t.

190 a. A last limitation in our domain (8 t)
will be introduced by only con-

sidering values of t, the arguments of which lie between — Id and + k' (the definition

of the domain, as concerns the other coordinates, remaining as above). A " sub-

ordinate point
"
of a point of the domain, with that new definition, will continue

to lie in this domain if the two values of t lie on the same radius vector through
the origin in the £-plane.

191. These geometric considerations are the only difficulty in the argument.

Introducing any function F of the #'s, or the x's and the a's, holomorphic through-
out M, we can now easily form an analytic function of the a's, also holomorphic

throughout (8 t), which will coincide with the given one for real points (i.e.

within M).
We see that such an extension will be given by the integral

(776) I=cSSdr]1 ...dr)m _ 1 KyFdk

constructed in § 173, the
»?'s

still describing the real domain (76) and the

variable X the real segment (0, 1), so that the variable t has to go from c to the

origin by the rectilinear path. By §§ 190 and 190a, if a lies within (8 t),
so will

also every point x corresponding to such a system of values of the ^'s and X's.

Thus,—which is essential for us—
,
F being defined in the domain (8 t), (77b) is

defined in the same domain and is holomorphic therein, for the same reasons as

above.

Moreover, if we denote by <f)(\t\) a maximum of the absolute value of F
when t assumes all the values such that |£|

= const., and by K' the product of

r Qm _2 by a maximum of Kit we have

(92a) \I\<K' I

^
<$>\t\dt,

i.e. the inequality corresponding to (92), § 185.

192. This being obtained, there is no longer any difficulty in defining u within

the whole of (8t), by equation (89). First, IT itself, on account of the calculations

in Book II, is holomorphic in the aforesaid domain (suitably restricted, if

necessary). Therefore, we shall see successively that each of the integrals (91) is

defined and holomorphic throughout (8t) ;
further on, by the same argument as in

§ 185 (with the use of inequality (92 a)), that such approximations converge.
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Moreover, this convergence is uniform and, therefore, by a known theorem, the

limit is again an analytic function, as we wanted to prove.

In order to afford the equivalent of E. E. Levi's proof, we ought to show, by
the same method, the analyticity of V) itself. We shall not, however, undertake

this, new difficulties (which do not exist for the elliptic case) arising obviously
from the shape of the domain which we have called (a $ x), if we should try to

extend it by adjunction of complex points.

193. This being said, we again cease to assume that our coefficients

are analytic (their regularity being, of course, still understood).

On account of the assumed regularity of the coefficients and of a

known fundamental theorem of Weierstrass', we can approximate each

of them as closely as we wish by a polynomial, and we may even do

this in such a way that the approximation holds on differentiation up
to the order for which the existence of derivatives has been postu-

lated *.

*
This, which is obtained under much more general conditions in a Memoir

of Tonelli in the Rendic. Circ. Mat. Palermo (Vol. xxix, 1910, pp. 1—36), results,

from the very methods for the proof of Weierstrass's theorem. In most of them,

indeed, the approximating polynomial for a continuous function of the variables

x1} x2 , ..., xm is expressed by an integral of the form

Un
= SSSF(zu Zi, ...,zm)Pn (zi-x1 ,

z2 -x2 , ...,zm-xm)dz1 dz2 ...dzm ,

the polynomial Pn (n=l, 2, ..., oo
) being such that : (a) for any fixed system of

values of Zx ,
Z2 , ..., Zm other than Z

1
=Z2=...=0, Pn {Z^ Z2 , ..., Zm) ap-

proaches zero with l/n, and even uniformly as long as Z1
2+Z2

i+ ... remains greater

than a fixed (arbitrarily small) positive number h
; (b) the integral

SSSPndZ1dZ2 ... dZm ,

extended over a fixed domain containing the origin in its inside (the shape of

which is immaterial on account of (a)), approaches l!

Pn may be, for instance, La Vallee Poussin's and Landau's polynomial extended

by Tonelli to several variables :

where X is the inverse of the greatest dimension of the domain and

^=^/o (1
-
p2)npm

" 1^=^ jB
(

ri+ 1

'f)*

If we now want to take any derivative of order k—say

D - t
*,v"

dx1
kt dx2

ki
...

—of such expressions, we differentiate Pn under SSS with respect to the x's,
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194. We get to the conclusion which we want to prove, viz. that

the solution constructed in §§ 184—187 actually satisfies the given

conditions, by combining the above result with those obtained for

the analytic case (§§ 173—181) and by first investigating the mode

of continuity (Book I, §§ 19 ff.)
of our expressions with respect to

the functions which represent the coefficients of the equation*: a

question which may be interesting in several cases and for which,

exactly as in § 18, Book I, expressions in power series would give

us no information whatever, while we shall be able to solve it by our

calculations in §§ 184 ff.

We shall see that the quantities constructed in the aforesaid

sections are continuous of a certain finite order with respect to the

coefficients in question. In other words, if we replace the coefficients

in question by other ones having respectively with them a neighbour-
hood of the order in question, and if

is the new equation thus obtained, the aforesaid quantities will differ

very slightly, whether deduced from (E) or from (Ex ). This will be,

for instance, the case if we replace our coefficients by approximating

polynomials constructed according to the preceding section.

The first question of that kind concerns the construction of geo-

desies and consequently of the quantity T. As to this, the answer is

given by what has been said in our Additional Note to Book II. We
thus know that any geodesic issuing from point a and relating to the

or—which is equivalent
—to the z's with multiplication by (— l)

k
. But, if the

corresponding derivative of F exists and is continuous, an integration by parts is

possible and transforms the result into

SSSZ)^... F. Pn (zi-xu 22 -#2, •••,Zm-%m)dzidz2 ...dzm ,

with addition of boundary terms.

If we finally assume (as in the case for the above written polynomial of

La Vallee Poussin and Landau) that our above condition (a) is satisfied not only

by Pn , but by its derivatives of any order less than k, these boundary terms

approach zero, and the limit of Dk k ... nn can be obtained by operating on

Bk k ... F as we did on F itself: which is the required result.

*
Analogous methods have been used for elliptic equations : see Lichtenstein,

Abhandl. Ak. Berlin, 1911 (Anhang).

20—3
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characteristic form Aj of^Ej) will run very near to the corresponding

geodesic relating to the form A, calling this, for instance, the geo-

desic which has the same tangent in (Oj, a2 ,
... am). Moreover, the

alteration will also be very slight as concerns the partial derivatives

of the coordinates x of any point of this geodesic, with respect to the

parameters previously called \, \2 , •••> ^m-i and, consequently, as

concerns the functional determinant J. This functional determinant,

being different from zero and (at least if a certain neighbourhood of a is

excluded) numerically greater than a fixed positive number all over a

certain region M, when taken with respect to equation (E), will there-

fore remain so if we start from one of the approximate equations (Ej),

as soon as the approximation is sufficiently close. This fact is a most

important one for us, because we thus know that our operations can

be considered as having the same domain of validity, whether we start

from (E) or (Ea).

That the alteration in T and M is also slight is again obvious now.

The same conclusion extends to the successive quantities V^

(h — 1, 2, ...,«*! — 2) on account of their defining formulae and simi-

larly to F
TOl_j

=
^(o), if, of course, the order of differentiability postu-

lated for our coefficients is sufficiently high (the derivatives thus

postulated being, as we have said, approximated by the corresponding
derivatives of our approximating polynomials).

It applies also to the " kernel
"

-v/r
of our integral equation (89), as

appears immediately from its expression (see footnote to § 183).

Finally, as to the solution of the same equation (89), the same

fact follows from the form of the successive approximations in (91)

(each of which will be but slightly altered by our substitution) and

from the fact that these approximations are uniformly convergent in

the circumstances we have to deal with, that is if calculations start

from either of the equations (E) or (Ej).

The same can be said for the reciprocal kernel ^, as given by a

(uniformly convergent) series of " iterated
"
kernels (see p. 300, foot-

note).

The alteration will also be very slight in the quantity which we
have called H (and in its derivatives up to a certain order, related

to the order of neighbourhood assumed for the coefficients). This

appears from the expressions of the different terms in H, as given in
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§§ 173—181, which are integrals containing the data u
, ulf f,

functions V and ty
{0)
and their derivatives up to a certain finite order.

Therefore, formula (93) immediately shows that the same extends

to u and—if the order of neighbourhood assumed is sufficiently high—to its first and second derivatives.

195. Our conclusion will follow now without any difficulty. Let us

begin by operating on equation (Ej), the coefficients Age', B(, C of

which will be approximating polynomials for A^, Biy C. We shall

obtain a quantity u' which will actually be the solution of the

corresponding problem, i.e. satisfying

& (u) = XA*'££- + 2 B{^ + G'u =/
oxidxk oxi

J

and also Cauchy's condition (C3 ). But if we let the altered coefficients

A^, etc. vary in such a way that their neighbourhood (of a suitable

chosen order) with the corresponding coefficients of (E) becomes in-

definitely close, u will approach u and S-i{u) approach &(u): the

latter is therefore necessarily equal to/.

196. The same continuity proof will apply to Cauchy's conditions,

as these are constantly satisfied for the approximating analytic

problem.
More exactly, the first of these conditions, for instance, means

that, a approaching a determinate point P which belongs to 8,

the quantity ua , calculated by our method, must approach (u )P .

Now, ua constructed with (E) may be, by the above, considered as

resulting, by a limiting process, from ua', the analogous quantity
deduced from (Ej). To make sure that the limit of ua ,

for a approaching

P, is the same as the limiting value of uP
' when (Ej) is infinitely

little different from (E),
—in other words, that the two limiting pro-

cesses in question may be inverted—it is sufficient, as is well known,
to ascertain that the first of them (corresponding to the variation of

the coefficients) is uniformly convergent (especially in the neighbour-
hood of 8). But this appears from the expressions of the different

terms, as constructed in §§ 174
—176a, it having been proved, especially,

that the integrands contain integral and positive powers only of the

quantity which we have called 6 .
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Things behave in the same way as to the second condition (C3 ).

Our problem, thus, is proved to have a solution, which is given by
the same formula (28) or (28 a) as in the analytic case, ty being
denned by (98).

197. To this quantity *l), the preceding considerations can be at

least partially extended. We can show, as above :

(1) that *Q is the limit of the corresponding quantity relating to

(Ex),
at least for any pair of points x and a such that T (x ; a) is

positive and not zero
;

(2) that (at least with the same restriction) it satisfies <£= (as

a function of the xs) and & =
(as a function of the as).

There is no doubt that these conclusions are also valid fovT(x; a)=0,
*V being regular even then and assuming the values ^,0) (as happens
in the analytic case and was required in the above for the elementary

solution); in other words, that fy(j) and ^(ii) are zero with T. The

rigorous proof of this would however present some difficulties as to

^
(II) ,

on account of geometric reasons already alluded to : for, T(x; a)

being very small, we should not be able to indicate a lower limit for

the quantity S
'

(0O) (§ 175), as some bicharacteristics from x would

pass very near a and others meet the characteristic conoid from a at

very small angles.

198. Of course, the result obtained for m even implies the corre-

sponding one for m odd, by means of our process of descent : V and

ty—now called V and $)'—having been constructed for m = 2m
1 + 2,

as explained above, the value of v, for m = 1mx -I- 1, follows by formulae

(62), (65), (§§ 164, 165).
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Giinther, on characteristics of systems, 22

tj ,
d2u d'

2u ...

Hamel, on 5-5- = s-»- ,
40 n.

exoy ozot

Hazard, introduced by discontinuity, 38
Heat (equation of), 26, 103

Hedrick, on the elementary solution for

two variables, 70

Hilbert, on the elementary solution for

two variables, 70; on the treatment of
non analytic equations, 277, 297

Holmgren, on equation of heat, 26; on

elementary solution, 72;—'s theorem, 31

Hugoniot's conception of waves, 21

Huygens' major premise, 53, 201, 294;
minor premise, 54, 176, 235

Huygens' principle, 53; special form of,

176, 235; general form of, 201

Hydrodynamique, 6lasticit€, acoustique

(Duhem's), see Duhem
Hyperbolic equations, definition, 39;

normal, 39

Hyperboloidsof one orof two sheets, 39, 155

Hyperquadrics, 155, 156

Hypersurface, 5 n.
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Imaginary singularities, limiting the con-

vergence of Maclaurin expansions, 11 ;

for x= 0, limiting convergence with re-

spect to x, 290
Indefinite characteristic form, 38

Indefinite partial differential equation, 4 ;

proof of its being satisfied, 181, 233, 311

Initial conditions, 41, 174

Integral equation (Cauchy's problem re-

duced to), 298

Integrand in
|

, hypotheses on, 135, 140

Interchange property of Eiemann's func-

tion, 67; of the elementary solution,

179, 180, 233; of the coefficients in the

elementary solution, 268 ff.; direct proof
for U , 271 ; applied to synthesis, 181

Interior problem, 160 ;
— sheet of charac-

teristic and propagation of wave, 174 n.

Inverse return of luminous rays, 53

Inverse sheet of characteristic conoid, see

Retrograde

Jacobian of ordinary coordinates, with

respect to normal variables, 87; with

respect to parameters characterizing

geodesies, 89 ; occurs in A2 r, 91 ; occurs
in elementary solution, 273

Janet (Maurice) on characteristics of sys-

tems, 22

Kirchhoff 's method for spherical waves, 55,

67 ;
— formulae deduced from general

theory, 240

Kowalewsky (Cauchy 's theorem, state-

ment of), 9 ; proof of, 12

Lame-Beltrami's differential parameters
for r, 90

Landau's polynomial for approximation,
308 n.

Laplace's equation V 2 u = (Cauchy's pro-
blem for), 23 ff.

La Vallee-Poussin's polynomial for ap-

proximation, see Landau
Le Roux, on characteristics of systems,

22; — andDelassus' theorem, 72; other

proof, 73 n.
;
on elementary solution,

72 n.
; constructs solutions with singu-

larities, 81 n.

Levi (E. E.), on non analytic equations,
277, 305 n.

Levi-Civita, on invariant form of partial
differential equation, 270 n.

Lichtenstein, approximates coefficients of

the equation in elliptic case, 309 n.

Limitation of finite parts of integrals, see

Upper limits

Limited media, 40
Lindelof,on theorem of factorization, 120 n .

Line, 5 n.

Lipschitz's normal variables, 86 (see Nor-
mal variables);

— condition, 12, 113,
135

Logarithmic term in the elementary solu-

tion, 70, 100; in connection with

Huygens' principle, 236
Lorenz's group (invariance by), 69, 261

Love, on application of Poisson's and
Kirchhoff's formulae to discontinuous

cases, 131 n.

Lower limit for magnitude of interval of

integration, necessary for limitation of

|

—
, 140; the analogue for multiple

integrals, 149

Major (Huygens') premise, see Huygens
Meray's notation for multiple integrals,

66
Minor (Huygens') premise, see Huygens
Mixed problem for (e3), with plane boun-

daries, 247
Mixed problems, 40 ff., 248 n. .

Monge, on characteristics, 20 n.

Neighbourhood, order of, 35
Non analytic equations, 277 ff. ; reduction

of the problem to integral equation, 298
Non existence of solution for (em)

when
higher derivatives fail, 131

Non normal equations: no correctly set

problems are known with respect to

them, 40
Normal hyperbolic equations, definition

of, 39
Normal variables, 86 ; regularly connected

with original ones, 112

Order of continuity, 37 (see Continuity) ; of

neighbourhood, 35 (see Neighbourhood)
Osgood, on theorem of factorization, 120 n.

Parabolic equations, definition of, 38 ; as

a limiting case of hyperbolic ones, 102
Parametrix (Hilbert's), 278, 297

Parseval, on descent, 49 n.

Picard, on successive approximations, 12,
32 n.; on mixed problems, 42 n.; con-

structs the elementary solution for m= 2,

70; determines solutions for in= 2 by
their values on two intersecting lines,

78; on non analytic equations, 277
Poincare' and the theorem of factorization,

120 ; on the invariance of general deter-

minant D, 272 n. ; on hazard, 38
Poisson's formula, for equation of sound,

47; deduced from general theory, 238;
on descent, 49 n.

Polynomials (approximation by), 31 n.,
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308 n., 309 n.; La Vallee Poussin and
Landau's, 308 n.

Potentials (solutions analogous to), 185

Principal value (Cauchy's), 138

Projection of Em+1 on to Em , 219

Pulsating sphere (Dubem's), 43

Quotient of space element by differential,
62

Radius of convergence of solution, 16;
with respect to one variable, depending
on radius of convergence of data with

respect to the others, in the elliptic case,
289

Regular functions, 11

Relativity (relation with the theory of),

69,84
Remainder of improper integrals, 139
Residual integral, 176, 235; sign of, 177

Retrograde waves, 52 ;
— sheet of character-

istic conoid, 53, 161, 174, 301
Riemann's method, 57, 65 ; deduced from

general theory, 236 ;
—'s function, 65 ;

relation with elementary solution, 72

Semidefinite characteristic form, 38

Sign of residual integral, 177

Singularity of order p along a regular
surface, 79 (see Solutions with) ;

of solu-

tions in the elliptic case, 290

Singularity of the domain of integration
for

|

—
, 147 ; case of two intersecting sur-

faces, ibid.

Solutions with a singularity of order p
along a regular surface, 79

Solving formula for m odd, 166 ; examples,
Book III, Chap, iv

Sommerfeld, on elementary solution, 70n.;
on its application to the elliptic case, 102

Spherical waves (equation of), 7 ; Poisson's
and Kirchhoff's methods for its integra-
tion, see Kirchhoff, Poisson

; for higher
number of variables, 245

; corresponding
Cauchy problem for a non duly inclined

boundary, 253
Subordinate (point

— to another), 306

Synthesis of the solution, Book III,

Chap, m; for 2m
1 variables, 233; for

mixed problem with plane boundary, 251

Systems of equations, 21 n.

Tedone generalizes Volterra's method to

(em), 68, 130; —'s expressions and their
relation with the elementary solution r

157; — 's formulae for damped waves,
244, 246

Telegraphist's equation, 41, 103
Tonelli (L.), on approximation by poly-

nomials, 308 n.

Transversal, 63, 160; Coulon's construc-
tion of, 63

Uniform convergence of improper inte-

grals, 139

Universe, universe point, 8, 52

Upper limits of |~ for simple integrals, 139
-

r
for multiple integrals, 149

Variational equations for geodesies, 111

Vibrating membranes (problem of), 42 r

43,44
Vibrating strings, 40

Volterra, on data borne by non duly in-

clined surfaces, 44, 150 n., 254, 260
Volterra's integral equation and corre-

sponding method, 299 (see Integral equa-
tion)

Volterra's method for cylindrical waves,
55, 67; the corresponding function, 118;
generalization, 119 ff.; extension by
Tedone, see Tedone

;

—'s auxiliary solu-

tion for systems, 119 n.; on analogy with

potentials, 186

Waves (equation of spherical), 7 (see Sphe-
rical); equation in five variables, 211;
cylindrical, 7 (see Cylindrical); inter-

vention of, 50; retrograde, 52; propa-
gation shown by solving formulae, 174 ;

diffusion of, 175

Weber, on equation of damped spherical
waves, 243, 245 n.

Weierstrass and the theorem of factoriza-

tion, 120
Wells' Time machine, 8 n.

Zeilon, on elementary solution, 72 n.

Zermelo, on neighbourhood of functions,
35 n.
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